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shortstories
J&K HIGHWAY
RESTRICTIONS: HC
SEEKS REPLY
FROM GOVT
SRINAGAR: The Jammu and
Kashmir high court has sought
response from the state government on a public interest litigation
(PIL) filed seeking striking down of
the ban on movement of civilian
vehicles on the Jammu-Srinagar
national highway on Sundays and
Wednesdays. Four PILs were filed
on Monday by J&K Peoples
Movement founder, Shah Faesal,
senior PDP leader Naem Akthar,
Shafqat Nazir and Raja Faisal. The
PILs challenged the national
highway traffic ban in the high
court and termed it as a violation
of fundamental rights guaranteed
under Article 19 and 21 of the
››P7
Indian constitution.

Mirwaiz appears before
NIA: ‘ Not cooperating’
NEW DELHI: Separatist leader
Mirwaiz Umer Farooq on Monday
appeared before the National
Investigation Agency (NIA) here in
connection with its probe into the
terror funding case but is not
cooperating with the investigators, official sources said. An NIA
source privy to the investigation
told IANS that the Mirwaiz, who
leads the moderate faction of the
Hurriyat Conference, was asked
about his connections with
hawala operators and his contacts
in foreign countries. “As of now, he
has been unable to give any
proper reply,” the source said. ››P6

Defamation suit: Court calls
Rahul, Surjewala on May 27
AHMEDABAD: A Gujarat court on
Monday issued summons to
Congress president Rahul Gandhi
and its national spokesperson
Randeep Singh Surjewala in a
criminal defamation suit filed by
the Ahmedabad District Cooperative Bank. BJP president Amit
Shah is a director in the bank. The
two complainants had moved
court last year after Congress
leaders reportedly alleged the
bank was involved in “scam” to
convert “~750 crore” scrapped
notes within five days of demonePTI
tisation.

BJPmanifestofocuses
onsecurity,Article370

hold technical
Air Force gives Will
meet with India on
corridor
proof of F-16 hit Kartarpur
on April 16: Pak

VISION 2019 Nationwide citizens’ register, wider PM-Kisan cover, higher infra spend

NEWDELHI: The Indian Air Force
(IAF) on Monday released radar
images for the first time to rebut
Pakistan’s claim that it had not
lost a US-manufactured F-16
fighter jet in the February 27 dogfight with Indian jets.
The dogfight followed India’s
airstrike on a terror base in Pakistan in retaliation to the car
bomb attackthat left 40 paramilitary troopers dead in Pulwama
district on February 14. The
strike was carried out after Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed
claimed responsibility for the
attack. IAF’s assistant chief of
air staff operations (space), Air
Vice Marshal RGK Kapoor, said
they have more credible evidence to establish that Pakistan
Air Force (PAF) lost one F-16 in
the aerial skirmish.
He added the information was
not being shared in the public
domain “due to security and confidentiality concerns.”
IAF cited two airborne warningandcontrolsystem(AWACS)
radar images of the engagement
area west of the de facto IndiaPakistan border in Jammu and
Kashmir – Line of Control (LoC)
– opposite Jhangar.
The first one showed the
tracks of three PAF F-16s in front
of Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman’s MiG-21 Bison.

Modi doesn’t make
commitments that
can’t be met: Goyal

Kumar Uttam
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) released its election
manifesto or Sankalp Patra on
Monday, promising a muscular
approach to national security,
huge investments in rural areas,
increased spending on infrastructure, and a slew of welfare
programmes.
Political analysts said the
manifesto, whose release came
two days before the first phase of
polling for the Lok Sabha,
addressed key constituencies
including the party’s loyal core,
theaspirationalmiddleclass,and
farmersandotherruralworkers.
ItpromisedaRamTempleatAyodhya,aconstantinalmostallBJP
manifestorsovertheyears;abrogationofArticle370andthecreationofaUniformCivilCode(both
reflectingtheparty’scorephilosophy); the expansion of a cash
transfer scheme for farmers
announcedearlierthisyeartoall
farmers; a ₹1 lakh crore investment over five years in creating
infrastructure ; and a ₹25 lakh
crore investment in rural areas
over the same period.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi released the 45-page manifesto titled Sankalpit Bharat,
Sashakt Bharat (Determined
India, Strong India) in the presence of BJP chief Amit Shah and
topleadersincludingUnionministers Rajnath Singh, Sushma
Swaraj and Arun Jaitley.
“Letusworktowardsbuilding
a strong and inclusive India,
whosecitizensareassuredofdignity, prosperity, security and
opportunity,” Modi said.
CONTINUED ON P1O

NEWDELHI: Confident of BJP’s vic-

n

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and BJP president Amit Shah at the
party’s manifesto release function on Monday. ARVIND YADAV/HT PHOTO

tory, Union minister Piyush
Goyalfeelstheparty’smanifesto
has reiterated the priorities of a
continuumgovernment.“Wewill
getmoreseatsthanlasttime(asa
party).ButasanNDA,wewillget
much more than we got last time
because now it is an
expanded NDA…
We are really
now the main
centre pole of
Indian politics,”
hesaidinaninterview.
››P8

‘List of broken promises’: Oppn
tears into BJP’s ‘Sankalp Patra’
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Congress on Monday cited the Bharatiya Janata
Party’s (BJP) 2014 poll document
and released a list of its 125 “broken promises” as the ruling
party issued its manifesto ahead
of the seven-phase national elections that begin on April 11.
The list of the “broken promises” relates to issues of jobs, 50%
rise in farmer income, price rise,
corruption and bringing back
black money stashed abroad.

“Today, the country’s 125
crore people are demanding
answers from [Prime Minister
Narendra] Modi on 125 promises
made before coming to power.
People will not accept your
deception document anymore
and time has come for you to pick
your bags and go,” said Congress
spokesman Randeep Singh Surjewala.
West Bengal chief minister
Mamata Banerjee attacked the
BJP over the promise of passing
the Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill to drive out infiltrators. “If

you vote for them [BJP], they will
turn you all into refugees in your
own country. We will never
allow NRC [National Register of
Citizens] and the Citizenship Bill
in our state,” she said at a rally in
Cooch Behar in north Bengal.
National Conference (NC)
chief Farooq Abdullah referred
to the BJP’s promise of abrogating Constitution’s Article 370
that gives Jammu and Kashmir
special status. He added the
state’s accession to India in 1947
will also not stand if they remove
››P8
the provision.

IG Kunwar Vijay Pratap
shifted after EC order

Top navy job: Verma
moves tribunal after
being bypassed

Gagandeep Jassowal

Rahul Singh

SAD COMPLAINT

n

AKALI MP NARESH
GUJRAL, IN HIS
COMPLAINT TO EC, SAID
THE OFFICER HAD GIVEN
A “POLITICALLY
MOTIVATED” INTERVIEW,
EC WARNS IG

letterschd@htlive.com

JALANDHAR: The Election Com-

mission of India has directed the
Punjab government to divest IPS
officer Kunwar Vijay Pratap
Singh of his charge as inspector
general of police (crime), and the
additional charge of organised
crime control unit for “violating” the model code of conduct.
In a communication sent to
the chief secretary, the EC wrote
that it had received a complaint
from SAD leader Naresh Gujral
against the IPS officer. Gujral, a
Rajya Sabha MP, had stated that
the latter had given a “politically
motivated” interview to a TV
channel on March 18-19.
Following the directions of the
EC, the Punjab government has
posted Kunwar as IG, counter
intelligence (Amritsar).
Kunwar is a member of the
special investigation team probing the 2015 police firing incidents. The EC order repeatedly
mentions the IPS officer as member SIT. However, there is no
clarity whether he will continue
to be a SIT member or not after
the EC order. Also, the transfer

n

Kunwar Vijay Pratap Singh

order doesn’t mention anything
about it. “The matter was examined and it was found that the
officer gave politically motivated interview to a TV channel
on March 18 and 19 about ongoing investigation by SIT and
made certain political comments. It has also been observed
that the contents of the part of
the interview has political connotations and the potential to
show certain political leaders in
poor light. The officer also mentioned the name of leaders of
SAD which is clearly in violation
of poll code,” read the EC letter.
A notice has also been issued
to the IG to explain his position
and the EC has warned him
against making comments

related to the SIT probe, officials
said. “The commission has
therefore decided that Kunwar
Vijay Pratap Singh shall be
immediately relieved from his
present post and shall not be
given any post related to conduct
of elections,” says the EC letter.
The commission also directed
that action may be initiated
against the IPS officer for the
“lapse /violation”.
The SAD had filed a complaint
against the IPS officer, alleging
he was working at the behest of
the Congress to target Akalis.
The party wanted Kunwar to be
shifted out of the state till elections are over.
The Punjab government told
the EC that the SIT was functioning independently.

n

rahul.singh@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Vice Admiral Bimal
Verma, the top navy officer
superseded by the government
to appoint his junior Vice Admiral Karambir Singh as the next
navy chief, has petitioned the
Armed Forces Tribunal against
the order.
The senior navy officer, who
heads the Andaman and Nicobar
Command in Port Blair, will be
represented by his daughter
Rhea Verma, a Delhi-based lawyer. The 28-year-old is an alumnus of India Law Society’s Law
College in Pune.
The tribunal is expected to
hear the plea on Tuesday, people
familiar with the matter said.
Senior navy officials declined
comment on the matter.
Vice Admiral Bimal Verma,
would have been the senior-most
officer in the navy on May 31
when navy chief Admiral Sunil
Lanba retires. But the government last month decided against
appointing him and opted for
Vice Admiral Karambir Singh,
the second senior-most officer.
Singh currently heads the Visa-

Fresh pressure on UK to apologise
for Jallianwala Bagh massacre
jallianwala
centenary
100 years of carnage
Prasun Sonwalkar
n

prasun.sonwalkar@hindustantimes.com

LONDON :The Theresa May gov-

ernment is expected to reiterate
on Tuesday Britain’s position
since the mid-1990s of expressing ‘deep regret’ for the April 13,
1919, massacre in Jallianwala
Bagh that may set the stage for a
full apology later, amid growing
demand for the gesture.
As Channel 4 and other
media organisations in the UK

gear up for documentaries and
special features to mark the
event, a debate secured by Conservative MP Bob Blackman is
scheduled in the Westminster
Hall on Tuesday, when foreign
office minister Mark Field is
likely to repeat London’s ‘deep
regret’ for the historic event.
A similar sentiment was
expressed during the February
19 debate in the House of Lords,
when the government said it has
been “reflecting” on the demand
for a full apology. Such apologies have been previously been
tendered by prime ministers for
various historical misdeeds.
A foreign office spokesperson
said: “The government rightly
condemned the (Amritsar) inci-

FOREIGN OFFICE
MINISTER MARK FIELD
IS LIKELY TO REPEAT
LONDON’S ‘DEEP
REGRET’ TODAY
dent at the time: Secretary of
State for War Winston Churchill
called it 'a monstrous event…
which stands in singular and
sinister isolation”.
“HM the Queen and prime
minister David Cameron both
expressed our deep regret on
visits to Jallianwala Bagh”.
During a visit in 1997, Queen
Elizabeth said at the Jallianwala Bagh memorial: "History

cannot be rewritten, however
much we might sometimes wish
otherwise. It has its moments of
sadness, as well as gladness. We
must learn from the sadness and
build on the gladness.”
Cameron visited the memorial in 2013, but confined himself
to calling the massacre “a
deeply shameful event”, and
sought to justify his decision not
to tender an apology.
He said at the time: "In my
view, we are dealing with something here that happened a good
40 years before I was even born,
and which Winston Churchill described as 'monstrous' at
the time and the British government rightly condemned at the
time".

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

›

There is no doubt that
two aircraft went
down in the aerial
engagement...
conclusively identified by
its electronic
signature and
radio transcripts
RGK KAPOOR, Air
Vice Marshal

In the second image taken 10 seconds later, one of the F-16s, is no
longer on the radar screen.
Pakistan captured Varthaman after downing his jet in the
combat before releasing him on
March 1.
IAF went public with the
radar images days after the Foreign Policy magazine claimed US
military personnel recently conducted a physical count of Pakistan’s F-16s and found none
missing. The US said on Friday it
was unaware of any count of
Pakistani F-16s to ascertain if
one of Islamabad’s jet fighters
had indeed been downed in the
February 27 dogfight with Indian
warplanes.
Kapoor said the F-16 was “conclusively identified” by its electronic signature and radio transcripts.

Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan said on Monday that it will hold a technical
meeting with India on April 16 to
discuss the modalities for the
corridor linking Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Kartarpur to Dera
Baba Nanak shrine in Gurdaspur district of Punjab.
“Continuing with Pakistan’s
spirit of constructive engagement, we have agreed to the
Indian proposal for a technical
meeting on 16 April,” foreign
office spokesman Dr Mohammad Faisal tweeted.
“We expect positivity from
India so that the corridor
becomes reality for 550th celebrations (of the birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev),” he
further said. India and Pakistan
last month held a meeting of
technical experts on Kartarpur
corridor.
››P3

mustread
CONG RED-FACED
Photographs of a notorious
gangster joining Congress and
sharing stage with Patiala LS
candidate Preneet Kaue has left
the party red-faced.
››P3

SC tells EC to increase random
verification of VVPAT receipts
Bhadra Sinha
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

on Monday directed the Election Commission of India (ECI)
to increase random matching of
Voters Verifiable Papers Audit
Trail (VVPAT) slips with the
Electronic Voting Machine
(EVM) from one to five polling
stations for every assembly segment of each Parliamentary
constituency so as to bring more
“integrity” and “credibility” to
the electoral process .
That means trails from

THE INCREASE, THE
COURT SAID, WOULD
NEITHER REQUIRE
ADDITIONAL MANPOWER
NOR DELAY RESULT
DECLARATION
around
20,600
VVPAT machines will have to
be matched.
The order by a bench led by
Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi
came on a petition filed by 21
opposition leaders who sought

verification of at least 50% of the
VVPATs per assembly segment.
The bench, also comprising justices Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna, did not agree.
All EVMs have VVPAT
machines.
The output of a defined number of these (five in each assembly segment of every Lok Sabha
constituency according to the
court order) will be matched
with the results.
The increase, the court
observed,
would neither
require additional manpower
nor delay declaration of results.

khapatnam-based Eastern
Naval Command.
The people familiar with the
matter, who asked not to be identified, said that in the petition,
Verma has sought to know the
criteria followed to make such
top appointments and also
demanded that Singh’s appointment be quashed.
They added that Verma has
raised questions about the decision-making process and also
wants the tribunal to determine
whether seniority should play a
role in the appointment of the
navy chief.
“While the government has
set out its revised promotion policy where seniority has not been
the key determining factor, an
individual officer is well within
his rights to seek legal recourse,”
said military affairs expert and
former army vice chief Lieutenant General AS Lamba (retd).
Lamba said this was perhaps
the first time that a three-star
officer had staked claim for the
chief’s post. Bimal Verma was
the principal director of naval
operations when the 2005 Navy
War Room leak case was
reported.

MALLYA LOSES
EXTRADITION
APPEAL IN COURT
Prasun Sonwalkar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: In another legal win for
India,ajudgeintheappealscourt
ofthehighcourthasrejectedcontroversial businessman Vijay
Mallya’s application for permission to appeal home secretary
SajidJavid’sFebruary 4 orderto
extradite him to India.
Mallyaapplied tothecourt for
permission on February 14 and
the Home Office submitted its
responsewithinthestipulated20
days.Legalexpertssaythecaseis
usually allowed to go for a full
appealshearingifnewgroundsor
evidence not previously considered in lower courts are cited.
››FULL REPORT ON P11
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shortstories
BJP MANIFESTO
IS ‘JUMLA PART-2’,
SAYS JAKHAR
CHANDIGARH :Punjab Pradesh
Congress Committee president
Sunil Jakhar on Monday said that
manifesto issued by the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) was not a
commitment of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and party president Amit Shah but another
attempt to mislead and cheat the
voters of the country. Terming
manifesto as ‘Jumla part 2’, the
state Congress president said the
BJP had formed a government in
2014, with same type of promises
but the Modi-led government has
failed to fulfil the promises during
its five-year tenure and now the
party is again making lofty
promises but people of the
country can’t be befooled. HTC

Gujral welcomes transfer of
IG Kunwar Vijay Partap
CHANDIGARH: Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) Rajya Sabha member
Naresh Gujral on Monday said it’s
a welcomed the directions of
Election Commission of India (ECI)
to transfer inspector general of
police (IGP) Kunwar Vijay Partap
Singh, a member of the special
investigation team (SIT) probing
police action on anti-sacrilege
protesters at Behbal Kalan and
Kotkapura in Faridkot. “For the
issue that I raised, I would like to
thank EC for timely action as this
would ensure such officers will
desist from acting in a partisan
manner and people of Punjab will
be able to vote without any fear
or prejudice during the forthcoming parliament polls,” said the
HTC
Akali leader.

Preneetred-facedasgangster
joinsCong,sharesdaiswithher
PATIALA RALLY Opposition accuses the ruling party of patronising criminals, using muscle power to win election

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Chandigarh The Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) state chief , Bhagwant Mann, has appealed to the
people to come out of their confinesand“voteagainstthosewho
delivered nothing on promises
they peddled among the people”.
Inanemotionalletterappealto
thepeopleofthestate,Mannsaid
that he took the reins of the Punjabunitwhenthepartywaspassingthrougharough patchascertainpeopleweretryingtoharmit
for their personal political ends,
who had now parted to pursue
their aspirations.
Mann said, “I was an establishedartisteearninglakhs.Isaid
no to this lucrative profession
with a sole objective of serving
you. I used to have hard drinks
once in a while which I left for
goodinthemonthofJanuary2019
ontheinsistenceofmymotherso
that I could make myself available for you 24X7. It was a nothing
butacallfromwithintobeatyour
service.”
The Sangrur MP further said:
“I have tried to raise each and
every issue and concern the people of the state were confronted
with. As you may recall, December 27 was the martyrdom of the
youngerSahibzadasofGuruGobind Singh. On my insistence, the
Parliament paid rich tributes to
the great martyrs, which none

›

Navrajdeep Singh
n

We’ve zero tolerance
to criminals getting
into politics. Randeep
Singh’s antecedents were
brought to my notice and I
will ensure that he is
thrown out of the party.

navrajdeep.singh@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Congresscandidatefrom

the Patiala Lok Sabha seat and
former Union minister Preneet
Kaurwasleftred-facedafterphotographs of a notorious gangster
joiningthepartyandsharingthe
stagewithherduringa rallysurfaced on Monday.
RandeepSinghKharoud,who
is facing at least seven cases of
attempt to murder, robbery and
possessing illegal arms, is seen
sitting next to Kaur, the wife of
PunjabchiefministerAmarinder
Singh, at the rally held at Lower
Mall Road locality of Patiala on
Saturday. Randeep is presently
out on bail and claims to be the
statechairmanofthePanjabUniversity Students’ Union (PUSU).
HehailsfromBaraninSanaur
block of the district and was
arrestedbythepolicein2016.His
fatheris anassistant sub-inspector (ASI) in the Punjab Police.
TheShiromaniAkaliDal,Aam
AadmiParty(AAP) andthePunjab Democratic Alliance (PDA)
onMondaytargetedPreneetand
her party for allegedly siding
withgangstersandusingmuscle
power in the elections.
In a press statement, Preneet

Teach Capt govt a
lesson for making
false promises: Mann
HT Correspondent

BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

n

Congress candidate from Patiala segment Preneet Kaur with
HT PHOTO
Randeep Singh (centre) during a rally.

defended herself saying she was
not aware of the antecedents of
Randeep Singh Kharoud. “Our
partyhaszerotolerancetocriminals getting into politics. Randeep Singh’s antecedents were
brought to my notice and I will
ensurethatheisthrownoutofthe
party. He was an AAP supporter
earlier. He is trying to enter politicsbyprojectinghimselfasastudent and a political activist,” she
was quoted in the press release.
A Congress leader said, “Randeep joined the party after Congress’ Sanaur halqa in-charge
Harinderpal Singh Harry Mann

introduced him to Preneet. Randeepshowedhisstrengthwithan
impressivegatheringoftheyouth
at Saturday’s rally. He even
addressedthegatheringfromthe
stage in the presence of the Congress candidate.”
Harry Mann, who organised
Saturday’s rally, defended Randeep’s entry into the party, saying,“Thecasesregisteredagainst
Randeep were fallout of the
rivalry between the Student
Organisation of India (SOI), the
SAD’s student wing, and PUSU.
Randeep has not been convicted
inanycase.Hebelongstoafamily

n
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NURMAHAL/PHILLAUR: Shiromani

AkaliDal(SAD)PresidentSukhbirSinghBadal,onMonday,reiterated his stand and accused the
Congress government of influencingtheinvestigationtoimplicate Akali leaders in the Behbal
Kalan and Kotkapura firing.
“Congress leaders are saying
that SAD is wary of being implicated in the case. This clearly
indicates SIT is playing Congress’s game,” said Badal while
addressing the media in Nakodar. He was speaking in support
of party’s Jalandhar candidate
Charanjit Singh Atwal.
This statement came a few
hours before the news of SIT
memberIGKunwarVijayPartap
Singh being shifted by Election
Commission of India (ECI) came
to light on Monday.
Sukhbirsaidtheinvestigation
in Behbal Kalan and Kotkapura
firing was heading in the right
direction during the SAD-BJP
rule and it was handed over to
CBI on public demand.
On the question of the two
Sikhs falsely implicated during
SAD-BJP government in this
case,Badalclarified,“Therewas
no SIT at that time and government took immediate action on
the first available information.
The two brothers were taken to

SAYS PROBE IN POLICE
FIRING CASES WAS
HEADING IN RIGHT
DIRECTION DURING
SAD-BJP RULE AND IT
WAS HANDED OVER TO
CBI ON PUBLIC DEMAND
the court but they refused to
undergo the lie detector test.
Later the case was handed
over to CBI.”
Badal, however, avoided the
queries posed by journalists
about Sirsa Dera chief and left in
a huff when asked why the Akali
government had not prosecuted
SirsaDerachiefinthecaseregisteredagainsthiminMay2007for
imitating Guru Gobind Singh.
While giving credit to slain
AkalileaderKuldeepSinghWadala and BJP led union government for opening the Kartarpur
Corridor and the conviction of
Sajjan Kumar in 1984 anti-Sikh
riots,theSADchiefalsoattacked
the Congress over a gangster
joining the party, saying it
showed their frustration. He
appealed to people to teach the
Congress a lesson for failing to
fulfil their poll promises.
“CaptAmarinderisthe‘worst’
CM in the history of Punjab. He
has failed in every aspect and

April 2016: He along with
Harwinder Singh ‘Rinda’ and
five others injured three
students in firing at Panjab
University campus. Police
announced a reward of
₹50,000 on him.

of Congress loyalists.”
Surjit Singh Rakhra, the SAD
candidatefromthesegment,said
theincidenthasexposedtheCongress’nexuswithgangstersasthe
party is garnering support of
criminals.“Thenefariousdesign
of the Congress to win the electionbyanymeanshascometothe
fore.Isthepartybankingonsuch
people to organise the campaign
ofitscandidates?”hequestioned.
PDAnomineeDrDharamvira
Gandhi said the Congress has
stooped to such lows that gangsters are sharing the stage with
itscandidates.“Thisisathreatto
law and order during polls. We
are afraid that Preneet and her
partymightusesuchelementsto
intimidate the voters.”

May 2016: His named
cropped up in a case wherein
Rinda along with his aide
helped gangster Dilpreet
Singh Baba flee from
police custody in Rupnagar.
July 2016: Patiala police
arrested him and five other
gangsters in cases of robbery,
carjacking and illegal possession of arms. Five luxury
vehicles, a motorcycle, a
revolver and ammunition
were recovered from them.
He got bail in case two
months later.

Lok Insaaf Party
leader joins SAD

MASKED BONHOMIE

LUDHIANA:Lok Insaaf Party (LIP)
leader Vipan Sood Kaka on Monday joined the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD). Party president
Sukhbir Singh Badal appointed
Kaka as the general secretary of
the party.
“It is a proud moment for SAD
that the city will have a new face.
Kaka is an honest person who
will work to fulfil the aspirations
of the people,” he said.
Kaka, a close aide of LIP
leader and MLA Simarjeet
Bains, resigned from LIP last
week. He posted on Facebook
that he felt suffocated in the
party. He unsuccessfully contested the assembly polls from
Ludhiana (Central).
HTC

n

Shiromani Akali Dal candidate Parminder Singh Dhindsa with his
supporters during a roadshow in Sangrur on Monday.
HT PHOTO

Roadshow: Dhindsa
Jr issued notice for
poll code violation
Avtar Singh
n

avtar.singh@htlive.com

SANGRUR: The Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) candidate from the
Sangrur constituency, Parminder Singh Dhindsa, was
issued a notice by the assistant
returning officer (ARO) for violation of model code of conduct
in a roadshow he held in the district on Monday.
Taking note of political
hoardings and party flags
installed on public property,
Sangrur assistant returning
officer-cum-sub-divisional magistrate Avikesh Gupta said, “We
found that some political hoardings and flags were installed on
signboards and electric pillars
on the Chandigarh-Bathinda
road. They have been removed
and we have issued a notice to
SAD for violating the model code
of conduct.”
“The party has been asked to
submit a reply within 24 hours.
I appeal all political parties to
follow the election commission’s
guidelines,” he added.
Earlier, Parminder was welcomed by SAD-BJP workers in
Bhawanigarh and Sangrur
towns after he entered the district at Channo in the morning.
The roadshow culminated at
Mastuana Sahib.
Even as his father and Rajya
Sabha MP Sukhdev Singh

SANGRUR ASSISTANT
RETURNING OFFICER
SAYS POLITICAL
HOARDINGS, FLAGS
WERE INSTALLED ON
SIGNBOARDS AND
ELECTRICITY POLES
ON THE HIGHWAY
Dhindsa had said that he will
not campaign for his son and
had cautioned not to contest the
Lok Sabha polls on the Akali
Dal ticket as it faces a massive
public anger, senior party
leaders Baldev Singh Mann,
Balbir Singh Ghunas, Parkash
Chand Garg and Gaganjit Singh
Barnala participated in the
roadshow.
“I am getting a huge response
from the people of Sangrur and
Barnala districts. I will raise
issues of this region,” said
Parminder.
When asked his father lost
from the constituency twice, he
said, “Sometime bigwigs lose. It
is our duty to make people
aware about the policies of the
party. We will humbly accept
the people’s verdict.”
Parminder is pitted against
sitting MP and Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) state president
Bhagwant Mann.

DSP in the dock for touching
Sukhbir’s feet at SAD event
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA: A deputy superintend-

n

Children riding bicycles while wearing masks of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Congress
president Rahul Gandhi and Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal in Jalandhar on Monday. PARDEEP PANDIT/HT

Congress influencing SIT to Khaira seeks DGP’s
implicate Akalis: SAD chief removal, to lodge
HT Correspondent

January 2014: Randeep
Kharoud along with gangsters
Harwinder Singh alias Rinda
and Gurpreet Singh Gopi was
arrested for attempting to kill
then assistant jail superintendent Inderjeet Kahlon
in Patiala jail. They are
granted bail.

PRENEET KAUR, Congress
nominee from Patiala seat

elseelectedtotheLokSabhafrom
the state could do by far.”
He said the youths from the
state are leaving Punjab and
migratingto foreigncountries to
make careers and get trapped
thereforoneortheotherreasons.
“I had taken a vow to extend a
helping hand to those who get
trapped there,” he added.
SpeakingonArvind Kejriwalled government in Delhi, he said
that it had taken historic decisions on key issues, including
health services, quality education and cheaper power. He said
the Amarinder Singh government should take a cue from the
Delhi model and replicate it in
Punjab.
AAP LEADERS TO
MEET SISODIA TODAY
AamAadmiParty(AAP)leaders
fromPunjabwillmeetDelhideputy chief minister and state
affairs in-chargeManish Sisodia
inDelhionTuesdaytofinalisethe
election campaign plan for the
state.
The meeting to be attended by
members of the state core committeeandlegislatorswilldecide
the poll agenda and discuss the
names of candidates shortlisted
forBathinda,FerozepurandLudhiana. “Poll duties to MLAs and
other party leaders in the state.
Theissueofpollfundingwillalso
bediscussed,”saidapartyleader,
requesting anonymity.

CASES HE FACES

even didn’t fulfil promises even
aftertakinganoathontheGutka
Sahib,” he said.
‘CM RESPONSIBLE FOR
INHUMAN TREATMENT
TO SC STUDENTS’
SukhbirheldchiefministerCapt
AmarinderSinghresponsiblefor
theinhumantreatmentmetedto
two lakh scheduled caste (SC)
students who were being disallowed from sitting in examinationsanddenieddegreesbecause
the Congress government had
“refused to submit” their scholarship fee to the educational
institutions.
In a statement , he said studentsweresufferingbecausethe
Congress government had not
releasedaroundRs500croredue
to SC students on account of the
centralgovernment’spostmatric
scholarship scheme.
He added that 2,000 Dalit students of Panjab University were
denied degrees because the governmenthadfailedto reimburse
Rs 10 crore under the scheme.
Stating that this “callous and
insensitivebehavior”amounted
toatrocitiesagainstSCstudents,
Badal said cases should be registered against officials as well as
the SC and BC welfare minister
and the finance minister for failing to distribute scholarship
amounts to educational institutions.

complaint with EC
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA: Punjab Ekta Party
(PEP) candidate from Bathinda
Lok Sabha seat Sukhpal Singh
Khaira on Monday demanded
removal of Punjab director general of police (DGP) Dinkar
Gupta to ensure free and fair
elections in the state.
Addressingapressconference
here, Khaira pointed out that
Jalandhar priest Anthony
Madassary from whose premises
police recovered unaccounted
cash recently has claimed that
the cops recovered cash worth
₹16.65 crore and showed recov-

ery of just ₹9.66 crore, alleging
that they have misappropriated
₹7 crore.
“A few days before the recovery of cash, four police personnel
were deputed at Khanna police
station, who along with others,
conducted the recovery operation. The money misappropriated by police might be used in
polls,” he alleged. “If police don’t
bring out the truth by Monday
evening, PEP and Punjab Democratic Alliance will file complaint with the Election Commission seeking Gupta’s removal to
ensure fair polls,” he said.
DGP Gupta was not available
for comments.

ent of police (DSP) has been
issued a show-cause notice after
he touched the feet of Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) president Sukhbir Singh Badal during a party
programme here on Sunday.
DSP City-2, Karansher Singh,
was in uniform when he touched
Sukhbir’s feet at a private restaurant where the SAD leader
had a meeting with party workers of Bathinda (urban) assembly segment. The incident was
captured on camera.
Bathinda senior superintendent of police (SSP) Nanak Singh
said that he has issued a showcause notice to the DSP, who has
already given his reply to it. “A
report regarding the whole incident along with the DSP’s reply
has been sent to director general
of police (DGP) Dinkar Gupta for
further action,” he said.
Officials familiar with the
matter said the report has noted
that the DSP’s act was in violation of the model code of conduct.
In his reply, the DSP is learnt to
have pleaded that he was helping
Sukhbir as the latter had lost balance.
The DSP hails from Badal village, the ancestral village of SAD
president.

n

Punjab Ekta Party chief Sukhpal Khaira and rebel Aam Aadmi Party
MLAs during a press conference in Bathinda.
HT PHOTO

DSP Karansher Singh touching the feet of SAD president Sukhbir
Singh Badal at a party event in Bathinda on Sunday.
HT PHOTO

Activists look for NOTA as parties
ignore environment in manifestos
HT Correspondent

n

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR: Environmentalists
from the region have decided to
press NOTA in the coming Lok
Sabha elections as a response to
political parties’ disregard to
the issue of environment in
their poll manifestos.
“Main political parties must
come out with a roadmap for
reviving the forest cover and
wildlife. If they ignore this,
NOTA will be the only option
left with people who love environment,” said Sangrur-based
environmentalist Dr Amandeep
Aggarwal who had filed a petition before the National Green

Tribunal (NGT) against treefelling in Punjab.
The green warriors claimed
that the previous SAD-BJP government had cut around 10-lakh
trees in Punjab in the name of
‘development projected’.
“All political parties are coming out with their set of tall
claims and promises. It remains
yet to be seen how many
promises are fulfilled or not;
but we are wondering why none
of the parties has come out
with a concrete plan to revive
forest cover? Is it not an issue
that concerns us all?” said Dr
Aggarwal.
At 3.52%, Punjab has the
poorest forest cover in the coun-

try and its immediate neighbour
Haryana is slightly better
at 3.59%.
“Though there is no major
industry in Punjab, we have got
polluted our air and water. The
environment concerns were not
on the agenda of successive governments. To press NOTA is a
gesture to show anger. However, I think we should take a
step forward because NOTA is
not the solution,” said Jaskirat
Singh, a Ludhiana-based environmentalist.
“When candidates will come
seeking votes, electors should
ask them what they have done to
better the quality of Punjab’s
water and air,” he added.
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Will hold technical meet with India on
Kartarpur corridor on April 16: Pak

punjab

03

PAK RELEASES 100 INDIAN FISHERMEN

TO DISCUSS MODALITIES Pak foreign office says they have agreed to Indian proposal over meeting
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan said on Monday that it will hold a technical
meeting with India on April 16 to
discuss the modalities for the
corridor linking Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Kartarpur to Dera
Baba Nanak shrine in Gurdaspur district of Punjab.
“Continuing with Pakistan’s
spirit of constructive engagement, we have agreed to the
Indian proposal for a technical
meeting on 16 April,” foreign
office spokesman Dr Mohammad Faisal tweeted.
“We expect positivity from
India so that the corridor
becomes reality for 550th celebrations (of the birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev),” he
further said.
India and Pakistan last month
held a meeting of technical
experts on the Kartarpur
corridor during which its alignment, coordinates, and other
engineering aspects of the proposed crossing points were discussed.
The technical meeting at the
level of experts, including engineers and surveyors, was held at
“proposed zero points” in the follow-up to the decision reached
on the March 14 meeting.

SAJJAN KUMAR
WAS ‘KINGPIN’
OF 1984 RIOTS,
CBI TELLS SC

n

Gurdwara Darbar Sahib at Kartarpur in Pakistan that will be linked with Dera Baba Nanak shrine in
Gurdaspur district through the corridor.
HT FILE

Later, the Pakistani cabinet
constituted a 10-member Pakistan Sikh Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee (PSGPC) to
facilitate Sikh pilgrims after
opening of the Kartarpur corridor.
India voiced concerns over
the presence of several Khalistani separatists in the commit-

tee on the Kartarpur corridor
and said it will wait for a
response from Islamabad on the
issue and will not go ahead with
a previously agreed meeting on
the corridor on April 2 at Wagah
on the Pakistani side.
On Thursday, India said Pakistan is yet to respond to its concerns over reports that contro-

n

Indian fishermen released by Pakistan reaching Attari in Amritsar on Monday. This is the first
major release of prisoners by Islamabad after the terror attack in Pulwama in February. HT PHOTO

Showers bring smiles to farmers;
dip in temp beneficial for wheat
CHANDIGARH/AMBALA: The sudden
fall in temperatures across Punjab on Monday with sporadic
rainfall in parts Amritsar,
Mohali and Kandi belt has been
hailed as beneficial for the wheat
crop which is at maturing stage.
But there is a word of caution
from Punjab Agricultural University (PAU).
“Strong winds will be detri-

mental for the crop, especially
when we are at last stage of the
crop,” said Punjab Agricultural
University vice chancellor Baldev Singh Dhillon.
The grain has developed and
will be ready for harvesting
within 10 days. With strong
winds the crop will fall and will
be hard to retrieve with the modern system of harvest, he said.

CROP DAMAGED
IN AMBALA, Y’NAGAR
Meanwhile, hailstones and
strong winds have wreaked
havoc on wheat crop in Ambala
and Yamunanagar.
Yamunanagar Bhartiya
Kisan Union (BKU) president
Subhash Gurjar said hailstones
weighing over 200 gm rained on
HTC
several villages.

Dismissed SGPC
employee consumes Exhibition to honour Sikhs’ contribution to army
poison, critical
C A N A D A ’ S M I L I TA R Y M U S E U M S

Anirudh Bhattacharyya
n

anirudh.bhattacharyya@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO :Canada's The Military

NEW DELHI: Former Congress

leader Sajjan Kumar was the
“kingpin” of gruesome offence in
which Sikhs were “massacred” in
Delhi during the 1984 anti-Sikh
riots, CBI told the Supreme Court
on Monday while opposing his
plea seeking bail.
Kumar has challenged in the
apex court the Delhi high court
verdict of December 17 last year
that awarded him life imprisonment for the “remainder of his
natural life” in a 1984 anti-Sikh
riots case.
Kumar, 73, who is lodged in
jail, has also filed an application
seeking bail. His bail application
came up for hearing on Monday
before a bench of Justices SA
Bobde and SA Nazeer. Solicitor
general Tushar Mehta, appearing for the CBI, opposed his plea
saying it would be a “travesty of
justice” if Kumar was granted
bail as he is facing trial in another
1984 anti-Sikh riots case at Patiala
House district court here. “This
is a gruesome offence of massacre
of Sikhs. He was the leader and he
was the kingpin of this,” Mehta
told the bench.
PTI

versial elements have been
appointed to the committee.
Last November, India and
Pakistan agreed to set up the border crossing linking Gurdwara
Darbar Sahib, the final resting
place of Sikh faith’s founder
Guru Nanak Dev, to Dera Baba
Nanak shrine.
Kartarpur Sahib is located in

Pakistan’s Narowal district
across the river Ravi, about four
km from the Dera Baba Nanak
shrine.
Vice President M Venkaiah
Naidu and Punjab chief minister
Amarinder Singh had on
November 26 last year laid the
foundation stone of the Kartarpur corridor in Gurdaspur district.
Two days later, Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan laid
the foundation stone of the corridor in Narowal, 125 km from
Lahore.
The Indo-Pak tensions escalated in recent months after a
terror attack in Pulwama by
Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed terror group that killed 40
CRPF soldiers on February 14
and a subsequent air strike by
India on a JeM training camp in
Balakot on February 26.
On February 27, the Pakistan
Air Force retaliated by unsuccessfully targeting several military installations in Jammu and
Kashmir.
In the dogfight, Pakistan
downed a MiG-21 Bison jet and
captured an IAF pilot, who was
handed over to India on March 1.
India had shot down a Pakistani
F-16 but Islamabad has been
denying that it lost any jet in the
aerial combat.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: One of the dismissed
employees of Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee
(SGPC), who have been sitting on
a hunger strike outside its head
office here for the past 11 days,
attempted to commit suicide by
consuming a poisonous substance on Monday evening.
Sarhusan Singh Sukhman, 22,
consumed a poisonous drug used
to preserve wheat grains, his fellow protesters said while adding
that he was distressed as the
SGPC has rejected their demand
to reinstate them.
Sukhman, who hails from
Tarn Taran, was rushed to the
SGPC-run Guru Ram Das Charitable Hospital where his condition is stated to be critical.
Before being expelled along
with several other employees,
Sukhman worked in Guru Gobind Singh NRI Niwas, a serai of
Golden Temple. He is unmarried
and used to get Rs.175 per day as
an SGPC employee,his father

22-YEAR-OLD WAS ON
HUNGER STRIKE ALONG
WITH OTHER SACKED
EMPLOYEES OUTSIDE
SGPC HEAD OFFICE
Ranjit Singh said
As many as 523 employees,
recruited during the tenure of
former SGPC president Kirpal
Singh Badungar, were terminated after the reins of the gurdwara body were taken over by
Gobind Singh Longowal in
March last year. The SGPC
authorities sacked them, saying
they were recruited in violation
of service rules of the gurdwara
body. Over 100 such employees
had also moved the Punjab and
Haryana high court last year and
the case is pending there.
On March 29, the sacked
employees started a hunger
strike outside the SGPC head
office at Teja Singh Samundri
Hall. The SGPC authorities called
them for talks on April 5, but the
meeting remained inconclusive.

Museums or TMM is honouring
Sikhs in the country by hosting a
unique exhibition showcasing
the community's contribution to
the armed forces from a Canadian perspective.
The exhibition, which had its
opening night on Sunday, runs
through April at the TMM in Calgary in Alberta, and it has also
been scheduled to coincide with
Sikh Heritage Month in the province.
This larger event grew out a
small three-day exhibit at the
TMM last year that focused on
Sikhs who served in World Wars
I and II, said Charan Kamal
Singh Dullat, one of the principal
organisers and a reservist in the
Canadian forces.

He said a broader canvas has
been created for the exhibition
this year and it will also showcase the Battle of Saragarhi
which took place in 1897 and pitted a small detachment of Sikh
soldiers in the British colonial
army fighting valiantly against
the Afghan tribesmen on the
frontier. The effort is also to
involve the community in the
project, as Dullat said, “There
are a lot of Indian veterans in
Calgary and we have asked them
to bring in their medals and even
those of their ancestors.”
While the World Wars and
Victoria Cross recipients are
other focus areas of the exhibition, Dullat said they will
attempt to broaden the scope of
participation by including those
who were honoured with the
Param Vir Chakra in India as
well.

“We want to showcase our
community, to bring out some of
our hidden heroes. There is
nothing of this nature (elsewhere in Canada).We're cherishing our history,” Dullat, who was
born in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh, said.
The exhibition has attracted a
“lot of appreciation”, Dullat said
and added that the TMM has
been “very supportive and as
they want to link up with different communities, this is a winwin situation.”
The TMM is a Canadian Forces tri-service history, heritage,
art, research, and educational
institution, “dedicated to preserving the memories and traditions of the countless Canadians
who proudly served their country through numerous wars and
conflicts by their selfless dedication, commitment and courage.”

n

Captain Charan Kamal Singh Dullat (centre) with veterans and
others at the launch of an exhibition on Sikh soldiers at the Military
(COURTESY: THE MILITARY MUSEUMS)
Museums in Calgary, Canada.

H AWA L A C H A RG E S

Priest submits his
firm’s purchase
details to IT dept
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : Father Anthony

Madassary of the Francis Missionaries of Jesus congregation
in Jalandhar on Monday submitted the details of purchases
made by his firm ‘Sahodaya’
with the income tax (I-T) department office in Ludhiana in connection with the seizure of ₹9.66
crore in cash by police on March
26.
The department, which is
probing the case now,
had sought the details of purchases after Anthony earlier
submitted the sale details worth
₹31 crore.
The firm sold items worth of
₹27 crore to 49 schools in Punjab

in March this year. The priest
also provided the details of ₹4.15
crore related to the firm’s sales
at various schools in February
2019.
Anthony is a close aide of
former Jalandhar diocese
bishop Franco Mulakkal, an
accused in the Kerala nun rape
case.
IG SINHA RECORDS
STATEMENTS
A team led by inspector general
of police (IGP crime) Praveen
Kumar Sinha, who is conducting a probe into the charges of
misappropriation levelled by
Anthony against the police,
recorded the statements of at
least four witnesses in Jalandhar on Monday.
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election2019

BATTLEFIELD HARYANA

STATEOFPARTY:BHARATIYA JANATA PARTY

SITTING PRETTY, SAFFRON PARTY BANKS ON RIVALS’ BLUES
Linked to the May 12 election result is the prestige of CM Manohar Lal Khattar, who is helming the first ever BJP government in Haryana. The challenge before the
party is to at least repeat the 2014 tally of seven out of 10 seats. Also this slugfest will set the tempo for the high-stake state assembly elections due by October.

KEY LEADERS

SUBHASH BARALA, 52

MANOHAR LAL
KHATTAR, 65

STATE BJP PRESIDENT
For this close aide of chief minister
Manohar Lal Khattar, the upcoming
summer slugfest is crucial. Barala, the
state BJP chief and Tohana MLA, is a
‘rustic’ Jat leader who went up the
ladder quiet quickly. He won his
first-ever election in 2014 after losing
twice. That his roots in the party have
grown deep was evident when the BJP
backed him despite the raging
controversy revolving around his son
who was booked for allegedly stalking
a DJ in Chandigarh. As Jat voters
remain angry with BJP’s Jat ministers,
the party will position Barala to woo
the largest, and the very volatile, vote
bank of Haryana.

CHIEF MINISTER
Proximity to PM Narendra Modi and RSS
had catapulted Khattar to the post of
chief Minister in October 2014. After
initial hiccups and slips, Khattar who
lacked administrative experience learnt
fast how to control the slippery levers of
power. The Lok Sabha poll outcome will
have a bearing on his stature and
standing as well. This will be a verdict on
his government which despite serious
slip ups on law and order stayed the
course on development front. His party
also hopes to ride the Modi factor.

BY
TS WON THE BJP IN
SEA
20
14

CAPT ABHIMANYU, 51

Total Lok Sabha
constituencies

10

3
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NORTH
HARYANA
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HARYANA
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1

Seats

Seats

NORTH WEST
(2 SEATS)

CENTRAL
(2 SEAT)
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FINANCE MINISTER
He is a suave, urbane and articulate Jat
face of the BJP. An aggressive orator,
Capt Abhimanyu is a Finance Minister
who holds seven other portfolios
also. Known for deep pockets and
very cautious persona, Abhimanyu, a
former Army officer has strong
business interests. The Narnaund
MLA is an alumnus of Harvard
Business School, USA. He began
cutting his political teeth in 1997
when he was tasked to mobilise
crowds for LK Advani’s Swarna
Jayanti Rath Yatra. BJP banks on this
shrewd leader to get a slice of the
divided Jat vote bank which forms
about 23 per cent of the total
electorate.

REPORT CARD: PERFORMANCE
IN THE LAST FIVE LS POLLS
Riding on Narendra Modi wave, the last Lok Sabha poll result
had surprised the BJP in Haryana when the party bagged
seven seats. This was its best ever performance since 1999
when the saffron party had won five seats. The party drew
blank in 2009 and won one seat in 2004.
Vote share %age
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Total seats

HURRY, HARYANA! APRIL 12
IS THE LAST DAY TO ENROL
Citizens can still enrol to cast their votes.
Enrolment will go on until 10 days before the last date
of filing of nomination of the particular phase
(April 23 for Haryana)

Seats

CHAUDHARY BIRENDER
SINGH, 73

RAM BILAS
SHARMA, 70

UNION MINISTER OF STEEL
He is among the handful of sane, and
experienced, political brains the BJP has in
Haryana. The Rajya Sabha MP and Union
minister of steel has over 4 decades
experience in active politics. In 2014 he
embraced the BJP after long stint in the
Congress. A five-time MLA and three-time
Lok Sabha MP, Birender is the grandson of
prominent peasant leader Chhotu Ram. He
has a stronghold among Jats especially in
Jind. His wife is a BJP MLA. Though he has
announced to not contest elections again,
the MP is lobbying to get his IAS son
Brijender a ticket from saffron party. Will
BJP buckle?

EDUCATION MINISTER
One of the oldest BJP leaders in
Haryana, the strapping Sharma has a
surprisingly razor sharp memory. His
capacity to remember names of his
constituents is infectious. Equally
noteworthy are his skills to win ‘hearts’
with his ‘sweet tongue’ and mannerism.
A five-time MLA from Mahendragarh,
Sharma was a frontrunner for the post
of CM. Having near five decades‘
association with the RSS, he has a
stronghold among voters in south
Haryana that plays a decisive role in
government formation.

›

HT Correspondent

AAP is bereft of any
political principal,
policy or issues and was
after power. This has left its
own leaders and the people
disappointed and frustrated.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Bharatiya Janata

CAPT ABHIMANYU, finance minister

knowing the candidates of rival
parties,” he said. While the Rohtak seat is currently represented
by Congress’ Deepender Singh
Hooda, Dushyant Chautala had
won from Hisar on an Indian

National Lok Dal (INLD) ticket
in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections.
Neither the Congress nor the
INLD or the newly formed Jannayak Janata Party (JJP) have
so far named any of their candi-

dates.
Elaborating on the announcements made for farmers in the
party’s ‘Sankalp Patra’, the
finance minister said that the
same came as a major relief for
the state’s farmers as all current
and new agricultural loans up to
₹1 lakh would be interest-free for
five years.
On the question of a likely alliance between Congress and
AAP, he said that the latter was
bereft of any political principal,
policy or issues and was after
power. “This has left its own
leaders – like in Punjab – and the
people disappointed and frustrated,” he added.

BJP’s Karnal
candidate Bhatia
starts campaign

Digvijay praises AAP, rules
out alliance with Congress

KARNAL:Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)’s candidate from Karnal,
Sanjay Bhatia kick started his
election campaign on Monday.
“I never had the desire to contest elections. Even when I was
given a ticket, I suggested the
name of other party leaders,”
Bhatia said adding, “But the
party has shown faith in me and
so I would work hard to fulfil the
expectations of the party leadership.
In his first interaction with
the media after getting ticket, he
said, “The BJP gives respect to
its workers. A simple worker
like me has been given the
opportunity to contest Lok
Sabha election that is why the
BJP is a party with a difference,” he added. He slammed
opposition parties for “promoting nepotism” in allotment of
tickets.
HTC

HT Correspondent
n
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ROHTAK: NewlyformedJannayak

Janata Party (JJP) leader Digvijay Chautala on Monday showered praises on the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) and said an alliance
between JJP and AAP for the
upcoming Lok Sabha elections
wouldbepositiveforbothparties.
Campaigning in Bhiwani on
Monday, Digvijay said he had
been misquoted in a section of
media on his stance on alliance
with the Congress.
He said his party would never
side with the Congress for any
elections this time or in the
future.
“We are the founders of the
anti-Congress movement in the
country.FormerdeputyPMDevi
Lal (Digvijay’s great grandfather) had participated in the

The voters can visit www.nvsp.in or
ceoharyana.gov.in
Or contact toll-free number

1950 to register themselves as voters
The registration can be done by filling
form-6 by uploading
documents proving age,
also
residential address and a
Voters can
ge
colour photograph
send a messa e>
ac
The registration will be
completed in
10 days, once verification is
done by the electoral officers
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Waiting for rivals to declare Hisar,
Rohtak candidates: Abhimanyu
Party (BJP) would name its candidates for Hisar and Rohtak Lok
Sabha constituencies after rival
parties name theirs, finance
minister Capt Abhimanyu said
here on Monday.
Interacting with mediapersons, Capt Abhimanyu said
while the party had named its
candidates for eight of the total
10 seats in Haryana, none of the
rival parties had declared any of
theirs so far.
“The BJP would name its candidates for the two seats after

17.21

PRESENT SEAT POSITION

SOUTH
(3 SEATS)

n

34.84

›

We are the founders of
the anti-Congress
movement in the country.
We have never supported
the Congress and will
never side with it in future.
DIGVIJAY CHAUTALA, JJP leader

movement against the Congress
in those times. Since then, we
have never supported the Congressandwillneversidewithitin
future,” he said.
OnalliancewiththeAAP,Digvijay said, “The AAP had lent its
support to us during Jindbypoll.
Their support had strengthened
our party. The AAP has
beendoingpragmaticpolitics.Ifit
comes together with us, it will be

good only.”
Thealliancetalksbetweenthe
JJPandtheAAPhavebeengoing
onsincetheJindbypoll.TheAAP
had recently announced that it
wascallingoffalliancetalkswith
the JJP over its unreasonable
seat-share demands. However,
both the parties still continue to
hint at an alliance.
Digvijay, who had fought his
maiden election in Jind bypoll
earlierthisyearandhadfinished
second in a high-stake battle,
maintainedthathe hadno intentions of fighting the Lok Sabha
election.
He said his elder brother and
Hisar MP Dushyant Chautala
couldfighttheLSelectionsonlyif
the people want.
“It is for the people to decide
whethertheywant toseeDushyantasanMPorastheirnextCM,”
he said.

DOCTORS’
PRESCRIPTION
SLIPS TO CARRY
VOTING DAY INFO
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: In a bid to ensure
higher voter participation in
polls, doctors in Haryana will be
stamping prescription slips for
patients with the voting date.
Pollingforthe10LokSabhaseats
inthestatewillbeheldonMay12.
Haryanachiefelectoralofficer
Rajeev Ranjan, in a statement,
said all deputy commissionercum-district electoral officers
havebeendirectedtoensurethat
doctors stamp the voting date on
theprescriptionslipsofpatients.
Forthis,ameetingwouldsoonbe
held with the Indian Medical
Association (IMA).
Ranjan said that deputy commissioners have also been
requested to ensure that the
information of voting date is
printed on boxes of sweets, cinemas hall tickets and at restaurants. Apart from this, the audio
consistinginformationofthevoting date should also be played at
religious places. He said that as
the polling will be held on Sunday, private sector employers
should grant paid leave to their
employees. The CEO said about
5.21 lakh new voters have got
themselvesregisteredinthestate
after the voter list was published
on January 31. The last date of
registration is April 12 and it is
expected that about 30,000 to
35,000 persons would get registered by then.

VOTING DATE ALSO TO BE
PRINTED ON SWEET
BOXES, CINEMAS
TICKETS AND
RESTAURANTS

WHERE BJP
STANDS IN
THESE POLLS
WHAT WORKS
BJP’s biggest advantage is
vote-catching appeal of PM
Narendra Modi coupled with
clean image of CM Khattar.
Unblemished governance
blunts opposition’s noise
about ‘non-performance’. For
the first time since 1996, a non-Jat leader is the
CM. The caste-polarisation of voters in the wake
of violent Jat quota agitation of 2016 has led to
consolidation of non-Jat voters specially the
Punjabi community, which what the BJP is
counting on. Corruption-free recruitments are a
plus for the BJP. The Congress is a divided house,
while the INLD ship is wobbly after a split in the
Chautala clan. If AAP is struggling to take-off,
the JJP, breakway faction of INLD, lacks the
organisational muscle and pan-Haryana base.

WHAT DOESN'T
The possibility of antiincumbency factor is giving
anxious moments to the
party’s poll strategists. The
fire power of the party
leaders is not lethal. Barring
Khattar, the influence of
most of the leaders is restricted to their
assembly segments. Dependence on PM Modi
and other central leaders to save the fort is
another worry of the party. Also, the Jats are
seemingly not enamoured of the BJP govt.

WHAT NEXT?
The BJP will have to pull-off a
convincing victory anyhow.
Chief minister Manohar Lal
Khattar has a lot at stake. If
Khattar delivers, his stock will
go up that will silence his
critics. But, a poor
performance at the hustings will have an
opposite effect and may lead to voices of
dissent in the party. How BJP performs will
have a bearing on party’s morale and
momentum ahead of assembly polls which are
almost six months away.

WHAT ARE THEY UP AGAINST
The BJP will be pitted against
determined rivals in what is
set to be a multi cornered
contest. Desperate to
dislodge BJP from power at
the Centre, the Congress will
do everything it can to
demolish the BJP. Congress won one seat in last
polls and the party has chances to improve the
tally. Anti-incumbency is the biggest worry of
the BJP coupled with disenchantment of the
voters. Other players like INLD, AAP, JJP,
Loktantra Suraksha Party (LSP) and its alliance
partner BSP will turn the contest multi-cornered. BJP will depend heavily on split in votes.

Cong doesn’t need an alliance
in Haryana, says Tanwar
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR: Haryana Pradesh Con-

gress Committee (HPCC) chief
Ashok Tanwar said the party is
in a strong position in the
state and needs no alliance.
“The Congress will field its
best candidates and win all the
10 seats in the state,” said Tanwar during a press conference
in Sirsa’s Congress Bhawan on
Monday.

n

SAYS CONGRESS WILL
FIELD ITS BEST LEADERS
AND WIN ALL THE 10
SEATS IN THE STATE
He added that the party
would release its candidate list
soon.
The HPCC chief also took a
potshot at Indian National Lok
Dal (INLD) leader Abhay Chau-

tala, saying that despite being
the leader of opposition, he
worked for the Bharatiya Janata Party.
Terming Congress manifesto
as common people’s manifesto,
Tanwar said, “The Congress
party has a vision and the Nayay
Yojana will provide profit to the
25 crore families. The BJP government had promised ₹15 lakh
each and government jobs to 10
crore youths, which was just a
jumla.”

Systematic voters’ education and electoral participation (SVEEP) members welcoming the train. HT PHOTO

On poll track: Train spreading
voting awareness in Pathankot
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATAHNKOT : Himsagar Express
Train,whichisspreadingawareness among voters to exercise
theirrightto vote,was greetedat
Pathankot Cantonment railway
stationbytheadministrationand
the members of various NGOs.
The train, which is heading
from Kanyakumari to Katra,

reached here early on Monday
morning bearing the slogans to
use the right to vote. Systematic
Voters’ Education and Electoral
Participation(SVEEP)members
led by Naresh Kumar, tehsildar
elections Sarabjit Singh andothers from Railways department
welcomed the train. The unique
train is a joint effort of Election
Commission of India (ECI) and
the Indian Railways.

THE TRAIN, WHICH
IS HEADING FROM
KANYAKUMARI TO
KATRA, IS A JOINT
EFFORT OF ELECTION
COMMISSION OF
INDIA AND THE INDIAN
RAILWAYS
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LS Polls: Dimpa claims When small stories get big on social media
support of all 9 MLAs
O
in Khadoor Sahib
Baljinder Saini

earned was spent trying to
make ends meet and on medical
treatment for various illnesses.
He seemed relieved to be able to
talk about his life, an illiterate
man who would have never
thought it would be so easy to
share his life through the video
with thousands of people –
some who might even be able to
help him.
Another video that touched
the heart was that of a young
girl accusing her uncle of grabbing her land after the death of
her parents. For a newsman
this definitely will not be
important enough to report, yet
social media, while not differentiating between important or
unimportant, was a platform
for her grievance and I believe
a large number of people came

ne good thing about
social media is that it
plays up small, poignant
stories that would otherwise be
dismissed by mainstream
newspapers and channels as
ordinary or uninteresting – and
sometimes a lot of good comes
out of it!
The other day I heard the tale
of a migrant rickshaw puller in
a video that went viral on social
media. The feeble old man was
talking about how tough life
was. Despite 35 years spent
working 12 hours a day he had
not been able to own a house
and lived in a jhuggi (hut) with
his family. He had moved to
Chandigarh hoping to make
good money but whatever he

REACHING OUT Congress candidate holds back-to-back
workers’ meetings in over two dozen villages of Tarn Taran

ANOTHER VIDEO THAT
TOUCHED THE HEART
WAS THAT OF A
YOUNG GIRL ACCUSING
HER UNCLE OF
GRABBING HER LAND
AFTER THE DEATH OF
HER PARENTS

to her rescue. The girl even said
in the video that she had met
journalists before posting the
video on Facebook but no one
found her story interesting.
An old lady’s sad tale of torture by her family, that no
newspaper or magazine would
report, and her humble appeal
to the police to take action

letterstoeditor
ADDRESS CONCERNS OF
THE MIDDLE CLASS

n

Congress candidate from Khadoor Sahib constituency Jasbir Singh Dimpa (C) meeting people during an
HT PHOTO
election campaign at a Tarn Taran village on Monday.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR : Congress Khadoor

Sahib candidate Jasbir Singh
Dimpa on Monday intensified the
campaign after paying obeisance
at two historic gurdwaras—Bir
Baba Budha Sahib and Tarn
Taran Darbar Sahib—in Tarn
Taran district.
After paying obeisance, Dimpa
who was accompanied by Tarn
Taran MLA Dr Dharambir Agnohotri held back to back workers’
meetings in around two dozen villages of Tarn Taran assembly
constituency.
While interacting with media
persons outside Bir Baba Budha

TWO-MONTH OLD
GIRL FOUND
ABANDONED
IN PANIPAT
KARNAL : A two-month-old baby
girl was found abandoned at a
deserted place in Sector 29 of
Panipat city on Monday morning. According to the police, the
baby was healthy and was sent
to a child care centre in Kaithal
after medical examination.
Investigation officer Subhash
Chand said a woman spotted the
baby and informed the police.
Following this, a police team
with officials of the child welfare committee reached the spot
and took the baby to the civil
hospital.
A case was registered under
Section 317 (exposure and abandonment of child under twelve
years, by parent or person having care of it) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC).
HTC

THE BABY WAS HEALTHY
AND WAS SENT TO A
CHILD CARE CENTRE IN
KAITHAL, SAY POLICE

Sahib gurdwara, Dimpa claimed
that he has the support of the
MLAs of all nine assembly constituencies which fall under Khadoor Sahib Lok Sabha se gment.
Khadoor Sahib Lok Sabha seat
has nine assembly constituencies—Tarn Taran, Khadoor
Sahib, Khemkaran, Patti, Jandiala, Baba Bakala, Zira, Kapurthala and Sultanpur Lodhi—
which are being represented by
Congress MLAs.
“My familiarity with the people of all nine constituencies has
encouraged Punjab chief minister (CM) Captain Amarinder
Singh to field me from this panthic seat. I will fulfill my responsibility by winning the election

In terror-funding
probe, Mirwaiz
questioned by NIA
NEWDELHI:The National Investiga-

tion Agency (NIA) on Monday
questioned separatist leader Mirwaiz Umar Farooq in connection
with its terror-funding probe in
Jammu and Kashmir, an official
privy to the matter said.
Farooq, chairman of the All
Parties Hurriyat Conference,
was questioned about a hi-tech
communication device that was
recovered from his residence on
February 26 , and his alleged links
with the terror organisations, the
official said. The separatist leader
had skipped previous two summons, issued on March 11 and
March 18, by the central anti-terror probe agency. He appeared
before it on Monday after he was
assured that he would be provided security. As soon as he
arrived at the Delhi airport, he
was assigned security officers.
Before reaching the NIA headquarters, Farooq tweeted, “In
Delhi today with my colleagues
for the NIA summons, efforts to

htclassifieds
EMPLOYMENT
WANTED COMPETENT &
Experienced Teachers to teach
grade PGT English, Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Football coach or
Tennis Coach & Physiotherapist for
Akal Academy Baru Sahib Himachal
Pradesh. Eligibility: Post Graduation
in the required stream. B.Ed. is
compulsory, Salary: Rs. 18,000 to
Rs. 30,000. Interested candidates
may send their biodata along with
recent photographs to E-mailhr1@barusahib.org. Mob.
9805098730/ 9816400632.

EDUCATION
HOME TUITION Maths/ Science
7th to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed, experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454

EXCELLENT HOME Tuition of

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, SADEEP Kaur spouse of Gurjit
Singh Res. VPO Khandoor, Ludhiana,
Punjab-141103 (India), have changed
my name from Sadeep Kaur to
Sandeep Kaur vide Affidavit Dated
04/04/2019, before Executive
Magistrate Ludhiana.

I MANMEET Kaur W/o Manvinder
Singh R/o 82, Urban Estate Phase-III
Dugri Ludhiana have changed my
minor son's name Gurkaran Singh
Chadha to Gurkaran Singh.
Concerned please note.

I JATINDER Singh S/o Malwinder
Pal Singh R/o House # 29, Guru
Giyan Vihar, Sector-6, Jawaddi,
Ludhiana have changed my minor
son's name from Divyam to Divyam
Singh Matharoo.

I HARLEEN Kaur W/o Tejinder

Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 Years Experience.
8286100004.

Singh R/o 474/4, Kundan Puri,
Bindraban Road, Ludhiana. Have
changed my name from Dimple
Sadana to Harleen Kaur.

PUBLIC NOTICES

WE INDAR Pal Singh Ahluwalia S/o

I, RAJESH Kumar S/o S.N. Gaur r/o
House-No 423,Sector-22A,
Chandigarh,have changed my name
to Rajesh Gaur.

I MEENU W/o Sunil Davesar R/o
304, Greater Khilash Jalandhar
declare that I have changed my
name from Meenu to Meenu
Davesar. All concerned note.

I AKASH S/o Tarkeshwar Sharma
R/o B-31-9694, St.No. 1, Chander
Lok Colony, Rahon road, Ludhiana
have changed my name to Akash
Sharma.

I, LUCKY Purta S/o Sh. Krishan
Singh aged about 34 years R/o VPO
Tharola Tehsil Kotkhai District
Shimla , H.P. Declare that I have
changed my name from Parveen
Kumar to Lucky Purta. All Concern
please Note.

I, SATWINDER Singh Dhamrait
S/o Baldev Singh, H.No. 512, 1-B,
Shivalik Avenue Naya Nangal,
(Ropar) have changed my name
Satwinder Singh.

with a huge margin for the
party,” said Dimpa.
Dimpa has also hinted that he
would target Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) over drugs and sacrilege issues. “During the last tenyear tenure of the SAD, only
drugs flourished. It was during
the SAD’s tenure when sacrilege
of Sri Guru Granth Sahib took
place,” said Dimpa.
He said he will also make people aware about the development
works done by the Congress government in Punjab in last two
years. “Our government has
waived off farmers’ loan. We have
been even successful in eliminating drugs from the state,” he
added.

Late Gian Singh Ahluwalia and Vir
Bala Ahluwalia W/o Indar Pal Singh
Ahluwalia both R/o House No. 2561
Phase 7, Sector 61, S.A.S. Nagar
(Mohali) declare that our son
Prabhjot Singh Ahluwalia and his
wife Meenakshi Ahluwalia are out of
our control. We disown them and
their family from all our moveable
and immoveable properties. We
shall not be responsible for any of
their acts. If anybody deals with
them shall do so at their own risk.

I, SACHIN S/o Mangat Ram VPO
Chak Mai Dass Teh. Banga Distt. SBS
Nagar. I have changed my name
Sachin to Sachin Kumar. All
concerned note please.

I, REKHA Goyal W/o Ravinder Bajaj
R/o 43-E, Tagore Nagar, opp. New
DMC Ludhiana have changed my
name to Rekha Bajaj. After my
marriage.

I, KANCHAN w/o Abhishek Guleria

have changed the name of our minor
son from Ashwat guleria to Avyaan
guleria as per affidavit.

n

Mirwaiz Umar Farooq.

HT PHOTO

The Congress in its election manifesto has promised to uplift the
poor but it seems to have forgotten the plight of the salaried middle class which is left in the
no-man’s land between the affluent and the lower strata for whom
multiple welfare schemes have
been floated. The rates of interest
for deposits in banks are at an alltime low and no government or
party is paying attention to this.
Political parties promise loan
waivers before elections but it’s
the taxpayer who pays the price.
An election manifesto that does
not address these issues will not
please the middle class.
Devendra Khurana

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
A DISTANT DREAM?
Political parties are trying to gain
public support with lame promises in their election manifestos.
The Congress has gone a step
ahead by announcing NYAY for
empowering women. But
mere sloganeering changes nothing on the ground. The rise in
incidents of physical abuse of
women and girls is a testimony to
this. As for now, only two
national parties – Trinamool
Congress and Biju Janta Dal –
have given more than 33 percent
tickets to women in the Lok
Sabha elections. On the one hand,

COURT NOTICES

Recently, a group of four
Punjabi boys shared a video in
which they revealed how they
were duped by a travel agent
when they were exploring the
jungles of Mexico and could not
make it to the US as planned.
The video was widely shared
and the authorities concerned
immediately swung into action
to help them.
Undoubtedly, social media is
doing wonders in some cases,
but it has its limitations too.
There is a lot of fake and
unauthenticated stuff going
around these days. So one
should be careful and verify
facts before extending a helping hand towards someone.
n

baljinder2040@gmail.com

( The writer is a Mohali-based freelance
contributor)

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
we have had women holding the
posts of the president, prime minister, the speaker and pilots, on
the other, most of them are still
face threat.
Dr Kiran Sood, Doraha

CASTE-BASED
APPEASEMENT DANGEROUS
It is an irony that those who
swear by secularism and accuse
others of being communal are
themselves guilty of seeking
votes on the basis of caste. Mayawati has openly asked Muslims
not to vote for Narendra Modi and
his party. Most of the ‘gathbandhan’ (alliance) leaders viz.
Rahul, Akhilesh, Mayawati and
Mamta Banerjee and others are
guilty of scams and money-laundering. Their appeasement policy
is dangerous for the nation.
Those who live in glass houses
must not throw stones at
others.
Usha Verma, Chandigarh

CENTURIES-OLD PROBLEMS
CAN’T DISAPPEAR IN 5 YRS
Apropos the comment page
write-up ‘Faults in the political
narrative of India today’ (April 8
) by Vikram Sampath, it is being
debated both at the political as
well as the intellectual level that
problems such as unemployment, poverty, farm distress, corruption, communalism, lynching, intolerance, cast discrimina-

tion, atrocities against women,
lack of health facilities, lack of
universal education, etc.,
are either due to incumbent government as if they were not
existing before 2014. These centuries-old problems cannot be
solved in five years. Blaming one
party or another will lead us
nowhere. A comprehensive
national agenda and consensuses
across parties is the need of the
hour.
Rakesh Gupta, Patiala

PROFITEERS LURKING
UNDER RELIGIOUS GARB
News reports on a Jalandhar
priest earning crores by selling
books to schools in Punjab has
brought out the business interests of religious personalities.
The income tax vigilance department must be applauded for
intercepting the alleged ‘hawala’
dealings of the priest. This also
underlines the need for a government-monitored audit of religious institutions and people at
their helm.
Deepak Rikhye, Ambala

CITIES FAST LOSING
GREEN COVER
In the past, Ambala was known
for greenery and natural lakes
popular known as ‘diggies’. But
with haphazard construction
over time without proper town
planning these’ diggies’ were

filled with garbage or concrete
structures have been built over
them. Now, there is no greenery,
lakes or open spaces for parking
vehicles. No one is thinking about
creating more green belts, parks
and parking spaces for rapidly
increasing number of vehicles.
Such issues concerning common
man never become election
issues.
Dr Vinay Kumar Malhotra, Ambala Cantt

DON’T LET JALLIANWALA
FADE FROM MEMORY
It is unfortunate that the Centre
has failed to commemorate the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre centenary in a befitting manner. The
incident inspired many nationalists and gave a big push to the
freedom struggle. Sadly, even the
Punjab government has kept a
low-profile on the event. A suitable centenary observance will go
a long way in educating the future
generations on the sacrifices
made by our forefathers for the
freedom we enjoy today. One
hopes the government will wake
up from its slumber.
Devinder Singh, Patiala

AFSPA PROTECTS THE
MEN IN UNIFORM
The Congress’ advocacy to dilute
the Armed Forces Special Powers
Act (AFSPA) is ill-advised. Such
a proposal, if implemented, can

have an adverse impact on the
morale of security forces engaged
in counter-terror operations. The
Act has been quite effective in
insulating security personnel
from litigation arising out of their
actions while discharging their
duties in Jammu and Kashmir
and the North East. It will be
wrong to infer that the Act is a
cover for human rights violations. The Act must not be tinkered with for the sake of narrow
political gains.
Upant Sharma, Panchkula

POWERFUL LOBBY AGAINST
CHANDIGARH INT’L AIRPORT
The Chandigarh International
Airport with its upgraded runway and 24x7 flying hours will fail
to get any major international
flights to Europe or the US in near
future. The hindrance is not hard
to understand. The clout of an
agency running the IGI airport,
the bus fleet owners who ferry
passengers from Delhi to Punjab
and Haryana, the travel agents’
lobby are just to name a few.
The Amritsar airport lost all
international flights due to
politics that played out to promote the Chandigarh airport by
powerful lobbies. Consequently,
getting international airlines to
connect Chandigarh with Europe
will not be happening anytime
soon.
Dr Tejit Singh, Chandigarh

HC transfers 280
judicial officers in
Punjab, Haryana

Rohtak man poisons 2 sons, self after
quarrel with wife, succumbs a day later

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

malign leadership for its political
stand wont work. Inspite of harassment #Hurriyat will continue
to seek peaceful resolution of the
#Kashmir issue, urge people
back home to stay calm and
peaceful.”
Farooq has been asked to come
to the NIA headquarters for questioning on Tuesday as well.
Another NIA officer said they are
investigating people linked to terror funding besides those who
instigated stone pelting on security forces, were involved in
burning down of schools and
damage of government establishHTC
ments.

against them recently went
viral too, forcing the police to
act against the accused after a
deluge of sympathy.
This new platform has
brought to the fore such stories
in large numbers and it’s not
surprising because at times,
people find it difficult to take
their problems to a newspaper
or a news channel and, instead,
easily post their stories on YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp
etc, which are certainly more
accessible.
In other words, one can exercise freedom of speech and
expression everywhere, sitting
in one corner of the house, riding a motorcycle, working in
office or climbing a mountain
and use this exclusive right to
post news about oneself.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and

ROHTAK:Barely two weeks after a

Haryana high court on Monday
evening transferred 280 judicial
officers in Punjab and Haryana.
An official said that transfers are
part of the annual reshuffle
effected by high court in AprilMay every year. While 145 officers are from Punjab, 135 are
from Haryana.
The officers have been asked
to join their respective place of
joining as soon as possible. At
least a dozen officers are those
who had opted for transfers.
Most officials are of chief judicial
magistrate and civil judge rank.

man in Rohtak’s Sundana village
killed his wife and two kids before
committing suicide, a 35-year-old
man in Rohtak’s Meham town
allegedly poisoned his two sons
and himself on Sunday night.
Police said Balwan Singh, a
farmer, took his two sons Hannu,
6, and Maan, 4, to a field after a
quarrel with his wife and allegedly poisoned them and also
allegedly consumed it himself. He
then drove the kids back home
and informed his wife about having taken the extreme step. The

COURT NOTICES

HIS YOUNGER SON, 4,
TOO DIED ON MONDAY;
OLDER SON, 6, STATED
TO BE IN A CRITICAL
CONDITION
trio were rushed to a local hospital that referred them to Post
Graduate Institute of Medical Sciences (PGIMS) in Rohtak. On
Monday morning, Balwan and
his younger son Maan were pronounced dead while his elder son
Hannu remained critical. Police
said based on Balwan’s sister’s
complaint, they have booked his
wife Jyoti for abetment to suicide.

Inspector Narender Singh, the
station house officer (SHO) of
Meham police station, said the
complainant stated that Jyoti
used to fight a lot with her husband due to which he had been
upset for a long time.
This is the third incident of
family suicide in Rohtak this
year. Earlier in January, a
32-year-old man in Rohtak’s
Bahu Akbarpur village had allegedly murdered his wife and two
kids before hanging himself from
the ceiling. Last year in Sonepat,
a man hacked his wife and two
sons to death before killing himself. He was allegedly upset over
his wife's illicit affair.

THIRD CASE
THIS YEAR
n On March 28, a 42-year-old

man in Rohtak’s Sudana
village and hacked his wife
and two children to death
before hanging himself. He
was alleged under stress
due to a huge debt
n Earlier in January, a 32-yearold man in Rohtak’s Bahu
Akbarpur village had
allegedly murdered his wife
and two kids before
hanging himself from the
ceiling fan.

Dowry death: HC
upholds life term
to mother-in-law,
two others
CHANDIGARH:The Punjab and Haryana high court has upheld the
life term awarded to three persons of Malout in a dowry death
case of 2008.
The high court in the judgment
pronounced on Monday, mainly
relied on the dying declaration of
the victim , Monika, who barely a
month after the marriage was set
on fire by her mother-in-law, Raj
Rani, Rambir Singh and Makhan
Singh (both Rani’s relatives).
The mother-in-law sprinkled
kerosene on Monika and set her
on fire with the help of the other
two convicts. Monika had married to one Aman Kumar in October 2008 and had good relations
with her husband.
However, her mother-in-law
started taunting her for bringing
less dowry. On October, 17, her
three brothers and mother came
to Monika’s house to settle the
matter. In the evening when her
husband went out to see them off,
she was set on fire. One of Monika’s brother, Babbu, who had
stayed back, was tied to hand
pump in the same house. Monika
was immediately rushed to a local
hospital by her husband and others. She had received 80% burn
injuries and died on November
21, 2008. However, before her
death, Monika had given a statement to a magistrate that her
mother-in-law set her on fire with
the help of two other
convicts.
HTC
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Members of the SGPC delegation with local Sikhs at Gurudwara MataJi Chaparmukh in Assam.

HT PHOTO

SGPC team meets Sikhs in Assam
AMRITSAR: A delegation of the
Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) on Monday visited Assam and met the
Sikh community residing in various parts of the north-eastern
state, with an aim to provide them
aid.
SGPC chief secretary Roop
Singh, who led the delegation,
said the team comprising members and senior officials of the
gurdwara body visited various
villages where Sikhs have been
residing since 1820. The delega-

tion was apprised of the problems
being faced by them.
The delegation was visiting
Assam in wake of the functions
being organised to celebrate
550th Parkash Gurpurb (birth
anniversary) of Guru Nanak. “On
directions of president Gobind
Singh Longowal, the delegation
met the Sikhs of Barkola Singh
Gaon and Chhaparmukh villages
to redress their grievances and
instill a sense of belongingness in
them,” said Roop Singh.
“Chhaparmukh village is situ-

ated 120 kms from Guwahati and
Maharaja Ranjit Singh had sent a
group of 500 Sikh soldier to this
place to help the then ruler of the
region Raja Chanderkanta
Singha. Most of them were killed
while rest of them settled here
permanently. Families of these
Sikh soldiers continue to carry
the Sikh ethos,” he added.
The chief secretary said Sikhs
of the village raised some issues
before the delegation and they
were assured that the problems
will be resolved.
HTC

Tantrik arrested for selling
foetus ‘sex-selection’ medicines
AMBALA: A team of the Kuruk-

shetra and Ambala health
departments nabbed a self-styled
faith healer for giving “sex-selection” capsules to pregnant
women. The accused, identified
as Surender Giri of Fatehgarh village of Ambala, has been arrested
under the Pre-Natal Diagnostic

Techniques Act. Dr Vipan Bhandari, the nodal officer for PNDT
cases in Ambala, in his complaint
stated that on April 6, the Kurukshetra health team received a tipoff about the self-styled healer.
On Sunday, the team sent a decoy
customer to the accused, who
gave her three capsules in a small

package, and advised her to consume it with cow milk for three
consecutive days.
“After the decoy customer
came out and gave a signal to the
team, a raid was conducted and a
sum of ₹1,900, given by the health
department, was recovered from
his possession.
HTC
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HC seeks response from J&K govt
over highway traffic restrictions

J&K govt restores security
cover of politicians, activists

HEARING TODAY Four public interest litigations were filed on Monday by J&K Peoples
Movement founder Shah Faesal, senior PDP leader Naem Akthar, Shafqat Nazir and Raja Faisal
HTC & PTI
n

Tuesday.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: The Jammu and Kash-

mir high court has sought
response from the state government on a public interest litigation (PIL) filed seeking striking
down of the ban on movement of
civilian vehicles on the JammuSrinagar national highway on
Sundays and Wednesdays.
Four PILs were filed on Monday by J&K Peoples Movement
founder, Shah Faesal, senior Peoples Democratic Party leader
Naem Akthar, Shafqat Nazir and
Raja Faisal. The PILs challenged
the national highway traffic ban
in the high court and termed it as
a violation of fundamental rights
guaranteed under Article 19 and
21 of the Indian constitution.
A division bench of Chief Justice Gita Mittal and Justice Tashi
Rabstan issued notice to the state
government and directed the government to come with alternate
arrangements and other suggestions. The bench directed the petition be listed for next hearing on

NOT CONSULTED ON
CIVILIAN TRAFFIC
RESTRICTION: ARMY
The Army operated a convoy on
Monday notwithstanding an
order of the J&K government that
such movement of vehicles
should take place only twice a
week, army officials said.
The officials, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity, said the
order will hamper the operations
of the army.The officials claimed
there were no consultations with
the army officers concerned
before the order on the convoy
movement for security forces was
issued. “During informal talks, it
was made clear to the state officials that such an order was not
possible to implement,” said an
officer who is engaged in convoy
movement.The state Home Secretary Shaleen Kabra had issued
an order on April 3 in which
civilian traffic was restricted on
the national highway on Sunday
and Wednesday every week till
May 31.

Snarls leave commuters high and dry
SRINAGAR: Despite two dedicated
days for the movement of army
convoys in Kashmir, commuters
on Monday faced problems as
they were stopped at many places
along the national highway to let
convoys of security forces move
unhindered.
After the order from Jammu
and Kashmir government to
restrict movement of traffic on
the national highway from
Udhampur to Uri, many people
thought that for the other five
days traffic movement will be
smooth as there will be no big
convoys moving on the highway.“It took us around three
hours to travel on the 55km Srinagar–Sopore highway as we were
stopped at four places for an hour
so that convoys and security forces could move.
This is becoming troublesome,’’ said Bashir Ahmad, a government employee. “I counted
that more than 70 army vehicles
were in one convoy,’’ he added.

Jalaludin Shah, a trader from
north Kashmir’s Baramulla said
that due to movement of convoy
and traffic jam at various places
they were halted on the national
highway outside Baramulla town
for an hour. “If two days have
already been dedicated for the
forces, why are the convoys moving on the national highway on
other days? This is only to make
our lives hell,’’ Shah said.
Former J&K chief minister
and NC vice-president, Omar
Abdullah, who frequently travels
to north Kashmir for the election
campaign, posted pictures of
army convoys moving on the
highway even on Monday and
questioned the government’s
application of mind.
“Here’s another full strength
convoy. I’m simply trying to highlight the point that the architects
of the highway closure have
made no application of mind.
Somehow this convoy on the
highway is safe today but it

wouldn’t have been yesterday &
won’t be on Wednesday,’’ Abdullah tweeted.
“If it is safe for SF convoys to
move on Monday WITHOUT closing the highway to civilian traffic
why is it not safe on Wednesdays
& Sundays? Nothing proves the
mindlessness of the order more
than army movement on
“unsafe” days. This road is part of
the highway by the way,” he
wrote.The two-days a week highway closure comes more than a
month after a suicide bombing by
a Jaish-e-Mohammed terrorist
on February 14 killed 40 troopers
of the Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) on the highway at
Pulwama in south Kashmir.
A state government notification on Wednesday had said that
civilian traffic will not be allowed
on the Jammu-Srinagar highway
on Sundays and Wednesdays to
ensure safe movement of security
convoys during the parliamentary election.

‘Have to abolish Art 370, 35A if BJP manifesto is
someone talks of separate PM’ dangerous, say J&K
Ravi Krishnan Khajuria
n

ravi.khajuria@htlive.com

SUCHETGARH (INDO-PAK BORDER), RS
PURA:: Union home minister Raj-

nath Singh on Monday said, “If
voices of separate Prime Minister are raised then we will also
have no option than to abrogate
Article 370 and Article 35-A”.
His reaction came a week after
National Conference vice-president Omar Abdullah had said
that his party will strive hard for
restoring the autonomy of J&K
that could include having a
‘Sadar-e-Riyasat’ (President)
and ‘Wazir-e-Azam’ (Prime Minister).
Addressing a rally close to the
international border here, Singh
said, “J&K today is in debate not
in India but across the world
because of a terror attack in
which 40 CRPF personnel lost
life in Pulwama and then how
India struck a terror camp in
Balakot inside Pakistan.”
“I feel sad and surprised as
well. Someone who was J&K CM
now says that the state should
have its own PM.
I would like to ask the Congress and other parties about
their stand on the statement of
this gentleman (Omar Abdullah). Do they also want two
prime ministers in the country?,” he said. Singh said that the

n

Rajnath Singh

BJP government has zero tolerance policy towards terrorism
but ‘if someone wants to talk we
are ready for it’.
He said that as the home minister he visited Kashmir on several occasions “with open arms”
for talks but separatists refused
to hold a dialogue.
“I even asked the then CM
(Mehbooba Mufti) to talk to them
and bring them on board. In a
democracy, dialogue can be a
solution to many problems but
they were not ready for talks,” he
said.
Singh said that considering
the future of the children of
Jammu and Kashmir, the BJP
government decided that those
involved in minor incidents of
stone pelting are given amnesty.
“The BJP-PDP government
had given amnesty to 9,000 youth

and they say that Jammu and
Kashmir should have a separate
Prime Minister. The leaders of
the state should decide what they
exactly want,” he said.
He said that Jammu and Kashmir gets optimum central assistance unlike other states because
the Bharatiya Janata Party
wants it to be a developed state.
Singh lashed out at separatists
for instigating highly talented
youth by giving them money for
indulging in stone pelting.
“There can be no bigger crime
than instigating innocent youth
for stone pelting,” he said.
He also said that the people on
border were strategic assets of
India and the BJP government
did its best to mitigate their suffering and will keep doing so.
“A compensation to cattle per
head killed in Pakistan shelling
was hiked to ₹50,000 each from
₹3,000 to ₹4, 000, extension of
Line of Control benefits of 3%
reservation to villagers living
close to international border
were also given by the party,”
Singh said.
“We have started construction work of bunkers near the
borders. We can do anything for
the prosperity and development
of the state. We recently banned
two organisaitons (JeI and
JKLF). The drive will continue,”
he said.

political parties
HT Correspondents
n

mir government on Monday
restored the security cover of
400 politicians and political
activists which had been withdrawn last month.
Top state government sources said governor Satya Pal
Malik’s administration took the
decision aimed at providing protection to them.The restoration

of the security cover, however,
does not include separatist leaders.
The development comes two
days after the state’s political
parties wrote to the Election
Commission expressing serious
concerns about the safety of
their cadres.
Last month, a Union home
ministry statement had said

authorities in J&K had withdrawn the security cover of 919
people both in the mainstream
and separatist camps after taking a review of the ground level
threat perception against
those given security covers
including armed guards and
bullet proof vehicles.Twentytwo separatists were among the
IANS
919 people.

TENDEr NOTICE-2019/10
ALLOTMENT OF sHOPs/sITEs
Sealed tenders are invited for licensing out following Shops/sites at pGI, Sector 12, Chandigarh.
shops/sites
Last date for downloading Date for submission of Tender document/ Technical Nid
of tender forms from PGI
and Price Nid shall be opened
tenders
website
1. Build up Cafeteria, New OpD Block, pGIMER, 29.04.2019 (Monday) upto 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) Technical
Sector 12, Chandigarh.
Bid at 12.00 (Noon) and price Bid
04.00 p.M.
upto 11.00 A.M.
at 04:00 p.M.
2. Built up Shop No. 24, New Shopping Complex, 29.04.2019 (Monday) upto 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) Technical
pGIMER, Sector 12, Chandigarh.
Bid at 12.00 (Noon) and price Bid
04.00 p.M.
upto 11.00 A.M.
at 04:00 p.M.
3. Open site measuring 5’ X 5’ for running 29.04.2019 (Monday) upto 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) Technical
Tea/Coffee/Soup Vending Machine Site, 3rd Floor,
Bid at 12.00 (Noon) and price Bid
04.00 p.M.
upto 11.00 A.M.
Waiting Hall, CLR, Nehru Hospital, pGIMER,
at 04:00 p.M.
Sector 12, Chandigarh.
4. Tea/Coffee/Soup Vending Machine, at level – II, 29.04.2019 (Monday) upto 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) 30.04.2019 (Tuesday) Technical
ApC, pGIMER, Sector 12, Chandigarh.
Bid at 12.00 (Noon) and price Bid
04.00 p.M.
upto 11.00 A.M.
at 04:00 p.M.

sr.
No.

Tender form containing terms and conditions can be downloaded from pGI website and same can be submit personally in the office of
Administrative Officer (Estate), pGIMER, Chandigarh along with Demand Draft/Banker Cheque of rs. 500/- payable at Chandigarh drawn in favour
of Director, pGIMER, Chandigarh along with other documents. The Director, pGI, Chandigarh reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the
tenders without assigning any reason whatsoever without prior notice to the tenderers.
website : http//pgimer.edu.in
DIrECTOr
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SRINAGAR/JAMMU: Leaders of
almost all mainstream parties
have termed the promise made by
the Bharatiya Janata Party in
their election manifesto regarding the scrapping of Article 370
and Article 35 as ‘dangerous’ and
‘will end relations of Jammu and
Kashmir with India’.The BJP in
its election manifesto released in
New Delhi on Monday said , “We
are committed to annulling Article 35A of the Indian Constitution
as the provision is discriminatory
against non-permanent residents
and women of Jammu and Kashmir,” the manifesto states.
National Conference president
Farooq Abdullah said that in J&K
Muslims are in majority and it
can’t be changed. ‘You (PM) think
by removing 370 and 35 A our
rights could be usurped. We will
fight against it, and if you remove
370 it will end our accession with
India and we will get freedom,’’ he
said. PDP chief Mehbooba Mufti
termed the promise as ‘playing
with fire which will turn the
entire region to ashes’. “ Article
370 binds J&K with India. When
this bridge is demolished then

JAMMU: The Jammu and Kash-

07

000250

n

Farooq Abdullah

n

Mehbooba Mufti

India’s control over Kashmir
becomes illegal and it becomes an
occupational force.” State Congress president Ghulam Ahmad
Mir said, “The BJP has nothing to
offer to the people and now they
are raking these issues. Our party
has given this act and we are
going to defend it at all the costs.’’

KONERU LAKSHMAIAH EDUCATION FOUNDATION
ÂJÍÓGTJÌ VÚÞ Ù ØK ÐÅÁ AÍÜ ÕÒŁUÏ AIIRÌÏOÚÌÏ WOÚN AQQ GY BAAÁ

ÊÅÃAÐAËAÂA H ÀÐÂÄDAÆAÂ
ÇNÍ ŸJTT Ñ ÜLŠŠŠØLÎ ŸŁŸ Ñ ÜÛLŁ ÜØÜŠ

APPÓOÍGÜOØÖÞ KØT ÜNJ KØÓÓØXOÖM PØÞOÜOØÖÞ GTJ OÖWOÜJÌ KØT
ÊOŒFYFWFÏF GÖÌ ÀYÏÌRFGFÏ ÍGÔPVÞJÞS

PROFESSOR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

JAYPEE UNIVERSITY OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Waknaghat, Solan -173 234, H.P.

Recruitment for Faculty and Non Faculty Positions

FACULTY POSITIONS
Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor :
Computer Science & Engineering and Information
Technology (CSE & IT)
Assistant Professor : Civil Engineering

ÄÖMOÖÌÌROÖMÍ ÁËÄ Ú ÄÁÄ Ú ÄÄÄ Ú ÁOWOÓ Ú ÇJÍNGÖOÍGÓ Ú EJÜTØÓJVÔ Ú
ÆOØÑÈJÍNÖØÓØMY Ú ÆÑÂJÞOMÖ
CÚNÌR ÂOSIOÕÔOÖÌSÍ ÄÖMÓOÞNÏ ÇGÜNJÔGÜOÍÞÏ ENYÞOÍÞÏ ÁNJÔOÞÜTYÏ
ÇGÖGMJÔJÖÜÏ ÁØÔÔJTÍJÏ ÃØÜJÓ ÇGÖGMJÔJÖÜÏ EÞYÍNØÓØMYÏ ËØÍOGÓ
ËÍOJÖÍJÏ ÀOÖJ ATÜÞÏ FOÞVGÓ ÁØÔÔVÖOÍGÜOØÖÞÏ CGXÏ ENGTÔGÍY H
ATÍNOÜJÍÜVTJ

AÕÕÔOIFÚOÒÖS FRÌ FÔSÒ OÖVOÚÌÏ KÒR ÚNÌ KÒÔÔÒWOÖM ÕÒSOÚOÒÖS
ÂORÌIÚÒR Ñ DÖÓOÖJ ETØMTGÔÔJÞ H DPJÖ GÖÌ ÂOÞÜGÖÍJ CJGTÖOÖMQDÂCR
Á Ä C Ñ ÈJÍNÖØÓØMY ÆVÞOÖJÞÞ BÖÍVIGÜOØÖ ÁJÖÜJT
ÂORÌIÚÒR Ñ ÇJÌOG ÊJÓGÜOØÖÞ
ÉRFOÖÌRS Ñ ËØKÜ ËŒOÓÓÞÏ ÊJGÞØÖOÖMÏ ÉVGÖÜOÜGÜOWJ H APÜOÜVÌJ
ÁOVOÔ EÌRVOIÌ ÉRFOÖÌRS Ñ ETJKJTGIÓY ŠVGÓOLJÌ OÖ PTJÓOÔÞ OÖ ÁOWOÓÞÚ ÅTÑB

APPÓY ØÖÓOÖJ GÜÎ WWWPÓÔÙÖOVÌRSOÚYPOÖÞIFRÌÌRSPFSÕX XOÜNOÖ ÕŁ ÌGYÞ

NON FACULTY POSITIONS
Library Assistant (LRC), Jr. Lab Assistant for CSE/IT,
Supervisor ( Store)
The candidates should have an excellent academic record
with relevant experience as mentioned in detailed
advertisement given in website and apply online at:
www.juit.ac.in/recruitment2019.php
Compensation will commensurate with
the overall pro le of an individual.
Last date of receipt of applications
is 10th May 2019.
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election2019
Oppn joins hands to attack
BJP ‘deception document’
›

CONGRESS AND BJP MANIFESTO WATCH
A look at where the two national parties stand on key issues in the their
recently released manifestoes for 2019 Lok Sabha polls

CONGRESS

RJD MANIFESTO
VOWS QUOTA IN
PRIVATE SECTOR,
HIGHER JUDICIARY
PATNA: Bihar’s opposition party

Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD)
promisedreservationsintheprivatesectorandthehigherjudiciary,besidesensuringthatquotas
extended to Scheduled Caste,
Scheduled Tribe, Other BackwardCasteandExtremelyBackward Caste were made proportionate to their population, in
theirmanifestoreleasedonMonday.
Former deputy chief minister
TejashwiPrasadYadav,andheir
apparent to RJD chief Lalu
Prasad, released the manifesto
titled Pratibaddhata Patra (a letter of commitments) for the
upcoming Lok Sabha elections.
Thestategoestopollsinseven
phases, starting April 11.
Yadav said his party would
pressforacomprehensive castebased census in 2020-21 so that
fresh figures were available to
ensureproportionalreservation.
The implementation of this
could require exceeding the 50%
cap set by the Supreme Court .
“The ceiling has already been
broken by the Modi government
byintroducing10percentquotas
foreconomicallyweakersections
among the unreserved categories,” Yadav said at the launch.
The party also promised to
make toddy tax-free. Lakhs of
peoplewereengagedintoddytapping , before the state enforced
prohibition in 2016.
While the Congress refrained
from commenting on the
manifesto, constituents of the
rulingNationalDemocraticAlliance (NDA) rubbished it as
visionless and anti-poor. “It was
shocking to see that a party,
whichvoweditssupportfortotal
prohibition,isnowtalkingabout
attempts to weaken the act that
hasbroughtaperceptiblebehavioural change in society in rural
areas,”JD(U)spokespersonSanjay Singh said.
Deputy Chief Minister and
senior BJP leader Sushil Kumar
Modi said the manifesto had “no
significance or value” and
deserved to be “thrown into the
dustbin” since the party was
contestinglessthan20LokSabha
seats and was unlikely to form a
government at the Centre.
SUBHASH PATHAK

MEMBERS OF THE NDA
REJECTED THE RJD
MANIFESTO, CALLING
DOCUMENT ANTI-POOR
AND VISIONLESS

n

(From left) Congress leaders Randeep Surjewala, Ahmed Patel
and Rajeev Gowda with documents listing the alleged unfulfilled
promises of the BJP government, in New Delhi on Monday.

BSP CHIEF MAYAWATI
SAYS BJP HAS FAILED
TO FULFIL ITS PROMISES
AND HAS NO MORAL
RIGHT TO RELEASE A
FRESH MANIFESTO
Surjewala said Modi has “poisoned” the people’s confidence
in the government. He pointed
out the BJP manifesto does not
talk about ₹15 lakh in every
bank account.
Surjewala was referring to a
speech Modi made in the run-up
to the 2014 elections in which he
said every poor household may
get ₹15 lakh if the black money
stashed abroad is brought back.
Surjewala added the BJP
manifesto does not talk about
building smart cities, Skill India
scheme and cheap petrol or diesel either. “The people understand you well and you stand
exposed before them and thus
they will not be won over by

ANI

your gimmicks and lies anymore. You can befool some people sometimes and some people
always, but all the people cannot be befooled all the time.”
Surjewala cited issues like
the launch of Goods and Services Tax in 2017, and the 2016
demonetisation of ₹500 and
₹1,000 notes. He added they were
missing from the BJP’s manifesto and that Modi, BJP chief
Amit Shah and union ministers
Arun Jaitley and Sushma Swaraj did not address them.
West Bengal chief minister
Mamata Banerjee attacked the
BJP over the promise of passing
the Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill to drive out infiltrators. “If
you vote for them [BJP], they
will turn you all into refugees in
your own country. We will
never allow NRC [National Register of Citizens] and the Citizenship Bill in our state,” she said.
In its manifesto, the BJP has
promised to expeditiously complete the NRC, which excluded
over 4 million people from a

gal Bangladeshi immigrants
from Assam. The manifesto said
the process will be extended to
the country’s other parts.
National Conference (NC)
chief Farooq Abdullah referred
to the BJP’s promise of abrogating Constitution’s Article 370
that gives Jammu and Kashmir
special status. He added the
state’s accession to India in 1947
will also not stand if they
remove the provision. “I swear
by Allah, I think this is the wish
of Almighty. We will get freedom from them [if the provision
is removed],” Abdullah said.
Former Jammu and Kashmir
chief minister Mehbooba Mufti
said the BJP was playing with
the fire which will turn the
entire region into ashes. “The
BJP has failed on all fronts.
Now, it is raking such issues
through which it will try to garner votes. Article 370 binds
Jammu and Kashmir with India
and acts as a bridge. When this
bridge is demolished, then
India’s control over Kashmir
becomes illegal…”
Communist Party of India
(Marxist) general secretary
Sitaram Yechury said the BJP’s
reiteration of its promise to
build a Ram temple in Ayodhya
was a part of the attempts to
“sharpen communal polarisation”.
Bahujan Samaj Party chief
Mayawati said the BJP has
failed to fulfil its promises and
has no moral right to release a
fresh manifesto. She added the
BJP should have released an
action taken report instead.
“Barring a handful of capitalists, the 130 crore people are still
waiting for the promised achhe
din [good days] and ₹15 lakh.”

Any government can
take five or six big
decisions in 30 years.
Modi government took
more than 50 big decisions
in the last five years.

2019

›

SUSHMA SWARAJ, external affairs
minister

2014
Focus on labour intensive manufacturing (textile,
footwear, electronics assembly) and tourism

Focus on sectors like defence and pharmaceuticals
Collateral-free credit up to ~50 lakh for entrepreneurs;
new Entrepreneurial Northeast scheme for MSME
industries; Seed Startup Fund of ~20,000 crore

Incubate entrepreneurship, self-employment
A multi-skills development programme; convert
employment exchanges to career centres

50,000 Van Dhan Vikas Kendras in tribal areas
Zero tolerance against terrorism; free hand to forces
Speed up purchase of outstanding defence-related
equipment and weapons; Make in India in defence for
indigenous production of equipment; Modernise CRPF
Complete NRC process on priority and implement in
other parts of the country

SECURITY

Insulate intel agencies from political intervention
National plan to address Maoist challenge
Implement OROP; create Veterans Commission
Punitive measures to check illegal immigration

Implement smart fencing on all borders
Double farm income by 2022; Expand PM-KISAN
pension scheme

Strengthen National Investigation Agency; swift and
fair trial of terror-related cases

FARMERS

Create 10,000 new farmer producer organization
Adequate market avenue for realization of MSP
Short term interest-free agricultural loans up to ~1 lakh

Disseminate real time data on production, prices,
imports, stocks
Ensuring minimum 50% profits over the cost of
production; link MGNREGA to agriculture
Welfare measures for farmers above 60 years in age
Farm insurance scheme to take care of crop loss;
strengthen rural credit facilities; reform the APMC act

Digitisation of land records

Double farm incomes by 2022; PM-Kisan scheme
to be extended to all farmers; ~25 lakh crore
investment in agri-rural sector; discourage
imports and exports

GENDER JUSTICE
Pass the Women’s Reservation Bill (33% of seats
for women in Lok Sabha and state legislative
assemblies); reserve 33% of all central
government posts for women

Same

ELECTORAL BONDS
Will abolish electoral bonds and set
up a National Election Fund for
recognized political parties at the time of
elections

›

Encourage IT-based jobs in rural and semi-urban areas

JOBS

FARMERS

ARUN JAITLEY, finance minister

... It is not just
announcements, but
pledges the party has
made to itself... BJP
government has done a lot
more than it had promised.

200 Kendriya and Navodaya Vidyalayas; 50
educational institutions of eminence by 2024

Will put farmers on path from karz maafi
(debt forgiven) to karz mukti (debt free);
Separate annual Kisan Budget; establish
permanent National Commission on
Agricultural Development and Planning

›

How the BJP’s 2019 manifesto compares to its 2014 one
Support 22 Champion Sectors or main drivers of
economy

EDUCATION

Our manifesto has not
been prepared with
a ‘tukde tukde’ or Ivy
League mindset but with
a strong nationalist
vision. The document
is rooted in reality...

RAJNATH SINGH, home minister

150,000 health and wellness centres; pricing
policy for medical devises; double the number of
MBBS and specialist doctors by 2024

Increase education budget to 6% of the GDP;
restore autonomy of colleges and university and
a 200-point roster system

AMIT SHAH, BJP president

... All alternative
options will be
explored for construction
of Ram temple... BJP is
committedtoimplementing
Uniform Civil Code....

Up to ~50 lakh loans without collateral; Mudra
Loan beneficiaries to increase to 300 million from
170 million

Will enact a Right to Healthcare Act that will
guarantee every citizen the right to healthcare
services, including free diagnostics, out-patient
care; health budget will be doubled to 3% of GDP
by 2023-24

n

Monday cited the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP)’s 2014 poll
document and released a list of
its 125 “broken promises” as the
ruling party issued its manifesto ahead of the seven-phase
national elections that begin on
April 11.
The list of the “broken promises” relates to issues of jobs,
50% rise in farmer income, price
rise, corruption and bringing
back black money stashed
abroad.
“Today, the country’s 125
crore people are demanding
answers from [Prime Minister
Narendra] Modi on 125 promises
made before coming to power.
People will not accept your
deception document anymore
and time has come for you to
pick your bags and go,” said
Congress spokesman Randeep
Singh Surjewala.
Congress leader Ahmed Patel
contrasted his party’s manifesto
released last Tuesday, which
had a picture of the people, with
that of the BJP. He said the
BJP’s manifesto only has Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on its
cover. “On one hand is the public on the Congress’s manifesto
cover, while the BJP document
has only Modi’s picture depicting ‘me and only me’. I feel this
BJP manifesto is lies versus justice. I feel it is lies and only lies.
It would have been better if they
issued an apology as in the last
five years they had nothing to
show.”
In its manifesto, the BJP has
pledged zero tolerance towards
terrorism, pension for small and
marginal farmers among other
things.

BJP

HEALTH

WAR OF WORDS Cong highlights ‘broken promises’ from 2014, J&K parties say ruling fold ‘playing with fire’
HT Correspondent
draft list in July as part of a camgovtsays
letters@hindustantimes.com
paign to identify and deport illeNEW DELHI: The Congress on

JOBS

Revive the job market by protecting existing
jobs; fill up 3.4 million government
vacancies; create 1 million new Sewa Mitra
government jobs

Nothing mentioned

JUDICIARY
Constitutional amendment to make Supreme
Court a constitutional court that will decide only
important cases involving the Constitution’s
interpretation; establish a Court of Appeal to hear
appeals related to judgments and orders of HCs

Simplify procedural laws, encourage mediation,
strengthen juidical and court management

MANIFESTO PROMISES

Uniform civil code to Article 370,
Sangh’s core concerns find space
Smriti Kak Ramachandran
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: While the word “cow”
has been replaced with “cattle”
and the Ram temple issue finds
onlyapassingmention,theBharatiya Janata Party (BJP) manifesto released on Monday has
focused on other key concerns,
including abrogation of Article
370 and implementation of uniform civil code, raised by the
party’sideological parent,RashtriyaSwayamsevakSangh(RSS).
The document has also made
spacefortheSabarimalaissue,on
whichtheSanghanditsaffiliates
have criticised the Supreme
Courtforinterferinginwhatthey
called was a “matter of faith”.
Last year, the apex court had
allowed entry of women of all
agesto theLordAyyappatemple
in Kerala’s Sabarimala.
Themanifestoalsotalksabout
abrogation of Article 370 of the
Constitution that grants special
status to Jammu and Kashmir,
andannullingArticle 35A which
providesspecialrightsandprivileges to the permanentresidents
of the state.
Senior functionaries of the
Sangh said they are not disappointedwiththeperfunctoryreferences to the Ram temple construction or the issue of cow protection in the document, since
they are assured that the party
will fulfil these promises, if it
returns to power at the Centre.

MANIFESTO ADDRESSES
THE SABARIMALA ISSUE
AND ALSO TALKS ABOUT
ABROGATION OF ARTICLE
370 AND ARTICLE 35A
“We reiterate our stand on
Ram Mandir. We will explore all
possibilities within the framework of the Constitution and all
necessaryefforts to facilitate the
expeditious construction of the
Ram Temple in Ayodhya,” the
manifesto reads.
The Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP), which has been pushing
thegovernmenttobringalegislation for the construction of the
RamtempleinAyodhya,reposed
faith in the party as well. Surendra Jain, a senior functionary of
the VHP, said they would like to
see the construction begin as
soon as possible, but does not
doubt the government’s intent.
“Even in the case of restoring
the provisions of the [Scheduled
Caste/Scheduled Tribe] PreventionofAtrocitiesAct,thegovernment brought an ordinance only
after the Supreme Court gave its
judgment. The party leadership
has already clarified that a decision on the construction [of Ram
temple] will be taken after the
courtgivesitsverdict,”saidRajiv
Tuli, a senior functionary of the
Delhi unit of the RSS.
This is in contrast to the posture that was visible when the

facetoface
PIYUSH GOYAL, Union railways, coal minister

‘PM ensures we don’t make any fiscally imprudent commitment’
U
nion minister Piyush
Goyal speaks to
Shishir Gupta about a
range of issues including the
BJP’s election manifesto, agriculture, economic growth and
his party’s prospects in the
Lok Sabha elections.

What’s your big takeout from
the manifesto?
I think it’s a manifesto which
has reiterated the priorities of
a continuum government. The
fact that we are committed to
national security, the fact that
we are committed to ensuring
all-round development of
every section of society and
every region of India has been
given a big thrust through specific programmes that will
help an emerging India. We
have committed ourselves to
fiscal prudence and to continue this path of strengthening Indian economic growth
story. The ₹100 lakh crore
investment on infrastructure
to my mind is a game-changer.
What we are looking at is an
empowered India, not an India
that depends on doles and
weak governments.

This farm focus that you have,
one of the key things is expanding
the PM-Kisan programme to all
farmers. Do you think there will
be enough money to do all this?
One thing about Prime Minis-

ter Mr Narendra Modi, which I
observed both in 2014 and now,
he ensures that we don’t make
any commitment which is fiscally imprudent. So, every
commitment made in the manifesto goes through a rigorous
budgeting process to ensure
that adequate funding will be
available and no programme is
just a promise which we cannot fulfil or which will cause
the economy go to into despair
in some other way.

The Congress has said your manifesto has nothing about jobs.
I think an elementary reading
of this ‘Sankalp Patra’ will
show you that everything that
we have written in this is going
to create opportunities for people to work, jobs, increase livelihoods. After all, this ₹100
lakh crore is money that is
going to go into ecosystems, it
is going to be invested, it is
going to be spent. And none of
it is possible without people
working for it.

There are two or three of the
slightly controversial elements in
the manifesto – one is of course
the Citizenship Amendment Bill,
which created so much furore in
the north-east, which you were
unable to get through Parliament.
And then the continued emphasis
on Article 370 and 35A, which is
bound to create some ripples in

some parts of the country. What
are your views on this?
As far as the Citizenship
Amendment Bill, we are committed to it. And we will pass it
through both Houses of Parliament. Protecting the interests
of N-E and the states or any
state which has its own ethnic
identity, which has its own
local issues, I think we can create a balance between the two.
But we are committed to the
Citizenship Bill and we believe
it’s important to save the country from infiltrators who have
no right to be in this country.

I am surprised to see it in the
manifesto, given how controversial it has been.
Well, this government has not
decided its priorities based on
the controversies of what others think we should do. We
have looked at what is good for
the nation and what is good for
the people of India. Similarly,

in Kashmir, this isolationist
policy that we have on Kashmir for so many years, because
of which we have created a
ghetto-like mentality, we have
almost pushed them into one
corner and they are hardly
integrating with the rest of the
country. We believe we have to
remove Article 370, sort out
these issues, get Kashmir to
merge into the national mainstream, be a part of this growth
story, be a part of this development, enjoy the fruits of the
nation going forward, becoming a world superpower, and
rid itself of terrorism.

One of the other aspects in your
manifesto was the 33% reservation for women. But despite that,
when you look at the candidates
in this election, across all parties,
there aren’t enough.
We are committed to the 33%
women’s reservation and
believe that national consensus will have to be built around
that. We have seen women getting empowered through the
panchayat system, wherever
we have been able to get more
and more women to participate. I would like to appeal to
women in this country also to
look at a greater degree of
engagement so that women
can emerge as leaders and candidates who can win elections
and naturally become candi-

dates in elections. I think our
party encourages women at all
levels across the country, it’s
probably the first time we have
so many women in the cabinet.
No other government in the
past had the foreign minister
and the defence minister that
were women and part of the
CCS. This government’s intentions are reflected by its deeds.

You have been a party treasurer
for long and in the context of the
raids that were conducted in MP
yesterday, how much does black
money play a role in politics?
For the BJP, we have never
encouraged bad money to
come into politics. We have
always looked at collections
from across the country from
our support system, from our
cadres and over the years ours
is one party which has always
believed in the highest standards of transparency, quality
accounting, quality audit of all
our expenses, of all our collections. We believe that it’s
important that good people
come forward and participate
in democratic process of politics so that good money drives
Indian politics. Which is why
we brought in the concept of
electoral bonds. In fact, the
Congress had brought in electoral trusts, which were very
similar to the electoral bonds. I
don’t know why they are mak-

ing a fuss and crying over it.

What’s your overall sense of this
election, compared to 2014?
I think this is an election
where people are going to vote
for a government that can provide security, a strong leadership, a government that stands
committed to a clean and honest good governance agenda, a
government that can protect
the lives and security of every
citizen, that can fight terrorism, a government that is truly
wedded to the all-round development of every citizen and
every part of the country,
including the N-E, eastern
parts, some parts of north
India that have been deprived
of development for decades.

Overall results?
We will get more seats than we
got last time (as a party). But as
an NDA, we will get much
more than last time because it
is an expanded NDA. All of N-E
we have so many new partners, in Bihar Nitish ji is with
us; TN has a robust alliance.
We are really now the main
centre pole of Indian politics.

There are still a couple of large
regional unaligned parties who
after the elections could choose
to go to one side or the other.
I think the last word has not
been written on that.

party refused to bring an ordinance for the construction of the
temple even as the case is being
heard in the Supreme Court or
when PMNarendraModilashed
out at the cow vigilantes.
In 2009 and 2014, the issue of
cow protection and a complete
banontheslaughter ofcowsthat
hasbeencentraltotheRSS’sideological canvassing were adequatelyraisedintheelectiondocuments.There arenosuchreferencesinthisyear’smanifesto,but
it says,“…Wehavegiven utmost
importance to the dairy sector
andhaveestablishedKamdhenu
Aayog for the conservation of
indigenous species of cattle...”
The Sangh is not making too
much of the fact that there is no
heightened emphasis on the
issues of cow slaughter and the
Ram temple. “There are several
key concerns that the party has
clearly stated that it will work
towards—theabrogationofArticle370andannullingArticle35A,
resettlement of refugees from
WestPakistan—sothisisnotthe
time to question their intent,”
said another RSS functionary.
Political commentator Hari
Desai called the manifesto “old
wine in a new bottle”. “When
ModiandLKAdvanitookoutthe
rath yatra from Somnath [in
1990], they had pledged that if
they get a majority, they will
makealawfortheconstructionof
[Ram]Temple.Sofarnothinghas
been done,” he said.

EC reply sought on
speeches on caste
and religious lines
NEWDELHI: TheSupremeCourton

MondayaskedtheElectionCommission (EC)to respondto a petitionseekingactionagainstrepresentatives and spokespersons of
political parties for making
speechesorremarksonreligious
or caste lines.
ACJIRanjan Gogoi-ledbench
issued the notice in response to
the petition a Non-Resident
Indian from Sharjah, Harpreet
Mansukhani, has filed. It would
take up the matter on April 15.
In the petition, Mansukhani
has said the spokespersons and
representatives, who do not contest elections, often make
speechesoncasteandcommunal
lines on TV programs.
Mansukhani referred to section 123 of the Representation of
People’s Act and said the provision “does not have the potential
to ensure corruption-free election”.
REPORT ON MAYA
APPEAL REACHES EC
The EC on Monday received a
report from poll authorities in
Uttar Pradesh about BSP chief
MayawatiallegedappealtoMuslims to vote for the alliance her
party has with SP for the Lok
Sabha polls, according to people
aware of the matter.
A decision on whether the
remarks violated the poll code
was expected in the next two
days,apersonawareofthedevelopment said.
HTC
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BJPaimstostrikeafinebalance
MANIPUR In a crunch election, and in states where it has traditionally not done well, or where it has just
started doing well, how RSS and Bhartiya Janta Party are working together to make a difference

HTSPOTLIGHT
Revati Laul
n

letters@hindustantimes.com
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n a large white house in the
upmarket Kongba Nandeibam area of Imphal, the
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) candidate for Inner
Manipur, RK Ranjan, faces a
peculiar predicament. He is in a
partywhosepoliticsinmainland
India are not a palatable dish to
serve up in Manipur, a state of
beef-andpork-eaters.Thisisalso
a state where the Hindu populationisonly41.39%,almostexactly
equaltotheChristianpopulation
that makes up another 41.29% ,
withMuslimsaccounting forthe
remaining 8.4%.
In Manipur, therefore, the
party and the umbrella of Hindu
nationalist institutions that
makeuptheSanghParivar,have
had to shift gear to enable their
candidates to compete. And that
iswhatmakestheManipurstory
socomplex,when lookedatfrom
the lens of the BJP’s ideological
parent,theRashtriyaSwayamsevak Sangh (RSS). Water and oil
would somehow have to mix.
RK Ranjan is an environmentalist and unlike most living
roomsofBJPpoliticians,thereis
no poster of RSS ideologues, no
large Ganesha or Hindu idols on
display in his. Instead, the
shelves are crowded with books
and dusty journals, indicating
the serious academic that he is.
Ranjan admits that he is a reluctant politician. He’s in it to get
crop insurance and land to
mostlythe landless farmers.But
he is also in it because he is
Meitei. This is one of three tribal
groupings that dominates Manipur’s politics and inherent paradoxes where the fight for land,
resources and tribal identities
has led to waves of insurgent
movementsthroughthedecades.
TheMeiteisaccountforoverhalf
the population of Manipur, but
occupy only 10% of its land – in
and around the Imphal valley.
Thehillsthatsurrounditare90%
of the land and a contentious territory being fought over by the

NagasandKukis.TheSanghParivar, in order to appease the
Meitei voters inthevalley,needs
to assure them that their deep
insecurity over land will be
addressed. And alongside, the
factthatmostMeiteisareHindus,
helps.
Which is why Ranjan, the
BJP’s candidate in the Meiteidominatedvalley,isdealingwith
an interesting set of contradictions. He is not in favour of the
party’scowprotectionpoliticsor
the contentious Citizenship
AmendmentBill.Butnowthathe
is part of a BJP-led coalition in
Manipur, he cannot go against
their essential idea that India is
Hindustan either. Some may
argue, that being Meitei, underlining that fact can’t hurt.
“The name of this country is
Hindustan.Thatiswhyeachand
every citizen in this country, we
are treating as a Hindu. That is
theconcept.It’snotbasedonreligion,” Ranjansaysasproofofhis
newly acquired loyalty.
Outside Imphal, Ranjan is
awarethatthesewordswillhave
no impact at all. Which is why in
the hills, or the Outer Manipur
constituency, the Sangh has
focused on its other wayof building a captive vote base: giving
power to neglected tribes. In this
case, the Kukis. The previous
Congress-led government that
wasinpowerforthreesuccessive
terms tried to appeal to the Meiteis in the valley and wrote three
contentious land bills that
resulted in massive protests and
violence by the Kukis and Nagas
even as the BJP lent them a sympathetic ear. In the state election
that followed, the Kuki-dominateddistrictofChurachandpur
voted overwhelmingly for the
BJP – the candidate won by over
10,000 votes while the Congress
got just over 500.
The appeal to one tribe over
another may seem like business
as usual in Manipur – political
observersarguethateveryparty
doesit. Butwhena pan-India eye
iscastonthewaytheSanghParivarhasobservedandthenmoved

n

Women work in a MGNREGS project in Churachandpur, a Kuki
REVATI LAUL
stronghold in Manipur.

in on tribes in Gujarat, Chhattisgarh and many other states, it is
clearthatthereisamasterplanat
work, to give a political voice to
tribesthathavenothadashareof
power and make them a captive
andpermanentnewvotebankfor
the party -- even if the local politicsrunscountertomuchofwhat
theParivar promotes as its overarching national ideology.
The party’s candidate for
OuterManipurexemplifiesallof
this. Benjamin Mate is visibly
nervous as he sits in the makeshift party office that is actually
hishome.Howwillherespondto
questions of the Citizenship
Amendment Bill, to Ayodhya, to
his party’s campaign that everyone is essentially Hindu? Mate
simplystatesthefacts.HeisKuki.
The tribe is a minority in Manipur; militant Kuki groups are in
talks with the BJP for the very
firsttimeabouttheirdemandfor
a separate Kuki autonomous
zonewithinManipur;andforthe
sakeofthisalone,ideologicaldifferences, if any, can be set aside.
“For Kukis, when it comes to
the Outer Parliamentary seat,

most of the vote bank goes to the
ruling party,”Mate saysplainly.
“That is why I am going after a
BJP ticket, otherwise I
shouldn’t.”
ThefactthatMate’scandidacy
isbackedbymilitantKukioutfits
such as the Kuki National Organization, or the KNO, is an issue
the Congress has been quick to
point out in its campaign in the
state. But such is the irony of
politicalalignmentsinManipur,
that it has turned out that the
Sangh Parivar, which is seen as
playing up majority sentiments
against minorities in the rest of
thecountry,hasdoneexactlythe
opposite in Manipur. The Kuki
National Organization’s chief
negotiatorwiththegovernment,
Seilen Haokip, explains: “I once
mentioned this to the BJP that
Kukisareaminoritypeople.And
for us – no offence meant to anybody, whichever government or
party – Congress or BJP is secondary to us. We will be grateful
to whichever government takes
aninterestinourissues,”hesays,
smiling. Which is why, Haokip
adds,theKNOisopenlycanvass-

ing for the BJP’s Kuki candidate
in this election.
The backing of this militant
groupcouldmeanfurthercomplicationsfortheBJPasallegations
have begun to surface that the
outfitthreatenedKukiswithdire
consequencesif theydid notvote
for the party’s candidate — charges that have now been reported
to the state police.
Theoutfit,initsdefence,saysit
hasnot beenbanned, andhasnot
threatened anyone. It says it laid
down arms in 2008 to begin talks
with the previous Congress government, but the administration
did not take up Kukis’ demands
for the next eight years. Thenthe
BJP stepped in, ironically, as the
supporterofthisminoritygroup.
AtstakeinthisverytrickyterrainisthesurvivalofManipuras
a state and identity of its various
ethnicgroups.WhileinconversationwithKukis,theModigovernment has also been in a long and
continuous conversation with
their rivals – Naga insurgent
groups such as NSCN-IM. The
Naga party, the Naga People’s
Front, is part of the BJP-led alliance in power in state.
How is the BJP balancing its
conversation with the Nagas on
the one hand with that of the
Kukis?Theanswerisquitepossiblymuchmorenuancedthanthe
simpleidentitypoliticstheypractice elsewhere. But equally
messy.
A Kuki political observer who
didnotwanttobenamedoutlines
what is at stake.
“TheMeiteisintheImphalvalleyfearthatiftheNagasaregiven
politicalautonomy,theywilljoin
Nagalim(orthedemandforapan
Nagastate).AndtheKukiswillbe
affiliated with the Mizos (with
whom they have an ethnic affinity). And that they fear could
meanthe disintegrationof Manipur.” Which is why, according to
this observer, it may have been a
deliberatecalculationbytheCongressgovernmentnottoholdsubstantive talks with either the
Kukis or the Nagas.
Meitei.Kuki.Naga.Inelection
season, long festering wounds
andbloodspilled on either side is
in the mix.

BJP to showcase health 20 leaders from
scheme in illegal colonies AAP, BSP, others
join Congress
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:To galvanise support
from the residents of unauthorised colonies, which is considered a support base of the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), the Delhi
unit of the Bharatiya Janata
Party will start its ‘Aayushman
Bharat March’ campaign in
such colonies from Todapur in
central Delhi in a couple of days.
The state BJP leaders said the
campaign would also be conducted in Sanjay Colony, Timarpur, Wazirpur, Burari, Kirari
among others.
Delhi BJP’s media co-incharge Neelkant Bakshi said the
aim of the campaign was to
establish a “direct dialogue”
with the dwellers of unauthorised, resettlement and slum
colonies to and make them
aware about how the AAP government in Delhi was not implementing important central government schemes in the city -Ayushman Bharat and 10% reservation in general category for
poor in educational institutes

and government jobs.
“We will start this mass connect campaign from Todapur in
a couple of days. We will go doorto-door under this campaign
and tell the public about how
they were being deprived off the
benefits of central government
schemes by the AAP,” Bakshi
said.
Residents of slums and unauthorised colonies had played a
vital role in AAP’s landslide victory in the assembly polls in
2015 when it won 67 out of 70
seats.
The state BJP, however, had
started a series of protest
marches under the campaign
from Friday to raise the issues of
non-implementation of Aayushman Bharat.
On Monday, the women wing
of the Delhi BJP staged a protest
at ITO intersection. Delhi BJP
Mahila Morcha president Poonam Parashar Jha said hundreds of women have assembled
to tell CM Arvind Kejriwal that
he should implement the Aayushman Bharat scheme in the
city.

NEWDELHI :Delhi Congress chief
Sheila Dikshit inducted over 20
people from several parties,
including Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP), Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP), and Swaraj India Party,
into the Congress on Monday.
Dikshit said the “new members of the Congress family”
will strengthen the party and
help them reach greater heights
in the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.
AAP’s Haji Sharif Ahmed,
Islamuddin Kesari, Haji Irfan
Qureshi, Farhan Anjum,
JP Neta, Shahjad Ansari; AAP
area general secretaries Haaji
Isham Malik, Hafiz Ahmed
Ebadi; BSP leader and former
councillor Anand Kumar
Gautam, and general secretary
Swaraj India Party, Mohammad
Shahid Siddiqui were among
those who joined the Congress
on Monday.
“The Congress is doing a lot
for the poor, which is what we
always wanted to do,” said
BSP’s Abdul Sami Salmani. HTC

Facebook’s US war Shah meets Advani
room gets busy
NEW DELHI: Bharatiya Janata

MENLOPARK(CALIFORNIA):As politi-

cal discourse edges past cat-videos and family photos in election season, thousands of people
at social media company Facebook Inc are keeping tracks of
posts being shared on the social
media platform to check if any
violate the policies against hate
speech and fake news; or have
the potential to impact the
upcoming general elections in
India. Teams across operational
centres in Menlo Park, India,
Dublin and Singapore scan videos, audio and the written word
while India elections get underway.
A little over 900 million Indians are registered as voters for
the seven-phase general election beginning April 11, which is
being fought as much on the
social media stratosphere as in
the constituencies. Facebook
has over 300 million active users
in India. There’s bound to be an
overlap.This operations centre
workforce— 40 teams of 30,000
people across the globe — which
includes experts from across
sectors such as cyber security
and engineering has been put in
place after the social media
giant faced heat from governments and privacy watchdogs in
the aftermath of the Cambridge
Analytica controversy, which
exposed privacy lapses on the
platform. Typically, the forensic exercise , of earmarking a
post or an account, and handing
it over to the operations teams
that run 24*7, for investigation

to assess if it qualifies for a takedown, is completed in hours.
According to Kaushik Iyer,
engineering manager for civic
integrity at Facebook, these
teams determine what content
is acceptable and does not
breach the code of ethics. In
India, doctored videos and
audio with an aim to misrepresent are one of the major challenges for the company says his
colleague Rita Aquino, who is
the Indian elections lead for
civic integrity.
To assuage the concerns of
the Election Commission that
holds elections, the government
and the political parties all of
which have expressed concern
over the possible misuse of the
platform, the company says it
has tweaked its operations to
ensure more checkpoints for
stopping misinformation flow.
“Over the last 18 months we
built systems that allowed us a
picture of trends that are building in India, so that we can find
content harmful for community
and take action,” said Aquino.
Part of the preparations for the
Indian elections was planning
scenarios and running through
simulations so that the teams
could test the systems for handling crisis, she explained.
Ajit Mohan, the managing
director and vice-president of
FB, in a separate blog post on
Monday said the company is
relying on using artificial intelligence and machine learning to
fight interference.

Party president Amit Shah met
veteran leaders Lal Krishna
Advani and Murli Manohar
Joshi, amidst reports of the two
sulking over being denied ticket
to contest the Lok Sabha elections. “Shah drove to the residence of these two leaders, gave
them copies of the election manifesto released on Monday and
sought their blessings,” a BJP
leader familiar with the development said. Advani, 92, was
denied ticket from Gandhinagar

constituency in line with the
party’s new stand of not fielding
any candidate over 75 years of
age. Joshi, the 85-year-old MP
from Kanpur in Uttar Pradesh,
was similarly denied a ticket.
The two leaders were upset the
way the issue was handled, people familiar with the development said. While Advani did not
comment on his candidature, he
wrote a blog asserting his party
never regarded those who disagreed with it politically as “antiHTC
nationals”.

CRACKING DOWN ON FAKE NEWS
WhatsApp, with an estimated 200
million users in India, has
emerged as an easy platform for
quick dissemination of posts. It
found itself in hot water after a
several incidents of fake news
shared on the platform led to
over dozens of violent episodes
that ended in fatalities. The
platform has already introduced
features such as limiting the
number of forwards and partnering with ‘Checkpoint Tipline’ for
fact-check of the shared posts. It
is also in the process of beta
testing a feature that will label
frequently forwarded messages.
So when a message has been
forwarded four times; the user

will be allowed to forward it
further only once. The features
that allow users to give consent
before being added to a group
and the limit on sharing messages
were rolled out in India first
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Nisar Ahmed Tantray

JEM COMMANDER
SAYS HE KNEW
ABOUT PULWAMA
ATTACK
Neeraj Chauhan
n

neeraj.chauhan@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Jaish-e-Mohammed

commander, Nisar Ahmed
Tantray, deported from the
UAE to India last Sunday, has
disclosed that he knew about
the February 14 Pulwama suicide car bombing because the
key conspirator, Mudassir
Khan, had asked him to
participatein a “spectacular”
attack being planned at the
instructions of JeM’s leadership in Pakistan, an official
involved in Tantray’s interrogation said.
This is the first confirmation
from a JeM commander that
the Pulwama attack was
carried out on the orders of the
outfit’s leadership, and that
Khan was the person who
executed it. Until now, Indian
investigative agencies were
depending on intelligence
inputs and the questioning of
some lower-level JeM terrorists.Tantray, the brother of
slain JeM leader Noor Ahmed
Tantray, fled from India on February 1 this year. According to
an intelligence bureau officer
who spoke on condition of anonymity, he has significant influence over JeM cadres in Kashmir valley, particularly after he
planned the December 30, 2017
attack on a CRPF Group Camp
in Lethpora.
Tantray has told interrogators that Khan called him using
a social media app and informed
about the plan to hit a convoy in
mid-February with heavy
explosives somewhere in Pulwama. Khan asked for Tantray’s help in the logistics, planning and execution of the bomb
blast . Tantray was a senior
commander of JeM in the Valley
and cadres, who were part of
the operation, would be motivated with his presence, a NIA
officer said on condition of anonymity.

BJP manifesto
focuses on
security,
Article 370
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) released its election manifesto or Sankalp Patra on Monday, promising a muscular
approach to national security,
huge investments in rural areas,
increased spending on infrastructure, and a slew of welfare
programmes.
Political analysts said the
manifesto, whose release came
two days before the first phase of
polling for the Lok Sabha,
addressed key constituencies
including the party’s loyal core,
the aspirational middle class,
and farmers and other rural
workers. It promised a Ram
Temple at Ayodhya, a constant
in almost all BJP manifestors
over the years; abrogation of
Article 370 and the creation of a
Uniform Civil Code (both reflecting the party’s core philosophy);
the expansion of a cash transfer
scheme for farmers announced
earlier this year to all farmers; a
₹1 lakh crore investment over
five years in creating infrastructure ; and a ₹25 lakh crore investment in rural areas over the
same period.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi released the 45-page manifesto titled Sankalpit Bharat,
Sashakt Bharat (Determined
India, Strong India) in the presence of BJP chief Amit Shah and
top leaders including Union ministers Rajnath Singh, Sushma
Swaraj and Arun Jaitley.
“Let us work towards building
a strong and inclusive India,
whose citizens are assured of
dignity, prosperity, security and
opportunity,” Modi wrote in the
manifesto’s preface.
The Sankalp Patra was
released around a week after the
Congress issued its manifesto,
promising a series of welfare
measures, a separate agriculture
budget, internal security
reforms, and a guaranteed minimum income for the country’s
20% poorest families. The last, a
scheme abbreviated as NYAY
(which also means justice in
Hindi), will be the centrepiece of
the party’s campaign.
Commenting on the BJP manifesto, senior Congress leader
Ahmed Patel said: “The BJP
manifesto is a bunch of lies and it
would have been better if they
would have issued an apology
letter instead.”
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Manifestos feature air plan
but little action on ground

REPORT MPs in 14 cities did not do much to make sure their cities comply with safe standards

›

Jayashree Nandi
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Air pollution finds a

mention in the manifestos of the
Bharatiya Janata Party, the
Congress and the CPI(M), but
none promises to ensure the
country meets the national safe
air quality standard in the next
five years.
A new report titled “Political
Leaders Position and Action on
Air Quality in India” released by
Climate Trends, a Delhi-based
communications strategy initiative, on Tuesday also highlighted
that members of parliament in 14
Indian cities, among the most
polluted cities globally as per the
WHO 2018 urban air quality
database, have done little to get
their cities to comply with safe
air quality standards locally.
They haven’t even raised the
issue in public fora despite data
showing dangerous levels of air
pollution.
To be sure, in many cases,
MPs have little to do with local
interventions, which are managed by state governments or
local bodies.
They do, however, have funds
from the MP Local Area Development Scheme to spend on local
interventions.
The BJP manifesto released
on Monday says that through
concerted action, it will reduce
pollution levels by at least 35%
over the next five years in 102 cities. It also said the National
Clean Air Plan (NCAP) would be
made into a mission. But given
the record of the National Mis-

n

Cyclists cover their faces as
they ride on the GurugramDelhi Expressway.
HT FILE

sion for Clean Ganga, experts
said declaring the programme a
mission may not be enough to
guarantee its implementation.
The BJP also claimed that speed
and effectiveness in issuing forest and environmental clearances led to adding of around 9,000
sqkm to the forest cover of the
country.
“It’s a gem. The diversion of
forest land led to creation of forests! Maybe they meantcompensatory plantations, but didn’t
Cromptroller and Auditor General (CAG) and Supreme Court
not conclude that too was a failure?” tweeted Kanchi Kohli,
legal researcher at Centre for
Policy Research (CPR).
The Congress manifesto calls
air pollution a “national public
health emergency” and promises to strengthen the NCAP by
stipulating sectoral emission
standards. Congress also promises to assess district level forest
cover, and increase forest cover
from 21% nationally to 25% by

To decongest the city,
a 100-km long ring
road is to be constructed in
Lucknow. The ministry of
road transport and
highways has given
clearance for it and the
project will cost more than
₹3,000 crore
RAJNATH SINGH, Union home
minister

2025.All three parties have promised to improve public transport,
walking and cycling infrastructure. The Climate Trends report
highlights that air pollution levels in the 14 cities have been on
the rise, but that there has been
little political motivation to
reverse the trend.
For example, in Kanpur, PM10
concentrations increased from
200 micrograms per cubic metres
to 224 micrograms per cubic
metres between 2014 and 2018.
In PM Modi’s constituency
Varanasi, PM10 levels were 140
micrograms per cubic metres in
2014 and rose to 244 micrograms
per cubic metres in 2017.
In Lucknow, BJP MP and
home minister, Rajnath Singh’s
constituency, PM 10 levels rose
from 174 micrograms per cubic
metres to 246 micrograms per
cubic metres.
“To decongest the city, a
100-km long ring road is to be

constructed in Lucknow. The
ministry of road transport and
highways has given clearance
for it and the project will cost
more than ₹3,000 crore,” Singh
said in 2015 but there were no
substantial local measures
taken to bring down concentrations.In Delhi, air pollution levels fell marginally from 278
micrograms per cubic metres in
2017 to 240 micrograms per cubic
metres in 2018.
“The manifestos of both the
national parties have proven
that political parties cannot
ignore and neglect air pollution
related health emergency any
more. This rhetoric is a good
sign. But the bigger question is if this electoral promise will
translate into strong enough
political will to push for hard
action with accountability and
show results,” said Anumita
Roychowdhury, executive
director, Centre for Science and
Environment. Delhi’s air pollution levels recorded a fall in 2018
because of multiple strategies,
she added.
“Clearly in Delhi NCR, emergency action in the form of
graded response action plan and
longer term comprehensive
action plan have been taken forward. Delhi has shut down
power plants, stopped use of polluting fuels like pet coke and furnace oil in industries, brick kilns
in the region have moved to
clean technology, and there are
local area pollution plans so we
are now seeing early signs of stabilisation,” Roychowdhury
added.

India will forge
close ties with
Maldives: PM
NEW DELHI: India is committed to
working closely with the Maldives to deepen the partnership
between the two sides and to
assist the Indian Ocean archipelago’s socio-economic development, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi told President Ibrahim
Mohamed Solih on Monday.
Modi called Solih to congratulate him on the Maldivian Democratic Party’s (MDP) victory in
parliamentary elections. He also
spoke to former president
Mohamed Nasheed, the leader of
the MDP, and congratulated him
on the “momentous” victory,
according to a statement from the
external affairs ministry.
The “significant victory of
MDP signifies a resounding
endorsement of the policies and
efforts of its leaders, who have
worked with deep commitment
for the people of the Maldives”,
Modi was quoted as saying to
Solih. Modi welcomed the successful completion of elections,
which marked the “consolidation
of democracy and strengthening
of democratic institutions”. He
reiterated India’s commitment,
in keeping with its “neighbourhood first” policy, to work closely
with the Maldives to deepen the
bilateral partnership and assist
the archipelago in line with its
requirements for socio-economic
development. While speaking to
Nasheed, Modi lauded the “participation of all democracy-loving forces in deepening the roots
of democracy in the Maldives and
offered India’s continued assistance for this objective”, the statement said. Following talks
between Modi and Solih in New
Delhi in December, India had said
it will provide $1.4 billion as
financial aid to the Maldives. HTC
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UK court rejects Mallya plea
to appeal against extradition
Prasun Sonwalkar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: In another legal win for

India, a judge in the appeals court
of the high court has rejected controversial businessman Vijay
Mallya’s application for permission to appeal home secretary
Sajid Javid’s February 4 order to
extradite him to India.
Mallya applied to the court for
permission on February 14 and
the home office submitted its
response within the stipulated 20
days. Legal experts say the case is
usually allowed to go for a full
appeals hearing if new grounds or
evidence not previously considered in lower courts are cited.
A spokesman for the judiciary
said on Monday: “The application
for permission to appeal was
refused by Mr Justice William
Davis on 05/04/2019. The appellant has 5 business days to apply
for oral consideration.”
“If a renewal application is
made, it will be listed before a
High Court judge and dealt with
at a hearing”, he added.
On Friday, 5 April, the high
court in UK refused permission to
Mallya to appeal against the decision of the secretary of state and
the district judge ordering his
extradition to India. Consequently, Mallya now has five
working days, till 12 April, to
make a second application to the
court to admit his appeal, officials
aware of the development said.
The refusal suggests that the
judge may not have seen merit in
Mallya’s application. Further
options before Mallya include
approaching the Supreme Court,
which usually grants permission
to appeal if a case involves a matter of public interest; and submitting a representation to the home

n

Vijay Mallya lost all legal challenges in 2013, but has since made
REUTERS FILE
representations to prevent extradition.

FURTHER OPTIONS
BEFORE MALLYA INCLUDE
APPROACHING SUPREME
COURT, AND SUBMITTING
A REPRESENTATION TO
HOME SECRETARY
secretary.The recourse to representation to prevent extradition
on human rights and grounds
possibly on new facts has been
previously used by Tiger Hanif,
who is wanted in India in connection with blasts in Surat in 1993.
He lost all legal challenges in
2013, but has since made representations to prevent extradition
to the home secretary, who has
not yet taken a decision.
After fleeing India just as a
debt court was going to act
against him after his company
Kingfisher Airlines defaulted on
loans amounting to over Rs 9,000
crore, Mallya has been putting
forth his version of events
through social media in recent
weeks, most recently on March 31
following an interview to a television channel by Prime Minister

Narendra Modi.
In a series of tweets, Mallya
used the reported financial problems of Jet Airways to plug his
case, demanding that his assets
placed before the Karnataka high
court be used to pay off banks and
other creditors, adding: “It will
help them to save Jet Airways if
nothing else.”
Noting that banks were reportedly bailing out Jet Airways, Mallya said: “I invested 4000 crores
into Kingfisher Airlines to save
the Company and its employees.
Not recognised and instead
slammed in every possible way.”
Wishing banks had similarly
bailed out his Kingfisher Airlines, he said: “BJP spokesman
eloquently read out my letters to
PM Manmohan Singh and
alleged that PSU Banks under the
UPA Government had wrongly
supported Kingfisher Airlines.”
Vijay Mallya has previously
taken to Twitter to seek to change
the narrative that he “stole”
money from India and fled, reiterating that he had offered to return
the loans, and wondering why the
government was not taking up
the offer.

Man alleges he was forced
to eat pork, investigation on
Sadiq Naqvi
n

Syed.Sadiq@htlive.com

GUWAHATI: The Assam Police said
they are investigating an incident
in which a man was allegedly
thrashed and forced to eat pork.
Rakesh Roushan, superintendent of police (Biswanath),

said the police had registered a
first information report after
they received a complaint from
one Shaukat Ali that he was
assaulted, called a Bangladeshi
and forced to eat pork on
Sunday.
In a video which was circulated on social media, a middle-

aged man with grey beard is seen
being thrashed by a mob comprising mainly youngsters. In the
video, the mob is heard asking the
man, “Why did you come to sell
beef? Roushan said the incident
happened on Sunday evening in
Biswanath town, where Ali runs
an eatery which serves meat.

REPLY TO CBI’S
SARADHA
PLEA, EX-TOP
COP TOLD
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI : The Supreme Court
on Monday asked former
Kolkata police commissioner
Rajeev Kumar to respond to
Central Bureau of Investigation’s plea seeking permission
to carry out his custodial interrogation in connection with the
multi-crore Saradha chit fund
scam.
The top court had on February 5 restrained the Central
Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) from taking coercive steps
against Kumar but directed him
to appear before the agency
and “faithfully” cooperate
with it.
The CBI has now sought modification of the order so that it
can arrest and interrogate
Kumar. Asking Kumar to give
its reply, the SC bench said it
would take up CBI’s plea on
April 15.
The bench then asked two
private telecom companies to
hand over whatever details Central Bureau of Investigation has
sought from them, including the
call data records and exchange
of communication between the
two service providers had with
the Kolkata police before the
central agency took over the
probe subsequent to an SC
order.
Senior counsel appearing for
the two companies, however,
submitted the telecom firms had
handed over what was sought by
the CBI.
Senior advocate A M Singhvi,
appearing for Kumar, asked the
court to direct CBI director to
file, settle or approve the affidavits the agency is filing before it.
Singhvi said his client had no
faith in M Nageswara Rao,
former interim CBI director and
at present a joint director, since
his wife is being probed by the
West Bengal police in a 2017
case.
The bench did not accept
Singhvi’s request.

THE CBI HAS NOW
SOUGHT MODIFICATION
OF THE ORDER SO THAT
IT CAN ARREST AND
INTERROGATE KUMAR
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The BJP’s vision Indo-US ties must be self-sustaining
for the 2019 poll
Trends and recent supportive actions by the US
suggest the relationship is on a positive trajectory

It focuses on national security,
rural India and the economy

T

ARUN K
SINGH

he Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) released its manifesto for the Lok Sabha elections on Monday, three
days before the first phase of polling. Drafting a
vision for the future, or making a set of commitments, for a party which has been in power for

five years is a challenge because it
gives rise to an obvious question: Why

ourtake

have these promises not been fulfilled
in the preceding five years? There are three significant strands
in the manifesto. The first is what the BJP clearly considers its
strength in this election: nationalism or national security. It
speaks of decisive action against terrorism, and taking steps to
end infiltration. The manifesto reinforces the party’s commitment to the Citizenship Amendment Bill, and while the BJP has
sought to reassure the Northeast that its concerns about an
assault on its distinct identity will be taken care of, this is bound
to generate a backlash in the region once again. The BJP has
also reiterated its traditional position on Jammu and Kashmir:
of abrogating Articles 370 and 35A. This stand of the BJP manifesto is primarily aimed at projecting Narendra Modi as the
only leader capable of making India secure.
The second major strand of the manifesto is its focus on
rural India. A consistent critique against this government over
the past few years has been the fact that there is agrarian distress, and farmer incomes have actually dipped. The BJP once
again reiterated its promise of doubling farmers’ income by

R

ecently, US President Donald
Trump again publicly derided
India for “high tariffs”. Withdrawal of the Generalized SystemofPreferences(GSP)benefits
toIndianexportslooms.Andeconomicandtradediscussionsbetweenthetwo
countriescontinuetohaveunresolvedissues.
However, after India’s anti-satellite
(A-SAT) missile test, the United States spoke
ofitsstrongstrategicpartnershipwithIndia,
and asserted that it “will continue to pursue
shared interests in space and scientific and
technical cooperation”. This was a far cry
from its pre-1998 criticism of India’s missile
and nuclear programmes.
Earlier, following the Pulwama attack by
thePakistan-basedterrorgroup,Jaish-e-Mohammad,therewaswidespreadinternational
support for India. The US response was the
most supportive, recognising the terror link
to Pakistan, which most others did not, and
asserting India’s “right to self-defence”. This
waspubliclyindicatedbytheUSafterthetelephoneconversationbetweenIndia’sNational
SecurityAdviser,AjitDoval,andhisUScounterpart, John Bolton. Following India’s February26actioninBalakot,beyondnotjustthe
Line of Control but also the international
boundary, the US Secretary of State, Mike
Pompeo,likeIndia,describeditasa“counterterrorism”action.TheUS,alongwithothers,
worked on Pakistan for the quick release of
WingCommanderAbhinandanVarthaman,

and has since repeatedly reiterated the need
for Pakistan totake “credibleandsustained”
action against terror groups operating from
territory under its control.
FrenchsupportforIndiafollowedtheUS.It
took the lead, joined by the US and the UK in
reintroducing a proposal at the United
NationsSecurityCouncilforlistingofMasood
Azharasaglobalterrorist.Ithastakenasimilar initiative to get a European Union listing.
Pakistan would have been a bit disappointed
by the Chinese reaction, which spoke of support for sovereignty and territorial integrity
(and could, by implication,be seen as critical
of Indian action), but otherwise emphasised
de-escalation and did not criticise India
directly. Similarly, Russia’s reaction should
give us reason to ponder, because it did not
expressly support India in the Pakistan context. It also articulated a willingness to
enhancecounterterrorismcooperation with
both countries, which would seem in India to
be out of place when there was an attack in
India sponsored by a Pakistan-based group.
As India heads into the general election,
and as manoeuvring for the 2020 US
presidentialelectionpicksup,itisworthwhile
to assess how the India-US relationship has
evolved over the past five years, and the
portendsforthefuture.Thiswouldbecritical
sinceIndiawouldcontinuetofacesignificant
security challenges. Pakistan has taken only
cosmetic actions against terrorist groups
when it came under enhanced international
scrutiny. As the US works on steps to exit
Afghanistan, there would be worries about
reversion to the pre-2001 situation and safe
havenforterroristgroups.China’seconomic
and technological rise has implications in
India’s neighbourhood in South Asia, the
Indian Ocean and the Pacific.
Since2014,therehavebeenchangesofgov-

n

Prime Minister Modi and US President
Trump at the White House, June 2017

PTI

ernmentbothinIndiaandtheUS.InIndia,the
change enabled some new dynamic and
energy to be infused. Under Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, the relationship had initiallybeentransformeddramaticallywiththe
signingofthecivilnuclearcooperationagreementin2008.However,ithadlanguishedover
2012-13withtradefrictionscomingtothefore.
TheNationalDemocraticAlliancegovernment was able to build on some of the earlier
decisions. It signed the Logistics Exchange
Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) in
August 2016, and COMCASA (CommunicationsCompatibilityandSecurityAgreement)
later. These would enable interoperability
andenhancedsharingofinformation.Reports
indicate that text of an Industrial Security
Agreement has also been worked out, which
would enable greater Indian private sector
participation in India-US defence projects,
and in the global US defence value chain.
Similarly, the Trump administration has
built on some of the earlier Obama adminis-

Indian democracy must
be more representative

NEWCHALLENGE

2022 and expanding the PM Kisan scheme. With these promises,
the BJP is clearly trying to address what could be a vulnerability vis-a-vis its electoral prospects in rural areas.
The third strand is the manifesto’s promises on the economy

An imbalance between the country’s philosophical
and demographic realities distorts democracy

and employment. This once again has been an area of perceived
weakness for the government, even though the accuracy of data
has been contested. The BJP will have to do a lot more in credi-

REVA
ABROL

bly communicating how India will address its unemployment
crisis. Now there should be a more informed, robust debate

PRAKHAR
MISRA

between all political actors on what is the best roadmap for

§

India, and who can provide it. Voters deserve no less.

Nasheed’s return is good
for Maldivian democracy
Indiawillbepleasedwiththepollresults
butChina’sinfluenceisunlikelytowane

F

ormer Maldivian president Mohamed Nasheed made a
spectacular return to electoral politics with his Maldiv-

n

The TRS and YSR Congress are expected to win a sizable number of seats and are more
ANI PHOTO
likely to join the NDA bandwagon after the election results are out

How Congress helps the
NDA in the Telugu states
The BJP’s prospects in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
are bleak. But the Congress’s arrogance is inexplicable

ian Democratic Party (MDP) winning more than twothirds of the seats in the Parliament. The return of Mr

Nasheed in the election last Saturday comes after the victory of

K
NAGESHWAR

Ibrahim Mohamed Solih in the September 2018 presidential election and completes the political transformation in Malé. Mr Solih
defeated the pro-China despot Abdulla Yameen, who jailed his
political opponents and Supreme Court judges, curbed civil liberties, encouraged political Islamisation and actively cocked a
snook at India.
Mr Yameen could get away with his authoritarian and provocative activities on the back of China’s support. His dealing
with China has put the Maldives neck-deep in debt. The results
of Saturday’s elections are significant because the Parliament
can exercise checks over abuse of executive authority as was
seen during Mr Yameen’s rule. In 2017, he got a free-trade agreement with China approved by the Parliament in an emergency
sitting with the opposition members not even attending. Mr
Solih’s victory and Mr Nasheed’s return, therefore, are good
signs for the resurgence of democracy in the atoll nation.
India has reasons to be pleased with these developments.
However, it would be a mistake to assume that China’s influence
has vanished from the Maldives. To begin with, debt itself allows
China to exercise considerable leverage. One has seen it happen
in Sri Lanka where the change in government did not lead to
extermination of Chinese role in its economy and politics. India
has had a natural geographic advantage over China in South
Asia. However, with deeper pockets and a bigger military muscle, China has largely been able to offset India’s primacy in the
region. Electoral victories of democratic forces are good for
India, but not enough to overcome the China challenge.

tration decisions, introduced some new positive dynamic of its own, but also intensified
frictionsinsomeareas.FollowingtheObama
declaration of India as a Major Defence Partner, Trump has placed India under STA-1
technology authorisation, on par with its
closeallies,andshownareadinessforhigher
leveltechnologyreleasesforIndia.TheIndiaUS-Japan Trilateral, andQuadrilateralwith
Australianparticipationhasbeensustained.
However,ontradethereis now more coercive action, and notification of withdrawal of
the GSP benefits to India and tariffs on steel
andaluminiumimportsfromIndiaostensibly
on national security grounds.
Pakistan has come under enhanced pressure,withaidsuspended,placedunderFinancial Action Task Force (FATF) grey list, and
International Monetary Fund loan negotiations not proceeding to its satisfaction. Post
Pulwama, the US again came down heavily,
demanding action from Pakistan. However,
the US, as it seeks an exit from Afghanistan,
needsPakistan’scooperation,andTrumphas
spoken of a possible meeting with Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan.
Despite recognising the need for China’s
cooperationinhisdiscussionswiththeNorth
Korean leader, Kim Jong-un, Trump has
taken stronger tariff and other measures
against Chinese trade and forced technology
transferpractices.Chinesetechnologyacquisitions in the US have come under scrutiny,
andtheUSisleadingacampaigntopushback
againstChinesepenetrationin5Gtechnology.
Trends and recent supportive US action
would suggest that the positive trajectory of
theIndia-USrelationshipshouldendureirrespective of the popular mandates in 2019 and
2020. The Indo-Pacific will provide convergence.Afghanistancouldbebothachallenge
andopportunity.Thereneedstobeenhanced
attention by both to geo-economic aspects of
their strategic partnership.
Arun K Singh is former Indian
ambassador to the United States
The views expressed are personal
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nited Andhra Pradesh catapulted
theCongress-ledUnitedProgressive
Alliance (UPA) government to
power, both in 2004 and 2009, by giving the grand old party more than 30 seats on
each occasion. In fact, the South of the Vindhyas,especiallyAndhraPradesh(AP),always
stood firmly with the Congress even in its
worst times. Indira Gandhi was elected from
Medak(nowinTelangana).Atatimewhenthe
CongresswasdecimatedinnorthIndiain1977
owing to the fallout of the imposition of the
Emergency,APsent41CongressMembersof
ParliamenttoDelhi.Buttoday,afterthebifurcation of the state, the two Telugu states are
turning into a nemesis for the party at a time
when it is desperately trying to revive. The
partyhasonlyitselftoblame.Theself-centred
mannerinwhichitdealtwiththedemandfor
theseparatestateofTelanganamadetheCongress hugely unpopular. This isn’t so just in
the residuary Andhra Pradesh, which is
aggrieved with what it believes to be an arbitrary bifurcation, but also in Telangana,
where the party claims to have met the long
standingaspirationofthepeople.Thisself-destructive political manoeuvring of the CongresswillnowplayintothehandsoftheBharatiyaJanata Party(BJP)-ledNationalDemocratic Alliance (NDA).
Desperate to compensate for the losses in
north and west India, the saffron brigade
hopes to capitalise on the political failure of
the Congress. TheBJP on its own haslittle or
no stake in both the Telugu states. One, the
denial of special category status as promised
during the bifurcation debate in Parliament
madetheBJPfalloutoffavourinAP.Two,its
failure to locate itself properly vis-a-vis the

TRS madeit largelyirrelevantinTelangana.
Despite this, the Congress is not gaining
much. The TRS and YSR Congress are
expectedtowinasizablenumberofseats.The
two parties, which now claim to be non-BJP
andnon-Congress, aremore likelytojointhe
NDAinthepost-pollscenario.TheTRS’sprincipalrivalinTelanganaistheCongress.Thus,
itcannotpreferapartyattheCentrethatchallengesitinthestate.TheYSRCongresschief,
YSJaganmohanReddy,felloutwiththeCongress and still has a bitter rivalry with Sonia
Gandhi. Besides, now that his arch rival, N
Chandrababu Naidu, has rallied other
regional parties under the Congress leadership,Jaganiscompelledtostayawayfromthe
grand old party. Thus, notwithstanding hostile rhetoric, both the TRS and the YSR Congress are prospective allies of the BJP.
In 2014, the BJP-led NDA performed
unprecedentedly in the Hindi-speaking belt,
and is unlikely to repeat that. This is why the
party is hoping to increase its tally in south
andeastIndia.ButthebacklashoftheCitizenshipAmendmentBillinthenortheasttemporarily dented the BJP’s hopes in the region.
Thenortheast,whichwasoncethestronghold
ofCongress,isseeingtheBJPtryingtorepair
itsstrategyandstitchupalliances.Theformidable arithmetic due to the Congress-Janata
Dal(S) alliance in Karnataka hits the BJP
hard.Ithadwon17outof28seatsinthestatein
2014.TheBJPishopingforsignificantgainsin
Odisha and a foothold in Kerala owing to the
Sabarimala agitation.
But it is clear that the BJP’s prospects in
both the Telugu states are bleak. The
estrangement with the TDP and the disenchantment over special status will decimate
thepartyinAP.Andthefailuretotakeaclear
standonTRSiscostingitdearlyinTelangana.
However,thearrogance withwhich theCongress dealt with the Telugu people will prove
to be a major advantage for the NDA in the
form of allies in the TRS and YSR Congress.
K Nageshwar is author and professor, department of
communication and journalism, Osmania University
The views expressed are personal
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quality may be a fiction but nonethelessonemustacceptitasthegoverningprinciple,”wroteBRAmbedkarinacontroversialspeechhepreparedbutdidnotdeliveratthe1936Annual
Conference oftheJat-Pat-Todak Mandalof
Lahore. One hundred and twenty eight
yearsafterhisbirth,thereluctantarchitect
of India’s modern constitution reminds us
justhowdifficultitistoadministerequality.
Representative democracy, a bastion of
politicalequality,isburstingattheseamsin
India. The country’s population has more
thantripled since the makingof the Constitution,andcitizens’politicalrepresentation
atthenationallevelhasnotkeptpace.APew
Research Centersurveyreleasedlastweek
found that 33% of Indians are not satisfied
with the way democracy is working. The
ratioofrepresentationisabysmal:eachparliamentariantodayrepresents,onaverage,
almost 2.5 million constituents.
Given India’s massive population, high
representation ratios seem par for the
course. But when seen in comparative context, the problem becomes untenable.
India’s representation ratio is over five
times that of the world’s most populous
country(China),andoverthreetimesthatof
thethirdmostpopulouscountry(theUnited
States).Evenwhencomparedtootherpopulous Commonwealth nations, which share
acommonoriginofinstitutions,India’srepresentation ratio is the worst by some distance. Pakistan, Nigeria, and Bangladesh,
among others, all fare considerably better.
India’s philosophical underpinnings and
demographic reality are at stark odds with
one another.
Such an imbalance creates an insurmountable gap between the ideal and the
implementation of representative democracy. We name two of the ways in which it
doesso.First,thereisinsufficientlegislative
capacity to meet demand. Too few parliamentarians are responsible for protecting
the welfare of too many citizens. With
mountingpressureforpoliticianstoattend
totheirconstituents’grievances,thereislittle time left for Members of Parliament
(MPs)tofulfiltheircoreconstitutionalobligation: lawmaking. The 16th Lok Sabha’s
trackrecordisevidenceofamalfunctioning
legislature. According to the PRS Legislative Research, this Lok Sabha sat for 331
days,againsta468-dayaverageforallprevious full-term Lok Sabhas. Increasing the

THE NEXT DELIMITATION
EXERCISE IS DUE IN 2026.
MANY SCHOLARS AND
PRACTITIONERS HAVE
SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS
THAT ARE SENSITIVE TO THE
INDIAN POLITICAL ECONOMY

number of parliamentarians may reduce
the burden of constituency engagements,
enabling MPs to focus on more productive
lawmaking.Improvinglegislativecapacity
cannot,inandofitself,repairIndia’sbroken
system of checks and balances, but it can
certainly provide some relief to time-constrained politicians.
Second,thecompetitionforastaticnumberofseatshasbloatedcampaignfinancing.
As MP candidates cater to ballooning constituencies,theypourmoremoneyforvotes.
Wealth has become a principal marker of a
candidate’s electability. Neelanjan Sircar,
senior fellow at the Centre for Policy
Research, notes that the median wealth of
competitiveMPcandidateshasrisensevenfoldbetween2004 and2014.Withrising barriers to entry enclosing the political arena,
candidates have sought to circumvent the
Election Commission of India’s stringent
campaign finance limitations byturning to
unaccounted funds.
The next delimitation exercise is due in
2026.Itiscrucialtohavelegitimatesolutions
on the table by then. Many scholars and
practitionershavesuggestedinterventions
that are sensitive to the Indian political
economy, of which we discuss two.
Thefirst,asAlistairMcMillannotes,isto
expand the Lok Sabha through constitutional amendment. The three previous
delimitationexercisesof1952,1963and1973
have successfully done this. Thus, there is
precedent to creating new seats in the Parliament.McMillanproposesincreasingthe
sizeto647MembersintheLokSabhastating
that“nostatewouldloseoutinanyredistribution”. Moreover, the Lok Sabha at 647
wouldstillbesmallerthantheBritishHouse
of Commons, with 650 legislators to represent a population of 63 million.
The second is to empower the Rajya
SabhainlinewiththeUSSenate,whichenables equal representation across states. In
India, theRajyaSabhawas designed toprovide an outlet for regional representation
through indirect election but was given no
teeth. The principle of representative
democracy legitimates a re-imagination of
the Rajya Sabha, such that it can be a conduitforthevoiceofthepeopleasmuchasthe
LokSabha.This wouldallow Indiato facilitate regional representation in the Union
more effectively than is done today. It can
drawontheexperiencesofcountrieslikethe
United States, Brazil, South Africa, Spain,
andRussiathathavebicamerallegislatures
designedtocreateavenuesforbothproportional and regional representation.
ToAmbedkar,“ThesoulofDemocracyis
the doctrine of one man, one value” .From
his writings, we can infer that the democraticapparatusisnotalwaysabletotranslate this principle into action. Still, as more
countries fall prey to democratic backsliding, India has a responsibility to preserve
theintegrityofitsinstitutions.Ontheeveof
a decisive general election, India should
commit to shaping agile structures of government that remain both sensitive to a
shiftingdemographicrealityandtruetothe
constitutionalpactofademocraticrepublic.
Reva Abrol is an analyst and Prakhar Misra is an
associate at IDFC Institute, a think/do tank in Mumbai
The views expressed are personal
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STATE OF PLAY: UTTAR PRADESH

THE BATTLE FOR INDIA IS A BATTLE FOR THE STATES, EACH WITH ITS UNIQUE POLITICAL HISTORY AND COMPLEXITY.

WE LOOK AT WHAT’S AT STAKE, AND IN STORE, IN BATTLEGROUND STATES ACROSS THE COUNTRY

In UP, it’s national
versus local factors
BATTLEGROUND STATE Outcome in Uttar Pradesh’s 80 seats, where the BJP is up
against SP-BSP alliance as well as Cong, is likely to have bearing on national politics
Prashant Jha
n

prashant.jha1@hindustantimes.com

Theperils oftheelectionturninglocal
are visible in Sultanpur as well, where
Menaka Gandhi is the BJP candidate,
replacingherson,Varun,whohasshifted
to her constituency, Pilibhit.
At the Amahat crossing, Mohammad
Taj, a contractor, says the SP-BSP alliance candidate, Chandrabhanu alias
SonuSingh,isinthestrongestpositionin
theseat.“IamaShiaandsomeofusvoted
fortheBJPlasttime.Wearemoreopento
them than others in the qaum, community. But Varun Gandhi did little here. It
was very difficult to meet him. If anyone
of us needed a letter of recommendation
forschooladmissionsorhospitals,hewas
neverthere.”RamRajaThakursaid.“We
want a local leader right now instead of
these big leaders from Delhi. Sonu Singh
will get Thakur, Muslim, Yadav, Dalit
votes.”
This may or may not happen, but the
voicesreflectdisenchantmentatthelocal
level.ThefactthatBJPhasthemaximum
number of sitting MPs and MLAs means
it bears the burden of double anti incumbencyatthelocallevel.Thisfeedbackhas
gone up to the party leadership, which is
why in his rallies, Modi has emphasised
that people must vote knowing that each
vote is for him.

Taking stock

MEERUT/MUZAFFARNAGAR/BAGHPAT/SAHARANPUR/UNNAO/LUCKNOW/SULTANPUR/AMETHI/
PRATAPGARH/PHULPUR/BHADOHI/MIRZAPUR/
VARANASI: The most intense battle of the

UTTAR
PRADESH

80 seats
8
ats

2019 Lok Sabh election is being fought in
the politically crucial state of Uttar Pradesh (UP).
Theoutcomeherewilldetermineifthe
BharatiyaJanata Party(BJP) returns to
power with a majority yet again; if the
BJPreturnstopowerwithasubstantially
reduced number of seats; or if the BJP is
ousted entirely from power and a potent
combination of the Samajwadi
Party(SP)-Bhaujan
Samaj
Party(BSP)-RashtriyaLokDal(RLD)gets
the keys to determining who forms the
next government in Delhi. It will also
reveal ifthe Congress isreviving, orcontinuestoshrinkinthestatethatwasonce
its political citadel.
Three trips across the state — at the
end December, in early March, and in
early April — reveal shifting patterns in
the public mood. HT visited a total of 16
Lok Sabha constituencies.
From what appeared to be rising disillusionmentwiththeNarendraModigovernmentevenamongits ownsupporters
at the end of last year even as the opposition consolidated its voters to a hawa
(wave)initsfavouraweekaftertheBalakot strikes, there are now more crystallised responses — of support as well as
opposition to the BJP — among different
communities,invaryingdegrees,inseparate regional pockets in the state.
There are three ways to understand
what is happening in UP: viewing it as a
nationalversuslocalelection;seeingitas
anelectionthathingesonpersonalchemistry versus one that hinges on complex
arithmetic; and looking at it as a battle
betweentwoformidablesocialcoalitions.
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NATIONAL VERSUS LOCAL
“Yeh bada chunav hai bhaiya. Chhote
chunav main Akhilesh-Mayawati ko
dekha jayega. Par Dilli main tu Modiji
chahiye. (This is a big election. For the
smaller, state election, we can look at
Akhilesh (Yadav)-Mayawati. But in
Delhi,weneedModiagain),”saysJanardhan Singh Patel, a Kurmi, in Mirzapur’s
Jamui bazaar.
Playingcardswithagroupofyounger
friends, Patel argues that nationally,
there has never been a Prime Minister
like Modi, a refrain one often hears from
his supporters. What has he done? “He
has taught Pakistan a lesson. He has
giventhearmedforcesafreehandforthe
firsttimeinthecountry’shistory.Hehas
increased India’s standing globally. Iske
pahlebharatkikoimaannahinthi,India
has no standing before this,” Patel says
Behind him in a shop is Gulzar
Maurya.Heconcurs.Buthisreasonsare
different. “I think what he is doing will
create a better life for my children. He is
creating a corruption free India. Earlier,
there were scams in all government
recruitments.Now,anephewofminegot
agovernmentjobwithoutpayinganyone.
Modiji needs five more years.”
In Mirzapur’s Chunar village, next to
theGanga,belowtheChunarfort,agroup
ofyoungNishadmenareplayingcardsin
themiddleoftheday—clearlyafavourite
pastimeformany.AnilKumarSahnisays
Modi has made India the world’s fourth
most powerful nation. “He is damdaar
neta (strong leader). Before this, who
knewManmohanSingh?Noweverychild
knowsModi’sname.”Whenaskedabout
employment prospects for the young,
Babloo Sahni concedes that that is a concern. “Chunar has no factories. But how
much can Modi do alone? We can barely
manageourhomesandfamilies.Hehasto
managethewholecountry.Peoplebelow

144 million
Number of voters

him are the problem.”
At the other end of the state, in west
UP’s Muzaffaranagar’s Sisauli village, a
group of Safai Karmacharis are sitting
together.TheyareValmikis(aDalitsubcaste), and support Modi. Rajendra
Kumarsays,“ThepoorarewithBJPthis
time. It is a change. The government has
givenruralhousing,electricity,gascylinders. They have constructed toilets.”
Voices like Patel, Maurya, Anil and
Babloo Sahni and Kumar can be heard
acrosswest,centralandeastUP.Thereis
apatternintheconversations.Thosewho
support the BJPprimarily doso because
they want Modi back as PM. And that is
the party’s biggest strength. Yet, that is
alsoitsvulnerability,becauseastheconversation moves from the national to
local, the challenge becomes apparent.
In Unnao’s Mohan town, Akhilesh
Kumar Rawat runs a paan shop. Sakshi
MaharajistheBJPMPhere.Rawatlikes
Modi, but he complains about Maharaj.
“Modiji is a good PM. He will come back.
But here, I won’t vote for BJP because of
Maharaj. He rarely come to the constituency.Ifeverhecomesthisway,hedoesn’t
evenrolldownthewindowofhiscar.And
incontrast,youhavetheCongress’Annu
Tandon, who is very popular here.”
These voices are echoed by a group of
Pasi(aDalitsub-caste)villagersinChiriyari village in the same constituency.
Kailash,alabourer,saystheywillvotefor
Tandon.“Ifthereisaweddinginthefamily, a function, Annuji always sends her
blessings andsupport. Wehave not even
seen Maharaj here.”

CHEMISTRY-ARITHMETIC
DIALECTIC
Iftheissueofnationalorlocalleadership
isonevariable,arelatedvariableinUPis
the tension betweenpersonal chemistry
and electoral arithmetic, and within
electoral arithmetic, the complexities
thrown up by the presence of a third
player: the Congress.
TheBJPbelievesthatasinthegeneral
election in 2014 and the assembly polls of
2017,theUPoutcomewillonceagainconfound observers and the opposition.
And this will be because of Modi’s personalchemistry,whichwillbreakthetraditional boundaries of caste, generation,
gender, and regional variations. Chandramohan,aUPBJPspokespersonandthe
Rampurinchargeoftheparty,says,“Mark
mywords.Oursloganof74seatsisnotjust
aslogan.Thereisahawaagain.Modijihas
a direct connect with voters, and this will
bereflectedintheresultagain.”
But notwithstanding the party’s officialclaims,itknowsthatitfacesthechallenge of ganit (arithmetic).
AnHTanalysisbyRoshanKishorehas
shown that the combined vote share of
the SP and BSP was higher than that of
the BJP in 41 of the 80 seats in 2014
(excludingAmethiandRaeBareilly).An
India Today analysis showed that Muslims, Dalits and Yadavs together constitutemorethan50%ofthepopulationin47
of the 80 seats.
Not all three social groups vote in
entirety for the non BJP candidate of
coursebuttheyrepresentsocialconstituencies most distant from the party.
The arithmetic challenge is visible in
seats in west UP going to polls in the first
phase. Take Muzaffarnagar, where the
BJP’s Sanjeev Balyan is contesting
against the RLD chair and veteran Jat
leader, Ajit Singh. He is the alliance candidate, and with the Congress choosing
nottocontestintheseat,itisabipolarbattle. While the exact demographic of all
social groups is hard to know, political
partiesandlocaljournalistssuggestthat
the constituency has over five lakh Muslims; over two lakh Jatavs (a Dalit sub
caste largely loyal to BSP); and close to
two lakh Jats.
SureshSinghandBudanSinghareJat
elders sitting in the Goyla village, smokinghookah.TheyarefirmlywithChaudhary saheb, as Singh is known, and were
loyal followers of his father, the late
Charan Singh. Suresh Singh says, “I am
not interested in the PM. I am interested
in having Chaudhary saheb win from

n

An HT analysis has shown that the combined vote share of the SP and the BSP was higher than that of the BJP in 41 of the 80
seats in 2014 (excluding Amethi and Rae Bareilly). Another analysis showed that Muslims, Dalits and Yadavs together
HT FILE
constitute more than 50% of the population in 47 of the 80 seats.

here. Who can represent us better?” The
government’s claims of successfully
responding to Pakistan-backed terror
doesnotimpresshimeither.“IndiraGandhi made two Pakistans. We have
defeated it many times. Our forces
deserve credit. Modi lies too much.”
If these two voters are representative
of the larger Jat mood, then Ajit Singh
should have a relatively easy win on
paper, because he has three solid social
groups backing him.
But for this arithmetic to work out,
therearethreeconditionsthatneedtobe
met.Jatshavetoconsolidate—largely,if
not fully — behind Ajit Singh, but there
are clear signs of division in the community, with a section staying with Balyan.
Two,Singhneedstoensureaveryhigh
turnout of his Muslim and Jatav voters,
and votes of as a few other social groups,
if possible. And finally, Singh has to
ensure that there isn’t a consolidation of
allothersocialgroupsintheconstituency
—uppercastes,smallerOBCgroups,non
JatavDalits—infavourofBJP’sBalyan,
for they together represent an almost
equal number of voters as Singh’s own
three voter segments.
SoSinghhasthearithmeticadvantage,
becauseofthealliance,butonlytheexact
voting pattern on polling day can tell if it
has translated into votes.
The arithmetic ofthe alliance has also
got complicated because of the presence
of the Congress. This is visible in a constituency like Saharanpur.
On paper, in 2014, BJP’s Raghav
Lakhanpal won by a (relatively) narrow
margin of 65,000 votes. He won 39.59% of
thevotes,whiletheCongress’ImranMasood bagged over 34.1% of the votes; the
BSP’s candidate had 19.6%, and the SP
bagged 4.4%.
Put together, this is a vulnerable seat
for the BJP on paper for the combined
oppositionhas over 57% of the votes. But
thistimearound,whiletheCongresshas
stucktoMasood,thealliancehasputupa
Muslimcandidate,HajiFazlurRahman.
It was this dynamic which prompted
Mayawati at the alliance’s first rally on
SundaytoappealtoMuslimstovoteonly
for the alliance candidate, and not allow
votes to go to Congress.
The BJP in turn hopes that their arithmetic advantage will collapse given the
three-way contest, with a split in Muslim
votes in the constituency. But take Kairana, the neighbouring constituency,
wheretheCongresshasputupaJatcandidate. Whether he takes away Jat votes of
the BJP or those of alliance candidate is
unclear.AndthatiswhyastheUPstoryis
brokendowntoaconstituencylevelanalysis,whatemergesisaclearedgeenjoyedby
thealliance.
But this numerical edge is based on
certain assumptions about past voting
behaviourandfutureturnoutandistempered by the Congress’ presence.
BATTLE OF SOCIAL

COALITIONS
But beyond the personalities and arithmetic, a final way to understand the UP
political mood is to view it as a battle
betweentwoformidablesocialcoalitions,
which are jostling for power and dominance.
Asthecrowdsbegantroopingtowards
the rally grounds ofSaharanpur on Sunday,itwasaseaofblue(BSP)andred(SP)
flags and caps. Lokendra and Nitin were
committed BSP workers and had come
withtheirfriendsfromtheneighbouring
constituency of Muzaffarnagar, but
because the alliance candidate there is
Ajit Singh, they wore RLD caps. All four
belonged to the Jatav community.
Whenaskedaboutthealliance,Lokendra said, “Behenji has done the right
thingwiththealliance.Muslims,Jatavs,
Jats andYadavshavecometogether.We
will all vote for each other’s candidate.”
ButgiventhepastacrimonybetweenJatavs and Yadavs in east UP, or Jatavs and
JatsorevenJatavsandMuslimstosome
extentinwestUP,wouldthiswork?Nitin
chippedin,“IfJatsandMuslimscouldkill
each other five years ago and come
together now, why can’t we work
togetherwithallothergroups?Thiselection is to defeat Modi. And if the alliance
getsover50seats,Behenjiwillbecomethe
Prime Minister.”
Mohammad Tazim, a Muslim participant at the rally from Saharanpur,
claimed that the Modi government had
harassed poor people with demonetisation. “And they have harassed Muslims
inparticularbyspreadinghatredagainst
us. The alliance is our only hope.”
Supplementing these voices are the
Yadavs, who are numerically far more
significant elsewhere in the state. At the
Phulpur tehsil, Sanjay Yadav, a lawyer,
saysemphaticallythatheiswiththealliance. “The SP is our party. I don’t care if
the party wins or loses. But I will always
be with Akhilesh and support his decisions. In UP, it is clear that since the BJP
government came to power, there has
beendiscriminationagainstYadavs.And
nationally,Idon’tthinkthetheModigovernment has performed well either.”
These voices, of Lokendra and Nitin,
Tazim and Yadav, are the biggest
strengthofthealliance.Muslims,Yadavs
and Jatavs have felt that since 2014
nationally.
But since 2017, in particular after the
BJP’s victory in the assembly polls, they
have been systematically excluded from
the power structure in the state. That
prompted the pressure from below from
these communities on their leaders —
AkhileshYadavandMayawati—tocome
together.
But a caveat is essential here. We met
several Yadavs who suggested that
because this was a Lok Sabha election,
they may well vote for Modi while supporting the SP in the state elections. We
also met some Jatavs (especially those
not attached to the BSP organisation),

who were open to voting for the BJP in
seatswheretheBSPhadnotputupacandidate.
Buttakingonthismulti-religiouscoalition is another coalition: a broadly
Hindu social alliance which compromises the most dominant castes with
someofthemostbackwardandinvisible
castes.TheyfeelthereturnoftheBJPhas
actually opened up the space for them,
providedthemavoiceinthepowerstructure,andendedtheprolongeddominance
ofYadavs,JatavsandMuslimsinthepolitics of the state.
Sitting with Sanjay Yadav in Phulpur
isateacher,KrishnaMaurya.Thetwoare
friendsandlaughabouttheirpoliticaldifferences. Maurya is very clear he is with
the BJP.
“Modihasstartedgoodwork.Heneeds
five more years to complete it.” He then
admitsthatitishiscasteidentitywhichis
the primary driver of his choice. “Looks
like Sanjay here will always be with the
SP.We Mauryasare now firmly with the
BJP. They are our party. I wish (deputy
CM)KeshavPrasadMauryahadbecome
CM, but I am still with them.”
InnumerousconversationswithBrahmans,Thakurs,KayasthasandBaniasor
the scattered and small but substantial
OBC groups — Kurmis, Lodha, Gujjars,
Sonara, Pals, Nishads, Telis, Prajaptis,
Kashyaps,Kushwahas,Nais,Rajbhars—
and smaller Dalit sub castes, it appears
thattheBJPcommandsthefierceloyalty
of a range of these social groups.
Bringingthemtogetherisbothasense
thatundertheSPandBSP,theyaremarginalised as well as a strong sense of
Hindu identity, the feeling that the BJP
protectsHinduinterests,whiletheothers
side with Muslims. The BJP’s alliance
with Apna Dal (a Kurmi outfit), Nishad
party,andtheSuheldevBharatiyaSamaj
Party(ofRajbhars)helpstoo.“Theopposition may have 40%, we have 60% of the
votes,” says a top BJP leader in the state.
But a caveat is essential in this
instance as well. This does not mean all
members of all these diverse social
groups are entirely with the BJP.
The SP and BSP, and even the Congress, have putupcandidates from these
social groups too. And therefore, they,
too, will get the support of some of these
social groups.
If the UP election becomes entirely
aboutnationalleadership;ifitdependson
Modi’s personal chemistry; and if the
BJP’s broad social coalition stays intact
and votes in largenumbers, then the saffron juggernaut will continue to roll on
across the Gangetic plains.
But if the election in UP boils down to
local candidates; if it hinges on specific
caste arithmetic in each seat; and if the
alliancemanages to keepits Muslim-Yadav-Jatav-Jat coalition intact, and get
them to poll in large numbers, the outcome could well mark the beginning of
the end of BJP’s hegemony both nationally and in UP.

Repeating 2014 show may prove to be tough for BJP
Roshan Kishore and Abhishek Jha
n

BJP will need higher vote share to beat SP, BSP
CHART 1

CHART 2

CHART 3

Seats won by pre-poll
alliances in 2014

Vote shares of four major
parties in Uttar Pradesh
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NEWDELHI: The Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP) and its ally Apna Dal swept Uttar
Pradesh in the 2014 elections. They got
73 out of 80 seats in the state with a 43.6%
vote share.
Unless the BJP increases this vote
share in 2019, it will be extremely difficult to replicate the 2014 performance in
terms of seats.
The reason for this is simple. Unlike
in the 2014 Lok Sabha and the 2017
assembly elections – both of which the
BJP swept – the Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP) and Samajwadi Party (SP) are in
an alliance along with the Rashtriya
Lok Dal (RLD), a political party with a
footprint in the western part of the
state.
A simple addition of SP-BSP votes in
2014 reduces the NDA’s tally of 73 to 37
in Uttar Pradesh.
In western Uttar Pradesh, adding
RLD votes to the SP-BSP votes could
bring down this tally even more.
Since the RLD contested the 2014

elections in alliance with the Congress,
its exact vote share is difficult to ascertain.
See Chart 1: 2014 with and without
SP-BSP alliance
To be sure, there is no guarantee that
voter preferences will remain the same
as in 2014.
Electoral alliances can also lead to
coordination and mis-coordination
effects.
This means that the combined vote
share of SP-BSP-RLD alliance could get
a bigger or smaller vote share than what
it had in 2014.
It is entirely possible that a section of
SP-BSP-RLD voters shift towards the
BJP due to contradictions at the local
level. However, there is nothing to role
out the reverse – BJP voters from shifting to other parties – in principle.
A look at party-wise vote shares in
Uttar Pradesh since 1989 show that 2014
was not a normal election in the state’s
political history.
So, it is entirely possible that the
BJP’s vote share could come down from
its unprecedented level in 2014.

See Chart 2: Historic vote share since
1989
Although Lok Sabha and assembly
elections are not strictly comparable,
the BJP’s vote share did come down by
3 percentage points from the 2014 Lok
Sabha.
A parliamentary constituency wise
extrapolation of the 2017 results shows
that while the NDA would still have got
70 out of the 80 seats in the state, its victory margin came down in 45 of 67 seats
it retained compared to 2014.
See Chart 3: Victory margin change
form 2014 to 2017
Because the SP and the Congress
fought the 2017 assembly elections in an
alliance, it is not possible to add SP-BSPRLD votes to check how the 2019 alliance would have fared against the NDA.
However, it is extremely likely that
the BJP would be far more vulnerable in
terms of seats than it was in 2014.
While electoral predictions are
always hazardous, it can be said with
some degree of confidence that 2014 vote
share will not bring the 2014 seat share
to the NDA in Uttar Pradesh in 2019.
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EVACUATION: A lioness is seen in a cage at a zoo in Rafah in
Gaza Strip before being shifted by the international animal
welfare charity Four Paws from a cash-strapped Palestinian
enclave to a properly run sanctuary in Jordan.

USlabelsIran’selite
forceas‘terrorist’
IRGC BLACKLISTED After Trump’s announcement, Tehran
responded by designating US as a ‘state sponsor of terrorism’

HT Correspondent

Yashwant Raj

TrumponSundayannouncedthe
departure of his homeland security secretary Kirstjen Nielsen.
Her department oversaw
immigration, a top priority and
frustration for the US president,
whichincludedtheH-1Bvisaprogramme.TrumpannouncedNielsen’s exit on Twitter, as he has
done with other departures
before, and named Kevin McAleenan, the current US customs
and border protection commissioner, as acting secretary.
“SecretaryofHomelandSecurityKirstjenNielsenwillbeleaving her position, and I would like
to thank her for her service,”
Trump said.
According to reports, Nielsen
resignedbecauseshefeltshewas
onthinicewiththeUSpresident.
Shehadarockyrelationshipwith
Trump, who has reprimanded
her publicly in the past.
The department of homeland
securityoverseesborderandcustoms protection, US citizenship
and immigrations services,
whichrun the H-1Bprogramme,
andtheUSimmigrationandcustoms enforcement,which tracks
undocumented foreigners.
The 46-year-old Nielsen’s
departuremarkstheendofatorturedrelationshipwithherboss,
whoblamedherforarecentspike
in the number of migrants coming through the Mexico border
and reportedly felt she wasn’t
tough enough to implement his
policies.

shortstories
SNAKE HUNTERS CAPTURE GIANT PYTHON
IN FLORIDA USING TRACKING DEVICES
MIAMI:Researchers in Florida used a new approach to combating a destructive invasion by enormous pythons to capture one of the biggest ever, a
17-foot-long specimen large enough to eat a deer. The female snake is longer
than a one-story building and weighs 64kg. It is one of the biggest pythons
ever caught in southern Florida, according to a post on the Facebook page of
Big Cypress National Preserve. Researchers found the enormous reptile by
using male pythons fitted with radio transmitters, allowing them to track
the male and locate breeding females. The 17-footer was found to contain 73
AFP
developing eggs.

Pak minority groups hold
rally outside White House

CAIRO:Sudanese forces attempted to break up an anti-government sit-in outside the
military HQ in the capital on
Monday, setting off clashes in
AP
which a soldier was killed.

WASHINGTON:Representatives
from various minorities of
Pakistan held a peaceful demonstration in front of the White
House against “the worst kind of
genocide” they are claim they
PTI
facing in Pakistan.

US tourist kidnapped from
Ugandan park rescued
KAMPALA:An American tourist
and her driver were rescued
unharmed after being kidnapped
in a national park in Uganda last
week. Kimberley Sue Endecott, 35,
was abducted by gunmen in
Queen Elizabeth National Park on
April 2 for a ransom. REUTERS

British woman held in
Dubai over ‘horse’ insult
LONDON:Laleh Shahravesh, a
British woman, was arrested
when she went to Dubai to
attend her ex-husband’s funeral
after she had called the new wife
of her ex-husband a “horse” on
Facebook, BBC reported. IANS

French spy, Sydney Opera
House engineer dies

Terror cases in Pak fell by
21% last year: Report

SYDNEY:Former French spy, Joe
Bertony, hailed as a genius for an
engineering feat that made
building the Sydney Opera House
possible, has died aged 97. AFP

ISLAMABAD:Terror incidents in
Pakistan declined by 21% in 2018
as compared to 2017, according to
the National Counter Terrorism
PTI
Authority report.

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON:TheTrumpadministrationonMondaydesignatedthe
Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps(IRGC)asa“foreignterrorist organisation”, using the listing for the first time against a
force of another government in
an “unprecedented” development that marks a new low for
US-Iran relations.
“Today, I am formally
announcing my Administration’s plan to designate Iran’s
Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC), includingits Qods
Force, as a Foreign Terrorist
Organization (FTO),” US President Donald Trump said in a
statement.“Thisunprecedented
step, led by the Department of
State, recognises the reality that
IranisnotonlyaStateSponsorof
Terrorism, but that the IRGC
activelyparticipates in,finances
and promotes terrorism as a tool
of statecraft.”
The move will takeeffect after
a week andwill let the US pursue
criminal prosecution of foreign
officials and entities found dealing with the IRGC, which has
been sanctioned in the past.
In2017,theUShadlabelledthe
IRGC as a “Specially Designated
Global Terrorist”. In 2007, it was
sanctionedfor supporting Iran’s
nuclear and ballistic weapons
programme. In 2011 and 2012, it
was sanctioned for alleged

AFP

Sudan deploys army to
tackle protesters

n

prasun.sonwalkar@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Seeking another exten-

SHINZO ABE

sion to the Brexit date, British
Prime Minister Theresa May is
due to meet French President
EmmanuelMacronandGerman
Chancellor Angela Merkel on
Tuesday before Wednesday’s
crucial meeting of the European
Council.
May faced fresh calls to quit
from some of her MPs, who
believethataccedingtoLabour’s
demand in ongoing cross-party
talks that the UK remain in the
customsunionwouldbeanother
betrayal on her part.
They demanded a new vote of
confidence in her leadership.
A strong justification needs to
be placed before the European
Council agrees to the new extension sought by May until the end

Japanese prime minister will visit the US and
France before the G20 summit on June 28-29

2

The week-long pre-G20 tour will include stops in France, Italy,
Belgium and Slovakia, where he plans to meet with European
Council president Donald Tusk, before travelling to the US and
Canada

3

Abe said the purpose of his upcoming trip was to “affirm close
cooperation for success in the G20 summit in Osaka”.

Peace process: Kabul
warns Islamabad
against ‘interference’
Rezaul H Laskar
n

rezaul.laskar@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Pakistan’s leaders

should respect Afghanistan’s
sovereigntyinsteadofcallingfor
an interim government in Kabul
as this is tantamount to “direct
interference” in the country’s
internal affairs, Afghan foreign
ministry spokesperson Sibghatullah Ahmadi said on Monday.
Reacting to Pakistan Prime
Minister Imran Khan’s calls for
putting in place an interim government to push talks with the
Taliban, Ahmadi said on phone
from Kabul that Khan had
repeatedhisremarksdespitecriticism in Afghanistan.
“These remarks are against
good neighbourly relations and
international law. We always
protestagainstsuchcomments,”
he said. “Pakistan’s leadership
has to respect Afghanistan as a

FACING THE HEAT: Members of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard
AFP
Corps (IRGC) march during a military parade in Tehran.

human rights abuses.
ILLEGAL AND FOOLISH
ACT, SAYS IRAN
TEHRAN: In a tit-for-tat move,
Iran’s Supreme National SecurityCouncilonMondaydeclared
the US as a “state sponsor of terrorism” and US forces in the
regionas“terroristgroups”,state

British PM set to meet
Merkel and Macron
Prasun Sonwalkar

Abe announced that he will visit four European
countries and North America, starting on April
22, before Japan gears up to host the G20
event for the first time in Osaka

n

B R E X I T I M PA S S E

inthenews

1

> JOHN EDWARDS, New Zealand’s privacy commissioner

TRUMP’S CHIEF
OF HOMELAND
SECURITY
STEPS DOWN

n

n

FACEBOOK CANNOT BE TRUSTED. THEY ARE MORALLY
BANKRUPT PATHOLOGICAL LIARS

ofJune.May’steambelievesthat
theprospectofanagreementwith
Labour is such a justification.
The prime minister’s spokesperson said, “This is obviously a
uniqueEuropeanCouncilspecifically focused on Brexit. The PM
set out a clear ask in terms of an
extensionanditisimportantthat
shesetouttherationaleforthat.”
Ifthecouncilrefusesanextension, the UK will leave the EU on
April12 withoutan agreement, a
scenario most are opposed to,
given its debilitating impact on
the economy.
Mark Francois, vice-chair of
the influential European
ResearchGroupofConservative
hard-Brexiteers, and another
MP, Andrew Bridgen, wrote to
thechairmanofthe1922committee to organise a confidence vote
in May on Wednesday, the day
the council is due to meet.

media said.
In a strongly-worded statementcarriedbythenewsagency
IRNA, it said the move was in
response to the US designating
IRGC as a “terrorist organisation”. The council slammed
Washington’smoveasan“illegal
and foolish act”.
(With inputs from agencies)

n

n

Women had to bind their
feet with cloth or silk to
make them small. HT PHOTO

spatranobis@hindsutantimes.com

BEIJING: The Chinese Foot-binding Culture Museum (CFCM)
in Wuzhen, a town close to
Shanghai in eastern China, is a
sombre place where visitors
are usually an uneasy, silent
trickle of domestic tourists.
It’s because of the history it
houses - the darkly lit museum
is an authoritative stop for
anyone looking to acquire
some basic knowledge about
the disturbing and painful history of women’s foot-binding
in China. Women’s feet were
crippled during childhood to

in the local language to signify
beauty. The process of binding
the feet would begin for girls
when they were between five
and eight years old. A young
girl’s bones were soft and easy
to bend and shape, unlike the
rigid bones of older ones.
“It would take three years to
bind feet in the following five
stages: test binding, test tightening, sharpening, slimming
and bending,” explain wall
captions explaining the history and process.
The shoes made for the
bound feet were known by various names: coffin shoes,
engagement shoes, embroi-

letters@hindustantimes.com

LONDON:Britain will make social

media bosses personally liable
for harmful content and shut
downoffendingplatformsunder
a government action plan published on Monday - the first of its
kind anywhere.
The long-delayed and eagerly
anticipated proposals lay the
groundwork for legislation that
could be passed in the coming
months.
Theyweredrawnupafterconsultations with social media
moguls such as Facebook chief
MarkZuckerbergandhavefaced
little resistance from other platformsthathavealsobeenblamed
for allowing the spread of hate
andabuse.Someoftheproposals
havesparkedconcernsfromfree
speech groups.
“What we’re proposing is that
companies that deal with usergenerated content should take
greaterresponsibilityforkeeping
those users safe,” culture and
media minister Jeremy Wright
toldBBCradio.“Theseareworldleading proposals. No one in the
world has done this before.”
The proposed regulations
would see social media companiesaccept“duty ofcare”obligationsthatrequirethemtoidentify
and remove “online harms”.
Those that fail would be first
issuedwarningsandthenhitprogressively with more punitive
sanctions.
The government paper suggeststhattheseinclude“thecrea-

n

Honeymoon’s over? Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg AFP/FILE

tionof newliability(civilfinesor
extendedtocriminalliability)for
individual senior managers”.
The most serious would see
internet service providers block
non-compliant sites and apps.
“This would only be consideredasanoptionoflastresortand
deploying such an option would
beadecision fortheindependent
regulator alone,” the plan says.
The regulations would only
applyin Britain andshouldhave
no immediate impact on users
elsewhere in the world.
But they may prompt other
governments to take notice and
followsuit.Wrightsuggestedthe
fines would be substantial.
He noted that those available
to EU authorities implementing
theGeneralDataProtectionRegulation(GDPR)rulesondataprivacy reached “up to 4% of a company’s turnover”.

TRIPOLI: Fighting raged around

Tripoli and an air strike closed
its only functioning airport on
Monday, as Libyan strongman
Khalifa Haftar defied international calls to halt his advance
on the capital. At least 35 people
have died due to clashes even as
the US pulled its troops out.
Thousands were also
reported by the United Nations
to be fleeing the capital city in
face of Haftar’s surprise assault
which has left dozens dead.
The EU’s foreign policy chief
on Monday added her voice to
those urging the eastern strongman to stop his offensive, in the
wake of calls for restraint by the
UN Security Council and the
United States.
“I make a very strong appeal
to Libyan leaders and in particular to Haftar to stop all military
activities... and to return to the
negotiation table,” Federica

WASHINGTON:Three US lawmakers have urged the Trump
administration to oppose the
IMF bailout that Pakistan is
seeking to tide over a foreign
exchange crisis, arguing that
Islamabad will use it to pay off
debt that it owes China under
the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) project.
“We write to express our deep
concern over attempts made by
the government of Pakistan to
seek a bailout deal with the IMF
to retrieve debts incurred from
predatory Chinese infrastructure projects,” the three lawmakers, Republicans Ted Yoho
and George Holding, and Democrat Ami Bera, wrote to secretary of state Michael Pompeo
and treasury secretary Steven
Mnuchin in a joint letter last
Friday. Pakistan owes China
billions under the project. HTC

n
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REWIND: Restorers work on a sarcophagus (stone coffin) at Grand Egyptian Museum in Giza.
Egyptologist Zahi Hawass and an Egyptian team opened three sealed sarcophagi from the 26th
Dynasty. One contained the well-preserved mummy of a powerful priest.
AFP

make them tiny and pointed,
two physical distortions that
epitomised beauty in medieval
China. For a thousand years,
between periodic bans and
until it was entirely abolished
in the 20th century, millions of
Chinese women had to bind
their feet with cloth or silk to
make them small, pointed and
tiny, sometimes as tiny as
three inches. Yes, three-inch
feet were considered the hallmark of sophistication and
beauty for the woman in China
a few hundred years ago.
The bound feet, especially
the tiniest among them, were
referred to as “Golden Lotus”

n

WASHINGTON: USPresidentDonald

Agence France-Presse

A museum recounts China’s foot-binding culture for women
n

Agence France-Presse
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Lawmakers write
to Trump admin on
IMF bailout of Pak

CRIPPLING TRADITION

Sutirtho Patranobis

UK to make social
media bosses liable
for harmful content

Air strike halts Tripoli flights

2,500-YEAR-OLD MUMMY UNVEILED

sovereignandindependentcountry. We hope they will change
their mind.”
On Saturday, the Afghan foreign ministrysummoned aPakistani diplomat to explain Khan’s
latestremarksandtoprotestover
whatitdeemedas“explicitinterference” in Afghan affairs.
In late March, Afghanistan
recalled its envoy from Pakistan
over Khan’s suggestion that
forming an interim government
in Kabul might boost talks
between the US and the Taliban.
The ambassador returned after
Pakistan clarified Khan’s
remarks had been misunderstood.
Ahmadi said Afghanistan is
stillwaitingforan“explanation”
from Pakistan on Khan’s latest
remarks,madewhileaddressing
a rally at Jamrud in KhyberPakhtunkhwa province on Friday.

n

NO MARGIN FOR ERROR

dery shoes or network shoes.
They were made with intricate embroidery depicting the
social and marital status of
women and even the husband’s profession.
“The ‘Golden Lotus’ complex was the freakish mentality of the males at that time,”
another wall caption said, adding that during one period
“…bound feet became the third
female characteristic, which
existed as a reproductive
organ”. On display at the
museum are 825 pairs of shoes
designed for bound female feet,
numerous pictures, and associated items.

n

FIRED UP: Military vehicles of Misrata troops, under the protection
REUTERS
of Tripoli's forces, are seen in Tripoli, Libya, on Monday.

Mogherini said after talks with
EU foreign ministers.
Dozens of people have been
killed and thousands displaced
in the fighting since Haftar’s
forces launched their onslaught
against Tripoli and its unity
government on Thursday.
A security source at Mitiga
airport, east of the capital, said

N E W

no side had yet claimed responsibility for Monday’s air raid,
which hit a runway without
causing casualties.
The civil aviation authority
decided “to suspend aerial traffic until further notice” to the
capital, said Mohammed Gniwa,
a spokesman for national carrier Libyan Airlines.

Z E A L A N D

S H O O T I N G S

Judge to head
royal inquiry
into terror attack
WELLINGTON: Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern has named a sitting Supreme Court justice to
head New Zealand’s top level
investigation into the actions of
security agencies and other
issues related to the mosque
shootingslast monthin which 50
people were killed.
The Royal Commission of
Inquiry will look into the gunman’sactivitiesbeforetheattack,
including how he obtained a gun
license in New Zealand and purchased weapons and ammunition, and his use of social media
and possible connections with
others in New Zealand or overseas. “The Government will
ensure no stone is left unturned
as we examine as quickly as possible how the March 15 attack
happened,whatcouldhavebeen
done to stop it and how we can
keep New Zealanders safe,”
Ardern said on Monday in
announcing the terms of the
inquiry.“TheRoyalCommission
playsacriticalroleinourongoing
response to fully understand
what happened in the lead-up to
the attack and to ensure such an
attack never happens again.”
The commission led by Sir
WilliamYoungwillhaveabudget
of8.2millionNewZealanddollars
($5.5million)andwillbeexpected
to report its findings to the government by December 10. The
commissionwillexamine actions
ofagenciesincludingtheSecurity
Intelligence Service, Government Communications Security
Bureau,NewZealandPolice,customsandimmigration,including
what they knew about the gunman before the attack.
AP

n

Armed police officers in Christchurch stand guard outside al-Noor
AFP
mosque, which was targeted by a terrorist on March 15.

Civilians own 85% of
the world’s firearms
Nadim Siraj
n

syed.siraj@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: As a ban on semi-automatic weapons in New Zealand
comes into effect on Thursday, a
closer lookatcivilianpossession
of firearms around the world
shows adisturbingtrend:astunning 84.6% of the 1.01 billion firearmsintheworldwereownedby
civilians.
According to Geneva-based
SmallArmsSurvey(SAS),aleadingfirearmsmonitor,only13.2%
(133million)oftheweaponswere
in the hands of state-run militaries and 2.2% (23 million) was
withlawenforcementagenciesin
2017.Aninvestigationpublished
last June by SAS titled ‘Estimating Global Civilian-held FirearmsNumbers’ isthelatestreliable round-up of global firearms
statistics.
Among the civilians possessing arms, a vast majority are in
the US, India and China. In the
US, which is frequently troubled
by mass shootings, civilians

owned 393.3 million firearms,
while in India they had 71.1 millionandinChina,thefigurestood
at49.7million.Pakistan(43.9million) and Russia (17.6 million)
completed the top 5. US had the
highestratioofpossessionamong
civilians, with an average of 12
firearms owned by every 10 residents.
Only1.2millionfirearmswere
owned by residents in New Zealand, where 28-year-old Australian terrorist Brenton Tarrant
gunned down 50 people in twin
mosque attacks in Christchurch
on March 15, 2019.
Inthewakeoftheattacks,New
ZealandPrimeMinisterJacinda
Ardern has announced a ban on
civilian ownership of semi-automaticweaponsfromApril11.She
has also announced a buyback
offer for gun-owning New Zealand citizens in a bid to flush firearms out of civilian possession.
In India, out of the 71.1 million
firearmsinthehandsofcivilians,
61.4 million were unregistered
weapons.
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invite bids for 75%
Carsalessputterinsigns Lenders
stake in cash-strapped Jet
ofworryfortheeconomy
Faizan Haidar
n

n

JLR shut its UK plants on
Monday for five days over
REUTERS
Brexit.

SPEED BREAKER Higher fuel prices, insurance costs, farm distress hit demand
Malyaban Ghosh

JLR BEGINS
BREXIT-LINKED
UK PLANT
SHUTDOWNS
LONDON: Jaguar Land Rover (JLR)
shuts its UK plants on Monday for
five days over Brexit, adding to
other shutdowns to leave at least
half the country’s car production
off-line in what could be a pivotal
week for Britain’s divorce from
the European Union (EU). The
move by Britain’s biggest carmaker, to prepare for any disruption resulting from Brexit, was
taken a few months ago at a time
when the departure date—since
extended to April 12—was March
29. Automotive firms face a
number of possible risks under a
disorderly Brexit, including delays
to the supply of ports and
finished models, new customs
bureaucracy, the need to recertify
models and an up to 10% tariff on
finished vehicles.

SoftBank-backed Grab
targets $2 bn more funding
SINGAPORE: Grab is looking to
raise another $2 billion this year to
ramp up expansion, its CEO
Anthony Tan told Reuters, only
weeks after announcing more
than $4.5 billion of funding in
what has become South-East
Asia’s largest round of private
financing. The mega funding
comes as Grab rolls out an
aggressive strategy to expand its
bouquet of services, from transport to food delivery and payments, racing Indonesia’s Go-Jek
to become an app-for-everything
in South-East Asia, home to about
650 million people.Grab, which is
backed by Japan’s SoftBank,
expects to invest a significant
portion of the funds in Indonesia,
it said in a statement later.

Carlyle Group to buy Cepsa
stake valued at $4.8 billion
DUBAI:Carlyle Group LP plans to
buy a stake valued at as much as
$4.8 billion in Cepsa from Mubadala Investment Co., about six
months after the Abu Dhabi
sovereign fund shelved plans to
list the Spanish oil refiner. Carlyle
will acquire 30 % to 40% of Cepsa,
valuing the company at $12
billion, according to a statement.
Mubadala will remain the majority shareholder and the transaction is expected to be completed
by the end of 2019. Mubadala last
year shelved plans for an initial
public offering of a 25% stake in
Spanish refiner as investors
balked at the valuation amid a
stock market rout. Abu Dhabi, the
holder of about 6 percent of the
world’s oil reserves, has been
selling stakes in some assets
owned by its wealth funds and oil
company.

Pinterest seeks up to
$1.28 bn in share sale
SAN FRANCISCO: Pinterest Inc. is
seeking to raise as much as $1.28
billion in an US initial public
offering that could value the
company below the amount it
reached in its last private valuation. The maker of online inspiration boards is offering 75 million
shares for $15 to $17 apiece,
according to a filing on Monday.
Based on the total number of
Class A and Class B shares outstanding after the offering, if it
priced at the top of the range,
that would give Pinterest a
market valuation of about $9
billion, according to data compiled by Bloomberg.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES

n

Out of gas

malyaban.g@livemint.com

NEWDELHI: India’spassengervehicle industry reported its worst
performance in five years in the
just-ended fiscal as higher fuel
prices, increase in insurance
costs, lack of financing options
and farm distress crimped
demand.Scootersalesgrewatthe
slowest pace in 14 years, underscoringaslowdownindemandin
urban markets.
Sale of cars, sport utility vehicles and minivans grew 2.7% in
the year ended March 31 to more
than3.37million vehicles,shows
data issued by the Society of
IndianAutomobile Manufacturers (Siam) on Monday. It was the
worst performance since FY14
when sales fell 6%. Vehicle sales
in India are counted as wholesales, or factory dispatches.
Considering the continued
pressure on sales and prevailing
marketuncertainty,theindustry
lobbygrouphasprojectedamodest3-5%riseinpassengervehicle
sales in FY20. Commercial vehicle salesare forecastto do better,
witha10-12%growthinanticipationofstrongadvancepurchases
byfleetownerstowardstheendof
FY20 before the implementation
of stricter Bharat Stage-VI emission norms, which will make
vehicles costlier. Two-wheeler
sales are predicted to grow 5-7%.
Retail demand for passenger
vehicles in India slowed especially in thesecond halfof thefiscal, forcing auto makers to cut
productionamidrisinginventory
levels.CarmarketleaderMaruti
Suzuki India Ltd trimmed production by about 20% in March.
Sales were expected to
rebound after the conclusion of
the general elections, said Siam
president Rajan Wadhera. A

Car sales had the worst
year since FY14 (in %)

9.2

7.2

n

PASSENGER vehicle sales are
likely to grow 3-5% in the
current fiscal, says Siam.

n

COMMERCIAL vehicles are
expected to do better, with
a 10-12% growth in sales.

n

SALES may pick up pace after
the general elections are over,
says the industry lobby group.
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Sales growth in FY19 (in %)
Passenger vehicles

2.7
17.5

Commercial vehicles
Two-wheelers

4.8
10.2

Three-wheelers
Total sales

SCOOTER SALES
GREW AT THE SLOWEST
PACE IN 14 YEARS,
UNDERSCORING A
SLOWDOWN IN DEMAND
IN URBAN MARKETS
recoveryindemandwould,however, be contingent upon factors
such as abundant monsoon rain
andimprovementincreditavailability, he said.
“Demand for vehicles have
been better in rural compared to
urban markets and many original equipment manufacturers
hadcutproductioninMarchand
reduced the billing of vehicles.
Also, in the urban areas, shared
mobility like cab services have
resulted in the slowdown in
demand,” he said.
Meanwhile, with urban

5.15

Source: Siam

demandstayingsubdued,scooter
salesfell0.27%to6.7millionunits
inthelastfiscal.Thiswasthefirst
dropinthescootersegmentsince
a 1.45% decline in FY06.
Motorcyclesfaredbetter,posting a 7.8% increase to nearly 13.6
millionunitsonthebackofbetter
demandinruralandsemi-urban
markets. In addition to higher
petrol prices and increase in
product prices by manufacturers, a rise in the cost of thirdpartyinsurancepromptedmany
to defer their purchases.
“The general sentiment in the
market was down, especially in
urbanareas,aftertheincreasein
insurance cost, which led to an
increaseof10%inthetotalcostof
the vehicle,” said Sugato Sen,
additional director general of
Siam. “The dip in demand in the
urban areas is also reflected in
the decline in sales of scooters
and passenger vehicles. Rural
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MUMBAI: The surge in crude oil
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n
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MUMBAI: Net inflows into domes-

tic equity mutual funds more
than doubled month-on-month
from ₹5,122 crore in February to
₹11,756 crore in March, the highestsinceOctober2018,according
to data released by the Association of Mutual Funds of India
(Amfi) on Monday.
Year-on-year,netinflowsinto
mutual funds registered a sharp
riseof76.59%,comparedto₹6,657
crore in March 2018.
The month also witnessed the
Indian markets rising nearly 8%
tooutperformitsglobalpeers,on
expectations of a stable governmentatthecentreaftertheAprilMay general elections.
According to NS Venkatesh,
chiefexecutive,Amfi,thespikein
equity inflows is possibly due to
the positive sentiments in the
markets.“Volatilityhascomeoff
alittleandmarketshaveshowna
bitofanuptrend.Thishasrubbed
off on mutual fund flows in
March,”saidVenkateshinaconference call.
Kaustubh
Belapurkar,
director, fund research, Morningstar Investment Adviser
(India), said the latest Amfi data

n

Net inflows into MFs saw a sharp rise of 76.59% y-o-y.

suggestsinvestorsarefavouring
equities. He expects equity
inflowsto stabilizein thecoming
monthsdespitetheriseinvolatility as India goes to polls.
However, despite the rise in
equitymutualfundinflow, overall domestic institutional investors’ (DII) investment in Indian
shares was not positive. According to the BSE and NSDL data,
DIIs,whichincludemutualfunds
and insurance companies, were
netsellersofIndiansharesworth
₹13,930.3 crore in March.
Redemption pressures from
mutualfundequityschemesalso
increased to ₹15,890 crore from a

REUTERS

monthago.InFebruary,redemption from such schemes was at
₹10,334 crore.
“The mutual funds industry,
in one of the most difficult and
uncertain years, marked with
acute market volatility, credit
events and border tensions, has
done exceedingly well, with the
overallindustrygrowingby11%,
and retail by 14%. With interest
rates easing and the impact of
crediteventsalmostnormalized,
and macro-economic indicators
showing healthy uptrend, the
mutual funds industry is poised
to grow at a robust 17-18% in
2019-20,” added Venkatesh.

Nissan shareholders remove Ghosn from board
Bloomberg
feedback@livemint.com

TOKYO: Nissan Motor Co.

severed its two-decade connection to former savior Carlos Ghosn as shareholders
removed the former chairman and chief executive officer from its board following
his arrest on numerous
alleged financial crimes.
Ghosn, detained in a Tokyo
jail, was voted out as director
and is being replaced by Renault SA Chairman Jean-Dominique Senard, who joins Nissan’s board as vice -chairman. Investors approved the
change at an extraordinary
shareholders’ meeting in
Tokyo on Monday that Nissan
agreed to hold at the request
of largest owner Renault.
Nissan, which swiftly
removed Ghosn as chairman
days after his Nov. 19 arrest,
is seeking to turn over a
tumultuous chapter in its ties
with Renault. The sudden
arrest of the former global
auto titan derailed their part-

India (SBI) has offered up to a
75% stake in the beleaguered Jet
Airways (India) Ltd (now effectively owned by a consortium of
banks headed by SBI) for sale,
according to a so-called Expression of Interest (EoI) notice
issued on Monday.
Interested bidders can submit their response till 6pm on
April 10.
The consortium of 26 lenders
has appointed SBI Capital Markets Ltd to advise it on the sale.
Shares of Jet are currently trading at ₹264.10 apiece.
However, in March, Etihad
Airways PJSC, which owns 24%
in the Indian airline, offered to
sell the shares at around ₹150
apiece, indicating that bidders
could strike a hard bargain if
they want to. Jet’s fleet has come
down to 28, with the airline
grounding as many as 91 aircraft.
The bids are open to both
Indian and foreign individuals
and companies. According to
Indian foreign investment laws,
a foreign company can own
100% in an Indian airline, but a
foreign airline can own only
49% at most.
“The deadline is really short
as the company would want to
do due diligence. Jet airways
has lost almost its entire fleet
and it will be like starting a
brand new airline from scratch.
The company planning to buy
stake will have to take a call if
this much money is worth it.
Also, the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) policy now allows
you to start a new airline so why
would a company want to take
this much debt,” said Mark Martin, chief executive officer
(CEO) of Dubai based Martin
consulting.
According to SBI, the new
owner will have to acquire at
least 35,442,383 (35.4 million)

n

Burdened by debt of around ₹8,000 crore, Jet Airways has
cancelled several flights and is flying 28 aircraft as on date against
MINT
the fleet of 119 planes it used to operate at its peak.

A STRATEGIC BIDDER
SHOULD HAVE A NET
WORTH OF AT LEAST
₹1,000 CRORE IN
THE PRECEDING
FINANCIAL YEAR
equity shares of the company,
comprising of 31.2% of equity
share capital, on fully diluted
basis and up to a maximum of
85,198,037 (85.1 million) equity
shares of the company, comprising of 75% equity share capital,
on fully diluted basis.
“SBI’s job was to keep the airline working and turning it
around was not the intention.
Government should be in the
business of supporting industry,” Martin added.
Burdened by debt of around
₹8,000 crore (and an additional
₹1,500 crore being infused), Jet
Airways has cancelled several
flights and is flying 28 aircraft as
on date against the fleet of 119
planes it used to operate at its

peak.
The airline’s loss in the first
nine months of 2018-19 stood at
₹3208 crore.
Lenders, led by the SBI, took
control of the ailing airline in
March and forced its founder
Naresh Goyal to relinquish all
roles in the carrier in order to
resolve the crisis.
The lenders had in February
decided to convert a portion of
the airline’s debt into equity by
agreeing to take a 50.5% stake in
Jet Airways, nominate two
members to its board and make
a cash infusion of about ₹1,500
crore into the airline.
However, the lenders are yet
to convert their debt into equity.
On 25 March, Naresh Goyal
and his wife Anita stepped down
from the airline’s board of
directors.
Naresh Goyal also ceased to
be the chairman.
Industry executives said
some private equity investors
and sovereign wealth funds
might find Jet Airways an
attractive investment.

Net inflows into equity MFs Corporate earnings may moderate in Q4
more than double in March

A N OT H E R S E T BAC K

n

andsemi-urbanmarketsarestill
performing better.”
Commercial vehicle sales, an
indicator of economic activity,
climbed17.55%inthelastfiscalto
touch the 1 million sales for the
first time. Medium and heavy
commercial vehicle sales grew
15% to 390,740 units, while light
commercial vehicle sales
increased 19% to 616,579 units.
Robustgrowthinthecommercial vehicle segment in the first
half of the fiscal helped to partly
offset demand weakness in the
second half due to a squeeze in
financing options from NBFCs
following the crisis at Il&FS, as
well as revised axle norms that
allowed trucks to carry more
freight. “Adequate finance for
vehicleisstillnotavailableandis
still taking a lot of time,” Wadhera said. “Finance options that
were available in two days, now
take10days.NBFCsarestillvery
cautious while lending.”
On the retail side, passenger
vehicle registrations rose by
3.68% to 3.2 million units, while
commercialvehicleregistrations
jumped 22% to 97,8811 units in
FY19, according to the vehicle
registrationdataavailableonthe
government’s Vahan website.
Sales of two-wheelers increased
by 9.6% to 1.65 million units.
“InFY19,variousfactorsledto
ariseinoverallcostofownership,
including volatile fuel cost,
higher interest rates as well as
increasedupfrontinsurancecost.
It dampened consumer sentiments...Withstabilizationoffuel
prices and a further rise in interestcostsunlikely,Ind-Raexpects
consumersentimentstoimprove
modestly in FY20, especially in
the four- and two-wheeler segments,”saidRichaBulani,senior
analyst at India Ratings and
Research Pvt. Ltd.

faizan.haider@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The State Bank of

n

Carlos Ghosn.

nership, the world’s biggest
auto alliance, as the companies were diverged initially
over whether to oust Ghosn,
65.
The partners set up a new
alliance governance structure last month, led by Senard, 66, which is designed for
smoother and more equitable
decision-making.
“It looks like Renault is
now on the same page with
Nissan,” Tatsuo Yoshida, an

AP/FILE

analyst at Sawakami Asset
Management Inc., said before
the meeting.
“The extraordinary shareholder meeting is just a formality. But we do want to
make sure the management
and governance restructuring doesn’t get delayed by any
unexpected development.”
After being freed on bail for
almost a month, Ghosn was
arrested again last week on
fresh allegations that he used

millions of dollars from Nissan for his own purposes and
is set to be detained at least
until 14 April. Ghosn, who
remains on the board of Renault and third alliance partner Mitsubishi Motors Corp.
for the time being, faces a trial
that is still months away. His
lawyer is planning to release
a video pre-recorded by
Ghosn in case of his rearrest
on Tuesday.
Ghosn and Greg Kelly, his
gatekeeper and confidant,
were arrested on suspicion of
financial misconduct, thanks
to a whistle-blowing tip from
inside Nissan. Ghosn has vigorously denied one set of
charges that he transferred
personal trading losses to the
automaker and under-reporting his income. Kelly, who
was charged as a co-conspirator, is also free on bail and has
denied wrongdoing. Nissan
was charged in December for
understating Ghosn’s
income.
Kelly was also voted out as
director on Monday.

prices in the January-March
period is expected to further
delay a recovery in corporate
earnings. The quarterly earnings season, starting this week,
will determine if the ongoing
rally in Indian equities will continue.
While corporate banks,
cement and utilities, which have
been a drag on earnings, are
likely to post good numbers, performance of former champions
such as metals, auto, retail,
banks and packaged consumer
goods is likely to moderate in
Q4FY19, Edelweiss Securities
Ltd said in a 5 April note.
If Nifty companies meet its
March quarter net profit growth
estimateof 18%, these companies
will post 12-13% growth in fiscal
year 2019 (FY19) versus 0% in

IF NIFTY COMPANIES
MEET THEIR Q4 PROFIT
GROWTH ESTIMATE OF
18%, THESE FIRMS WILL
POST 12-13% GROWTH IN
FY19 VERSUS 0% IN FY18

FY18, it added. “With regards to
FY20, growth numbers are still
optimistic at 25-30% and are thus
prone to earnings downgrades
risks.”
The brokerage firm said
Ebitda margins are likely to contract 124 basis points (bps) yearon-year (y-o-y), largely due to
commodities. Excluding commodities, margin expansion is
estimated to be more modest at
28bps y-o-y. One basis point is a
hundredth of a percentage point.
Kotak Institutional Equities
expects net income of Sensex
companies to grow 1%, while

that of Nifty to increase 5%
(excluding banks). It estimates
EPS of the Sensex at ₹2,097 for
FY20 and ₹2,468 for FY21 and that
of Nifty 50 Index for FY20 and
FY21 are at ₹641 and ₹750, respectively.
According to Motilal Oswal
Securities Ltd, the Q4FY19 earnings-report season will be a
repeat of Q3FY19, with financials
driving performance.
“Global cyclicals—the driver
of earnings growth over the last
few quarters—have decelerated
sharply...IT is likely to post the
fifth straight quarter of doubledigit profit growth, aided by
momentum in dealactivity. Nonbanking financial companies
(NBFCs) might face significant
deceleration in profit growth,
but still post a respectable double-digit number,” it said.
Motilal expects Nifty sales,
Ebitda and net profit to increase
by 11%, 2% and 15% on a base of

Will pay only ₹25 lakh to each
hip implant patient, says J&J
Teena Thacker
and Prathma Sharma
n

16%, 22% and 8% growth, respectively. Excluding corporate
banks, Nifty profits are expected
to decline 2.7% y-o-y. It has
slashed Nifty earnings per share
(EPS) estimates for FY20 by 2.1%
and 3.6% to ₹486 and ₹606, respectively. It sees EPS growth of 6.8%
and 24.8%, respectively, for the
Nifty for FY19 and FY20. Excluding corporate banks, FY20 Nifty
profits are expected to grow 14%.
Prabhudas Lilladher Pvt. Ltd
said sales growth in the March
quarter will be led by agriculture, aviation, banks, IT and consumer staples. “Aggregate margins will expand by 163bps. We
expect muted performance from
autos and pharma. Oil and Gas
will show impact of inventory
gains while banks will gain due
to lower provisions and write
backs in Q4FY19. IT, capital
goods, staples and metals will
have a steady quarter,” it said in
a report on 5 April.

India’s GDP may
expand 7.5% in
2019-20: WB
Press Trust of India

teena.t@livemint.com

n

feedback@livemint.com

NEWDELHI: There seems to be no

WASHINGTON: India’sgrossdomes-

end to the woes of pharmaceutical and consumer healthcare
company Johnson and Johnson
(J&J) Pvt. Ltd.
On Monday, it challenged a
central government order to pay
a compensation of ₹65 lakh and
₹74 lakh, respectively, to two
patients affected by its faulty hip
implants. The company told the
Delhi high court it was willing to
pay only ₹25 lakh each to the
patients.
In addition, the US giant is
now facing the heat over one of
its orthopaedic knee implants.
India’s drug pricing regulator
has rejected the company’s proposal to increase the price of its
knee implants, citing safety concerns about the product.
J&J’s total knee replacement
system, ATTUNE S+, has come
under the scanner of authorities,
with the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA)
now asking the Drug Controller
General of India (DCGI) to examine safety concerns regarding
the product, minutes of NPPA’s
meeting held on March 27 suggest. “The product has also been
hit with several recalls,” the
minutes reveal. Mint has
reviewed a copy of the minutes.
Earlier, the matter was examined by subject experts who
pointed to various publications
that mentioned quality and

tic product (GDP) growth is
expected to accelerate moderately to 7.5% in fiscal year 19-20,
driven by continued investment
strengthening, particularly private-improved export performance and resilient consumption,
the World Bank has said.
The real GDP growth is estimated at 7.2% in FY18-19, the
World Bank said in its latest
report on South Asia on Sunday
aheadofthespringmeetingofthe
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Data for the first three quarterssuggestthatgrowthhasbeen
broad-based. Industrial growth
accelerated to 7.9%, making up
for a deceleration in services.
On the demand side, domestic
consumption remained the primary growth driver, but gross
fixed capital formation and
exports both made growing contributions.
Over the last quarter, growth
is expected to remain balanced
across sectors, the report said.
Inflation dynamics have been
subduedovermostofFY18-19,the
reportsaid.TheWorldBanksaid
India’sGDPgrowthisexpectedto
accelerate moderately to 7.5% in
FY19-20, driven by continued
investment strengthening-particularly private- improved
export performance, and resilient consumption.

n

J&J earlier sparked a controversy over its faulty acetabular surface
replacement (ASR) hip implants in India.
BLOOMBERG

safety concerns regarding the
product.
“The authority deliberated
upon the matter in detail and
decided to accept the recommendation of the multidisciplinary
committee of experts.” The committee recommended that no
price revision be allowed to
ATTUNE S+ orthopaedic knee
implant of J&J and hence the
proposal was rejected, according
to the minutes of the meeting.
DePuy Synthes, the J&J subsidiary that deals with ATTUNE
S+, claims on its website that the
artificial knee system has shown
statistically significant improvement in PROMs (patient
reported outcome measures)
compared to certain other leading knee implants.
ATTUNE S+ is a new version
of the ATTUNE knee tibial base
plate. It was introduced in 2017
after the original ATTUNE knee

implant was recalled following a
flaw in its design that led to it failing prematurely, resulting in
complications in patients.
J&J has already sparked a
controversy over its faulty acetabular surface replacement
(ASR) hip implants in India.
On Monday, the company
agreed to pay ₹25 lakh as compensation even as it opposed the
direction issued by the government saying that there was no
legal provision to support the
same.
The Delhi high court has now
issued a notice to the central government on the petition filed by
J&J. Justice Vibhu Bakru said
that “the court has been relying
onaruleofthumbformula.What
is the non-pecuniary compensation arrived at? Where is the provision in which you will enforce?
We need to ensure that it is done
in accordance with law.”
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

L Pts NRR*

KKR

5

4

1

8

CSK

5

4

1

8

0.159

KXIP 6

4

2

8

-0.061

SRH

6

3

3

6

0.81

MI

5

3

2

6

0.342

DC

6

3

3

6

0.131

RR

5

1

4

2

-0.848

RCB

6

0

6

0

-1.453

1.058

Updated till KXIP-SRH match

shortstories

Rahul,MayanktakeKingsXI
pastSunrisers’modesttotal

PTI

KOHLI SHOULD BE
RESTED AHEAD OF
CUP: VAUGHAN
NEW DELHI: Michael Vaughan,
the former England captain said
the current India skipper Virat
Kohli should be given rest ahead
of the upcoming World Cup. His
comments came moments after
RCB’s four-wicket loss against the
Delhi Capitals. The team slumped
to their sixth consecutive loss in
this year’s edition of the IPL. “If
India are smart they rest
@imVkohli now for the World Cup
... Give him some time off before
the big event ... #IPL2019,”
Michael Vaughan, former England
skipper, posted on Twitter.

Hyderabad on stand-by for
final, players’ body soon
NEW DELHI: Hyderabad’s Rajiv
Gandhi Stadium will remain as the
stand-by venue for IPL’s play-off
and the final on May 12 if the
impasse with regards to three
closed stands at the Chepauk is
not over. The Tamil Nadu Cricket
Association (TNCA) has not been
able to procure fit certificate for
three stands I, J and K from the
local municipal corporation since
2012. “We don’t want to deprive
CSK their right of playing at
home. But three empty stands is
an issue. Hyderabad and Bangalore are the two stand by venues
for two play-offs, Eliminator and
final,” a senior BCCI official said. It
was also learnt that CoA has asked
the steering committee of
Players’ Association to expedite
process. “The Players’ Association
is expected to take shape in next
two weeks,” the official said.

Ganguly clarifies stand on
conflict of interest
NEW DELHI: The Cricket Association of Bengal (CAB) president
and Delhi Capitals advisor Sourav
Ganguly has replied to BCCI
ombudsman and ethics officer DK
Jain clarifying that there is no
“conflict of interest” in his dual
role as alleged by three cricket
fans. Ganguly said that he had
sent his reply to DK Jain on April
6th, making his position clear. “In
my respectful submission there is
no direct or indirect interest,
compromising roles, commercial
conflict, prior relationship or
position of influence within the
meaning of the BCCI Constitution
which may deter my involvement
with the Delhi Capitals,” wrote
Ganguly. “I do not hold any post
whatsoever or howsoever in the
BCCI. I am neither a member of
the Apex Council of the BCCI nor
an office bearer nor a member of
any of the Cricket Committees
constituted by the BCCI under its
Constitution,” Ganguly wrote.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

8.00pm: Chennai Super
Kings v Kolkata Knight
Riders; live on Star Sports
1 & HD 1

FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

12.30am (Wednesday):
Tottenham v Manchester
City; live on Sony Ten 2 &
HD; Liverpool v Porto; live
on Sony Ten 1 & HD
SUPER CUP

8.30pm: Semi-final;
Chennai City FC v FC Goa;
live on Star Sports Select 1
& SHD 1

Ashutosh Sharma

MUMBAI: Ace South Africa

trotted in to bat at the PCA Stadium with the most successful
opening pair in the IPL this season. David Warner and Jonny
Bairstow have given three century stands to their side. But
Monday wasn’t going to be their
day, as hosts Kings XI Punjab
came up with a plan and then
executed it to perfection, breaking the Warner-Bairstow partnership early to stop SRH from
running away with the game.
The hosts then produced a
century stand with KL Rahul
(71* off 53 balls) and Mayank
Agarwal (55 off 43) adding 114 for
the second wicket to seal the
game by six wickets.
Kings XI Punjab, despite losing Chris Gayle early to Rashid
Khan, began well, racing to 86
for one in 11 overs. SRH needed
early wickets but their failure to
do so proved costly as even a late
burst of wickets couldn’t rescue
them. In the end, Kings XI won
with one ball to spare.
Rahul batted out the innings.
He and Mayank went about
their task smoothly and didn’t
seem too affected by the wicket.
When the two were separated
finally, Kings XI needed just 19
runs off 17 deliveries.
Earlier, in the face of disciplined bowling, SRH could hit
just two sixes and 12 fours
through their entire innings.
As Bairstow perished for one
to Mujeeb Ur Rahman, Warner
had no choice but to dig deep and
wait for opportunities. His
unbeaten 70 off 62 balls (6x4,
1x6), and a cameo by Deepak
Hooda (14*) helped Sunrisers
reach a respectable 150 for four
in 20 overs.
SRH crawled to 27 for 1 after
the first six overs and it seemed
Kings XI Punjab’s decision to
bowl was paying off. The crucial
wicket of Bairstow was enough
to keep SRH in check as the
bowling line-up, comprising
Ankit Rajpoot, Mujeeb, skipper
R Ashwin and Mohammed

It is important to let go of
the past. What we identified
was that we were lacking in
the ability to finish games
— I experienced that when I
came to the IPL first and
also in a few games this season. Our core is young, but
some of us have also played
international cricket — like
me, Rishabh (Pant),
Shreyas (Iyer). The key is to
forget the past and learn
from the mistakes we have
made in the past.

How different is bowling in
T20Is compared to bowling in
IPL?
n

KL Rahul remained unbeaten on 71 to take Kings XI Punjab to a six-wicket win over Sunrisers Hyderabad in Mohali.

AS JONNY BAIRSTOW
PERISHED FOR ONE TO
MUJEEB UR RAHMAN,
WARNER HAD NO
CHOICE BUT TO DIG
DEEP AND WAIT FOR
OPPORTUNITIES.
Shami did everything right.
Just two fours came till the first
strategic time out in the 9th
over, underlining the sway
Kings XI held over SRH.
Crucially for SRH, Warner
showed guts to fight it out. Unusual it may seem, but Warner
had to grind it out and keep

waiting for loose balls which
seldom came. Warner was
involved in two crucial partnerships which ensured SRH bolwers had something to defend.
He added 49 with Vijay Shankar
for the second wicket and later
added 55 for the third with Pandey (19).
Warner’s first six came in the
16th over of Mujeeb, with the
team’s 100 coming of 15.3 overs.
Hooda then used the long handle to good effect in the last over,
hitting Shami for a six and two
fours. Mujeeb, conceding 34 in
his four overs, turned out to be
the most expensive of
KXIP bowlers while Rajpoot
conceded 21 but was wicket-less.

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

Sunrisers Hyderabad

D Warner not out

n

70 (62)

J Bairstow c Ashwin b Mujeeb 1 (6)
V Shankar c Rahul b Ashwin 26 (27)
M Nabi run out

12 (7)

M Pandey c sub b Shami

19 (15)

D Hooda not out
14 (3)
n Extras (lb 5, w 3)
8
n Total (for 4 wkts; 20 overs) 150
n FoW: 1-7, 2-56, 3-80, 4-135
n Bowling: A Rajpoot 4-0-21-0,
Mujeeb 4-0-34-1, M Shami
4-0-30-1, R Ashwin 4-0-30-1,
S Curran 4-0-30-0

Chennai
Super Kings

Kuldeep Yadav
Tests
ODIs
T20Is
IPL (since 2016)

Mat Wkts
6
44
18
36

24
87
35
38

Ave
24.12
21.74
12.97
26.65

5w
2
1
1
0

n

shalini.gupta@htlive.com

JAIPUR: This could well be the

season for debutants. One day it
was Sam Curran, then Alzarri
Joseph and now Harry Gurney.
The left-arm seamer from Nottingham caught Rajasthan Royals’ batsmen on the wrong foot
with an unorthodox action in
his first appearance for Kolkata
Knight Riders to walk away
with Man of the Match award on
Sunday.
Mixing his cutters well, Gurney dismissed Jos Buttler and

Rahul Tripathi and Rajasthan
could never recover from those
setbacks. Known around the
world as a death-over specialist
in T20 leagues, the 32-year-old
Gurney showed why he’s so
sought after, conceding a mere
seven runs in the last over.
“Like any other first game of the
tournament, I was a bit nervous
at noon when I got to know that
I will be making my IPL debut. I
had butterflies in my stomach. I
am happy the way things turned
out. I hope to be consistent and
keep bowling like this,” said
Gurney, who was picked by

Ravindra Jadeja
Mat Wkts
12
22
23
0
1
159

cricket.Pickingwicketsalmostat
will in the sub-continent conditions, especially in Tests, both
looked invincible. But their inability to deliver in the middle
overs in one-dayers came as
their undoing.
JADEJA’S UNDOING
It is here that Kuldeep clicked.
Right after the 2017 Champions
Trophy,IndiatouredWestIndies
and Kuldeep finished as the top
wicket-taker with eight scalps,
ahead of Ashwin and Jadeja.
There has been no looking back
for Kuldeep since then.
While Jadeja relies on accuracy,Kuldeep’s weapon is variation. He can unleash the legbreak to left-handers as well as a
well-disguised chinaman. His
control over flight and spin
makes Kuldeep a potent bowler.

n

Harry Gurney.

Did you take any tips from the
other South African players
before your IPL stint?
Not anyone in particular,
but a lot of my countrymen
have played in the IPL for
longer and have only good
things to say about the
experience it offers.

How is it being in the same
camp as experienced bowlers
like Ishant Sharma and Trent
Boult?
I think our bowling unit is
tremendous. Trent is one of

Kagiso Rabada.

AFP

the best in the world, Morris offers X-factor and Ishant has done tremendously
for India all these years. It is
a very potent bowling unit
especially when you add
our spinners, like Sandeep
Lamichhane, in the mix.

How do you rate the current
Indian bowling line-up?
India have a great bowling
line-up at the moment and
have had some superb
results recently. Having
said that, I think most
teams have great bowling
line-ups. It is tough to single
out one bowler or one team.
And that is why I think the
World Cup in England is
going to be so exciting.

You finished second to Virat
Kohli in the ICC Awards for
Cricketer of the Year and Test
player of the year.
Well, these things are secondary for me, to be honest.
My focus is always on
improving my skills as
much as possible and contributing to my team’s win.

How do you see yourself going
into the World Cup?
The IPLisapreparatory
tournamentfortheWorld
Cup.Youplayinhighpressureanditpreparesyoumentally.AsfarasSouthAfrica
areconcerned,well,wehave
ayoungunitthatIbelievehas
thepotentialtowintheWorld
Cup.Notmanyofthemhave
beentotheWorldCupbefore,
andIthinkthatisactuallya
goodthing.

Chris Lynn inside edged a Dhawal Kulkarni delivery onto the top of his leg stump. The
bail lit up but fell back on the groove and the ball raced away to the boundary for four.

Kolkata
Knight Riders

11

7
Total
matches

18

MATCHES IN 2018
n KKR beat CSK by six wickets

(since Kuldeep Yadav’s international debut on March 25, 2017)
Tests
ODIs
T20Is
IPL (since 2008)

Kings XI Punjab

KL Rahul not out
71 (53)
C Gayle c Hooda b Rashid 16 (14)
M Agarwal c Shankar b S Sharma
55 (43)
D Miller c Hooda b S Sharma 1 (3)
M Singh c Hooda b Kaul
2 (3)
S Curran not out
5 (3)
n Extras: (lb 1)
1
n Total (for 4 wkts; 19.5 overs) 151
n FoW: 1-18, 2-132, 3-135, 4-140
n Bowling: B Kumar 4-0-25-0,
S Sharma 4-0-21-2, R Khan
4-0-20-1, M Nabi 3.5-0-42-0,
S Kaul 4-0-42-1
KXIP won by 6 wkts

It is just that the set of players is different. Otherwise,
the intensity is the same,
whether you are playing for
your country or franchise.

n

WHAT SAVED LYNN AGAINST ROYALS

HEAD TO HEAD

THE YADAV-JADEJA DUEL

CHENNAI: RavindraJadejaisproud

ANIL DAYAL / HT PHOTO

scorecard
n

Abhishek Paul

of his heritage. Be it his swordplay celebration with the bat or
the slow twirl of moustache,
Jadeja never shies away from
flaunting theRajputconnection.
Since 2017 however, that Rajput
swagger has been traded for a
Chinaman’s guile by the Indian
team management.
KuldeepYadav’ssuccessinthe
rare art of left-arm wrist-spin
meant Jadeja’s visibility in the
limited overs’ format has
dimmed over the years. The
24-year-old Kuldeep has made
inroadsintheTestteamtoo,with
the highlight being two fivewicket hauls against Australia
andWestIndies.With 87 wickets
in44ODIs,Kuldeepisacertainty
forthe2019WorldCupsquadthat
will be announced on April 15.
Jadeja’s case is different. At
the 2018 Asia Cup in September,
Jadeja made a comeback to the
one-day team after 480 days and
took4/29againstBangladesh.He
followeditupwithgoodall-round
performances and still has a
decent chance of making it to the
World Cup, unlike his Test spin
partner R Ashwin.
It is in the middle of this finger
spinner versus wrist spinner
debate that Jadeja will find himself pitched against Kuldeep at
the MA Chidambaram Stadium
on Tuesday. Before the 2017
Champions Trophy in England,
Jadeja and Ashwin were the
all-powerful spin duo of Indian

devarchit.varma@htlive.com

How challenging is playing for
the Delhi Capitals, given the
team’s past performances
and pressure in the current
season?

Jadeja, Kuldeep in spin battle
n

n

pacer Kagiso Rabada has
begun his second IPL season with Delhi franchise
well, taking 11 wickets to
edge ahead in the race for
Purple Cap. The 23-year-old
discusses challenges faced
by his team, the famed
Indian fast bowling attack
and competing with the best
in the international circuit.
Excerpts:

ashutosh.sharma@htlive.com

54

97

Ave
24.9
43.82
29.93

at Kolkata.
5w
1
0
0
1

“Forme,genuinewrist-spinners
are those who can turn the ball
both ways, give good flight and
trouble the batsman. No matter
theformat,ifhecanturntheball,
thebatsmanwillfaceproblems,”
Kuldeep had said last year.
“If you are turning the ball,
drifting it and deceiving opposition batsman, nobody can stop
youfrombeingsuccessful.Idon’t
believevideoanalysiscanmakea
big difference in understanding
mybowling,technologyhasbeen
there for a long time,” he said.
RELENTLESS AND
CONSISTENT
Jadeja, on the other hand, can be
relentless with a consistent line.
He has the ability to exploit the
rough created by footmarks on
Indianpitches.ButoutsideIndia,
he hasn’t reaped wickets,

n CSK beat KKR by 5 wickets at

Chennai.

FOR THE RECORD

AFP

KKR for ~75 lakh after his eyecatching performance in the Big
Bash League that helped Melbourne Renegades win their

maiden title.
Gurney is a bit of a journeyman in franchise cricket. He has
built his reputation as a deathbowling specialist, being on the
winning side in the T10 League
in the UAE and playing a key
role in Quetta Gladiators titlewinning campaign in the Pakistan Super League this year.
“Playing in various T20 leagues across the world has been
enormous. I also know IPL is
one of the best and biggest T20
leagues of the world. I last
played for England way back in
2014. Playing in IPL is kind of an

Bails disturbed but both ends
not off the stump and lights
don’t flash. NOT OUT.

A bail has completely come off
the stump and the lights are
flashing. OUT.

Bail comes off, flashes for an
instant but falls back onto stump
and flashing stops. NOT OUT

n Suresh Raina, who has scored

CHANGE THE LAW?

5103 runs at an average of
34.02 in 177 innings off 181
matches, needs 49 runs to
become the highest run-getter in IPL.

prompting selectors to go for
wrist-spinners.
Jadeja’s international return
toowasfortuitous,beingcalledin
as replacement for Axar Patel,
who got injured in Asia Cup.
Jadeja was Man of the Match in
hiscomebackgameagainstBangladesh with a four-wicket haul.
Meagre returns by Kuldeep’s
spin partner Yuzvendra Chahal
—onlytwowicketsinIndia’slast
bilateralODIseriesinEngland—
may have left the door slightly
open for Jadeja but he still has to
earn it. He could start by taming
AndreRussell.IfJadejastopsthe
Jamaican on Tuesday on a slow
pitch at the Chepauk, it might
earn him a few brownie points.

Journeyman Gurney announces arrival in style
Shalini Gupta

‘IPL high pressure
games good practice
for the World Cup’
Devarchit Varma

MOHALI: Sunrisers Hyderabad

Virat Kohli.

facetoface
KAGISO RABADA, Delhi Capitals pacer

WASTED EFFORT David Warner’s unbeaten 70 goes in vain as hosts cruise to six-wicket victory
n

n

ht20

international cricket exposure
for me. I hope to make most of
this chance,” said Gurney, who
played 10 ODIs and two T20Is for
England.
Gurney said Sunday’s pitch
suited his cutters. “It was a pitch
that suited my cutter options, so
a nice one to make my debut on.
I work hard on my variations
and on my yorker and it is nice
to have them in tough situations. I am working on a knuckleball but I do not think it will be
ready during the IPL — maybe
somewhere in the English summer I would be ready with it.”

Michael Vaughan: Simple
rule change...if the zinger bails
are going to be used which I
like...if the ball hits the stumps
and the bail lights up then it
must be OUT..We can’t be
having bowlers bowl a
batsman out then the bails not
to come off but the zingers
flashing...#IPL2019
Brett Lee: Not Out mate. The
bail has to be dislodged

IN CASE OF RUN OUTS

n

Dhawal Kulkarni was surprised after umpires ruled Chris Lynn
not out despite the bails flashing.
PTI

WHAT IS THE
CONTROVERSY?
The Zing bail embedded with LED
lights was introduced in international cricket in 2013 to help in
Decision Review System in cases of
run outs, stumpings and hitwicket. As the ball hits stumps, the
bail lights up. However, there have
been instances where the bail has
lit up but fell back on the groove
which is considered ‘not out’.

WHAT DOES THE LAW SAY?
LAW 29.1.1: The wicket is put down
if a bail is completely removed
from the top of the stumps, or a
stump is struck out of the ground
29.1.2: Disturbance of a bail,
whether temporary or not, shall
not constitute its complete
removal, but if a bail in falling
lodges between two of the stumps
this shall be regarded as complete
removal.

THREE IN A ROW IN IPL
In 2019 IPL, thrice it has happened that the bails didn’t fall off after hitting
the stumps. In Saturday’s match between CSK and KXIP, Dhoni threw the
ball at the stumps to run out KL Rahul. The stumps and one bail flashed but
the bail didn’t fall off. In another instance, CSK’s MS Dhoni got away after
inside-edging a Jofra Archer delivery onto the stumps.

HOW DO ZING BAILS WORK?
The Zing bails have microprocessors and LED lights. The LED lights start
flashing when the microprocessor detects that the ‘spigots’ (two ends of
the bail) have lifted off the groove. So this explains why the bail lit up
behind Lynn. It came off the groove but didn’t fall off.

When a third umpire judges a
run out, he considers the
frame where the bail lights up
the first time. This is on the
presumption that the bail had
fallen off the stumps and so
the decision went upstairs for
review.

UMPIRE’S OPINION
The law is clear that a wicket is
not down until the bail is
completely removed from the
top of the stumps.
-SK BANSAL
Groove should not be deeper
and bail should come off in a
flash.
-K HARIHARAN

›

It’s harsh on the
bowlers to give a
four in such a
situation. I think in
such a scenario, the
delivery should be
called a ‘dead ball’.

AJINKYA RAHANE, Rajasthan
Royals skipper
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Somuchforhomeadvantage
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE Trends show
the deeper teams go in the competition,
the better they fare away from home
Bhargab Sarmah
n

bhargab.sarmah@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: In the five seasons
between2004-05and2008-09,Liverpool and Chelsea were drawn
against each other on four occasions in the Champions League
knockout rounds.
In the first two of those ties, in
2004-05 and 2006-07, Rafael Benitez’s Liverpool progressed to the
finalaftertakingoutJoseMourinho’s Chelsea in the semis. On
bothoccasions,Liverpoolplayed
the second leg at their fortress
Anfield. Fortunes reversed in
2007-08 and 2008-09 when the two
sides were drawn against each
other in the semis and the quarters, respectively. Playing the
second leg at Stamford Bridge,
Chelsea,underAvramGrantand
laterGuusHiddink,knockedout
Liverpool on both occasions.
The results of those four ties
encouraged belief that the team
playing at home last in a two-legged match-up has an advantage.
Chelsea’s stars were accused
of suffering from stage fright at
Anfield in the second leg in 2005
and 2007, losing both games by
solitary goals. The Londoners
faredmuchbetterwhentheMerseysidershostedtheopeningleg.
Chelsea drew 1-1 and won 3-1 on
thefirstlegoftheirtiesatAnfield
in 2007-08 and 2008-09 respectively. In 2008, Benitez acknowledged it prior to the two English
rivals’ semi-final tie. “When you
play the second leg at home you
know the score and so you can
manage,” he said.
Even if Juergen Klopp concurs, his Liverpool haven’t
walkedthetalk.Intheirruntothe
ChampionsLeaguefinallastseason, Herr Klopp’s men knocked
out Manchester City and AS
Roma in the quarters and semis,
respectively, playing the second
leg away. This season, they beat
Bayern Munich 3-1 away in the
2ndlegoftheirlast-16tietowinby
the same score on aggregate.
AgainstCityandRoma,Liverpool rode on blistering performances in the home legs, forcing
bothopponentstochasethetiein
the second,before gettingthe job
done.AgainstBayern,Liverpool
turned an opening leg goalless

draw at home into their advantage when they struck an early
goal in Munich, forcing to Germanchampionstoplaycatch-up.
Two other pre-quarter final
ties this season gave further evidenceofteamsbeingcomfortable
playing the second leg away.
After losing the first leg 1-2 at
home, Ajax shocked the world
with a stunning 4-1 thrashing of
defending champions Real
Madrid at the Santiago Bernabeu. One day later, Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer’s Manchester United
overturned a 0-2 deficit from the
openinglegathomewitha3-1win
over Paris Saint-Germain in
Paris to progress in away goals.

n

REUTERS

Mane steps out of
Salah’s shadow to
lead Reds’ charge
Agence France-Presse
n

AN AWAY TREND
A look at the data on Champions
League knockout games from
2013-14 shows that in a total of 78
two-leggedties,51havebeenwon
byteamsplayingathomelastand
27by thoseplayingaway second.
In 48 of the round-of-16 games in
this period, 34 ties were won by
teams playing at home second
and14bythoseplayingawaylast.
But here’s the catch: in the
round of 16, seeded teams, that is
thegrouptoppers,playunseeded
onesmeaningthosefinishingsecond in their groups.
Mostofthesematchesthusfeature a strong team against a
weaker opponent. For example,
theManCityagainstSchalkefixture this season saw the former
win both legs and progress to the
quartersona10-2aggregate.The
fact that seeded City played at
homesecondisn’tanindicatorof
it being an advantage as they are
significantly stronger than
Schalke and would have been
expected to win anyway.
Yetfouroftheeightteamsprogressingtothequartersthistime
have played awaylast.The same
holdstruefor2017-18aswell.This
is a sharprisefrompreviousseasons where results were tilted in
favour of the seeded teams.
During the same period, the
quarter-finals and semi-finals
(where there are no seeded sides
and draws are made at random)
have seen 17 teams hosting the
secondlegprogressasopposedto
13 advancing after being visitors
in the second leg. In the semi-fi-

Sadio Mane has scored 20 goals for Liverpool this season.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LIVERPOOL: SadioManehasgrown

n

In their Champions League quarter-final tie against Tottenham Hotspur, Manchester City will host the second leg at home.

nalsinparticular,thehostsofthe
second leg have progressed only
three times, as opposed to seven
for those playing it away.
The semi-final data is in contrasttothatoftheroundof16and
itismorelikelytodowiththefact
thatbytheprocessofelimination
only the strongest and more
equally-matchedteamsareleftto
play the last-four round. Data on
Champions League semi-finals
sincetwo-leggedsemiswerereintroduced in 1994-95 throw up
some interesting trends.
In the first six seasons, teams
playing away last had the upper
hand,winningeightoutof12ties.
From 2000-01 to 2007-08, teams
playing the second leg at home
faredbetter,winning11of16ties.
But from 2008-09 to present,
only five times out of 20 have
teams playing the second leg at

home gone on to reach the final.
There is possibly a case for
why some teams might prefer
playing away last. Given the
importance ofaway goalsin case
a two-legged tie ends in a draw, a
team playing against an almost
equally-matched opposition
would prefer avoiding defeat in
thefirstlegathome.Acleansheet
insuchagamecouldalsocomein
handy, as it did for Liverpool
against Bayern.
This would give teams a sense
ofsecurityinthereturnawayleg.
Man United boss Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer iterated this when his
sidewasdrawntofacefavourites
Barcelonainthelasteight.“Ipreferawaylast,likewe hadagainst
PSG. I’ve always thought if you
can get a decent result at home
thenweknowwecangoawayand
hurt anyone like we did at PSG.”

GETTY IMAGES

KNOCKOUT TRENDS
Wins for 2nd leg hosts

Wins for 2nd leg visitors

2013/14 to present (all knockout rounds)
Home advantage in the Round of 16 vanishes by the semi-finals
ROUND

TIES

Round of 16

48

Quarter-finals

20

Semi-finals

10 3

34
14

14

6

7

SEMI-FINALS (1994-95 to 2017-18)
Teams hosting the 2nd leg have won only 20 of 48 semi-final ties
SEASONS

TIES

1994-95 to 1999-00

12

2000-01 to 2007-08

16

2008-09 to 2017-18

20

4

8
11

5

5
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used to playing second fiddle to
Mohamed Salah in the two seasons since the latter joined the
Senegalese at Liverpool.
However, the fact Jurgen
Klopp’s men top the Premier
League in their quest to end a
29-year wait to win the title and
face Porto in the first leg of a
ChampionsLeaguequarter-final
at Anfield on Tuesday, is largely
thanks to Mane.
As Salah’s goalsdriedupin an
eight-game drought prior to Friday’s 3-1 win at Southampton,
Mane assumed the mantle as
chiefgoalgetterwith11inhislast
13gamesforLiverpool,takinghis
tally for the season to 20.
That run included a double
away to Bayern Munich last
month that eased the five-time
European champions past the
German giants.
While Salah now carries himself with a swagger from the star
statushehasearnedoverthepast
twoyears,Mane’shumblenature
means he often remains under
the radar for a player of his quality.LastweekinaninternalinterviewwithLiverpool’sclubmedia,
he detailed a daily routine that
consistsofhealthyeating,prayer
and early nights.
“That’s how a normal day for
melooks.Thisismydream,thisis
somethingI’vealwayswantedto
do, and I am so grateful that I am
able to do it now,” he said.
Porto are already very aware
of the threat Mane poses.

LLORIS SAYS
SPURS CAN
ROCK CITY
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Tottenham

goalkeeper Hugo Lloris
feels his side can use the
home crowd’s support to
peg Manchester City
back in the first leg of
their Champions
League quarter-final tie.
“The target is to make
City’s life harder. To be
ready to compete from
the first minute. We
know we’re going to
have the help of the
crowd and so we have
just to enjoy the
moment. When I say to
enjoy, I mean to enjoy
running, defending,
attacking, to enjoy
everything that can be
decisive,” Lloris said.

When the sides met in the last
oftheChampionsLeaguelastseason, he scored a hat-trick in a 5-0
firstlegroutinnorthernPortugal
thatkilledthetieasacontesteven
beforeitevenreturnedtofortress
Anfield.
This time round, Liverpool
will be keen to get the job done in
the first leg on home soil.
“The boys are mentality monsters - I love that,” said Klopp
after victory at Southampton.

Matuidi blasts racism Napoli draw puts Juventus coronation on hold
scourge, says must fight
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MILAN: Napoli drew 1-1 with

10-man Genoa on Sunday to
ensurethatJuventuswillhaveto
wait another week to seal an
eighth consecutive Serie A title.
Thechampionshavea20-point
advantage on second placed
Napoli, who they have beaten in
both their head-to-head clashes,
with seven games to go.
Juventus, who beat AC Milan
2-1onSaturday,neededNapolito
lose to win the Scudetto for the
35thtime,aheadoftheirChampionsLeaguequarter-finalfirstleg
against Ajax next week.
A draw next weekend at lowly

Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

PARIS:Blaise Matuidi echoed the
disillusionment of other black
footballers when he said on Sunday that the events of the week
suggested “this is not a world I
want my children to see”.
Matuidi was one of the three
Juventus players abused with
monkey noises during a victory
at Cagliari during the week.
Teenage teammate Moise
Kean attracted the headlines for
facing the home fans as he celebrated the winning goal, but it
wasthesecondstraightyearthat
Matuidi has suffered such abuse
inCagliari.AlexSandrowasalso
a target.
“It’s sad,” the World Cup winner told Canal+ in France. “It
happened to me last year in this
stadium and we cannot tolerate
it.”
“You can tell me: ‘maybe it’s
notracist,theyjustwanttounsettle you’,” Matuidi said.
“No. These are things you do
not say and must be punished.”
The events in Cagliari brought a
damning reaction.
Italy coach Roberto Mancini
called for tough measures in
Serie A after the “unacceptable”
abuse in Cagliari.
“We can no longer accept this,
we need to act and hard. Racist
behaviourmustbestigmatised.”
On Friday, Danny Rose, of
EnglandandTottenham,saidthe
way football fights racism is “a
farce”.
“I have had enough,” Rose
said.
“Ijustcan’twaittoseetheback
of it, seeing how things are done
in the game at the minute.”

BLAME GAME
Others,likeYayaToureandRaheem Sterling reacted to suggestions, from Cagliari officials and
also even Juventus defender
LeonardoBonnucciandmanager
Massimiliano Allegri that Kean
was to blame for not turning the
other cheek and when he celebrated in front of home fans.
“IwasshockedwhenIsawthat
happen and then the manager
sayingKeanshouldn’thavedone
that,” said former Ivory Coast
captain Toure.
England’s Sterling tweeted:
“All you can do now is laugh.”
Keandefendedhisactionsas“the
best way to respond to racism”.
Matuidisaidthat,likeKean,he

SPALwouldbeenoughforMassimiliano Allegri’s side to win the
title which would be the first in
Italy for Cristiano Ronaldo.
Despite their numerical
advantage, Napoli struggled to
containthevisitorswhoinflicted
theonlyleaguedefeatthisseason
on Juventus last month.
Genoawentamandownwhen
StefanoSturarowassentoffon28
minutes following a VAR review
for a diving studs-up tackle on
Allan.
Dries Mertens blasted in the
opener on 34 minutes but Darko
Lazovic pulled Genoa level just
before the break.
Genoa goalkeeperIonut Radu
ensuredhis14th-placedsidewent

London, then we’re in trouble,”
saidNapolicoachCarloAncelotti
ahead of next week’s Europa
League game against Arsenal.
“Weabsolutelymustwakeup,
demonstratethevalueandpotential that this group has and find
our true identity.
“Luckily we have four days to
fix things.”

n

Dries Mertens.

GETTY IMAGES

awaywithapointwithastringof
fine saves including two late on
Mertens and Kalidou Koulibaly.
“It was an unexpected performance that makes an alarm
bell ring, if we play like this in

ATALANTA LET MILAN
OFF THE HOOK
Atalanta missed the chance to
movefourthandintotheChampionsLeagueberthsattheexpense
of AC Milan with a 0-0 draw
against Inter Milan at the San
Siro.
The side from Bergamo were

without suspended Colombian
striker Duvan Zapata, who has
scored 20 Serie A goals this season,andhadtosettleforapointas
Inter Milan consolidated third
position.
Inter are five points ahead of
cityrivalsMilanwhoareaheadof
Atalanta on goal difference.
Mauro Icardi returned to the
San Siro for the first time since a
defeatbyBolognaonFebruary3,
andwasgreetedwithamixtureof
whistles and cheers from the
home crowd.
The Argentina striker had
scoredonhisreturnatGenoalast
weekendfollowingsixweeksout
after being stripped of the captaincy over a contract dispute.

PSG miss chance to
wrap up French title
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

PARIS: Paris Saint-Germain

n

Blaise Matuidi has been playing for Juventus since 2017. GETTY IMAGES

matuidisays

›

It happened to me last
year. We can’t tolerate
it. You can tell me: ‘maybe
it’s not racist, they just
want to unsettle you’. No.
These are things you do not
say and must be punished.

was upset.
“I could not calm down. I did
not want to ignore it. You have to
fight it,” he said. “We can’t allow
this anymore. We must have the
courage(toendit).Thesearestupid people,” he said. “They

›

I could not calm down.
I did not want to
ignore it. You have to fight
it. We can’t allow this
anymore. We must have
the courage (to end it).
These are stupid people.

should never be allowed to come
to the stadium again.” Matuidi
said he had spoken to the referee
about halting the match.
“I thought he made the wrong
decision.ButwhenIspoketohim
he did not understand.”

squandered the chance to clinch
the Ligue 1 title in record equalling time on Sunday after a 2-2
drawathometoStrasbourgwith
Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting’s
incrediblemissfromon the goalline costing his team dear.
PSGwerehandedtheopportunity to win their sixth French
crowninsevenseasonsaftersecondplacedLilledrew1-1atReims
earlier.
ThatleftThomasTuchel’sside
knowing that three points at the
Parc des Princes would see them
retainthetitleandwrapitupwith
eight games to spare, matching
the speed with which Laurent
Blanc’steambecamechampions
in 2016.
Choupo-Moting gave them an
early lead with his third Ligue 1
goal but later in the first half he
somehowsucceededinturninga
net-bound Christopher Nkunku
shotontothepostwhilestanding
on the line.
“IwonderedifIwasoffsideand
it all happened very fast. I
touched the ball, it hit the post
and, well, it’s a real shame
because the ball was going in,”
Choupo-Moting said. “Sorry
about that.”
Fresh from winning the
League Cup last weekend, Strasbourg had equalised prior to
Choupo-Moting’s howler when
NunoDaCostaturnedinaLionel
Carole cross and they found
themselves2-1upinthe38thminute when Anthony Goncalves

n

Choupo-Moting.

GETTY IMAGES

lashed home from 22 yards.
Kylian Mbappe came off the
benchonthehourmarkbutitwas
another PSG substitute who
made it 2-2 with eight minutes
remaining.JulianDraxlersentin
a corner from the right and Germany defender Thilo Kehrer
headed home.
However, having drawn at
home to PSG back in December,
mid-table Strasbourg then held
on for a point.
Cameroon international
Choupo-Moting started with
Mbappe rested and Neymar,
AngelDiMariaandEdinsonCavani all unfit — the latter watched
from the stands sporting a beret.
‘MURPHY’S LAW’
“He is an excellent back-up
playertohavebutifyoustartalot
for PSG you need to have confidence and he lacks that,” said
Tuchel of Choupo-Moting. “He
wasveryunfortunatebecausehe
started very well and then he
stopped that ball on the line
which would have made it 2-1 for
us.”
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Nawazuddin
Siddiqui feels real
content-driven
cinema is not fully
appreciated in India
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL/AFP

Ayushmann
Khurrana’s
upcoming film
(inset) was
shot in Mathura

Bhumi
Pednekar
starred in
Sonchiriya
(below), set in
the Chambal

PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Ek aadh
picture flop
ho gayi,
doesn’t mean
star system
has changed

Taapsee Pannu’s
Manmarziyaan (inset)
was set in Amritsar

THEIR HEARTISIN
THE HEARTLAND

The new crop of Bollywood
actors is choosing films set
against desi backdrops

Kartik Aaryan
and Kriti
Sanon were
seen in Luka
Chuppi, set
in Gwalior

Juhi Chakraborty

igh on glamour, overthe-top costumes and
shot in exotic foreign
locales — this pretty
much sums up the idea of a
commercial Bollywood
potboiler. However, a bunch
of actors such as Bhumi
Pednekar, Taapsee Pannu,
Kriti Sanon, Ayushmann
Khurrana and Kartik
Aaryan, are pretty
content picking heartland
stories in desi backdrops.
Bhumi, who has shot in
places like Haridwar
(Uttarakhand) for Dum
Laga Ke Haisha (2015),
Nandgaon (Uttar Pradesh)
for Toilet: Ek Prem Katha
(2017) and the Chambal for
Sonchiriya, can be safely
called the poster girl of
heartland films. “I’d never
been to a village before I
became an actor. It’s all
about a lot of observing
and understanding,”
says Bhumi whose
upcoming film, Saand
Ki Aankh, has a rural
setting. Interestingly,
the film also stars

H

PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Rishabh Suri
awazuddin Siddiqui is
undoubtedly one of the
best actors among
Bollywood’s current crop and
he makes it a point to balance
both hardcore masala films
and those minus all glamour.
Asked if money has become
a priority for him now, owing
to his success and the fact that
some stars demand huge
paychecks, even shares of a
film’s profit, Nawazuddin
says, “Har actor ki apni
strategy hoti hai. There’s
nothing wrong in asking for
profits. They have it (the
collections) that’s why they
ask for it. For me, both things
are important. The role is
good, and if the film is
commercial, then the money
angle too should be like that.
Money ka itna important role
nahi hai, but profession hai,

N

paisa chahiye hota hai (Money
doesn’t have such an
important role, but it’s a
profession, money is needed).”
Nawazuddin’s rising
popularity can be gauged by
the fact that recently, a fan
pulled him back by the neck,
all for a selfie, in Kanpur! The
actor, last seen in Thackeray
(2018), says, “I got injured, got
a hand fracture and a muscle
pull. But theek hai, kya karein,
uska apna tareeka tha (it’s ok,
what do we do, it’s their way).
Unka pyaar hai. (It’s their
love).”
However, the audience’s
love for stars in general didn’t
translate into box office
collections in the recent past.
Ask him his take on recent
films starring superstars not
doing well and whether it
means the star system doesn’t
work, he’s quick to clarify, “Ek
aadh picture flop ho gayi, usse

thodi na change ho jaata hai!
(One or two films flopped, it
doesn’t change anything).
Bade stars bade stars hote
hain. (Big stars are big stars).
Small budget films become a
hit, but even they have
Bollywood masala in them. We
even compromise on contentdriven films. We add five
songs, comedy… Tummbad,
Manto (both 2018), these are
the hardcore films. Actual
content-driven films don’t
work. When they work, a
change will come.”
Nawazuddin feels the real
content-driven cinema wins
more recognition abroad.
“Films that mostly go for these
[foreign] festivals, they are the
actual hardcore contentdriven films, and they get
appreciation. Uss cinema ki
audience [India] mein abhi
kam hai!” he adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Jacqueline
Fernandez

Sara Ali
Khan

STOP PRESS
KAREENA IN ANGREZI
MEDIUM, CONFIRMS
RADHIKA MADAN
t seems Kareena Kapoor
Khan is part of the muchtalked about Angrezi
Medium, paired opposite
Irrfan. The film is being
helmed by Homi Adajania.
Actor Radhika Madan, who,
according to reports, will
play Irrfan’s daughter in the
film, shared a photo of the
clapperboard and wrote, “As
excited as the man behind!
So so so grateful for this
new journey. @irrfan
@homster @maddockfilms
#kareenakapoorkhan
#dineshvijan”. “If things go
according to plan, Kareena
is expected to start
shooting for the film in July
in London,” says a source,
adding Angrezi Medium not
a sequel to Hindi Medium
(2017), but a franchise.

I

Katrina
Kaif

Shreya Mukherjee

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Sanchita Kalra
eon hues, animal prints,
flared bottoms—looks like
the fashion industry is
taking some major inspiration
from retro trends. And the one
celeb fashion choice from the
’90s that keeps popping up
every now and then is the
‘denim on denim’ look. A denim
jacket with denim jeans is
referred to as the Canadian
tuxedo, a term coined in the
1950s when American singer-

N

Good ol’ denim on
denim gets a twist
actor Bing Crosby was denied
entry to a hotel in Vancouver,
Canada, due to his head-to-toe
denim look. Later, denim label
Levi’s then sent him a
specially-crafted denim tuxedo.
Cut to 2019, celebrities are
opting for the all-denim look
with a twist. Actors like
Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Shruti
Hassan and Jacqueline
Fernandez have been spotted in
denim jumpsuits, denim dress
with denim jackets and the like,

while Karan Johar and Varun
Dhawan were seen in denim
jackets and jeans.
Designer Narendra Kumar
says, “Denim is the trend of the
’90s, but today it’s more playful
— there’s mesh, patchwork,
motifs, cutouts being used to
add the contemporary feel.”
Designer Rina Dhaka says,
“Every year with the onset of
summer it becomes a hot
favourite in the wardrobe. The
change I see is in silhouettes.
Now denims are about easy fits,

high waists, lots of pockets —
basically about comfortable
style, because in the heat you
can’t be wearing thick skinny
jeans.” She suggests chambray
fabric as a great substitute. “It
looks like denim, but has a
softer touch and feel. You can
go all big, boxy and baggy so
that you’re at ease,” she adds.
Designer Pranav Mishra of
Huemn, which showcased
denim looks at fashion weeks
earlier, says, “Denim is a fabric
that has various silhouettes,
you can play around with it...
just so many shapes and free
movement in dressing now.”
Kumar gives a few styling
tips: “Play with contrasting
hues. For instance, wear a red
shoe with a denim jumpsuit,
put pop colour on, or go for
prints like animal... add a dash
of pop by a pattern or a colour.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com
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Taapsee, who has played her
share of non-urban characters
in films such as Soorma and
Manmarziyaan (both 2018).
For Kriti, a Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) was quite a break from
her otherwise glam image. She
later opted for another
heartland story, Luka Chuppi,
shot in Gwalior (Madhya
Pradesh). “There are flavours
in different parts of our
country. Choti choti harkatein
jo small town mein hoti hain,
woh bahut pyaari hoti hain —
chup chupke chhat pe milna,
haath pakadna aur fir dekhna
ki koi dekh to nahi raha — all
these innocent moments you
don’t see in big cities. Those
moments look adorable on
screen,” Kriti says.
Clearly there is acceptance
from the audience too. Trade
analyst Joginder Tuteja feels
the craze for exotic locales is
over as people are now more
exposed to foreign content than
before thanks to the web.
“There is no need to tell stories
from the outside world when
there is so much within India
that needs to be told,” he says.
Ayushmann is another actor
who has never shied away from

experimenting with rural
settings, be it in Dum Laga Ke
Haisha and Bareilly Ki Barfi or
his upcoming film Dream Girl,
for which he recently shot in
Mathura (Uttar Pradesh).
Kartik recently took the
plunge into small-town stories
with Luka Chuppi. “It was a
different world. My character
Guddu is a normal guy —
honest and vulnerable. I’ve
played street-smart characters
but it was so nice to play a role
which does not have any overthe-top heroism,” says Kartik,
who would “love to explore this
more”.
Producer Bhushan Kumar
feels the audience is more
attracted to “relatable and
believable” content. “People
don’t just go to watch movies
for entertainment, they also
want to relate to the story and
characters. A lot of business is
coming from these mass
pockets. So, it helps when they
see characters and settings
similar to them,” he says.
Agrees Kriti: “Characters in
these places are very relatable
and you know the audience will
feel an instant connect.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

I improvise birthday celebrations
according to where I am: Swara
Sneha Mahadevan
wara Bhasker turns 31
today and though the
actor isn’t working this
year, she is celebrating her
birthday by doing something
‘unusual’. The actor will be in
Bihar to campaign for a friend
for the upcoming elections.
“This year, I’m spending my
birthday in an extremely
unusual manner. I’m
campaigning in Begusarai,
Bihar, for my friend, ex-JNU
students union president
Kanhaiya Kumar, who is
standing as a candidate in the
Lok Sabha elections this year.
Ideally, I would like to spend
the day at home with my
family and close
friends. I love hosting
house parties so I like
to end the night with a
party,” she says.
The Veere Di
Wedding (2018) actor

S

Ideally, I would
like to spend
the day at
home with my
family and
close friends. I
love hosting
house parties
so I like to end
the night with
a party.
SWARA
BHASKER, ACTOR

reveals that she is always
looking for excuses to get
together and celebrate with
her friends, so birthdays
aren’t any different. She says,
“I love celebrations of all
kinds. I feel at the end of our
lives, as time keeps passing by,

Swara
Bhasker

all we have left is memories,
and celebration is a way of
creating memories. I don’t
have a regulated 9-5 kind of
work schedule, so sometimes
I’m shooting or working on
my birthday. I improvise my
birthday celebration
according to where I am. I’m
blessed to have friends and
family who make the day
special no matter where I
am,” she says.
Swara reminisces about
spending time with her
maternal grandmother on her
birthdays. “Every birthday
from my childhood is
memorable because my nani
would bake an amazing
cake for me each year. She
passed away a few years
ago so these are precious
memories I cherish,”
she recalls. On set, her
most memorable
birthday was in 2012.
“On the sets of
Machhli Jal Ki Rani
Hai, the producers
made sure that I had a
very special day. I cut
some eight cakes that
day and we had a
rocking party that
night.”
For the year ahead,
even though she
doesn’t believe in
resolutions, Swara wants to
fix her sleep schedule. “I
am never able to keep
either birthday or New
Year resolutions but my
resolution always is very
simple — to be able to
sleep and wake up at a
human hour, because
currently my sleep cycle
resembles that of an owl,”
she quips.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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TUESDAY,
APRIL 9,
2019

DAILY HOROSCOPE

You will achieve something that you had
previously given up on. Focus is likely to
return at work. Financial issues will be
settled without sustaining loss.
Someone who had been rude to you in
the past is likely to make amends. Your
extrovert nature is likely to attract a
ARIES
mate
soon.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Grey
You may get involved in something and waste
your time. Those in uniformed services are
likely to get a posting of choice. An
understanding lover will help some of
you to get rid of your baggage of guilt.
An opportunity to add to your existing
income may slip with a snap. Physical
training needs to be taken up.

Good news on the family front may delight you
no end. Taking help from someone more
experienced will not be a bad idea at
work. Job hunters are likely to find things
moving to their liking. Give due
importance to your relationship. Invest
now rather than wait endlessly for a
TAURUS
better
opportunity.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Saffron
Financial worries are set to disappear as money
flows in from unexpected sources. Your
efforts on the academic front are likely to
be lauded by all. Someone you are
interested in on the romantic front may
reciprocate the signal back. Postponing
a travel plan will be a step in right
VIRGO
direction.
(AUG 24 - SEpT 23)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

LEO
(JULy 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender

SAGITTARIUS

You are likely to remain in a confused state on
the financial front. Sweet gestures of your
lover will draw you more closer to them.
Rising expenses can become a source of
worry. A medical condition that has been
troubling you is likely to improve. This is
the day to get even with someone, but
do so with finesse!

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Kristen Stewart: The American actor, who is
known for her films such as Panic Room, The
Twilight Saga, Snow White and the Huntsman,
turns 29 today.

A problem may take a nasty turn and create an
unsavoury situation at work. Your attempts
to multiply your assets are likely to
succeed. Someone’s guidance will be
instrumental in kicking off a bad
habit. Despite your confidence, you will
need to supervise someone on the social
front.
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Violet

A difficult task entrusted to you on the work
front is likely to be completed to the
satisfaction. Tackle a competitive
situation on the academic front with
your presence of mind. Let romance stay
at the back burner. Bad planning can be
detrimental to your financial health. Pay
attention to your health.
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

This is an ideal time to go in for a property deal,
as further delay may up the prices. Your gift
of the gab is likely to swing a job in your
favour. Time to consolidate your financial
position is here, as you are in for a raise
or an increment. Some of you are likely
to dictate your own terms on the
CAPRICORN
romantic front.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

SUDOKU

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
TUESDAY, A PRIL 09, 2019

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Sometimes you astound others by your
foresight. This is not without basis as you
will be able to foresee something
important much before it affects the life
of someone close. Financially, you will be
much better as you shift to the saving
mode. Help someone close going
through a bad patch.
Lucky Number: 6 Colour: Dark Green

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEpT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Keeping tabs on someone will be in your
interest. Your ideas are likely to soon take
shape on the work front. Tips will come in
handy while playing the stocks.
Someone is likely to reciprocate for the
help rendered to them. Exchanging
sweet
nothings with lover is likely to
CANCER
happen.
(JUNE 22 - JULy 22)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Aqua Green
You may need to approach someone to get your
job done, so don’t feel reluctant. Rising
expenses will be countered by cutting
inessential costs. You need to give
priority to work matters. The fitness
freaks may be challenged with a new
physical activity, but you will have the
SCORPIO
energy to complete it.
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may get pleasantly surprised by a
subordinate’s dedication in handling an
important task. Driving off to a picnic with
family or friends is possible. Profits
accrue for professionals, as new clientele
is found. Starting a new exercise
regimen is indicated and promises to get
PISCES
you back into shape.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Dark Grey

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 12:25PM 03:55PM
05:35PM 09:05PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:05AM
12:35PM 11:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:25AM
02:55PM 05:55PM 08:05PM
11:35PM
Kesari 01:05PM 03:05PM
06:25PM 08:25PM 10:45PM

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3050

DID YOU KNOW?
Actor PreitY G Zinta got her first TV
commercial break for Perk in 1996 after
she accidentlY met the director at a
friend’s birthdaY PartY.

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

C M EE E
DAR I C
O UY HMT
A I KN GW

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Emcee, acrid, mouthy, waking
ANSWER: Whenever people agree with me I always feel I must
be wrong - Oscar Wilde

WB
1257 Unforgettable
1435 Arthur
1623 Heart Of Dragon
1758 The Hunter’s Prayer
1920 After The Sunset
2100 RocknRolla
2250 The Forest
&PICTURES
1120 Happy Phirr Bhag
Jayegi
1415 Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya
1728 The Monkey King
2000 I
2339 Bad Boys II
ZEE CINEMA
1249 Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana
1540 Navsari Ka Rahsya
1817 Paltan
2100 The Real Tevar
2358 Courier Boy Kalyan

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SONY PIX
1204 Piranha 3D
1326 Apocalypto
1455 Hellboy II: The Golden
Army
1830 San Andreas
2056 Rambo: First Blood
Part II
2300 Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Whenever PeoPle _____ ____ __ I alwaYs feel I
must be wrong
- Oscar Wilde (5,4,2)

STAR MOVIES
1144 Cars 3
1337 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1412 Titanic
2050 Predator
2259 Kingsman: The Secret
Service

Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:30AM 02:40PM 10:50PM
Shazam! English 10:00AM
08:00PM 09:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:20AM
01:25PM 04:30PM 07:35PM
10:40PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 12:05PM
05:25PM
Kesari 12:50PM 06:45PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

MOVIES ON TV

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘MARRIAGEFORFEMALE
ACTORS NOT TABOO NOW’
Manisha Koirala feels times have
changed for female actors
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Manisha Koirala
burst onto the scene
with Subhash Ghai’s
Saudagar (1991) and has
continued to give good
performances one after the
other, over the years. Looking
back, Manisha feels that the
industry has changed in many
ways.
“A lot of change has taken
place. Now, there is a lot more
professionalism when it
comes to work being done on
time and all. I feel that the
quality of cinema is also
getting better and this current
generation of actors is so
talented… I am not saying
things weren’t good earlier,
but they are much better now.
Though people have less time
these days but in a way that
means they have more work,”
says Manisha, who is in talks
for her next Hindi film that
she shares might go on floors
this year.
The Dil Se.. (1998) and Lajja
(2001) actor wowed audiences
last year with her
performances in Sanju and
the web anthology Lust
Stories. She feels things are
now looking up for female
actors.
“These days, actresses do
not shy away from talking
about their personal life. Back
then they could not do that,
and if there were revealed

A

that they were married then
they would not get good work.
But these days, there
is no longer any taboo,” says
the 48-year-old.
However, the actor adds
that the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot more
pressure of expectations. “It
has become more PR-driven.
There is a constant pressure
of being in the news, to look
perfect in everything that one
does. There is no room for
mistake. It is something that
leads to affecting people
mentally,” shares Manisha,
who is a cancer survivor and
has penned the story of her
battle with the disease in her
book Healed: How Cancer
Gave Me a New Life, which
came out in December 2018.
n

shreya,mukherjee@htlive.com

the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot
more pressure of
expectations. It has
become more
PR-driven. There is a
constant pressure of
being in the news, to
look perfect.
MANISHA KOIRALA ACTOR

Kesari 10:00AM 01:15PM
04:30PM 07:45PM 11:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 12:45PM 12:50PM
06:20PM 11:55PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
11:30AM 01:05PM 02:35PM
04:10PM 05:40PM 07:15PM
08:45PM 10:20PM 11:50PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:00AM
03:40PM 09:10PM 11:40PM
Junglee 10:10AM
Lucifer Malayalam 11:30AM
The Least Of These English
12:40PM
Mera Naam Shaji Malayalam
03:00PM
Shazam! English 03:15PM
08:45PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
03:35PM
Majili Telugu 06:00PM
Fighting with My Family
English 06:15PM 11:45PM
No Fathers in Kashmir English
06:25PM
Badla 09:00PM
Super Deluxe Tamil 09:15PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH
Captain Marvel English (4DX)
10:00AM
Shazam! English (4DX) 12:45PM
06:20PM 11:45PM
Dumbo English (4DX) 03:45PM
How To Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World English
(4DX) 09:20PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:20AM 12:30PM 06:10PM
09:00PM 11:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:30AM
11:00AM 02:05PM 03:50PM
05:10PM 08:15PM 11:20PM
Kesari 12:35PM 07:05PM
10:20PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 03:10PM
08:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
03:20PM
Shazam! English 05:50PM
11:30PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:30AM
12:05PM 02:55PM 04:00PM
05:30PM 08:20PM 10:55PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:35AM
03:00PM 08:25PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:45AM 12:20PM 03:05PM
05:45PM 08:15PM 11:15PM
Junglee 10:30AM
Shazam! English 12:15PM
10:45PM
Shazam! Hindi 05:35PM
Kesari 01:00PM 06:45PM
09:45PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
01:05PM 07:25PM 10:30PM
Kesari 04:10PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Kesari 09:40AM 12:55PM
04:10PM 07:25PM 10:40PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:45AM
11:15AM 12:50PM 02:20PM
03:55PM 07:00PM 08:30PM
10:05PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi

09:50AM 12:40PM 03:30PM
04:40PM 06:20PM 09:10PM
10:20PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:50AM
12:30PM 06:00PM 08:40PM
11:20PM
Junglee 11:00AM
Band Vaaje Punjabi 01:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
03:10PM
Shazam! English 04:00PM
10:00PM
No Fathers in Kashmir English
05:25PM
Badla 07:30PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
01:35PM 04:40PM 07:45PM
10:50PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
11:05AM 01:55PM 11:00PM
Kesari 04:45PM
Shazam! English 08:00PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:20AM
02:50PM 08:20PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 11:40AM 03:35PM
05:30PM 08:10PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:10AM
11:45AM 01:15PM 02:25PM
04:20PM 07:25PM 10:30PM
11:00PM
Kesari 10:20AM 01:25PM
07:00PM 10:05PM
Shazam! English 12:45PM
09:10PM
Junglee 04:30PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
05:25PM
Badla 10:55PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 12:00PM 05:00PM
07:50PM 10:10PM
Romeo Akbar Walter
09:00AM 11:45AM 02:30PM
04:00PM 05:15PM 08:00PM
10:45PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:30AM
02:40PM 07:40PM
Kesari 10:00AM 01:00PM
06:45PM 09:45PM
Shazam! Hindi 11:30AM
02:20PM 10:30PM
Shazam! English 05:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Kesari 09:30AM 12:50PM
05:15PM 11:05PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 02:30PM 08:20PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
12:25PM 01:35PM 04:40PM
06:00PM 07:45PM 10:50PM
Shazam! English 11:40AM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 03:25PM
09:00PM
Junglee 04:00PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:20AM 02:55PM 05:35PM
08:15PM
Kesari 09:35AM 12:45PM
03:55PM 07:05PM
10:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:10AM
12:00PM 01:15PM 04:20PM
07:25PM 10:30PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:55PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:10AM
08:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
01:20PM 04:10PM 05:20PM
07:05PM 10:00PM
Junglee 12:20PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
12:35PM
Kesari 03:15PM 06:15PM
09:15PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
01:30PM 03:15PM 04:15PM
06:15PM 07:00PM 09:15PM
Shazam! Hindi 10:15AM
01:00PM 09:45PM
Shazam! English 06:45PM
Kesari 10:30AM 10:00PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 12:50PM
03:50PM
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BEINGBULLIED
FUELLEDMY
AMBITION:
NAOMIE

PHOTO: JEANBAPTISTE
LACROIX/AFP

A

Viola Davis
joins Gunn’s
reboot of
Suicide Squad
scar-winning actor Viola
Davis will return as
Amanda Waller, a
government official who givess
out the squad’s orders, in
James Gunn’s The Suicide
Squad. According to TheWrap
p,
an individual with some
knowledge of the project has
confirmed the news of Davis
joining the team.
e
The sequel to 2016’s Suicide
Squad will hit the screens on
August 6, 2021. Peter Safran
and Charles Roven are
producing the project.
Guardians of the Galaxy
(2014) director Gunn was
brought on board to helm the
project. He will have a
completely new take on the
property, in which DC super-

O

The actor talks about how
being isolated in school proved
to be a blessing for her
ctor Naomie Harris
has revealed she got
bullied in school
because she was an
‘‘oddball” but it pushed her
to make it big as an actor.
The Moonlight (2016) star
said bullying gave her a
chance to escape into an
imaginary world which
polished her as a performer.
“I think there was a lot of
jealousy towards me. I have
always been an oddball. I
didn’t have many friends,
and the class bully turned
everyone against me, so I
retreated into a world of my
own imagination,” Harris
told The Times.
“In hindsight that was a
blessing, because acting is
all about escaping to an
imaginary world,” the actor
said.
“What I heard so much
when I was growing up was,

villains are recruited by the
government to carry out secret
missions, too dirty for the likes
of Superman and Batman.
Batman IANS

Actor Violla Davis played the role of Amanda Waller (inset) in Suicide
Squad (20
016)
PHOTO: GEOFF ROBINS/AFP

‘You’ll never make it, you’re
black, you’re a woman, it’s
really hard out there,
there’s so much racism in
the industry, how are you
going to overcome it?’ I just
heard the word ‘no’. But
being bullied fuelled my
ambition and gave me an
immense desire to prove
something,” she added. PTI

Better Call Saul
Season 5 will not
return until 2020

In hindsight that
[getting bullied] was
a blessing, because
acting is all about
escaping to an
imaginary world.

NICOLE WILDER/AMC

Joel slams digging up
old tweets and jokes

Actor Joel
Kinnaman has
slammed the
‘call-out’
culture PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

oel Kinnaman doesn’t
agree with the “call-out”
culture. The SwedishAmerican actor says there is
no value in digging up an old
tweet or bad joke made by
someone years ago.
Filmmaker James Gunn,
actor Kevin Hart, Green Book
writer Nick Vallelonga,
singer Blake Shelton and
comedian Trevor Noah —
past tweets have lately come
back to haunt quite a few
names in a time when
inclusivity and gender
equality are burning issues.
“There is a negative side of
this movement and it is

J

he fifth season of actor
Bob Odenkirk’s Better
Call Saul is not expected
to premiere until next year.
In an interview with
Vulture, Sarah Barnett,
president, Entertainment
Networks, said the news was
dropped on AMC’s most
recent earnings call, reports
ew.com.
“Decisions like these are
driven by talent needs, which
we would not override if it
would result in a worse
show,” she said.
Better Call Saul, which
launched in early 2015,
unveiled Season two almost
exactly a year later; Season
three came 14 months later,
while Season four arrived 16
months after that.
Barnett also indicated in
the interview that the show’s
writers “have a very
particular, very clear sense of
the arc of their show”, and
that “we’re certainly getting
closer” to the end of the series.
Entertainment Weekly has
confirmed that the earnings
call mentioned a debut date of
early 2020. Better Call Saul cocreator and executive
producer Vince Gilligan is
also busy these days with
Breaking Bad movie.
Better Call Saul follows the
story of con man turned
small-time lawyer James

T

Actor Bob Odenkirk
plays the lead in
Better Call Saul,
which launched in
early 2015 PHOTO:

NAOMIE HARRIS
ACTOR

‘We need to stop
dehumanising each
other and ourselves’

something that I really
dislike. That is the call-out
culture where people are
offended by things,”
Kinnaman says.
“What is really important
is that people go to the bottom
of the intent of what is being
said and not dig up an old
tweet (in which) someone has
said (something) or someone
had written a bad joke ten
years ago. I don’t think there
is value in that,” adds the
Easy Money (2010) and The
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo
(2011) actor, who is currently
seen in the web show Hanna.

IANS

Being a star kid gave me access to Bollywood, says Luv
Sangeeta Yadav
tar kids do have an upper
hand over other actors
from a non-film
background. For Luv S Sinha,
son of actor-turned-politician
Shatrughan Sinha, being an
insider gave him a chance to
visit the sets from an early age.
With it came the realisation

S
Actor Zachary Levi recently starred in Shazam!
hazam! star Zachary Levi
has opened up about his
battle with anxiety and
depression, saying it was a
really dark phase in his life.
The 38-year-old actor said
during his youth, the mental
illness reached a point where
he even contemplated suicide
as an option.
“I got to a place in my life
where I legitimately didn’t
want to live anymore. I was in
such darkness. It’s
generational, I fully believe.
My mum, [who] was a
beautiful, vibrant, intelligent,
incredible woman, was also
very, very tortured and
psychologically abused her
whole life, and I and my
sisters got the brunt of that,”
Levi said during an
appearance on The View.
“My mum didn’t know she
was doing that to us, most
people don’t; in fact, I would
argue that the people who are
doing bad in the world
genuinely don’t really know
how bad they’re doing,” he
said.

S
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that the glamourous world of
Bollywood was very different
from what it is actually
perceived to be.
“Being a star kid, it gave me
access to the exclusive world of
Bollywood which, from
outside, looked so glamourous
but from inside it is so different.
Pahlaj Nihalani, who is like a
family member, and papa, have

worked in a lot of films
together. Visiting his sets and
also seeing David Dhawan in
his initial days as the director
played a major role in shaping
my career. I remember sitting
around and papa and Amitji
(Bachchan) discussing the
script and watching them later
on the big screen was a
delightful experience,” Luv

says. The 35-year-old actor,
who has worked in films like
Sadiyaan (2010) and Paltan
(2018), further adds that it was a
fascinating experience to
closely watch the journey of
actors from being a struggler to
a superstar.
“Spending time with
Govinda bhaiya while we were
growing up and seeing him

Jimmy Morgan McGill, six
years before the events of
Breaking Bad. It shows his
transformation into criminalfor-hire Saul Goodman.
Talking about his role in an
interview, Odenkirk, who
essays the role of McGill, said,
“I see a guy who lazily took
part in con jobs and using
others, [and] then made a
concerted effort to do right,
[but] then — out of frustration
and a broken heart — slipped
down further... than he had
ever gone before.”
“He is now
compartmentalising his
sorrow and aiming, with
confidence and conscious
effort, to be the best, most
selfish, mercenary lawyer he
can be. But hopefully, there
is still a beating heart
underneath it all, and
perhaps it will come out
again,” Odenkirk added.

IANS

BETTER CALL SAUL
FOLLOWS THE STORY
OF CON MAN TURNED
SMALL-TIME LAWYER
JAMES JIMMY
MORGAN MCGILL

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
LUVSINHA

transform into a superstar was
a fun-filled experience. He
would always be very nice to
us, crack jokes and share a
friendly bond with all the kids.
Hanging out with Sanjay
bhaiya (Dutt) and talking about
acting was fun but seeing him
what he had to go through was
difficult for all of us as a
family,” Luv says.

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

The actor added that it was
important to be able to “stop
dehumanising each other,
stop dehumanising
ourselves”. “We have to love
one another, we have to be
patient, kind, understanding
and forgiving, because that is
the way we all get back to a
better world,” he said,
revealing he underwent
therapy to fight off anxiety
and depression.
“I think mental health is
the most important thing we
should all be talking about,
legitimately,” he added.
PTI

We have to love one
another, we have to be
patient, kind...
because that is the
way we all get back to
a better world.
ZACHARY LEVI ACTOR

Ali Fazal draws his fitness inspiration
from Mark Wahlberg
Juhi Chakraborty
hen it comes to
physical
transformation for
roles, Ali Fazal has been on
top of the game. And his
beefed-up look for his role of a
gangster in his latest web
series is proof of it. And after
the massive success of the
series, Ali took it upon
himself to undergo another
major fitness transformation,
inspired by Hollywood star
Mark Wahlberg.
“If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social media,
one would know how diligent
he’s about his fitness and
about his crazy workouts at

W

4am. It brings a discipline in
life and really helps you be
charged up through the day,”
”
shares Ali.
This aspect of Mark’s
fitness mantra has become a
crucial foundation for Ali an
nd
his new fitness goals. The
actor, regardless of his work
and travels, now manages to
be up at odd hours to cope up
with this fitness inspiration
with the aid of his new
trainer.
“Starting so early in the
morning helps your body
train better and get into a
lifestyle which is actually
ideal. I have been doing this
for a while and it really
works. Initially it’s tough but

it helps if you stick to it,” he
adds.
The actor has a custommade 12-week fitness routine
to muscle up. He has been
training for a few weeks now
and he has already started to
see and feel a drastic result
from this challenge that he
has taken up.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Ali Fazal says working out early
in the morning like Hollywood
actor Mark Wahlberg (inset)
helps stay charged throughout
PHOTO: PRABHAS ROY/HT
the day
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THEGHOSTBUSTERS
Do you fear being ghosted by your partner? Here
are signs you should look out for to know if an exit
strategy is in the making
Collin Rodrigues
f your partner or even a
friend has cut off all
contacts with you without
any warning, it’s most
likely that you have been
ghosted. It’s important to note
that your partner may have
given a lot of signs about
ghosting you, which you
failed to recognise. Here, with
the help of experts, we try to
find out signs that you may be
ghosted. But before you read
through, Aman Bhonsle,
psychosocial analyst and
relationship counsellor, has a
warning. He says, “If you’ve
seen these signs in your
partner for a week, you may
be not ghosted. But if you are
sensing a pattern over a few
months, the chances of you
getting ghosted are more.”

I

POSTPONING
CONVERSATIONS
If your partner has been
absent for a prolonged period
and the conversations are not
happening, it’s a wake up call.
Bhonsle says, “You want to
chat with your partner, and,
the other person says, ‘I am
busy’ or ‘I have to be
somewhere else right now,’ or
just differ conversations to a
later date. This is a sign that a
ghosting protocol is about to
come into effect. This
signifies there is an emotional
distance and unwillingness to
participate in a
conversation.”

MONOSYLLABIC
ANSWERS
Have the replies to your

Look for subtle
signs and see if
he/she has
blocked you on
social media

indicator but people are
usually very sly about it.
They won’t block you from
every place at the same
time. They will do something
subtle like turn off their ‘last
seen’ notifications on
WhatsApp.”

IF YOUR PARTNER
SUDDENLY BECOMES
INEXPLICABLY NICE
OR WANTS TO
CONSTANTLY PLEASE
YOU, AND THAT IS
INCONSISTENT WITH
HIS/HER BEHAVIOUR,
YOU MAY BE ABOUT
TO BE GHOSTED.

YOUR OPINION
DOESN’T MATTER

questions been brief? Chats
on things that you liked
talking about for long don’t
generate much response? Dr
Kedar Tilwe, psychiatrist and
sexologist, Hiranandani
Hospital, explains, “If
conversations which went on
for hours suddenly move to
one-word answers on a
regular basis; it is a sign.”

BLOCKING YOU ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
If you find it difficult to see
what your partner is doing on
social media and their
privacy settings have
changed on multiple
websites, it indicates that
your scrutiny of your
partner’s life on the internet
is no longer acceptable to
him/her. Bhonsle says, “This
means, your partner is
altering the parameters
by which you can see
what’s happening in
his/her life. Social
media is an

In such instances, suddenly
the opinion of a third party,
with regards to the two of
you, becomes more
important. So, if you’ll have
a squabble or disagreement
or someone wants to buy
something expensive or go
away for while, your opinion
is no longer being sought out.
Bhonsle says, “You realise
your opinion doesn’t hold the
prime value that it used to
and that someone else might
be taking up a significant
role. This indicates there is an
exit strategy in the works.”

LONGER PAUSES
If you see that your partner
has been showing less
interest in conversations, it
may be a cause for worry.

PHOTO: ISTOCK; FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY

Tilwe says, “Find out if the
pauses in the interaction have
become longer.
Conversations may continue
but the reply may take
forever, often making you
lose the thread of the thought
which started the chat in the
first place.”

is an integral part of all
relationships but, not
here. Tilwe says, “There
may be reluctance to
work on the road blocks in
your relationship. Any
understanding that you
have agreed upon is
brought into question
and seemingly re-examined.”

FAKE EMOTIONS

LACK OF
COMPROMISE

If your partner suddenly
becomes inexplicably nice or
wants to constantly please
you, and that is inconsistent
with his/her behaviour, you
may be about to be ghosted.
Bhonsle says, “Your partner
will try to compensate for the
gap between the both of you,
which has been growing. It
means he/she wants to please
you and in return, you stop
expecting more, so that he/
she is free to do other things
rather than be around
you.”

CREATING
ROADBLOCKS
Problem solving

The foundation of most
relationships is based on
compromises. Somewhere
down the line, partners
have to find a middle
ground to certain issues.
Tanushree Bhargava,
clinical psychologist, says,
“A person who is about
to ghost you may not be
willing to understand
your side of the story for
their own reasons. He/she
may believe they are right
and that you should accept
their point of view. They
would refuse to find a
common ground.”
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com
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Music of Manje Bistre 2 trending
well among the audience!

Sexual satisfaction among older
people about more than just health
ccording to a recent study,
when it comes to sexual
satisfaction among older
people, communication, being
in a happy relationship and
health are important factors.
Sexual expression is
increasingly recognised as a
significant character
throughout the life course, in
maintaining relationships,
promoting self-esteem and
contributing to health and wellbeing. Although healthcare
professionals are being urged
to be more proactive in helping
older patients achieve a
satisfying sex life, there is a
distinct lack of evidence to help
guide practitioners.
The study looks at how
health, lifestyle and
relationship factors can affect
sexual activity and satisfaction
in later life, and examine how
people respond and deal with
the consequences. As part of
the study, out of nearly 3,500
people aged between 55 to 74,
the survey found that one in
four men and one in six women
reported having a health
problem that affected their sex
life. Follow up interviews with
a sample of participants
revealed that older people

A

found it difficult to separate the
effects of declining health from
those of increasing age. Ill
health impacted sexual activity
in many ways but most
crucially it influenced whether
individuals had a partner with
whom to have sex. Some older
people were more accepting of
not having a sex life than
others.
For those in a relationship,
sexual satisfaction was
strongly associated with both
the quality of communication
with their partner and
contentment with their
relationship. The impact of
health issues was not always
negative — some men and
women found themselves
having to experiment with new
ways of being sexually active
and as a result, their sex lives
improved. “Health can affect
an individual’s sex life in
various ways, from having or
finding a partner, to physical
and psychological limitations
on sexual expression,”
said Bob Erens, lead author of
the study published in the
Journal of PLOS One. “We
identified that not many people
who reported experiencing
problems or lack of satisfaction

sought help. Although this
could be an individual choice
or because of a perceived lack
of support, it is vital that
individuals feel able to make
enquiries with healthcare
professionals,” Erens
explained.
Although some individuals
the research team spoke to
were not affected by not being
sexually active, it seemed to be
important that health
professionals make sensitive
inquiries for patients who
might want help.
“We’re seeing numerous,
interconnected factors
influencing sexual activity in
older people. Not being in good
health can influence mood,
mobility and whether a person
has a partner, which in turn
impacts sexual activity.
Medication taken for health
conditions often compounds
the problem. The study
findings suggest that
pharmacological approaches,
like Viagra, do not always help
to resolve sexual difficulties,
which need to be seen in the
wider context of older people’s
lives,” said Kirstin Mitchel, coauthor of the study.

ANI

Here’stohealthyfasting
Buckwheat flour
(kuttu ka atta) is a
great source of
protein
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

oothing music of movie
Manje Bistre 2 is
touching everyone’s
heart. The music is getting
popular with people and is
loved by people from every
age group. Gippy Grewal
had started the trend of
releasing music before the
trailer, which is now
followed by others. The title
track of the movie Manje
Bistre 2 is beautifully sung
by Nachhatar Gill. The
music has been given by
Jassi Katyal and lyrics by
Happy Raikoti. Another
track Boliyan, sung by
Gippy Grewal and Manoot
Noor, is sure to mesmerise
the audiences.
The overall music for the
movie Manje Bistre 2 is very
well contributed by Jassi
Katyal, Gurmeet Singh and
Soul Rockers. Music of
Manje Bistre 1 was a huge
success and hence a lot of
efforts have been put to
make the sequel a musical
success.
In today’s trending
Punjabi movie industry,
there are more than twothree movies releasing per
week. But such has been the

S

Produced by Gippy Grewal,
Manje Bistre 2 will release on
April 12, 2019. The movie
trailer is available on Youtube.
HTCS

popularity of this movie,
that no other movie is
getting released in the same
week and also the week to
follow since it is expected to
do well. It is expected that
Manje Bistre 2 would
definitely challenge Carry
on Jatta 2 for the record of
highest grossing Punjabi
movie ever. The movie
has been streaming very
well across social media.
Such has been the
demand of this
multi-starrer movie that the
distributers have to open
pre-booking of the movie
across Delhi, Punjab and
outside India.
The movie which is all set
to release on April 12 has
already garnered a lot of
attention from the movie
critics and audiences
through its vibrant and
soulful music and the ever
entertaining trailer. The
dialogues of the film have
been written by Naresh

Nutritionists tell you how to fast the right way so that you do not feel
fatigued and drowsy in the hot summer days
Prerna Gauba Sibbal
avratri is a nine-night
Hindu festival, dedicated
to Goddess Durga. It is
observed twice a year, one
being now, in the month of
April. Though our temples are
all decked up and we observe
fasts due to spiritual reasons, it
is also scientifically believed to
be a fast observed to give rest to
the gut. Apart from the
religious significance, experts
believe it is good to fast during
this week to let the liver rest
and rejuvenate. However, it is
important to do it right.
Nutritionists Anjali Hooda
and Kavita Devgan tell us how
one should fast right this
season:
n Avoid typical snack items
such as fried food and diet
namkeens or chips, because
they are packed and have

N

Kathuria. This movie has
been directed by Baljeet
Singh Deo.
“The team had a huge
responsibility to make the
music of Manje Bistrey 2 as
successful as the first part. I
feel the teams comprising

Jassi Katyal, Gurmeet
Singh and Soul Rockers
have done a wonderful job
to make the music very
entertaining and enjoyable
by all the audiences,”
producer and actor Gippy
Grewal said.

high-calorie contents and
high sodium.
n Go for anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt, potato
and fruits, as these don’t
disturb one’s basal metabolic
rate (BMR). You can’t have
processed food during
Navratri, which is a great
thing. Vegetables such as
bottle gourd, squash,
zucchini, and pumpkin are
great to fill your stomach.
You can also have fox nuts
(makhanas) or banana chaat.
n Buckwheat flour (kuttu ka
atta) is a great source of
protein and should be taken
once a day. In summer, one
can mix buckwheat with
other grains (gluten-free)
such as water chestnut flour
(singhare ka atta). You can
make chapatis by mixing
these flours with potato.
n One should not stress the

liver and let it rest. Hence,
starch and sugar intake
should be minimal.
n To hydrate, have lassi,
buttermilk, coconut water or
herbal teas.
n Kombucha drink is cooling
and hydrating. It is a
fermented drink that has
good bacteria, which makes it

perfect for the gut.
Alternatively, you can have
kanji.
n When peckish in between
meals, have nuts such as
almonds and walnuts, or
seeds such as pumpkin,
sunflower, as they are high in
iron and magnesium.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com

Anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt
don’t disturb the BMR
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
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WEATHER
Tue 9
Clear
Max

Thu 11

Cloudy
Max

34°c
Min

Wed 10

35°c

Cloudy
Max

35°c

Min

21°c

Sunset
Tuesday at
6:46pm
Sunrise
Wednesday at
6:02am

23°c

Min

24°c

Humidity
Max: 78%
Min: 57%

OBSERVING
ASHWIN
TO LEARN

WOMAN HARASSED

URBAN VOTER
TO BE THE KEY

SSP WRITES TO CISF ON AN INCIDENT OF MISBEHAVIOUR,
>>p3
SEEKS ACTION AGAINST TWO OF ITS CONSTABLES

SAM CURRAN BOUGHT BY
KINGS XI PUNJAB FOR A
WHOPPING ~7.2 CRORE IS
LIVING A DREAM; TOOK THIS
IPL’S FIRST HAT-TRICK >>p6

AT AROUND 65% OF ELECTORATE, URBAN
VOTERS PLAYED DECISIVE ROLES IN 2009
AND 2014; COLONIES AND VILLAGES HAD
BEEN DECISIVE IN CITY MP POLLS TILL 2004;
INCREASED VOTER TURNOUT AND WAVE
>>p3
POLITICS IS ALSO A FACTOR

P’KULA BURGLARY
CASH AND JEWELLERY WORTH LAKHS STOLEN, SAY
POLICE; FAMILY HAD GONE OUT OF TOWN

>>p2

Yesterday’s temp: Max 30.6°C Min 22.6°C

tricityalert
POWER
CHANDIGARH: Power
supply will remain
suspended in parts of Sectors
7, 8, 23, 24, 37, 46 and Kaimbwala village from 10am to
4pm, and in parts of Mani
Majra, Khuda Lahora and
Khuda Jassu from 10am to 5pm
on Tuesday.

ROAD
CHANDIGARH:
Owing to recarpeting of Sector 17/18 and 21/22
road, traffic from both sides
will be diverted into a single
lane from April 9 to April 19.
Commuters can opt for an
alternative route.

shortstories
DRUGS SEIZED
FROM TWO BURAIL
JAIL INMATES
CHANDIGARH: Two Burail Model
Jail inmates were booked after
drugs were recovered from their
cells on Monday. Bobby, who is
serving a sentence in an attempt
to murder case, was allegedly
found in possession of 13.6gm
charas. Meanwhile, 19.2 gm opium
was seized from Parwinder Singh,
who is a convict in a drugs case.
The recoveries were made during
checking in the jail barracks. On
the complaint of the DSP, jail, two
cases have been registered. HTC

32-year-old electrician
dies after car hits bike
PANCHKULA: A 32-year-old man
was killed and his colleague
injured after a rashly driven car hit
their motorcycle on Sunday night
in Chandimandir, police said. The
deceased, Amit Sharma, belonged
to Hamirpur in Himachal Pradesh
and worked as an electrician. ››P2

debate of
the week
EVERY DROP
COUNTS

WHAT CAN
CITIZENS DO TO
SAVE WATER?
Fines have been imposed in
Mohali and GMADA areas to
prevent wastage of water
from May to June this year.
What innovative solutions can
citizens adopt to save water?
Send in your inputs in not
more than 150 words to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by April 12.

It’s win some, lose some
for PU in central rankings
ARIIA Varsity comes 9th in first-ever ranking of
govt institutions on innovation achievements
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University

grabbed the ninth spot, featuring
among Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs), in the first-ever
Atal Ranking of Institutions on
Innovation
Achievements
(ARIIA) announced on Monday.
However, dampening this
good news, the fourth National
Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) results announced
at the same event in the presence
of President Ram Nath Kovind at
New Delhi saw the varsity dropping a spot, from 33rd in 2018 to
34th in 2019.
The NIRF was launched by the
ministry of human resource
development (MHRD) on September 19, 2015. This framework
outlines a methodology to rank
institutions across the country
(see box). The first list was
released in April 2016.
Meanwhile, ARIIA has been
announced for the first time,
ranking institutions on innovation, entrepreneurship development and other related parameters (see box).
PU vice-chancellor Raj
Kumar, who received the award,
congratulated the PU faculty and
urged both teachers and students to keep striving towards
excellence.
Ashish Jain, director, Internal Quality Assurance Cell
(IQAC), PU, said: “ARIIA is
based on the innovation culture.
Panjab University started incubation and startup culture long
ago, which helped it perform so
well in the rankings. It is the only
institute among the top 10 that is
not centrally funded.”
On the NIRF results, Jain said:
“We have pretty much maintained the same place. A slip of
one rank is negligible. But we
really do need to improve in
terms of perception as well as
teaching and learning resources.
We have identified the gaps and
will work towards improving
them.”
PU was ranked overall 33 and
20 among universities in 2018.

CHINAR HOMES 29 non-bailable warrants
in two years; owes ₹15 crore to home buyers
Hillary Victor
n

ATAL RANKING OF INSTITUTIONS ON INNOVATION ACHIEVEMENTS
MHRD has ranked 10 government-funded institutions. However, individual scores have not been released
RANK

INSTITUTE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Indian Institute of Technology, Madras

Parameters and their weightage

Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur
Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
Panjab University, Chandigarh
Indian Institute of Technology, Hyderabad

WHAT PU SCORED ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS
Parameter

Scoring 51, PU was overall 33rd and
20th among varsities in 2018. It
slipped a rank in both categories

n

SCORE

INSTITUTE

1
2
3
34

IIT, Madras

83.9

IISc, Bengaluru

82.3

IIT, Delhi

78.7

Outreach and
inclusivity

Panjab University

51.3

Perception

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

(OUT OF

100)
51
52.6
44.8
44.8

Research and
professional practice

RANK

THE WAY FORWARD
“The NIRF ranking has not
improved because we have not
implemented the required
changes in teaching and learning,” said former V-C Arun K
Grover. “The student-teacher
ratio has become worse. We need
to improve employability of students and income. Unless we
recruit new teachers and get
funding, we won’t be able to
attract better students.”
On the ARIIA ranking, he
said, “The Chandigarh Region
Innovation and Knowledge Cluster (CRIKC)’s technology enabling centre (TEC) has helped
PU. Credit also goes to the
present vice-chancellor for
opening the central instrumentation laboratory for two shifts

2018

2019

Teaching, learning
and resources

Graduation
outcomes

Vice-chancellor Raj Kumar with the award in New Delhi.

This year, it slipped by one place
in both categories.
Though the varsity’s overall
score increased marginally from
50.94 to 51.25 (out of 100) this year,
it has seen a drop in some parameters. In outreach and inclusivity, the score has dropped to 47.52
(out of 100) from 52.89 in 2018.
However, it has fared better in
terms of perception, scoring
27.09 as compared to 23.58.
But what is concerning is the
fact that PU has not been able to
repeat its performance of 2016.
In the first ranking, PU came
12th among universities with
overall score of 76.02 (The overall
rank was not declared). In 2017,
the score came down to 43.13,
bringing down the overall rank
to 54.

Budget expenses and revenue generated
through innovation and entrepreneurship
development (20)
Facilitating access to advance
centres/facilities and entrepreneurial
support system (10)
Idea to entrepreneurship (54)
Development of innovation ecosystems
supported through teaching and learning
(10)
Best innovative solutions developed
in-house for improving governance of your
institution (6)

Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay

National Institutional
Ranking Framework

HT Correspondent
CHANDIGARH : Maximum temperature fell four notches on Monday with 8.6mm rain recorded in
the city on Monday morning.
Besides winds reaching
speeds up to 50 km/hour, hail
was also reported in parts of
Chandigarh and Mohali.
According to the India Meteorological Department (IMD),
Chandigarh received the most
rain in the region. “The system
started near Chandigarh and
went on till Ropar. There were
only traces witnessed in other
parts of Punjab,” said an IMD
official.
Maximum temperature
dropped from 34.9°C recorded
on Sunday to 30.6°C on Monday,
three degrees below normal.
However, minimum temperature saw an opposite trend due
to the cloudy weather. It was
recorded at 22.6°C on Sunday
night, up from 20.2°C and five
degrees above normal.
The weatherman said drop in
temperature was responsible
for the formation of hail.
“However, the temperature
was too warm for us to measure
the diameter of hail particles,”
he said.
There are reports of standing
wheat crop being damaged in

NIRF Drops from 33rd to 34th place in fourth
National Institutional Ranking Framework results

Arshdeep Arshi

Mercury dips 4°C amid
hail, wind and 8.6mm rain
n

Zirakpur housing
project promoter,
who is a PO, held

72.5
73.2
52.9
47.5
27
23.6

HT PHOTO

for research scholars.”
Meanwhile, IQAC former
director M Rajivlochan said:
“We should do better in outreach
and inclusivity. The varsity’s
perception is not very good,
which affects the ranking. Our
score in teaching, learning and
resources is poor as we cannot
recruit faculty and spend on
infrastructure.”
THERE’S ANOTHER
FEATHER IN CAP
Also, the University Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences has
come second among pharmaceutical institutions, missing the top
spot by just 0.33 points. Jamia
Hamdard, New Delhi, came first
with 78.43 score.
UIPS chairperson Kanwaljit

Chopra said: “For the past two
years, we were ranked third. We
have improved the ranking
thanks to our research and
placements.”

moreinside
PGI 2ND AGAIN
AMONG MEDICAL
INSTITUTES
For the second time in a row,
the Postgraduate Institute of
Medical Education and
Research, Chandigarh, has
bagged second position in the
medical category under the
National Institutional Ranking Framework.
››P2

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

ZIRAKPUR : Chandigarh Police on
Monday arrested Baldev Chand
Bansal, managing director of
BCL Homes Limited, who was
declared a proclaimed offender
(PO) by the Punjab state consumer commission on March 20
for not paying the decreed
amount to home buyers.
The development comes the
same day HT reported how
around 250 buyers at Chinar
Homes, a housing project promoted by Bansal’s firm in Zirakpur, have been left in the lurch as
two of the firm’s directors were
declared POs while the third has
gone incommunicado.
A team of PO and summons
branch of the police, led by
inspector Paramjit Kaur Sekhon
and comprising head constables
Ashok Kumar and Balwinder
Singh, arrested Bansal from Faridabad on Monday. As many as
29 non-bailable warrants had
been issued against him in the
past two years. The cases pertain
to non-refund of decreed amount
to the tune of around ₹15 crore to
29 home buyers.
Bansal was produced before
the state consumer dispute
redressal commission in Chandigarh, from where he was sent
to the Burail jail.

n

Baldev Chand Bansal

When Bansal’s counsel
wanted to move an application
for his bail, commission president justice Jasbir Singh (retd)
directed the realtor to first
refund at least 50% of the amount
with interest or the entire principal amount to the 29 home buyers.
The commission president
also directed Chandigarh Police
to arrest the other two directors
— Tejinder Kumar Bansal, alias
Gopal Bansal,and Rajeev
Kumar. While Tejinder Kumar
was declared a PO by a Chandigarh district court in July 2018,
Rajeev is also untraceable.
Anoop Jethwani, 52, a buyer,
who was present at the commission office in Sector 19 said:
“With this arrest, we are hopeful
of getting a full refund of the
decreed amount with interest.”

RAPE CASE

Destitute home’s minor
inmate delivers baby
MOHALI :The Mohali police regis-

tered a rape case after a 12-yearold inmate of a destitute home in
Kurali delivered a baby at Government Medical College and
Hospital, Sector 32, on Monday.
Initial
investigations
revealed that the girl was raped
repeatedly at the destitute
home. The crime came to light
after she was taken to hospital.
After the Mohali administration was informed, a case was
registered under the Protection

of Children Against Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act.
Mohali deputy commissioner
Gurpreet Kaur Sapra said after
getting information about the
incident, she directed district
child protection officer Navpreet Kaur to rush to the hospital and take care of the victim.
“We are providing all possible assistance to the child and
making relevant arrangements
for her and the newborn,” said
HTC
Navpreet Kaur.

MOHALI CONG
LEADER BOOKED
FOR ATTACK ON
EATERY OWNER
MOHALI :A case was registered on

n

A resident shows hailstones that showered on her house’s roof in
Nayagaon, Mohali, on Monday. The weatherman said drop in
temperature was responsible for the formation of hail. ANIL DAYAL/HT

IN NEXT THREE DAYS,
MAX TEMPERATURE
WILL REMAIN BETWEEN
34 AND 35 DEGREES
WHILE MINIMUM IS
LIKELY TO GO UP TO 25°C
various parts of Rupnagar district due to the hailstorm. Similar reports poured in from Naraingarh block and other parts of
Ambala district as well.

IMD officials said sky is
expected to become clear from
Tuesday though rain in likely
around the weekend.
In the next three days, maximum temperature will remain
between 34 and 35 degrees while
minimum temperature is likely
to go up to 25 degrees. While
winds are likely to continue in
the coming days, the weatherman said: “Some light rain is
likely towards the end of the
week according to our initial
readings.”

Monday against a local Congress
leader and eight others two days
after they allegedly attacked the
owner of an eatery, Chef n Spice,
who had objected to their drinking in a public space. Local shopkeepers had also staged a dharna
to protest against the incident.
Acting on a complaint by Dalip
Singh Bisht, owner of the eatery
in Phase 5, police booked Paramjeet Singh Chauhan, general secretary, district Congress Committee and eight others who were
unidentified.
Bisht alleged that Chauhan
and his friends on Saturday
attacked and threatened him
when he and his employees
objected to their drinking in the
open near the eatery.
“The shop owner was beaten
and police failed to register a case
because of the political clout of
the accused. We protested and
even blocked the road in the market after which the police were
forced to register a case,” said
Sarbjeet Singh Paras, general
secretary, Beopar Mandal,
Mohali. Chauhan denied attacking Bisht and said it was he who
had been attacked by the owner of
the eatery. “It’s a false case and a
political stunt,” he said.
HTC
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NIRF rankings: PGIMER
is second again this year

Traffic woes:
Manimajra RWA
writes to DGP

Electrician dies after car
hits bike in Chandimandir

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

MEDICAL CATEGORY Compared to last year’s 78.73, this year the institute scored 77.88

CHANDIGARH: The resident welfare association (RWA) of Modern Housing Complex (MHC)
Manimajra has written to
the director general of police
(DGP) Sanjay Baniwal regarding the traffic problems in their
locality.
President of the RWA, Colonel Gursewak Singh (retd) said,
“We had lodged a complaint
with the senior superintendent
of police (SSP) on March 22 and
we had also spoken to other officials but no action as taken.”
“To resolve the traffic issue,
the police should patrol the area
early morning and late evening
when many cars are parked illegally,” said Singh.
“Speed breakers should be
installed to check speeding and
parking signboards should not
be installed at strategic places,”
he further said.
The RWA president also said
that many commercial vehicles
are parked overnight in the
parkings, this is an issue which
needs to be addressed.
Previously, deputy superintendent of police (DSP) traffic
east Charanjit Singh Virk had
said that the traffic police had
conducted several awareness
programmes in this area a few
months ago.
However, despite repeated
attempts, he was not available
for comments regarding what
the traffic police had done about
the problems recently.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: For the second time
in a row, the Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, with a score of 77.88 % has
bagged second position in the
medical category under the
National Institutional Ranking
Framework (NIRF) 2019.
President Ram Nath Kovind
announced the NIRF awards at
Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi on
Monday. The ranking was
issued by the Union ministry of
human resources and development.
“It is a matter of pride that
PGIMER has bagged second
position in NIRF. But we have to
work hard to score the first position next year,” said Dr Jagat
Ram, director, PGIMER.

MEDICAL CATEGORY
In 2018, for the first time, medical category was introduced by
the ministry of human resource
development. The PGIMER had
bagged second position then by
scoring 78.73% marks. This year
the PGIMER’s score dipped a little to 77.88%.
Among other premier institutes, score of AIIMS (Delhi)
also dipped by a huge margin,
but yet it continues to hold the
top position. In 2018, it scored
90.71 marks and in 2019 it got
87.52%.There were 100 entries in
the category.
EVALUATED ON
The institutes were evaluated
on five factors including teaching, learning and resources
(TLR), research and professional practice (RP),graduation
outcome (GO), outreach and
inclusivity (OI) and perception.
Compared to the last year’s
TLR, that was 85.52%, the per-

Result board
The Union ministry of human resource development
had introduced the medical category last year
Rank Institute
1
AIIMS, Delhi

Score
87.52

2
3
66

77.88
70.32
45.43

PGIMER, Chandigarh
Christian Medical College, Vellore
IISER, Mohali

PERFORMANCE OF OTHER INSTITUTES
Educational institute

Rank band

UIPS, Panjab University
NIPER, Mohali

2
3

IIT Ropar
Punjab Engg College

29
78

Category
Pharmacy
Pharmacy
Engineering
Engineering

Government Home
Science College, Sector 10
72
GGDSD College-32
99
PGGCG - Sector 11
101-150

College
College
College

PGGCG- Sector 42

College

151-200

centage this year is 78.6 %,
showing a dip. In RP category,
the ranking of PGIMER
improved from 81.76% in 2018 to
84.47%this year.
Again the score declined in
graduation outcome (GO) from
83.05% to 76.99% and in outreach
and inclusivity (OI) it has
declined from 72.15% to 70.74%
in 2019.
In perception category,
PGIMER has scored the worst.
It’s 64.87%, which is slightly better than the last year, when it
scored 56.19%.
“We have scored poorly in
public perception. We will work
on that and faculty will be
encouraged to do more innovations and gets more patents,”
said the PGI director.

scored more marks in all categories except GO category. It has
scored 100% in perception, 96.18
% in RPC, 91.81% in TLR and
66.91% GO, and 77.43% OI.
Deputy director (administration) Amitabh Avasthi said that
AIIMS is scoring more in teaching, learning and resources .
“We need to have a more
focused approach and are going
to involve head of departments
for strengthening of teacherstudent relationship,” he said.
Meanwhile, the Indian Institute of Science Education &
Research (IISER),Mohali has
scored 66th position in the NIRF
ranking by scoring 45.43%. It
has scored 17.38% in perception,
25.27% in RPC, 45.39% in GO,
66.43% in TLR and 70.98% in OI.

TOP SPOT
Just like last year, AIIMS Delhi
grabbed the top position and

PEC SLIPS FIVE
NOTCHES
One of the premier institutions

›

It is a matter of pride
that PGIMER has
bagged second position
in NIRF. But we have to
work hard to score the
first position next year.
DR JAGAT RAM, director, PGIMER

in the city, Punjab Engineering
College (PEC) has slipped five
notches in the NIRF rankings in
the engineering category. Compared to last year’s 73rd rank,
the college was ranked 78 this
year.
Though it has bettered in perception, the score in graduate
outcomes (GO) and teaching,
learning and resources (TLR)
and outreach and inclusivity
(OI) remained low as compared
to last year.
GGDSD college slipped in the
ranking from 82nd in 2018 to
99th rank in 2019 despite the colleges scoring 47.12 % in 2018 as
compared to 2019’s 49.13 %.
Post Graduate Government
College for Girls, Sector 11
failed to bag a slot in the top 100.
Last year the college scored 68th
rank with 48.57% score while
this year it managed to get a
space in the rank band from 101
to 150.

n
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Speed breakers
should be installed to
check speeding and
parking signboards should
not be installed at
strategic places.
COL GURSEWAK SINGH (RETD),
RWA president

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : A 32-year-old man
was killed and his colleague
injured after a rashly driven
car hit their motorcycle on Sunday night in Chandimandir,
police said.
The deceased, Amit Sharma,
belonged to Hamirpur in Himachal Pradesh and worked as an
electrician in BNAL Prefabs, a
Chandimandir-based company.
Sharma with his colleague
Shekhar Singh riding pillion,
were on their way to the Chandigarh Railway Station from Barwala at about 9.30 pm when the
car hit them.
“We were near the Naggal
toll plaza in Barwala when a
rashly driven car coming from
Panchkula hit the bike head-on

VICTIM AMIT SHARMA,
32, BELONGED TO
HAMIRPUR IN HIMACHAL
PRADESH; WAS RIDING
PILLION WITH HIS
COLLEAGUE
after which we fell down,” Singh
told police.
Sharma with severe head
injuries and Singh with multiple injuries on his hands, face,
nose and legs were taken to the
Panchkula Civil Hospital in Sector 6 after passersby called an
ambulance.
From there, the two were
referred to Chandigarh hospitals, where Sharma died at the
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research

HC notice on PIL
seeking removal of
furniture market

2 BOOKED FOR
GIVING FAKE
PAPERS TO GET
RATION CARDS

HT Correspondent

booked two college students for
allegedly submitting fake certificates with stamp of a police post
to get their ration cards made
from a common service centre
(CSC) in Barwala.
Cops said the complainant,
Poonam Soni of Naggal village in
Barwala, who runs the centre,
was approached by Ramesh
Kumar Yadav and Sikander
Mehto, both residents of Kurukshetra and students of Swami
Devi Dayal College, Barwala,
last week.
She said the boys gave her a
no-objection certificate (NoC)
with the stamp of the Mauli
police post. However, smelling a
rat, she had asked them how they
got the NoC as they were not
local residents, to which they
said a man from Golpura village
had taken ₹800 from them to get
the certificate made.
She said she had also visited
the police post concerned, where
she came to know about the forgery of the signatures as well as
the stamp.
Based on the complaint, a case
was registered against the two
under Sections 120B (criminal
conspiracy), 420 (cheating), 467
(forgery of valuable security,
will, etc), 468 (forgery for purpose of cheating), 471 (using as
genuine a forged document or
electronic record) and 473 (making or possessing counterfeit
seal, etc., with intent to commit
forgery punishable otherwise) of
the IPC at the Chandimandir
police station.
Investigating official assistant sub-inspector Rishi Pal said
three officials from the Mauli
police post had visited the centre, where the complainant had
called the boys.
“The boys were apprehended,
but were later released on assurance of their college chairman.
They will be called again as they
said the man who created the
fake stamp will visit Barwala on
HTC
April 17,” he said.
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CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and

Haryana high court (HC) issued
a notice to the Chandigarh
administration on Monday on a
plea seeking directions to
remove the furniture market
from Sector 52 here.
The public interest litigation
(PIL) also demands appropriate
action against the officers,
responsible for setting up this
illegal market.
There are around 200 temporary shops on both sides of a road
built on government land.
The high court bench of chief
justice Krishna Murari and justice Arun Palli has sought reply
from the administration by July

16 on the plea of Joginder Singh
Bhogal, a city resident.
The court was told that the
precious government land,
acquired from villagers for the
construction of a housing colony, has been allowed to be
encroached upon by traders.
The shopkeepers of furniture
shops are doing roaring business
there.
The shops, being run in temporary structures, are also not
following any safety norms.
“Due to this reason, fire breaks
out in the market repeatedly
resulting in losses worth crores
of rupees. However, as shopkeepers are doing good business,
the fire incidents do seem to have
any adverse effect on them,” the
court was told.

Thieves target locked house in Sector 25 of
45K visit Mansa Devi temple, Panchkula, family estimates loss in lakhs
N AV R AT R A FA I R

₹21 lakh donated on Day 3
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : Around 45,000 devotees thronged the Mata Mansa
Devi temple on the third day of
the Chaitra Navratra fair on
Monday. The nine-day festival,
which is also being celebrated at
the Kali Mata temple in Kalka,
will conclude on April 14.
SP Arora, chief executive officer, Mata Mansa Devi Shrine
Board, said, “Around 45,000

devotees thronged the temple on
Monday. The number was less
as compared to other days due to
rough weather in the morning.”
Arora further said that about
₹21 lakh donation in cash was
collected on the third day at both
the temples, taking the total to
around ₹67 lakh since the fair
started.
According to the data, 264
ornaments of silver and 18 of
gold had been donated by Sunday, while the officials are yet to

calculate the corresponding figures for Monday. Other than
that, 21 US dollars, 7 Canadian
dollars and 10 England pounds
were also donated by Sunday.
MOBILE DISPENSARIES
The health department has also
set up mobile dispensaries at the
temple in which around 1,000
devotees have been given services. Also, adequate security arrangements have been
put in place for the fair.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA: Unidentified thieves

struck at a locked house in Sector 25, here, on Sunday and took
away cash and jewellery worth
lakhs, as the family had gone out
of the town, police said.
In his complaint to police,
Sunil Garg, who runs a construction material company
(iron and steel) in Chandigarh,
said that he and his family had
gone to Vrindavan on the occasion of Navratra on Saturday
morning.
The family came back on Sunday night at around 10.30pm and
was shocked to see the main
door lock broken and all the
items inside ransacked.
The complainant lives with
his family in a two-storied
house.
Garg told the police that upon
inspection, he found all the door
locks at the ground and first
floor were broken open.
“Gold amounting to around
₹3 lakh with cash around ₹1
lakh was found missing from
the ground floor of the house,”
Garg said.
“Also, gold jewellery worth
₹7 lakh, including chain set,
ring, pendant, diamond earrings, around three kilogram

n

The house that was burgled in Sector 25, Panchkula, on Sunday night.

HOUSE OWNER AND
HIS FAMILY HAD GONE
TO VRINDAVAN TO TAKE
PART IN NAVRATRA
CELEBRATIONS
silver and ₹7 lakh cash was
missing from the first floor,” he
said further.

(PGIMER) on Monday.
Singh was taken to the Government Medical College and
Hospital, Sector 32, and discharged after treatment, said
inspector Naveen Kumar,
Chandimandir station house
officer.
“The car driver identified as
Tarun Kumar of Naraingarh,
Ambala, fled from the spot,
leaving behind his Maruti Ritz
car with the registration number HR-04E-2662. The car has
been impounded and he will be
arrested soon,” Naveen Kumar
said.
A case was registered against
him under Sections 279 (rash
driving), 304A (causing death by
negligence) and 337 (causing
hurt by act endangering life or
personal safety of others) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).

Sources said the complainant
has submitted that the cash kept
at the first floor was related to
some payment.
NO CCTV INSTALLED
IN THE HOUSE: COPS
Investigating official, assistant
sub-inspector (ASI), Zile Singh,
Chandimandir police station
said, “There is no close-circuit

SANT ARORA/HT

television (CCTV) camera
installed in the house. Investigation has been initiated in the
matter. “
Following the complaint by
Garg, a case has been registered
under Sections 380 (theft in
dwelling
house,
etc)
and 457 (lurking house-trespass) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC), said the ASI.

PANCHKULA : Police on Monday

BARWALA COLLEGE
STUDENTS HAD GOT
MADE A NO-OBJECTION
CERTIFICATE WITH
FORGED STAMP OF
MAULI POLICE POST FOR
GETTING RATION CARDS

Narang takes charge
as acting chief of
beopar mandal

2 held for keeping weapons illegally

CHANDIGARH: Senior vice-president of Chandigarh Beopar Mandal (CBM) Subhash Narang has
been appointed as the acting
president of Chandigarh Beopar
Mandal till the elections next
year.
This was announced by CBM
chairman Charanjiv Singh at an
executive body meeting of Chandigarh Beopal Mandal held on
Monday. It was also decided that
the same executive body will
continue for now.Narang said
that since he resides in the heart
of city — Sector 22 — he will be
well equipped to take the issues
of the traders forward.
HTC

AMBALA: In separate cases, the

HT Correspondent
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chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

district police arrested two persons after recovering illegal
weapons from their possession
on Sunday late night.
In the first case, police
received a tip-off that Gurbaj
Singh alias Kala , a resident of
Hira Nagar in Ambala City is
roaming in the city area with an
illegal weapon.

CHECKPOST SET UP
In his complaint to the Ambala
sadar police, a police official
said, “We received the information that Gurbaj has an
illegal weapon on him and was
going to Devinagar to meet his
friend. A check post was laid
nearby. When the accused
reached the spot, he turned back
on spotting cops.”
“On suspicion, our team
nabbed him and while checking
a country-made pistol with a

magazine was recovered,” the
complaint stated.
In the second case, cops acting on a tip-off recovered a
country-made pistol along with
a magazine loaded with two live
rounds from the possession of
an accused identified as Bhola
Bakshi , a resident of Defence
Enclave in Boh village in
Ambala Cantonment.
As per the first information
report (FIR), accused Bhola was
arrested from an abandoned

5-quintal poppy husk
seized in Ambala, 2 held
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA :Police arrested two persons at a naka near Dhanana village, around 30km from Ambala,
and recovered 5.2 quintals of
poppy husk from a Tata Ace
pick-up truck on late Sunday
night.
While the accused — Karambir of Golpur village in Panchkula and Ashwani Gupta of
Shahzadpur in Ambala — were

ACCUSED USED TO
SUPPLY CONTRABAND
IN NARAINGARH,
SHAHZADPUR AND
SAHA, SAY POLICE
arrested, their accomplice,
Rinku Rana of Behbalbur village
in Panchkula, managed to flee.
Naraingarh crime investigation agency (CIA-1) in-charge

sub-inspector Karan Singh said
the contraband was stuffed in 13
bags. “The accused used to supply contraband in Naraingarh,
Shahzadpur and Saha,” he said.
A case has been registered
against the accused under the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act at
the Shahzadpur police station.
The accused were produced
before a local court on Monday
and remanded to four-day
police custody.

poultry farm in Boh village.
A case has been registered
against Gurbaj at Ambala sadar
police station and Bhola Bakshi
at Mahesh Nagar police station
under Sections 25/54059 of the
Arms Act.
DUO PRESENTED
BEFORE COURT
The duo was presented before
the court which sent Gurbaj to
judicial custody and Bhola to
two-day police remand.

35-year-old’s body
found in Mullanpur
MOHALI:

Police recovered a
35-year-old man’s body from Jayanti Majri dam in Mullanpur on
Sunday late night.
The police said they are yet to
ascertain the identity of the person. “We were informed by a passerby who saw the body floating
over the water,” a police official
privy to the matter said.
“Following the information, a
police team recovered the body
which has been kept at the mortuary in Kharar civil hospital.The
postmortem will be done once
someone from his family
approaches us,” police said.HTC
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE MOHALI VOTERS WANT

FAR AWAY FROM GOOD SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS, LIFE’S A BUMPY RIDE ON BAD ROADS
BRAKES APPLIED Basic facilities such as regular water and electricity supply, education and healthcare are missing as infrastructure has not matched with Mohali’s expansion
POLLUTION IS AN
IMPORTANT
POLL ISSUE

URBANISATION
HAS ITS
DRAWBACKS

NEED TO CREATE
MORE GOVT
JOBS

SPELL OUT WAYS
TO MAKE ROADS
SAFER

Padma Bhargav, 49, Social
worker, Dera Bassi

MS Aujla, 63, Former
director, town planning,
local government,
Punjab
A major problem in Mohali is
unabated urbanisation.
People have come here and
settled down but don’t
understand how the
thousands of new vehicles
added on the roads can
create problems for the city
as this leads to traffic jams
and pollution. The infrastructure required with
urbanisation, however, is
not in place. Connectivity is
an issue and lack of public
transport adds to the
problems. I believe that
urbanisation is leading a
nation backwards. This has
to be sorted out.

Nitin Rai Chaudhary, 33,
Entrepreneur, Sector 71,
Mohali, resident

Harpreet Singh, 40,
Founder president of the
NGO Avoid Accident

The government has failed
to create more job platforms, which is why the
youth is being compelled to
join the private sector to
earn money. The good jobs
usually go to those with
connections or others more
driven who know how to
push for what they want.
Youngsters who do not
have proper references find
it difficult to get jobs. More
skill- and talent-based jobs
should be created because
it hurts when a talented
person is rejected and the
job goes to an undeserving
candidate.

Political parties should spell
out ways to make roads
safer in their manifestos.
Mohali remains one of the
top five districts in Punjab
with the maximum number
of traffic accidents and
fatalities. A major problem
here is that accountability
has been divided with
different roads under
GMADA , PUDA and the MC
whereas the best solution is
to have one department in
charge of the roads and
related infrastructure to
quickly resolve problems
related to speeding, speed
signage, traffic lights, etc.

It is strange that politicians
don’t focus on something as
important as pollution and
its attendant problems
during the elections despite
the fact that it affects the
lives of each one of us here.
Today, it has become
difficult to live in this town
because of pollution. The
300 industrial units in the
township do not follow the
norms prescribed by the
Pollution Control Board.
Even though Dera Bassi has
been declared an industrial
town, there is hardly any
infrastructure available here
to deal with the pollution
and let residents enjoy a
quality lifestyle .

HUGE TRAFFIC
JAMS NEAR
FLYOVER
Jaspreet Singh, 28,
Hotelier, Zirakpur
Traffic congestion creates
problems in Zirakpur. There
are major jams every day
from the city’s main flyover
to the Chandigarh border.
We have requested the
authorities concerned
several times to come up
with better traffic management, but in vain. One does
not see traffic cops on that
particular stretch. The roads
on both sides are also in a
bad shape. With so many
townships coming up in
Zirakpur and a large number
of people moving in from
Chandigarh and other
places to the city, it’s sad
that the authorities have
failed to beautify the entry
point of Zirakpur.

NO SOLUTIONS
TO STRAY
CATTLE MENACE
Rashpal Singh, 47,
Phase-4, Mohali, resident
The major problem afflicting the city is that of stray
cattle. Though the issue has
been debated many times in
meetings of the municipal
council for the past several
years, only one squad has
been set up for managing
stray cattle and dogs. The
cattle have a free run of the
highway and are a potential
traffic hazard, but the
authorities of the civic
body look away. Haphazard
parking in various markets
of the city too continues
to be a problem, causing
much inconvenience to
locals and visitors, but no
arrangements are being
made to deal with the
problem..

WE NEED GOOD
SCHOOLS,
HOSPITALS
Ranjana Vidhdhwan, 47,
Social activist, Nayagaon
resident
The residents of Mohali are
fighting over civic issues.
Roads over here are
damaged, we don’t get
regular water or electricity.
Garbage is being dumped
at random spots and stray
cattle are creating endless
problems for residents. Our
representatives have failed
to organise better facilities
for us in spite of the fact
that we pay huge taxes.
There are no good schools
over here so children have
to travel quite a distance to
reach one. Lack of good
hospitals too mean patients have to be rushed to
other parts of the tricity.

MAKING THEIR PRESENCE FELT At around 65% of electorate, urban voters played decisive roles in 2009 and 2014;
colonies and villages had been decisive in city MP polls till 2004; increased voter turnout and wave politics is also a factor
THE RISE OF THE URBAN VOTER
With 65% of the share at 4 lakh electorate of about 6.2 lakh voters enroled this time,
the suave urban middle class can tilt the election anyway it likes. An increased turnout
since 2004 only gives it more power. Here’s a look at Chandigarh’s turnout since 2004
and how the three segments voted in 2009 and 2014.

2019

CHANDIGARH SEAT

YEAR TURNOUT IN CHANDIGARH (%)
2014

Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Urban voters, one of

2009

the three major segments, in the
Chandigarh Parliamentary seat,
are expected to play a key role
this election, if the trend that
started in 2009 and 2014 continues, data shows. With almost
65% of the vote share at 4 lakh
electorate of 6.2 lakh enroled voters, the suave urban middle class
did make its presence felt in the
previous two general elections.
Their increased turnout and a
political wave in the country also
made a difference.
The increase in turnout in
Chandigarh has been sharp and
is mostly attributed to the rise of
the urban voter. From 48% in
1999, it increased to 50% in 2004,
rose to 65% in 2009, before clocking 73% in 2014.
Before 2009, voters from slumrehabilitated colonies and villages, the other two segments, usually played a major role in choos-

2004

73
65
50
2014 POLLS*

VOTES IN CITY AREA

VOTES IN COLONIES

VOTES IN VILLAGES

2.4 lakh
BJP (Kirron Kher)
1.1 lakh
Congress (Pawan Bansal) 58,000

1.4 lakh

72,000

AAP (Gul Panag)

33,500
BJP (Kirron Kher)
51,000 BJP (Kirron Kher)
Congress (Pawan Bansal) 46,000 Congress (Pawan Bansal) 17,000
15,000
AAP (Gul Panag)
29,000 AAP (Gul Panag)

64,000

2009 ELECTION

1.9 lakh

98,000

57,000

Congress (Pawan Bansal) 1 lakh
Congress (Pawan Bansal) 36,000 Congress (Pawan Bansal) 24,000
BJP (Satya Pal Jain)
65,000 BJP (Satya Pal Jain)
20,000 BJP (Satya Pal Jain)
17,000
BSP (Harmohan Dhawan) 18,000 BSP (Harmohan Dhawan) 32,000 BSP (Harmohan Dhawan) 12,000
*Figures have been rounded off

ing the MP, as they had a larger
percentage of turnout. This
helped a candidate make up any
votes hemighthavebeentrailing
by, in the city areas.

tricitytoday
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SESSION ON COMMUNICATION

CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP
A one-day capacity building workshop on ‘Representing Social Conflict: A
study of Shroud’ by Munshi Prem Chand and 'Remembering Saroj’
by Nirala will be organised by Post Graduate Government College for
Girls, Sector 42, Chandigarh. The resource persons for the workshop is
professor Yojna Rawat, chairperson, USOL, Panjab University, Chandigarh.
Where: Multimedia Room , IT Block, PGGCG, When: 10:30am

FRENCH COMEDY
French comedy titled Meilleur espoir féminin (most promising actress)
will be screened by Alliance Française .The Cine Club there will screen the
movie with English subtitles and a discussion will be held afterwards.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

ted suicide by hanging himself
from a ceiling fan at his home at
Devash Nagar, Balongi, on Monday. Investigation officer Dilbaag Singh said police was
informed by his friends, who
took him to the civil hospital in
Phase 6.
The cause of the suicide is
unknown, the police said, adding
that the post-mortem will be conducted at the Kharar civil
hospital on Tuesday.
“We have initiated inquest
proceedings under Section 174 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC),” Dilbaag added.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The district court on
Dhanas

CHANDIGARH: Dhanas,
Sector 39W, Sector 29C
MOHALI :Sector 71 and
Sector 68
PANCHKULA :Sector 15

Chandigarh

Sector 71

Sector 39W
Sector 29C

Mohali

Sector 68

Panchkula

Sector 15

To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com

tained minor injuries when a
Punjab Roadways bus overturned on Rupnagar-Chandigarh road near Rangilpur village, about five kilometre from
here, on Monday. The accident
took place at around 10am.
The Punjab Roadways bus
bearing registration no PB12CR6906 was going from Chandigarh
to Amritsar.
The mishap took place when
the bus reached near Rangilpur
village as the driver lost control
and the bus overturned injuring
the three passengers.
The bus driver who has been
identified as Jaimal Singh, has

Monday held a father-son duo
guilty in a 2015 case of road rage
which led to the death of a Panchkula man.
The quantum of the sentence
in the case will be pronounced on
Wednesday.
The matter dates back to July
14, 2015, when the complainant,
Vijay Kumar, 43, of Sector 15,
Panchkula, along with the victim, Rohtash, of Indira Colony,
was on their way to Sector 33 in a

THE CASE DATES
BACK TO JULY 2015;
THE SENTENCE WILL
BE PRONOUNCED ON
WEDNESDAY
car being driven by the latter.
Kumar said a speeding Tata
Safari SUV overtook them near
Nirankari Bhawan in Mauli
Jagran, following which its
driver, Sanjeev Sharma, and his
co-passenger and son Rony
Sharma, both of Sector 8, Panch-

SSP writes to
CISF, seeks action
against constables
Shub Karman Dhaliwal
n

shubkarman.dhaliwal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: A week after two
constables of the Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) were
found to have misbehaved with a
woman in Sector 26 on March 30
night,UT Senior Superintendent
of Police (SSP) Nilambari Jagdale has written to the CISF
groupcommandertotakeaction.
The duo, Raja Ratnam and
KimidiSaoRam,wereinebriated
at the time of the incident that
happened near a liquor shop, the
SSP’s letter states, adding
that they continue to be posted in
the city.
SSP Nilambari told HT, “Two
people were involved, the
woman was married and has
children. The men did not man
handle or touch the woman, but
passed lewd comments.”
She added, “The woman did
not give a complaint. A communiqué has been sent to the CISF
officials of the area, to at least
take departmental action
against the men concerned.
There should be no repeat of
such misbehaviour.”
Officials privy to the matter
said the incident took place on
March 30, about 9.58pm and the

›

Two people
misbehaved with a
woman. A communiqué
has been sent to the CISF
officials, to at least take
departmental action
against the men involved.
NILAMBARI JAGDALE, SSP, UT

sector police took the constables
for a medical examination after
the incident. This medical report
found that the two men were
drunk.
This is the second incident of
its kind in the city over the past
month. On March 9, Gurdeep
Singh, 32, a Punjab Police constable attached with a deputy superintendent of police -rank officer,
was booked for harassing a
woman and for entering the
women’s toilet at the Sukhna
Lake.
Gurdeep was posted in Ludhiana and had visited the city on
official work. He had tried to flee
after locking a woman inside the
toilet. A case was registered
against him at the Sector-3 police
station.

POLLBUZZ

been arrested.
A team of doctors reached the
spot after the accident and
provided first aid to the injured,
following which they were discharged.
The traffic on the road
was affected due to overturning
of the bus.
The bus was removed from
the road with the help of a crane
and other equipment.
Police have registered a case
under Sections 279 (rash driving
or riding on a public way), 337
(causing hurt by act endangering life or personal safety of others),427 (mischief causing
damage to the amount of fifty
rupees) of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) against the bus driver,
Jaimal.

Road rage: Man, son guilty
of thrashing man to death

When: 12.30 pm, Where: Alliance Française, Sector 36, Chandigarh

APNI MANDI

CAMPAIGNING TILTED
TOWARDS CITY
Even as parties pay lip-service to
all three voter segments, their
campaigning has been urbancentric. Sanjay Tandon and Kirron, ticket claimants from the
BJP, have been holding more
public meetings in urban areas.
Bansal has been focusing on
the failure of the BJP in addressing concerns of city voters and
additional tax burden.
He believes urban voters can
be swayed by his backing of the
Metro project and the city’s poor
performance in Swachh Survekshan under the BJP.

Punjab Roadways
bus overturns, 3 hurt
RUPNAGAR: Three passengers sus-

When: 2.45pm onwards

URBAN EDGE FROM 2009
The tables turned in 2009, but
Bansal was on the right side
again.With Harmohan Dhawan,
contesting then from the BSP,
eating into his vote share in colonies and villages, it was 35,000
urban votes that helped Bansal
retain his seat.
In 2014, BJP’s Kirron Kher
polled about 1.1 lakh votes from
urban areas, with Bansal getting
just over 50% of this at 57,000.
This margin proved decisive to
Kirron’s victory. The then AAP
candidate Gul Panag had also
eaten into Bansal’s vote share in
colonies and the city.

28-YEAR-OLD
ENDS LIFE
IN BALONGI
MOHALI:Amit Kumar, 28, commit-

Where: UICET(Chemical Engineering Auditorium), PU

at the Centre that year.
Colony votes proved the
decider again in 2004 with 37,500
votes helping Bansal claim victory against BJP’s Satya Pal
Jain. In city areas, Bansal and
Jain ran neck and neck.

‘POLITICS USUALLY
HAPPENS IN WAVES’
Panjab University political science professor Khalid Mohammad says, “Bansal, who often
won, because of votes from colonies had a huge swing from city
areas in the 2009 election because
of the positive image of the then
Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh and decent work that the
United Progressive Alliance
(UPA-1) had done.”
He adds, “In 2014, it was Modi
wave and corruption allegations
in the UPA-II that swayed the
urban middle class towards the
BJP.”

of 28,000 from slum-rehabilitated
colonies and a little push from
villages meant that he scraped
through that election. Incidentally, the BJP had come to power

n

Panjab University, Chandigarh is organising 54th PU Colloquium on the
topic ‘Communication Ecosystem: Socio-Media Perspective’.
Chairperson of Haryana State Higher Education Council, BK Kuthiala will
be the speaker.

IN 2014, KIRRON POLLED
ABOUT 1.1 LAKH VOTES
FROM URBAN AREAS,
WITH BANSAL GETTING
50% OF THIS AT
57,000; THIS MARGIN
PROVED TO BE DECISIVE

An instance of this was seen in
1999, when the Congress’ Pawan
Kumar Bansal trailed by 29,000
votes from urban areas to BJP’s
Krishan Lal Sharma. Yet, a lead

HT Correspondent

Atul Sharma, 37, RTI
activist based in Mohali
The town is turning into a
concrete jungle due to
unplanned development
that is playing havoc with
the environment. Despite
water shortage in the city no
concrete steps are being
taken to conserve water
bodies or check depleting
water levels. Due to paver
blocks being used for
pavements rainwater will
not be absorbed by the soil.
Water harvesting has also
not been made mandatory.
Steps should also be taken
to preserve the green cover
by planting trees that are
local instead of useless
ornamental trees.

INPUTS FROM HILLARY VICTOR, SHAILEE DOGRA AND IDREES BUKHTIAR

Urbansegmentofvoterswillbethekey
election

SAVE WATER
BODIES, GREEN
COVER

kula, started abusing them.
Kumar said as Rohtash
objected, the duo stopped the car
and started beating him, hurting
him so badly that he died on the
way to the general hospital in
Sector 6, Panchkula.
The duo was booked under
Sections 302 (punishment for
murder), 304 (punishment
for culpable homicide not
amounting to murder) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC),
and Section 3(2) (5) of the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe
(Prevention of Atrocities
Act) , 1989.

n

LESSONS FOR THE UNINITIATED: Comedy is a funny way of being serious. Hitting the bull’s eye,
albeit, in their own special language of humour, this group of ‘pseudo politicians’ from late Jaspal
Bhatti’s Nonsense Club held special coaching classes on elections 2019 at Student Centre,
Panjab University, on Monday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

AAP’s general secy, SAD ‘Chai Pe Charcha’ of
leader join Congress
BJP goes to villages
The wave of leaders changing allegiance continues with four Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) leaders, holding positions in the local unit joining
the Congress, with their supporters on Monday. The leaders were AAP’s general secretary
NS Dhaliwal; campaign committee member
Kalpana Dass; joint secretary Rosyleen Kaur
and executive member Gurdeep Singh Saini.
Dhaliwal claimed he was stifled in the AAP. At
another rally in Dera Bassi where Congress
candidate from Patiala, Preneet Kaur, was
present, SAD leader Amrik Singh Malakpur
and Kaka Singh Saidpur, a former block samiti
member, also joined the Congress.

BJP took its ‘Chai Pe Charcha’ campaign to
villages of Kishangarh, Khuda Ali Sher and
Khudda Lahora, where the respective hosts
were Bhajan Singh Mandu, Hukum Chand
and Balwinder Sharma. City party chief Sanjay Tandon shared the steps that the Modi government had taken for securing the interests
of farmers. He told the gathering that one such
scheme was Kisan Nidhi Yojana, under which
small farmers were entitled to honorarium of
₹6,000 per annum via direct bank transfer.
COMPILED BY VIVEK GUPTA, SHAILEE
DOGRA AND MUNIESHWER A SAGAR
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CHANDIGARH, TUESDAY, APRIL 09, 2019

ON TUESDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED QUALIFIED OT
Technicians, Staff Nurses, Front
Office Assistant for Super speciality
Surgical Centre. Please contact us
with resume - Kapoor's Kidney and
Urostone Centre, Sector-46D,
Chandigarh. Between 11:30 AM 2PM, 9914408834, Email:
kucchandigarh@gmail.com

SALESMAN, REQUIRED for gold
jewellery wholesale for punjab.
Salary plus incentives after target
Rs 25000 onwards. Room plus food
optional. Interview 2 to 5 pm. F 19,
Phase 8, Sector 72, eltop industrial
area, near ivy hospital, mohali.
Phone 0172-4682019
kundanlites@gmail.com

REQUIRED FEMALE REQUIRES TEACHERS Full PartTime for Spoken English,
French, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Biology, Accountancy, Computer Science (class 6th to 12th, 5
for each)5 Councillors, 2 Computer
Operator, 1 Receptionist, 2 Sales
Executive, 1 Canteen Manager Send
biodata or appear for interview on
8th & 9th April upto 4pm Pay between 10k-25k Expert Digital Academy SCO 85-86,city heart, Chandigarh road, Kharar 9914004186,
9876140171, 9877060252

Telemarketing staff with good
communication skills and fluency in
English. Basic salary plus incentives
will be provided. For walk in
Interview visit:- House of Wonder
Wash, Plot No. 98, Industrial area,
Phase-2, Chandigarh. Contact:
9888016318.

Walk-In

for jobs in Operations with
leading Private Sector Banks

Leading Private Sector Banks are
hiring Fresh Graduates or Graduates
with 0-2 years experience for Entry
Level Positions in Retail Branch
Banking & Backend Operations
Eligibility Criteria• Age Less than 27 years
• Graduation with min. 50% marks
Selected candidates to undergo
250 hours paid training program
conducted by professional bankers

URGENTLY REQUIRED Medical
Rep. in Kaiser life sciences at
Chandigarh HQ, Covering Chandigarh, Mohali, Ropar.(Minimum 1 year
experience) preferably in Cardio diabetic segment. Contact
9988564040, send your resume:
kaiserlifesciences@gmail.com

REQUIRED GRADUATE Male for
the post of Store Keeper/ Incharge,
for Mfg. Unit at Panchkula, Ph-2
with Min. 2 Yrs Experience in Store
functions, Send Resume to
hr@horometrical.com

REQUIRED SINCERE female Experienced Office Coordinator with
good Computer Knowledge in reputed Distribution Firm, Sector 7
Chandigarh Salary no bar for Deserving Candidate, Accommodation
available for outstation candidates
Email: allianceenterprises21@
gmail.com Mobile: 9815200998.

LEADING MANUFACTURING
Unit of Rebonded foam, Mattress,
Adhesive Required Area Sales
Manager, Sales Executive-10 For
Punjab Territory First Preference
will be given to same Trade, Fresher
Can Also Apply. Whatsapp9216907307 Email:- sutlejudyog@
gmail.com

science teachers for class VI to Xth
for 46 branch. Aims Tutorial, SCO
171-172, Sector 8-C, Chandigarh.
9988506200

A GOVT. licence holder immigration
company required counselors,
telecallers, receptionist, marketing
manager salary 10000-35000 +
incentive call: 9878827402

WANTED FEMALE Tutor for
Maths Reasoning with fluent english
Call: 9872641491, 8847482938

AVAILABLE CAR Driver, Full Experience, BA. Pass, Personal/ Official Car Etc. Contact:- 9463751700.

Mohali Needs Female Trainers
Contact:- 9914915132.

Job & Accountant (Tally Expert) at
Swami Suzuki, 2-Wheeler Dealer,
Chandigarh. Call & WatsApp your
resume on 7837760021.

Knowledge of Autocad (Mechanical)
Starting Salary Rs. 15000/- Verma
International. 9914348020, 01725058282.

telecaller, counselor and legal
advisor required Salary 10-35000 +
incentives Next day joining. Six days
working. 9646890442.

YOUNG BOYS as Field
Representatives/ Field Boys,
minimum +2, Salary 12000-17500.
Shivalik Complex, Zirakpur.
9855888384.

URGENT REQUIREMENT for
BDM, Sales Manager, ASM and Sales
Executive, Male/ Female for MNC
Company in Mohali. Mob:9855657770, 0172-5053111.

keeper, Maintenance Supervisor and
Front Office Executive by Reputed
Hotel at Chandigarh. Deserving
candidates may send their resume
at career@mayahotels.in.
8146657163

WANTED SENIOR Xray Technician, Front office Executive/ Computer Operator with Good Typing
Speed Good Salary. Contact Dr. Rajeeiv Kapoor Kaps Diagnoscan
Centre House No. 1637 Sector-4,
Panchkula.

tive 20, Senior Accountant 20, Management Trainee 20 Exp- 1-2 Yr,
Qualification- B.Com, M.Com, MBA,
CS, CA, CMA, Chartered Accountant
Exp 2-4 Yr Qualification- CA, CAInter, CA- Final Plot- I-60, Alpha ITCity, Sector-83, Call 9115497071,
9115497074 Email: hr@kft.co.in,
info@kft.co.in

REQUIRED COUNSELLORS,
Tellecallers, Filing Officer, IELTS
Trainer, Office Boy For Reputed Immigration Company, Mohali and Fatehgarh Sahib Branch. Salary No.
Bar. Contact: Campbell Education.
SCO. 103, Top Floor, Phase-7, Mohali
and Fatehgarh Sahib, Sirhind.
8699999036, 9888617955.

REQUIRES VISA Filling Officers
for Leading Immigration Company in
Mohali. Education Abroad Consultants, SCO-531, 2nd Floor, Sector-70
Mohali. (Part time Option Also Available). Contact: -7696210210.

Computer Operator to Promote
Educational Magazines in Tricity.
Freshers Welcome. WhatsApp
9501247476.

GRADUATE REQUIRED 1 to 3

TWO GIRLS for receptionist-cumAccount & Three Boys for Peon Cum
Machine Helper requirement
urgently at Gagandeep Photolith
Process Pvt. Ltd. #375, FF, Ind. Area
Phase-9, Mohali. Mob. 9876600496.

REQUIRED MBA/ Graduate/ 12th
Marketing sales executive, dynamic,
minimum experience 1 year, own
conveyance, good salary plus
incentive, SCO-376. Sector-32D, GF,
Chandigarh. 9815735569.

year experience for pharma marketing Panchkula office, Salary - 10000
to 15000 + incentives. Number 8360806318.

REQUIRED FEMALE Office
Assistant Basic Knowledge of
Computer. Office boy with Own
Conveyance, Access Media. PhaseXI, 8146803011.

REQUIRED FEMALE Computer
Operator Jhalaria Associates Showroom -1, Mamta Enclave, Dhakoli,
Zirakpur Call 98141-00657, 9815700928.

BECOME A Banker HDFC Bank
urgently required only Graduate
male/ female age below 26/ Salary
13200/-, Contact: 9056992009,
9056947009.

by CA. Tally.ERP9, Advance Excel,
TDS, payroll, GST and TDS returns,
E-filing 0172-4635239, 8968770993.
Accounting jobs 8968770994

URGENTLY REQUIRE Male/
female Sales-Executive & Electronics
Services-Engineer at Mohali.
Fresher can also-apply:
info@abdurasystems.co.in Contact:
8727944404/7837773773.

PCD PHARMACEUTICAL Company Chandigarh: Required Business
Development Executive (02), Accounts Executive (01) Email: metlar.formulations@gmail.com
9988368960.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED/
REQUIRED DOCTORS for Multispeciality Hospital (Shamli) on Saharanpur Delhi highway. Gynecologist, Surgeon, Physician, Pediatrician. Contact 9780023053,
9888938633

JOBS IN Sales/ Marketing/ Telecalling Chandigarh/ Punjab/ Himachal,
Salary 10,000 to 18,000. No
Charges. 8264668478.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Accountant and Sale Executive. Motia
Royal Business Park, 2nd Floor, Zirakpur, Contact:- 9988057771.

COMPUTER OPERATOR wanted
for a Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
unit at Industrial area Phase-9
Mohali 7973864069

Visa Counselor Female having
experience of 2-4 years can apply
Skywin. 9090000021.

REQUIRED FEMALE Telecaller/

ACCOUNTS, GST training course

Experienced IELTS Trainers in Sector
34A, Chandigarh. Oneview
Immigration, 99154-12034, 6280097434.

REQUIRED VISA filling Executive

Staff, Promoter Staff in FMCG in
Ludhiana Jalandhar & Amritsar, TA/
DA/ Incentives. Experience
Required. Call:- 9020000099.

Agency Requires Graphic Designer,
Salary Between Rs. 25,000-Rs.
30,000 PM. Contact: Ashwinder
9814437410.

GRADUATE CIVIL/ Structure
Engineer Trainess and Experienced
Drafts Person Required for
established Mohali firm with North
American projects. Willing to take
qualifying exam for engineering
fundamentals, Proficiency in Auto
Cad must, Competitive salary
package, email resume to
designingcivil@gmail.com

Fresher Visa Counsellor/ Telecallers
at Zirakpur. Salary 12000-25000/-,
Smart Male/ Female. 7087780959.

MUNSHI REQUIRES for advocate
office having knowledge of computer contact: #388 sector 10
Panchkula 9814200388

REQUIRED FEMALE sales Girl for
Showroom qualified. SCO 376, GF,
Sector 32-D, Chandigarh.
9815735569.

ARE YOU searching any job just
email your resume
sunrise40chd@gmail.com
9888195107

FULL/ PARTTIME Capable/ Experience Computer Operator/ Typist, Office Clerk. Flexi Hours,
3128/28-D, Chandigarh. 9417703128.

ONLINE BIDDER Job for IT Company (Urgent Requirement) 0-2 Year
Experience. Location TRYCITY
PLAZA Mob. 9872141057.

Fresher Telecaller, Counsellor for
Immigration Company. Alternative,
Showroom No. 89, Phase-11.
9914690004.

REQUIRED ACCOUNTANT, Accounts Assistant, Chartered
Accountant, Receptionist, CA Firm.
466 Phase- 2, Mohali. 9815336699,
9815074009.

IMMIGRATION AND Visitor Visa
Counsellors, Telecallers, Digital
Marketing Expert. Worldmax SCO
69, 2nd Floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 7986498160.

URGENTLY REQUIRED 1 Female
HR, 2 Female Receptionist, 5 Field
Boy, 2 Peon Male/ Female, 1 Office
Boy, 2 Marketing Boy, 10 Telecaller
Girl/ Boy, 1 Computer Operator. Contact- 7340947512. Interview Timings
11:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

WANTED COMPUTER typist

REQUIRED ONE Godown Helper
(M) 10th/ 12th Pass at Asha
Enterprises, Plot No. 9 First Floor
IInd Area Phase II Chandigarh.

REQUIRED TELLECALLER nd
IELTS trainer experienced/ Fresher
for company sector 20. Chandigarh
handsome salary 99882-98354.

B.PHARMA, D. Pharma, B.Sc
wanted for a Pharmaeutical company at sector-22 Chandigarh contact 7973864069

CAR FOR SALE

SETHI ALUMINIUM fabricator,
Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation 9815716824

ALUMINIUM GLAZING, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

its Chandigarh office) is looking for
Assistant Branch Manager, Visa
Counselors, Visa Filing Officers,
Front Office Executives, Interview
Preparation Trainers. Only females
can apply. Good Salary + Incentives.
Walk in for an Interview at SCO 375376, 2nd Floor, Sector 35 B,
Chandigarh. Mob: 9855109010.

SWAMI SATYANAND College of
Management & Technology,
Amritsar. Required Faculty in Hotel
Management & Tourism
Management. Qualification As Per
UGC Norms. Apply within 15 Days At:
sscmt@rediffmail.com Ph.: 8558825091, 85588-25089,
www.sscmt.org

ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT/ Trainees (M/F), B.Com Familiar with Ex
Next Generation Software, Required
for Immediate Appointment, Meet
Personally/ Email Bio Data within 3
Days. Tepco C-104, Industrial Area,
Phase-7, Mohali. (Near Spice Chowk)
exporthouse@tepcoindia.com

TENDER HEART School (ICSE
Board), Sector 33-B, Chandigarh.
Requires Teachers-3, for
Kindergarten Section N.T.T. B.Ed. or
D.EI.Ed. Requires Dance Teacher-1.
Minimum 4 Years experience.
Application Form Rs. 100/- Submit
within 21 days.

BUSINESS

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY.

CUSTOMIZED OFFLINE/ online/

Start Diet based Weight Loss Centre
in All Major Cities of North India.
10-15 Lacs Investment. Handsome
Earnings. Contact Zonal Franchisor
9814013579.

ADVERTISING &
MARKKETING
AUTHORISED ADVERTISEMENT booking Agency: all Newspaper/ Radio/ TV. Parizwing: Showroom- 65, Sector 20-C, Chandigarh.
98885-16234

newspapers call Atul Arora 9815043655 Doorstep service. No extra
charges.

PACKERS & MOVERS
SUNRISE PACKERS MoversHousehold goods, office industrial,
Packing, Loading, Unloading, Transportation, Local Shifting. All India.
98154-02243, 98156-02242

HEMKUNT PACKERS & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

Movers Household Tricity All India
shifting uploading Transport. Call
9914224303, 9779844825.

REQUIRED COMPUTER Operator having complete knowledge of
online tenders, capable of handling
office work with two years
experience. Send bio-data on mail:
nl_engineeers_114@yahoo.com
Contact: 9417600658.

COUNSELORS AND Telecallers
Required for a Reputed Govt. Registered Overseas Education Consultancy Company in Mohali. Candidates
must be Minimum Graduate with Excellent Communication Skills.
8276800006.

WANTED FOR an Industrial unit in
Behra Derabassi opp federal Agro
APS Industries 1) Mech Engineer
with Autocad experience for new
project 2) An experienced Accountant/ Warehouse incharge contact:
9815063445

for Marketing in Amritsar, Min.
Qualification, MBA experienced
preferred Handsome Salary send
you CV at thetileworld@gmail.com

investigations and detective
services. Chanakya SCO-409,
Sector-35C, Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789, 0172-5014789.

REQUIRED MARKETING
Executives, Printer and Computer
Hardware Engineer. Contact with
resume at Computer Hut, SCO 11121113, 2nd floor, Sector-22B,
Chandigarh. Or Mail at
computerhutchd@yahoo.co.in

6200, Singapore 3200, Malaysia
2800, Thailand Free, Saiglobal Consultancy Chandigarh. 9041068379

SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers, 131,
Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

MANUFACTURERS OF Car Shed,
Polycarbonate, Fiber Domes,
Cannopies, khaprail, FRP Rooms
Contact 98725-29096.

TRAVEL & TOURS
GOA TRIP Rs. 11999/- 7 Days, Boat
Trip 4 Hours, 16 Activities, North/
South / Old Goa, Accommodation,
Fair, 450 Old Mummy Body. Punia's
79730-59762, 79730-51853.

INTERNATIONAL HOLIDAY
Tour Packages, Group Tours, Hotel
Booking, Cruise Trips , Lowest Price
with Star facilities- Travel Tingle
Chandigarh- 9779255001.

TICKETING/
RESERVATION
counted Airtickets, Package Tours
Contact: 38-39, Sector 17A, Chandigarh. 0172-5007863/ 5007864.

CAR ON HIRE

of mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by
appointment only please.

SEEMAA SINGH, a prominent face
on T.V. Offers accurate remedies.
www.seemaaastrologer.com.
Appointments: 7696134636;
7696267152

KUBERJI SHASTRI Lovemarriage, Vasikaran, Grehklesh,
Sotan-Dushman, Children, Solution
for All Problem. Kothi 206 Phase 3BI
Mohali. 7340794938

MANISHA ASTROLOGER (Post
Graduate) Expert Solving Infertility
Issues by God Grace. Marriage
Health, Child Education, Legal and
Others Issuee. 94174-04054.

Delhi 2199/ Delhi-Chandigarh 1999/
Innova 3499/ Tour Package available. 8699951267, 9463651267.

ALL KINDS of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available contact Devikas:- 9872438079

ACCOUNTING
SERVICES
ACCOUNTING SERVICE-FOR
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment, Part/
Pending Accounting work.
9877467025.

GST REGISTRATION, GST returns, all types of Business Accounting, ITR's, Tally/ Accounts Training
with 9888389367

PART/ PENDING Accounts, GST
registration & Returns ITR Filling &
Investments, office Zirakpur
9501431716, 9501644194.

LOAN/FINANCE
GOLD LOAN, Personal Loan,
DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,
Mosquitoes control with Bayer
India-smelless chemicals at reasonable rate. 35 years experience. All
clean pest control. 93161-34897,
98725-01485.

J.S PEST Control Pvt. Ltd. (member
IPCA Since 1986) Bayer Products.
393/37-D, Chandigarh 01724637099, 4636088, 98760-51133,
9915551155.

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards control
with Bayer India, Smelless
Chemicals at reasonable rate.
99880-93138.

SUNSHINE PEST Control Excellent
Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop No.
189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.

Scooter Loan for Govt. / Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector- 18-D,
Chandigarh - 9876580001.

CONTACT FOR all Kind of Loan,
Life Insurance, Vehicle Insurance.
Health Insurance, and investment.
7814395797.

CASH ON swipe of credit card at
nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector-18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

INTERIOR
DECORATION
UNIQUE INTERIORS and Renovation Work Specialist: Modular
kitchen, Cupboard, Wooden, Paint,
POP, Plumbing, Electrical, Civil
works, Labour job with Material.
98725-72926, 81463-68430.

CAR FOR SALE
OFFERS ARE invited by 13.04.19
for Skoda Superb Petrol Model 2011,
Tata Sumo Grand Diesel Model 2010,
Tata Sumo Diesel Model 2012, and
Chevrolet Tavera Diesel Model 2010
in as where is condition Available
for inspection at House No. 1131,
Sector 33-C, Chandigarh.

JCB 4DX/ 4WD Nov. 2016 Model,

EDUCATION

good condition for sale. Kindly contact: 9316007807, 8427706348.

operations selling school furniture.
255-A, Dashmesh Nagar (near post
office) Naya Gaon. Ph: 9814009610.

CONTACT FOR Massage and
Physiotherapy at Home service.
8054816684.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
FITNESS
WORLD CLASS Yoga Stretching
Just 1000 Rs per Session from Gold
Medalist Yog Guru. 9855555619
Management, Weight loose,
Backache, Kneepaine, diseases
management. Vishal 9780025020
(B.Ed, MA Yoga).

WEIGHT LOSS By Fat Loss. 15 Year
Old Successful Program. Over 15000
Satisfied Clients. Trusted by
Bollywood Celebrities. No Gym/
Surgery/Supplements. Unbelievable
Results. Panchkula 9814013579

EDUCATION

ENGLISH BY Gupta Sir. Home/Group Coaching Class IX Onwards.
Complete SYLLABUS During
Summer Vacation. Contact
9872655377/9888615377
Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.
Mohali near Kendriya Vidyalaya.
Provides coaching for:- UGC NET in
paper 1 for all subjects and for
paper 2 only EDU, CTET, PTET, HTET.
Coaching from sixth to tenth all
subjects, PCM for 11th 12th CBSE
Syllabus. Provides counseling, and
personality development by expert
counselor. 9888335952,
9872834918.

CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS,
Mathematics (JEE-MAINS, Advanced)
by Holistically Freaking Experts
(Teachers by Choice), Physics:Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir), (Ex-Sr.
Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector-41D,
Accounts, Economics, Business by
(CA, CS Vidushi, Shri Ram College of
Commerce, London School of
Economics UK Passout) Produced
AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017, Contact:
Vidushi Commerce Classes.
9988457457.

tors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

RESULT ORIENTED home tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee Contact Anand
Tutorials 7307203050,
9888407884.

HOME TUITIONS/ tutors
available (Female/ Male) all classes/
subjects Chandigarh/ Mohali/
Panchkula. Impact Creators: 8729015647 (Tutors Welcome)

CHEMISTRY GROUP & Home Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali. Contact:
9855420328.

HOME TUITION 9th, 10th, +1, +2,
NIOS, BBA, B.Com, BA, MBA,
Accounts. Reasonable fees,
9592011001.

HOME TUITIONS for all Classes/
Subjects by Experienced Teachers
Contact Shine Tutorial 8146239769
Tutor Welcome.

HOME TUITION 9, 10 (Maths,
Science) 11, 12 Maths (NCERT) 22
Years Experience Professor
9872662386.

CBSE/ICSE TUITIONS for 6th10th Class (Maths/Science), Sec-24D,
Chandigarh. Experienced lady tutor.
9465225660.

TUITION/TUTORIAL
RESULT ORIENTED Female/Male
Home Tutor Available any Subject/Class/Board, Graduate, Post
Gradaute. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.

HOME TUITIONS 9th, 10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2, IIT,
B.Tech, Result 95% Professor Tyagi.
950123740.

PHYSICS (HOME Tuitions) For XI,
XII (CBSE/ ICSE). 18 Yrs. Experience.
Only Chandigarh, Mohali Parents
May Call. Fee: 8000/- Monthly. Contact: 7347552553.

HOME TUITION available for all
classes/ subjects, Chandigarh, mohali, Panchkula. Udit Education
88473-59112 (tutors welcome).

MATHEMATICS HOME-TUITION 10th, +1, +2, JEE MAIN
Advance B.Sc, Well-Experience M.Sc
(Maths) 7973351740, 9888931974

EXCELLENT HOME/ Group Tuitions. All Classes/ Subjects, Spoken
English, French, Hobbies, Tricity
7986747767. Tutors Welcome

GANPATI TUTORIALS Excellent

PHYSICS (9896701044),
Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics (7009701574) (CBSE/ ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.

RESULT ORIENTED home Tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee contact Anand
Tutorials 7307203050,
9888407884.

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/
NEET) Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase
11 Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881

MIGLANI COMMERCE home
tuition Accounts, Economics,
Business Study, Maths for +1, +2.
Mob: 98729-73319.

HOME TUTORS Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

EXCELLENT COACHING for
Mathematics, +1, +2, Science, Maths,
9th, 10th, in Phase-3A, Mohali.
99151-01921.

COMMERCE HOME/ Group Tuition +1, +2, (CBSE/ICSE/NIOS) Accounts, Economics, Maths, Business.
9855042535, 9876390450

HOME TUITIONS upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2
(Chemistry, Biology) Qualified
Female Tutor 9815891571.

PHYSICS HOME/ Group Classes
for JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET,
AIIMS preparing Students. Ranvijay
Sir. 7814997347

ACCOUNTS ECONOMICS +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction, (13
years), Pushpender. 8427273894.

EXPERT TUITIONS for all subjects +1, +2, B.Com, BBA, BA, MBA,
M.Com in small batches, sector-15A
Chandigarh. 9872991185

MATHEMATICS AND Physics 6th
to 12th CBSE/ ICSE BBA, BCA, MCA,
engineering maths. Sector-53,
(9876818283).

PHYSICS/ CHEMISTRY, NCERT,
IIT, AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

DO BA, B.Com, Law, Pharmacy, Ph.D,
M.Phil Engineering, BCA, MCA, MBA,
MA. UGC/PCI/BCI Approved
8557071135

home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).

HOME TUITIONS for 9th, 10th Maths, Science. 11th, 12th Maths,
Physics. Experienced. Contact:
8360754669, Tutor Welcome.

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuition by
Anil Sir 7 yr experience, +1, +2,
CBSE/JEE/PMT. 9780192054.

ADMISSIONS
PHD, LLB, LLM, Pharmacy, B.Tech.,
M.Tech., Engineering Diploma, BA,
MA, B.Com., M.Com., BBA, MBA,
BCA, MCA, B.Lib, M.Lib, BP.Ed.,
MP.Ed., 10th, +2, Late Evening/Holiday classes for Government/private
employees. Other University
Dropouts can continue. Call: Kumar
Associates: 9915755221, 9779855221.

10TH, 12TH, BA, MA, Electrical,
Plumber, Welder, Mechnical, Cooking, Nannycare, fee 700 gap students contact Softech Mohali
9988237136

COACHING
PHYSICS HELPLINE XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

MATHEMATICS +1, +2 (NonMedical & Commerce) in Simplified
way in Sector-35, Chandigarh, One
Week Free Demo. 9814711682.

COOKERY CLASS
LEARN COOKING and Baking,
party snacks, salads, chinese, tandoori, South Indian, Italian, Continental, Cakes 9417684502

ENGLISH SPEAKING
IELTS MBA coaching English speaking grammar, personality development academics +1, +2, special
batches on Saturday. Sunday
3036/44-D, Chandigarh. 9876440363, 0172-2663036 www.ritaenglishacademy.com

SPEAK ENGLISH fluently like
foreigner. accent training,
pronunciation improvement, public
speaking. Home tuition only. 8427812846.

EXPERT COACHING in Economics WEAK IN English Speaking and
for 11th and 12th at Grammar Smart
School, Dhakoli, 9530902938,
9877702163.
ancy, Economics, Operation research. Tax from +1 to B.Com/ BBA/
MBA Sudheer Kumaar 9780462691

PRIMARY SCHOOL winding up

MEDICAL
ACCUPRESSURE HIGHLY effec-

EDUCATION

HOME/ GROUP Tuition Account-

MACHINERY/
TOOLS & PLANTS

manual, top model, total all original,
new tyre, full insurance,
7009045042,

YOGA SPECIALIST, Stress

HOME/ GROUP Tuitions and Tu-

REHMAT TRAVELS Chandigarh-

REQUIRED B.COM/ MBA female
Computer Operator for accounts,
Tally, minimum experienced 1 year,
Contact with Biodata, SCO-376,
Sector-32D, GF, Chandigarh.
7508368711.

BEAUTIFUL DUBAI Visa Rs.

AUTHENTIC PRIVATE -

REQUIRED FEMALE for
Airticketing Office, must have good
communication skills. No targets.
Fixed salary & incentives. Also
required female for accounts work.
Fresher may also apply. Sai Tour
and Travels. 8963000005.

20,000 invitations to apply for
CANADA. Call 8284882225,
9464436679.

THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best Dis-

DETECTIVE

ASTROLOGY PROVIDES peace

ing Female for Travel Agency with
Handsome Salary Phase-7 Mohali.
9803038555.

EXPRESS ENTRY 2019 - over

EX SERVICEMAN Packers &

EXPERIENCED ENERGETIC

REQUIRED FRESHER Hardwork-

IMMIGRATION

FOR ADVERTISEMENT in all

ASTROLOGY

Boys Required at Mattress Company
for Accounts - 1 and Marketing - 1,
Factory - 975, Ind. Area Ph.-2,
Chandigarh. 0172-5070973.

Cloud based Software/ Mobile app,
web app. Pharma, Manufacturing,
Schools, Hospitals, Hotel, Restaurants and all types of shops, Real Estates,(Tally, Busy, Marg & Logics
software integration), Expertise in
Multi location. 20+ years experience. 99880-80555, 97805-53149

2012 TOYOTA Fortuner, 4X4

tive treatment for cervical, migrane,
slip disc, scatica pain, house
visit.8847275105, 9779092009.

SODHI COACHING center Sec 80

Contact Ajay Aggarwal 9814432564.

TEACHERS REQUIRED for Maths REQUIRED MALE/ Female Staff
(7th-12th) & Science (7th - 10th) SCF7 FF (Baltana) Mobile :9888338895, 9878968895.

ALUMINIUM
FABRICATION

GLASS FITTINGS
ESM INDIA Overseas Education (for

BUSINESS

URGENTLY REQUIRED

Chef / Tandoor Chef for new Indian
restaurant opening in Chandigarh
immediately. 9999850265.

REQUIRED SALES & marketing

counts Executive, Store Keeper,
Sales Executive, with Good Communication Skills. Contact:- Global
Mechanism. Plot No. 31, Sector-82,
JLPL, Mohali. 9646061600.

EMPLOYMENT

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuitions +1,+2
DELHI BASED I.N.S. Accredited

Executive, Counselor (Female),
Driver, For Girls Hostel Sector 34-C,
Chandigarh Contact +
919814460001

REQUIRED EXECUTIVE / Head

Fresher Female Visa Counsellors/
Telecallers at Zirakpur. Salary10,000/- - 25,000/- Per Month.
79739-16300.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Ac-

Experienced persons in Sales/
Marketing in loans. Contact:
9041232244.

REQUIRED MARKETING

250-1000 Daily genuine work daily
Payment hurry. Call: 9041201346,
9056992009.1

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED/

WANTED FEMALE/MALE

REQUIRED FRESHER and

female Golden Tree SCO 114-115, Top
Floor, Sector 34A, Chandigarh
99144-16444.

DO WORK from Home and Earn

merce, B-Com/ Graduate Candidate
for Accounting Work PRS Accounting Services, SCO 821, 2nd Floor NAC
Manimajra CHD. 9815529620

lors (1)- Having Computer Command, Marketing Boys or girls for
Educational center of derabassi &
Zirakpur. Send Your Resume at: saiservice2004@gmail.com Contact
Whatsapp or call:- 9814678177.

WANTED EXECUTIVE House-

REQUIRED IELTS Trainers,

REQUIRED MALE Candidate with

URGENTLY REQUIRE +2 Com-

URGENTLY REQUIRED Counse-

Fifteen Years Adjoining Morinda
Required PGT (English, Biology,
Political Science), TGT (English, Social Science), PRT, NTT and DPI.
Fluency in English is Mandatory. Salary will be as per grades. Free
Transport Facility Available From
Chandigarh, Mohali and Kharar.
Apply within 7 Days at educationsuccess70@gmail.com Contact:9501273302.

counts Assistant, Chartered Accountant, Receptionist, CA firm. 466
Phase-2, Mohali. 9815336699,
9815074009

required in International Call
Center, VIP Road, Zirakpur
0176-2517072, 62809-72829.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED/

hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional communication skills, salary negotiable
for suitable candidates + incentives
and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in

A CBSE Affiliated School for the last

REQUIRED ACCOUNTANT, Ac-

FRESHER/ EXPERIENCES boys

for Silver jewellery store (Male/Female) at Santosh Jewellers SCO 3,
Sector 23C Chandigarh Contact:
+9197819-95540.

time female Data Entry operator for
US based company having good
command of English, MS Word/
Excel at Chandigarh for work from
home. Email resume to :
jobs.sunlioninc@gmail.com

Office-Coordinator with good
Communication-Skills, Fresher can
Apply. Tally-operator also Required
Contact-Komfort Sales SCO32
Madhya-Marg Sector-7C Chandigarh
9815300159

OET and German Language
AngelCare Givers Pvt. Ltd SCF-87,
Phase 3B2, Mohali. 9815619966.

WE ARE Hiring sales staff members

Firm- required Computer Operator,
Telecallers, Marketing persons
(male/female) in Tricity. Handsome
salary-25000 +incentives.
9888897934

UK CALLING!! Need Energetic,

Healthcare Society providing
healthcare-services for needy and
weaker-sections of society in
various-states requires DoctorMale/Female for Mobile Health-Van
at Toansa, Distt-Nawanshehar,Punjab. Qualification-M.B.B.S.Registered
with Medical-Council. Send resume
at: upma.sharma@sunpharma.com
& meena.singh@sunpharma.com or
call:0172-6678721,6678722.

For Automatic Car Knowledge of
Chandigarh One Experience Person
for Construction Site Or Property
Office In Chandigarh One Female
Office Assistant With Knowledge of
Computer Or Accounts and All
Having with Their Own Conveyance
Contact Personally with Resume
Office House No. 20 Sector 18-A
Ground Floor Chandigarh 9815504699

TEACHERS REQUIRED for IELTS,

(Female) for women's ethnic wear
store, having 1-2 years of
experience. Salary 15000 - 20000.
Contact- 8727091000

RENOWNED CORPORATE

Required Accountant with 2-3 exp.
M/F, Sales Engineers for Industrial/
Institute Selling, M/F, B.Tech,
Diploma or B.Sc only. Prism
Automation Pvt Limited, SCO 51, 2nd
Floor, Sector 47-C, Chandigarh

SUN PHARMA Community

WANTED EXPERIENCE Driver

same day joining process Salary
10000-18000/-, Contact:
8427938133, 9056959002.

REQUIRED A Sales Executive

knowledge of graphic designing and
2D animation and 1 voice over artist.
Contact: Catrack Entertainment Pvt.
Ltd., Sector 82, Mohali. 9888629173,
9815657733

PRISM AUTOMATION: Urgently

study visa senior counselors and
Telecallers for immigration office,
Good salary + incentive, Punjab2abroad contact 0172-4340000

EMPLOYMENT

KFT REQUIRES Accounts ExecuTEC A Leading IELTS Institution in

REQUIRED 2 animators with

WANTED IMMEDIATELY full-

Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Maths
Teacher for Coaching Center at
Kharar. Contact 98154- 87191,
70099- 63338

JOB OPENING in Airtel Mohali
REQUIRED FEMALE maths and

TWO WEEHLER Mohali Bajaj Deal- IMMIGRATION EXPERIENCED

and Computer Operator (Place of
Work at Manimajra, Chandigarh)
Mail the Resume. Fresher can also
apply. shine_sindsecurity@live.in
Contact:- 0172-4036192.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

manager/ tellecallers/ computer operators/ accountant. 9988898190,
email:- info@2muchjobs.com

REQUIRE SALESMAN for Field

REQUIRED ACCOUNT Assistant

sistant salary upto Rs. 10000/- 2) +2
with bike having computer knowledge contact E-148, Phase VII, Industrial Area Mohali 9815063445

Telecaller with Experience & Communication Skills. Sukhanand Group.
SCF-63, 1st Floor, Phase-11, Mohali.
Contact:- 9814612988.

REQUIRED OFFICE coordinators/

Science, Maths 9th, 10th, Biology
11th, 12th Crescendo Institute SCO
78 2nd floor Sector 46-C,
Chandigarh.

ership required work Manager for
workshop and showroom Manager,
C-38 phase 2 Ind. Area Mohali
mohalibajaj@gmail.com,
9888088887

WANTED 1) stores/ warehouse As-

WANTED RECEPTIONIST &

executive for Field work Own
Convenience. Contact- 713, Industrial area, Phase 2, Chandigarh.

REQUIRED TEACHERS for

Manager HR & Admin, Marketing
Manager, Supervisor at Chandigarh.
Experienced, hardworking preferred. sunrise.admn@gmail.com,
8528633622

Typist with Good Typing speed for
Mathematics Coaching Centre in
Sector-35D, Chandigarh.
9814711682.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED EXPERIENCED Sales

keting executives. Handsome Salary
+ Incentives. Malik Advertising, SCO45-46, Cabin-110, First Floor, Sector11, Panchkula. 78884-73395.

Educated Driver cum Office
Assistant (Computer knowledge)
Chandigarh office Salary 15000.
Contact: 62800-06561,
smoudgil99@gmail.com

REQUIRED FEMALE Computer

Teacher for 9 to 12 class, female office Executive. Contact: 9876607740
(Contact between 8 am to 2 pm)
email: stezraschool@gmail.com

REQUIRED MALE/ female mar-

WANTED EXPERIENCED -

EMPLOYMENT

FOR CBSE School in Kharar Physical URGENTLY REQUIRED female

Ladies for Crockery Shop. Contact:
8727999869.

REQUIRED CA Inter having
knowledge of Tally in Sector 21
Chandigarh. 98761-94551.
aman_parti@yahoo.co.in

experienced Female/ Male
Telecallers/ Counselors knowledge
of Admin./ H.R, Mohali.
0172-4635255, 73076-85005.

FULL TIME Helper Boys/ Girls/

LIMITED COMPANY required

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Visa

arh Mohali Bank experience preffered contact Mittal & Garg
Chartered Accountant 9316000054,
9779820172

ator for Billing and Data Entry at
Daria, Chandigarh. Contact:9882342270.

Manager, Administrator, HR Manager, Data Entry, Counsellor, Receptionist, Physics, Chemistry Biology,
MATH, English, B.Tech Mechanical,
Electronics, Electrical. 9780105789.

Positions / Classes, Music, Dance,
Sports, Clericals, Accountants, Hostel & all kind of other school staff
immediately required for CBSE Residential School, Nur to 12th near
Hisar. Salary: 200000 - 750000 Annual Plus lodging boarding. Whatsapp: 9812042421 (5-7), Email:
divineinstitutes@gmail.com

AUDIT ASSISTANT for Chandig-

sellor, Salary 25000-3000 + Incentives Freshers can also apply. Ekam
Tour & Travels, SCO 85-86, 2nd
floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh.
9592914551, 9872614551.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER, Accounts

RESIDENT TEACHERS for all

leaders, experienced & fresher
required immediately. Sai Global
Consultancy Chandigarh call:
9041068379

REQUIRED FRESHERS/ -

URGENT REQUIREMENT Coun-

REQUIRED TELECALLERS, Re-

experienced Female/ Male B.Com/
M.Com/ MBA with Good
communication skills for Accounts/
Purchase department and B.Tech/
Diploma Electrical/ Mechanical for
Technical/ QC Department at
ELECHEM SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
Godown Area, Zirakpur,
8872012395, 8872080077,
elechemho@gmail.com

VISA COUNSELORS/ team

Female for Banking Jobs. Location:
Chandigarh, Mohali. Salary: upto
14K+ Incentives. Contact:7508629752 Aarti Sharma.

Graphic Designer for an Advertising
Agency, Come Between 10 AM to 6
PM. SCO 6, 2nd Floor, Sector-30D,
Chandigarh or Email at
simratsharma@gmail.com

required at Subhash Jewellers SCF
32 Sector 8, Chandigarh.

REQUIRED FRESHER/

required 12th, Graduate candidates
sitting job, Fix Salary 1100015000/-, Contact : 9915315751,
9803352777.

REQUIRED GRADUATE Male/

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

HELPERS ON sales Counter

(www.ysgroup.in) Required TGTEnglish, Social Science (28000+);
English Communication/ Voice & Accent Trainers (28000+), Campus Incharge- NCC Background (25000+),
Music Teacher with English Background (21000+), Part- Time Incharge For Evening Classes. Apply:
ys_schoolbnl@yahoo.co.in or Call
98880-23168, 01679-239028.

EMPLOYMENT

Computer Operator and Office
Assistant Having Knowledge of
complete Computer Operations.
Walk in. 110 Industrial Area Phase-2,
Panchkula. M: 9779387777.

in Sector-47 Requires Recently
Retired Scale 1 Bank officer with MS
Office Knowledge, Computer
Operator good speed in MS Office.
Only Tricity Candidates apply
Attractive salary. gsbhalla_649@
yahoo.co.in

YS GROUP, Barnala (Punjab)

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> PARVEEN - 8872502111, AMARPREET 9888935409

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

CTDI REPUTED Banking Institute

G.S.Oberoi 98154 39006

PAYTM MOHALI center urgently

Experienced Counselors, Telecallers,
PR Counselor at reputed govt
approved immigration company
Mohali salary 10000-30000 +
incentives. Contact:- 8146690123

REQUIRED COMPUTER Oper-

For Franchise Enquiry, Contact:

ploma/ Graduate/ Mechanical/
Fresher/ Experienced) at Mahaluxmi
Bricks, call/ Email: 9914013456/
h_19591@yahoo.co.in

URGENTLY REQUIRED

Account & Three Boys for Peon Cum
Cum Machine Helper requirement
urgently at Gagandeep Photolith
Process Pvt. Ltd. #375, FF, Ind. Area
Phase-9, Mohali. Mob. 9876600496

98155 98055
94185 07414
98881 09150
97796 64150

REQUIRE MALE candidates (Di-

executive for reputed Bio-Tech
Company. Qualification: MSc/ BSc/
B.Tech in Bio Technology. Send your
resume at Info@seagullbitech.com.
Contact: 9216213397

TWO GIRLS for receptionist- cum-

Walk-in with your resume at IPB!

Counsellors (25) Telecollers (25)
Experienced/ fresher. Salary
10,000/- 18000/- Seasons overseas
Studies Pvt Ltd, SCF 84, First Floor,
Phase 5, Mohali 9855145102.

REQUIRED MARKETING

lors Telecallers IELTS Counsellors
Visa Filing Officers. IELTS Trainer
Spoken English Trainer Sunny Enclave Mohali. Bean Goose Immigratoin 9914679954

ceptionist, Computer Operators,
Sales Marketing, Draft Designers,
Coordinators, Nurses, Accountants,
B.Tech, BCA, BBA, MBA, Engineers.
Jobs in Tricity INNOVATIVE PLACEMENTS, ZIRAKPUR. +919646838838,
9915173160.

Jalandhar
Hamirpur
Mohali
Panchkula

EMPLOYMENT

REQUIRED STUDY Visa Counsel-

HIRING CREW/ Air-Hostess/
Ground Staff/ Hospitality/ Ticketing
Executives at Chandigarh/ Delhi
Airport. Any 10+2/ Graduate, 18-27
yrs. Salary-15,000/- to 60,000/-.
Freshers join 90 days Training.
100% Assured Placement. Require
Counselor/ HR Recruiter in Zirakpur.
Interview- 8th- 12th April. Aviators
HUB(Govt. Regd.) S.C.O-7,
Underbridge, Chandigarh Road,
Zirakpur, 9780817275.
www.aviatorshub.in

0172-5050683

ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics,
Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc.
Home Tutor. Students getting 98%,
Printed Notes. 9815929292.

Grammar. Don't Worry, Join
Hpsa,SCO 653, Sector 70, Mohali.
Call:7087867050

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
REGULAR AND customized classes
for Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, French, Norwegian, Japanese and other language. Epitome
language services 9876002020,
01724043122
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UT education dept plans
to begin evening colleges

MINOR BOY
ARRESTED
FOR RAPING
TWO-YEAR-OLD

n

Applicant-seat ratio for 2018-19

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : The UT education

department has been contemplating the idea of starting evening colleges for students, using
the existing infrastructure available, in the city.
The UT has five government
colleges and seven aided colleges
where the evening classes can be
conducted.
The move is to accommodate
the increasing number of students in Chandigarh, most of
whom are from neighbouring
states of Haryana, Punjab and
Himachal Pradesh. For the academic session 2018-2019, around
64.51 % students in BCom,
83.09 % in BBA and 51.50 % in
BCA were denied admission due
to non-availability of seats.
An official of Post Graduate
Government College, Sector 11,
on the condition of anonymity,
said the idea was viable as it
would help in accommodating
students using the existing infrastructure. “College campuses
are usually empty by 4 in evening. In metro cities like Bombay
and Delhi, colleges run two to
three shifts in a day. The education department can begin the
pilot program in at least one college to test the idea, ” said the
official.
Requesting anonymity, a
teacher of Post Graduate Government College for Girls, Sector-11, said infrastructure and

Name of the course

Seats

Applicants

B.Com
B.B.A
BCA

2,310
560
920

6,509
3,312
1,897

ROADBLOCKS IN THE WAY:
Deciding the courses and classes: To float evening colleges
the department will have to narrow down the courses,
subjects, and classes keeping into consideration the requirement of students.
Creation of Posts: After deciding the courses, for employing
teaching faculty the department will have to seek approval
from MHRD and the Ministry of finance.
Affiliation from PU: The Education Department will have to
seek affiliation from Panjab University after fulfilling the
necessary criteria.
human resources were the two
primary requirements to begin
any new college.”The colleges
around Chandigarh have quality
infrastructure to start the
project. However, the only problem faced by the department is
generation of new posts. It is a
difficult task and requires
approval from the Union Public
Service Commission (UPSC) and
Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD),” said the
teacher.
“On an average, a government
teacher is paid ₹70,000 per month
and rise in number of teachers
due to beginning of evening colleges will put a financial strain
over the UT administration,” the

teacher added.
NOT FEASIBLE FROM
SESSION 2019-20
A department official said, “The
education department will have
to apply for the affiliation from
Panjab University for the opening of the evening colleges. However, the date of affiliation for
2019-2020 sessions is now over.”
For seeking affiliation from
PU for the new courses or colleges, the applicants need to
apply before October 31 every
year, he said.
The official further said,
“Practically, the idea of evening
college will come into force only
during 2020-2021 academic ses-
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HT Correspondent

HIGH DEMAND In courses like BCom, 60% of applicants did not get through
Srishti Jaswal

education/tricity

n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: A 14-year-old minor boy

sion. The department will have
to send an application before
October 31, 2019 so the varsity
and its college affiliation committee can scrutinise it on various parameters including faculty, student strength, timings,
and infrastructure.”
BL Sharma, education secretary, said the idea of running the
evening classes in colleges to
accommodate more aspirants
can be considered by the administration. But it will necessitate
the creation of posts, for which
approval of PU, MHRD and the
ministry of finance under Government of India, is important,
he said. BL Sharma further said
the entire process will take a long
time. However, as a long term
measure, such a proposal
deserves consideration, he
added.
Sanjay Kaushik, dean, college
development council, Panjab
University, said,“This is a welcome step, however, we will have
to be careful that we provide
same facilities both for morning
and evening colleges.” For affiliation, the evening colleges will
have to go through the same
norms and procedures as other
colleges, said the dean.
If the evening colleges are
floated in the city, it will further
increase the gross enrolment
ratio (GER) of the UT, which is
already the highest at 56.4 percentile in comparison to 25.6 percentile national averages, he
added.

was arrested for allegedly
raping a two-year-old girl on
the outskirts of the Patiala
city.
The victim’s mother said in
her complaint that on Saturday
night, their neighbour took the
girl to his residence on the pretext of playing.
She alleged that she found the
boy sexually assaulting her
daughter when she went to
bring her back from his home,
police said.
She approached the police on
Sunday morning, following
which, the victim was taken to
Rajindra Hospital, Patiala, for
medical observation, SHO Jaswinder Singh said.
“We have arrested the
accused and sent him to juvenile
home since he is a minor. The
victim is in a state of shock,
but her medical condition is
stated to be normal,” the SHO
said.
CASE LODGED
Police have registered a
case against the accused
under Section 376 (rape) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
Section 4 (punishment for penetrative sexual assault) of the
Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences (POCSO)
Act. Police said both the victim
and accused persons’ family
work as migrant labourers and
were staying together for past
one year.

n

Students interacting with DWS Emanual Nahar during a protest outside the V-C office at Panjab
University in Chandigarh on Monday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

PU clarifies on row over
degrees to SC/ST students
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Students of Panjab

University (PU) staged a protest
on Monday in front of the vicechancellor’s (V-C’s) office,
against the varsity’s decision to
withhold the degrees of hundreds of scheduled caste (SC)/
scheduled tribes (ST) students
due to non-payment of the requisite amount of post-matric scholarships by the Punjab government. Various associations
including Ambedkar Students
Association (ASA), Students For
Society (SFS), and PSU (Lalkar)
participated in the protest.

CONTROVERSY RELATES
TO NON-PAYMENT
OF POST-MATRIC
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS BY
PUNJAB GOVERNMENT
Controller of the examinations Parvinder Singh, said
“There is a 50% concession for
students studying in the
reserved categories. However, if
the payment is not made, the
degree is held back. This rule is
the same for general as well as
reserved categories,” he said.
President of the student council,

Kanupriya, and secretary, Vipul
Atray, were also present.
Gurdeep Singh of ASA said
the issue is that of the University
and the Punjab government, but
it was unfortunate that SC/ST
students are bearing the brunt of
it. Kanupriya said they will scale
up the protest if their demands
are not met, and organise a bigger protest with other likeminded associations of PU.
A memorandum was submitted to the dean students welfare
(DSW) Emanual Nahar, on
behalf of the V-C who assured
students that the university
authorities were not discriminating against them.

PSPCL official
held for taking
₹8,000 bribe

181 school vehicles Day after parents’ plaint, school Ludhiana man rapes
challaned in drive revokes indemnity bond notice ex-girlfriend, sends

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Punjab vigilance

CHANDIGARH : In their drive to

bureau on Monday arrested a
sub-divisional officer (SDO) of
the Punjab State Power Corporation Limited (PSPCL) for
taking ₹8,000 bribe for transferring the power connection
of a tubewell of a resident of
Jamitgarh village in Fatehgarh
Sahib.
The accused, Sarwan Singh,
SDO of Badali Ala Singh sub-division in Fatehgarh Sahib, was
arrested on the complaint of
Inderjit Singh, who said his
father had expired in 2010 and
his grandfather in 2015.
Inderjit claimed that the
power connection of the
tubewell in his grandfather’s
name was to be transferred in
his name.
He said the file was pending
for over two years, and the SDO
SDO had demanded ₹10,000 to
clear it, and the deal was struck
at ₹8,000.
Vigilance sleuths raided at
the SDO’s office and caught him
red-handed with the bribe
money.

ensure safety of schoolchildren,
the traffic police impounded a
bus and challaned 180 other
school transport vehicles for
various offences on Monday.
Sub-inspector Ashok Tuli,
who was posted at the Sector 24
intersection where the bus was
impounded, said the driver had
no licence or other documents.
However, none of the officials
from the traffic police depart-

SDO HAD SOUGHT BRIBE
TO TRANSFER POWER
CONNECTION OF A
TUBEWELL IN THE
NAME OF FATEHGARH
SAHIB RESIDENT

SCHOOL BUS ALSO
IMPOUNDED AS
DRIVER DID NOT HAVE
LICENCE, DOCUMENTS
ment could confirm which
school the bus was from.
As many as eight different
nakas were laid under the drive.
Out of the total 181 challans
issued, 94 were against school
bus drivers and 28 against autorickshaw drivers for various traffic violations.

n

CHILD RIGHTS PANEL
ALSO SERVES NOTICE TO
SEC 47 PVT SCHOOL
ASKING REASON FOR
SEEKING UNDERTAKING

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:A day after the Chan-

digarh Parents’ Association
(CPA) filed a complaint against
Mount Carmel School, Sector 47,
for asking parents to sign an
indemnity bond at the time of
admission of their child, the
school withdrew the order on
Monday.
In a circular released on Monday, the school informed
the parents that signing the
indemnity undertaking, given on
page 37 of the school diary, was

not mandatory.
The move came after the CPA
complained to the district education officer (DEO) and the Chandigarh Commission for Protection of Child Rights (CCPCR) on
Sunday, demanding immediate
intervention.

EXPLANATION SOUGHT
On Monday, the CCPCR also
issued a notice to the school and
sought an explanation from it
within a day. CCPCR chairperson
Harjinder Kaur had earlier told
HT that “Nobody can be an absolute authority. Making parents
fill-up bonds is unlawful. Education is the fundamental right of
children.” CPA president Nitin
Goyal said, “Mount Carmel made
an insane attempt to take away
the right of the parents to seek
legal redress of their grievances.
We will pursue the matter till its
logical end.”

Make strikes like Balakot the Video of assault on
new normal: Maj Gen Dwivedi woman goes viral
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The department of

defence and national security
studies, Panjab University,
organised a special lecture on
the theme ‘Balakot: A strategic
shift’ by Maj Gen GG Dwivedi on
Monday.Chairperson Jaskaran
Singh Waraich introduced the
theme to the audience during
the lecture.
STRATEGIC SHIFT
IN INDIA’S POLICY
Speaking on the aftermath of
the Balakot strikes, Maj Gen
Dwivedi said it reflected a stra-

tegic shift in India’s policy
towards terrorism.
“The Pakistani state since its
inception has always aimed at
proving themselves superior to
India and in this quest, they
have initiated various wars to
inflict defeat on India,” said
Dwivedi.
However, as every nation
learns from history, post the
crushing defeat it suffered in the
1971 war, Pakistan realised that
it cannot defeat India in the battle field because of India being a
bigger power in every sphere,
he said. Dwivedi further added,
“Pakistan initiated proxy-war
against India which proved to be

schoolnotes

a profitable act on their part.

LUDHIANA: The Division Number 6

FEATURES OF PAK’S
WAR STRATEGY
Pakistan’s strategy has three
basic characteristics - using terrorists as a strategic asset, reliance on nuclear weapons, and
taking advantage of various military alliances.”
Through his lecture, Dwivedi
emphasised the need to make
the strikes like Balakot the new
normal. He said there should be
more such strikes in the wake of
major terrorist attacks are carried out in India by Pakistan
supported terrorist organisations.

police have booked a Kot Mangal
Singh resident and his parents for
thrashing his wife in full public
view on Sunday. The entire act
was captured in the CCTVs
installed on the street, videos of
which have gone viral.
Victim Navpreet Kaur, 25, said
her husband Daljit Singh had
dragged her out of her house and
thrashed her. She alleged that her
in-laws were instigating her husband to beat her up.
Head constable Balwinder
Singh, who is investigating the
case, said a first information
report (FIR) under sections 341,
323, 506 and 34 of the Indian Penal

Code (IPC) has been registered
against Navpreet’s husband and
his parents, who are yet to be
arrested. However, her father-inlaw Kulwinder Singh claimed
that Navpreet had an eye on their
property.
He said, “Contrary to the
reports, on Sunday, my son, who
is in merchant navy, was
assaulted by Navpreet, who later
destroyed the surveillance cameras installed at the scene in a bid
to conceal her act.” Kulwinder
claimed they had met assistant
commissioner of police (Industrial Area-B) Sandeep Vadhera
on Monday and sought investigaHTC
tion in the case.

lewd videos to hubby
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A Jagraon man has

been booked for allegedly raping
and threatening his former girlfriend by recording her obscene
videos, police said on Monday.
The victim, who is seven
months pregnant, has been
deserted by her husband after he
received her lewd videos and pictures, police added.
As per the 33-year-old victim,
the accused kept on sexually
assaulting her even after her
marriage and when she raised
objections, he intimidated her.
The Tibba police have booked
the accused, who has been identified as Sukhwinder Singh of New
Dashmesh Nagar of Jagraon. He
is yet to be arrested.
The victim said she had known
the accused long before she got
married on August 19, 2018. She
said Sukhwinder raped her even
after her marriage and threatened her to keep quiet else he
would post her obscene pictures
and videos on social networking
sites. An FIR under IPC sections
376 (rape), 294 (obscene acts and
songs) and 506 (criminal intimidation) has been registered
against the accused.
TEEN HELD FOR
MOLESTING SISTER
A 17-year-old boy was arrested
for allegedly molesting his
younger sister in her sleep, police

campusconnect

Students during a card making activity at Ryan International School in Mohali on Monday.

DOON PUBLIC SCHOOL
New session begins
PANCHKULA: The new academic
session for the kindergarten students of Doon Public School began
on Monday. Teachers organised
fun-filled introductory activities for
the children to make them comfortable with their classmates. The
students were made familiar
with the school surroundings
and culture.

ST JOSEPH’S SR SEC SCHOOL
Contest winners felicitated
CHANDIGARH: St Joseph’s Senior
Secondary School, Sector 44, on
Monday felicitated students who
participated and won accolades in an
aptitude-based contest organised
by a private education firm in
February. Birinder Kaur of Class 8 and
Saksham Rao of Class 10 bagged a
tablet and a school bag each. Sanchit
Majha of Class 8, Vishrant Mankotia
of Class 6, Ketan Kansal of Class 5 and
Vasu of Class 9 won school bags.

HT PHOTO

Management committee member
Paramdeep wished them luck for
their future endeavours. Principal
Monica Chawla congratulated the
winners.

eating habits and the value of green
leafy vegetables in their lives.
Winners from all the sections were
awarded.

SOLITAIRE INT’L SCHOOL

Students enjoy fun activities

Dramatics workshop
PANCHKULA: A dramatics workshop
was organised for the students and
teachers of Solitaire International
School, Panchkula, on Monday.
Students learnt self-expression skills
during the workshop. The children
learnt techniques of voice modulation, body language and facial
expression. The session proved to be
a stress buster for the teachers.

PANCHKULA: Saupin’s School,
Panchkula conducted a ‘Walking on
the Footprints’ activity for the
kindergarten students on Monday.
The objective was to enhance gross
motor skills of the students. The
students of Classes LKG and UKG
introduced themselves and talked
about their hobbies. The activity
helped them to know each other
better and get comfortable.

BLUE BIRD HIGH SCHOOL

RYAN INT’L SCHOOL

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL

Healthy tiffin competition

Card making activity

PANCHKULA: Blue Bird High School
,Sector 16, Panchkula, organised a
healthy tiffin competition for the
students of Class 1 on Monday.
Students brought healthy, balanced
and nutritious tiffins. The school
doctor told them about healthy

MOHALI: A card-making activity was
organised for the students of Class 5
of Ryan International School on
Monday. The children displayed their
artistic qualities and made cards for
each other. The teachers lauded the
efforts of the students.

LUDHIANA: The Shimlapuri police on Monday
booked a man and his
parents after the pregnancy of his 19-year-old
wife was terminated
without her consent.
The victim was three
months pregnant. She
alleged that her husband
and in-laws forced her to
consume some tablets
which resulted in abortion.The accused Bablu,
22, his mother Ganeshi
and father Raju, all residents of Barota Road
area. The woman alleged
that Bablu wanted to
marry some other
woman after divorcing
HTC
her.

said on Monday.
When she raised objection, the
accused thrashed her, they
added.
ASI Bhajan Singh said an FIR
under IPC sections 354-A and 323
besides section 8 of the Pocso Act
has been registered against the
accused, who has been sent to
juvenile home.

ASI caught
accepting ₹4,500
bribe in Ludhiana

MOOT COURT
COMPETITION
CONCLUDES AT RBU

n

IN-LAWS IN
DOCK FOR
FORCING
ABORTION

MOHALI : Rayat Bahra University
School of Law here organised a
two-day valedictory function of the
fourth national moot court competition. Justice Raj Shekhar Attri and
Justice Arun Monga of Punjab and
Haryana high court were the chief
guests on the occasion. Attri said the
students of law must resolve to fight
against social injustice and advised
them not to become mere mercenaries. He further said that moot court
competitions enhanced the overall
mooting and advocacy skills of
young professionals. Monga encouraged the participants to work hard as
it was the only key to success in the
profession.

LUDHIANA : The vigilance bureau

Students performing a street play at the Post Graduate Government College for Girls, Sector 42, in
Chandigarh on Monday.
KESHAV SINGH/HT

Govt colleges take part in
campaign for women’s rights

n

CHANDIGARH : Sanjh Jagori, a
city-based non governmental
organisation, in collaboration with
Post Graduate Government College
for Girls (PG GCG), Sector-42 ,and
Post Graduate Government College
(PG GC), Sector-11, celebrated the first
day of ‘Chandigarh Rising’, as part of
One Billion Rising (OBR), a global
campaign for women’s rights, for the
7th consecutive year. More than 1000
students of both the colleges are
taking part in the two-day campaign
scheduled for April 8 and 9 . Eve
Ensler, activist and founder of One
Billion Rising, said, they were
determined to create a new kind of
consciousness, one where violence
will be resisted until it is unthinkable.
Students participated in songs and

presented a street play ‘wonder
women,’ to emphasise the idea of
equality.

educational qualifications and
institutions.

Medical experts deliver
lectures at MCM DAV

Career exhibition held at GCE

Talk on mental illness
organised at SD College

CHANDIGARH : A career exhibition
was organised for government
school students of Classes 9 and 10 at
Government College of Education
here on Monday. The exhibition was
held at the college’s guidance and
psychology laboratory. Dr Harsh
Batra, principal, inaugurated the
exhibition. She appreciated the hard
work put in by the students of post
graduate diploma in guidance and
counselling for successfully organising the event.The exhibition aimed at
providing students information
about various upcoming careers,

CHANDIGARH : The Rotaract Club of
SD College here organised a talk on
mental illness. Principal Dr Bhushan
K Sharma honoured the guest
speaker Purnima Chauhan by
presenting her a sapling. During
her talk, she talked about the various
symptoms, causes, and treatments
of mental problems. She also
shared some of her personal experiences to make the session more
enlightening. Students were
educated about the importance of
being mentally healthy and its
importance.

CHANDIGARH : The medical committee and the Confederation of Indian
Industry committee (CII) of MCM
DAV College for Women, in collaboration with the zoology department,
organised two lectures on the
prevention of vector-borne diseases
and cancer. Dr Upendrajeet Singh
Gill, assistant director of the national
vector-borne disease control programme (NVBDCP)-cum-state
surveillance officer of the integrated
disease surveillance program (IDSP),
Chandigarh, and Dr Sonica Krishnan,
ayurveda wellness guide and
consultant, conducted the lectures
educating people about various
ways to prevent such diseases.

on Monday caught an assistant
sub-inspector (ASI) accepting a
bribe of ₹4,500, which he had
reportedly demanded from the
complainant in connection to
filing of the chargesheet in a
two-year-old assault case.
ASI Gurmeet Singh was
deputed at Jeevan Nagar police
post. SSP (vigilance) Paramjit
Singh Virk said, “One Jimmy
Paul of Sector 32 had
approached us to complain
against the ASI. He said the ASI
had lodged an FIR against some
persons accused of assault and
other crimes. The police had
arrested the accused, who were
later released on bail. However,
no chargesheet was filed in the
court.”
“The complainant told us
that when he contacted the ASI
and requested him to file a chargesheet, the latter demanded
₹5,000 from him. The deal was
later settled at ₹4,500,” he said.
A case under section 7 of the
Prevention of Corruption Act
was registered against the ASI.
In a similar case on January
29, the vigilance bureau had
arrested ASI Mahinder Singh,
deputed at the economic offences wing of the Ludhiana police,
for accepting ₹20,000 bribe from
a hosiery unit owner.
HTC
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HAT-TRICK ON HOME GROUND

n

Continuing with their
winning streak, Kings XI
Punjab defeated Sunrisers
Hyderabad by six-wickets
to register their third
straight win on their home
turf at PCA Stadium in
Mohali on Monday. For
spectators the match
turned out to be a value for
money.
ANIL DAYAL/HT

Qualifier Harleen
upsets top seed Riya
AITA CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES Qualifier Harleen pulled off a big
surprise by defeating second seed Riya Kaushik 7-5, 7-5; while
another qualifier Japjot registers straight sets win over Milli 6-4, 6-3

facetoface
SAM CURRAN, England and Kings XI Punjab all-rounder

Learning to bat and bowl in Indian
conditions by observing Ashwin
Shalini Gupta
n

n

HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Qualifier Harleen
Kaur Dhanda pulled off a big surprise by defeating second seed
Riya Kaushik in a keenly fought
contest 7-5, 7-5 to enter into the
second round of the girls’ singles
event of the CLTA-AITA Championship Series (CS-7) Tennis Tournament held at Chandigarh Lawn
Tennis Association complex in
Sector 10 on Monday.
Another qualifier Japjot Kaur
defeated Milli Pandit in straight
sets 6-4, 6-3.
CLTA trainee Amarjot Kaur
Bundhel defeated Anusha Verma
in an easy outing 6-0, 6-1. In the
boys’ singles top seed Bhupender
Dahiya and Ajay Singh entered
into pre-quarterfinals. Ajay
defeated Aditya Chauhan in a one
sided match 6-1, 6-1.
Top seed Bhupender Dahiya
won from Laksya Gupta in
straight sets 6-3, 6-1. Sarthak Gandhi defeated Abhay Mohan in a
three setter match 7-5, 4-6, 6-3.
Other CLTA players, who
advanced into next round, were
Sukhpreet Singh Jhoje, Aarav
Singh Gill, Gaurav Kumar, Manveer Singh, Asav Kumar and
Jitin Kumar Chetry.
Results:
Boys singles (First round):
Bhupender Dahiya [1] bt. Lakshay Gupta 6-3, 6-1, Arunava
Majumdar bt. Avish Verma 6-4,
6-4, Aarav Singh Gill bt. Rakshit
Dhankar 6-4, 6-2, Gaurav Kumar
bt. Navya Verma [8] 7-5, 6-2, Sukhpreet Singh Jhoje [4] bt. Aakash
Srinivasan (Q) 6-4, 6-0, Smarbir
Singh Sidhu (Q) bt. Darshan Dilbag Singh 6-0, 6-1, Sarthak Gandhi bt. Abhay Mohan (Q) 7-5, 4-6,
6-3, Arnav Thakur [6] bt. Gurustat Singh Makkar 7-5, 6-3, Yuvraj
Pandit [6] bt. Aarush Sharma 7-5,
6-2, Asav Kumar (Q) bt. Sarabjot
Singh 6-3, 6-2, Ajay Singh bt.
Aditya Chauhan 6-1, 6-1, Manveer
Singh [3] bt. Dhairya Chadha (Q)

(From left to right) SPS Matharoo, Sanjay Talwar, Ravibir Singh,
Rohit Singh Dagar, GJ Singh and Gurpreet Bakshi, who have
conceptualised the annual Baisakhi Invitational Golf event, in
HT PHOTO
Chandigarh.

Baisakhi Invitational
Golf meet on April 13
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The 11th edition of

the Baisakhi Invitational Golf
tournament will be held at Chandigarh Golf Club on April 13.
Over 80 golfers across the region
will be competing for the top
honours in the one-day event.
Apart from the club members
and other amateur players, the
caddies will also compete in the
event. The prize distribution
function will be held at Chandigarh Golf Range later in the

evening the same day.
“It is an annual feature on Baisakhi to promote golf amongst
Chandigarh Golf Club members
and caddies. The tournament
will be played on double peoria
system and a dress code is maintained while playing and at the
prize distribution,” says Rohit
Singh Dagar, one of the organisers.
The event is a brainchild of six
golfers — SPS Matharoo, Sanjay
Talwar, Ravibir Singh, Rohit
Singh Dagar, GJ Singh and
Gurpreet Bakshi.

Tennis: Anuj, Isheeta
win singles titles
CHANDIGARH: Anuj Pal and Isheeta

n

Ajay Singh in action during the CLTA-AITA Championship Series
(CS-7) Tennis Tournament held at CLTA complex in Sector 10,
Chandigarh, on Monday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

6-0, 6-2, Jitin Kumar Chetry bt.
Sbhubh Negi 6-1, 6-4.
Girls singles (First round):
Sukhmani Sahota [1] bt. Noorpreet Kaur Siprey 6-0, 6-0, Catherine Bhangu bt. Avneet Kaur
6-1, 6-2, Amarjot Kaur Bundhel
bt. Anusha Verma 6-0, 6-1, askirat
Kaur [7] bt. Omisha Nischal (Q)

6-1, 6-0, Chahana Budhbhatti [3]
(Q) bt. Vanya Arora (Q) 6-2,
6-0, Japjot Kaur (Q) BT. Milli Pandit 6-4,6-3, Sweta Samanta bt.
Pawandeep Kaur [8] 6-1, 6-2,
Snigdha Sran (Q) bt. Ananya
Dogra 6-3, 6-2, Harleen Kaur
Dhanda (Q) bt. Riya Kaushik [2]
7-5, 7-5.

shalini.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Sam Curran is

Midha won the boys’ and girls’
under-12 titles in the Talent Hunt
tournament organised by Ideal
Tennis Academy in Panjab University on Sunday.
Anuj Pal defeated Pragun Thakur 4-1, 4-3 (3), while Isheeta outclassed Inaaya Mittal 6-2.
The boys’ under-14 final was
won by Yashasvi who beat Jenish
Tamak 4-1,4-1, while the girls’
U-14 title was won by Yashika
Sharma who beat Isheeta Midha
6-5 (5).
CHANDIGARH-A BEAT
HARYANA GIRLS
Chandigarh Chandigarh-A
defeated Haryana by seven wickets in the final of Pandit Kedar
Nath Invitational Women

Cricket tournament at Dev Samaj
College, Sector 45, Chandigarh,
on Sunday.
Batting first, Haryana were all
out for 85 in 20 overs. Rachna
made 19, while Komal scored 17
runs. For Chandigarh A, Rachna
was the pick of the bowlers. She
took four wickets for seven runs,
while Aradhna snared two wickets for nine runs.
Chasing, Chandigarh A
achieved the target in 11.3 overs
making 86 for the loss of three
wickets.
Mamta remained unbeaten on
41, while Mehul scored unbeaten
27. Mamta was adjudged women
of the match and also best batswomen, while Parushi was the
best bowler of the tournament.

living a dream. Bought by
Kings XI Punjab for a whopping ~7.2 crore, the 20-yearold England all-rounder took
the first hat-trick of this IPL.
Son of former Zimbabwe allrounder Kevin, he bagged
the Man-of-the-Match award
in the famous Edgbaston
Test win over India last
month. Curran talks about
his hat-trick, World Cup
hopes at home and his first
IPL season.
Excerpts

You took a hat-trick in your
second game for Kings XI Punjab...
I was fortunate. I did not
even realise I had achieved
the hat-trick. You can’t plan
such things. The things I was
working on in the nets
worked out nicely in the middle. There is a lot to do in the
tournament. I am a very
instinctive cricketer and like
to take things, challenges as
they come. I would like to
contribute with the bat and
the ball and help Kings XI
win. I am learning to bowl
and bat in Indian conditions,
which are opposite to what
we have in England.
n

Your experience playing with
Gayle, Ashwin and David Miller...
The experience has been
quite overwhelming. It is
incredible to see such big
crowds turn up and root so
passionately for their teams.
Such experiences help a
cricketer grow. I was a kid
when IPL took off in India. I
am happy, at 20 I was able to
play in it. What helps in having players like Gayle and
Ashwin around is you learn
a lot by observing them in
high pressure situations.
Also, I have learnt to shake a
leg in Bhangra style
(laughs).

Sam Curran has picked six wickets, including a hat-trick.

PTI

World Cup squad?
How have KXIP bowling coach
Ryan Harris and coach Mike
Hesson helped?
They are thorough professionals when it comes to
coaching. I have been working with Ryan extensively in
the nets over variations,
especially yorkers. Fortunately, the execution of the
plans came off pretty well
against Delhi Capitals. I am
more confident bowling with
the white ball and have
learnt to bowl with control.

Do you feel IPL performances
can help make it to the England

England is a very balanced
team and I am sure a lot of
people would fancy them to
reach the final.
It won’t be easy for anyone
to fit into the England ODI
team for the World Cup.
Every cricketer wants to represent his country in such a
marquee event, that too if it
is in front of the home
crowd.
I would also hope to do so.
Right now, my focus is to
play for Kings XI Punjab and
also grow as a cricketer in
IPL. I wish to end my first
IPL season on a high.

HTC
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34°C

LOW

20°C

FORECAST: PARTLY CLOUDY SKY
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Sunset on Tuesday
6:50pm
Sunrise on Wednesday 6:07am
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ABANDONED
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shortstories
WORLD BANK
TEAM MEETS
MC OFFICIALS
LUDHIANA : A World Bank team
met officials of the MC on
Monday to check the financial
condition of the civic body and
review the status of other
services. The team came to see
the MC’s proposed project of 24x7
surface water supply for which
the corporation has sought funds
HTC
from the bank.

Unidentified body found
at railway station
LUDHIANA: The GRP have taken
into custody a body found on the
platform number 7 at railway
station on Monday. The deceased
was unidentified. However,
according to police, the he
appeared to be in his late 40s. The
body was first spotted by a
railway employee who was
cleaning the platform. ASI
Harbhajan Singh said the body
bore injury marks on neck. HTC

debate of
the week
EXHAUSTION

HOW TO DEAL
WITH WATER
WASTAGE?
Every summers we see residents
wasting water. While motors are
kept running with tanks overflowing, there is no dearth of
people who wash their vehicles
with running water. What
innovative solutions can the
citizens adopt to save water?
What stringent steps do the
authorities need to take? Send
your views to ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by April 14.

C R I M E

A G A I N S T

W O M E N

thrashed
31-yr-old rapes former Woman
in public view,
girlfriend, sends lewd video goes viral
videos to her hubby
HT Correspondent
n

INTIMIDATION
Pregnant victim
deserted by husband

WOMAN FORCED TO ABORT
CHILD, IN-LAWS BOOKED
LUDHIANA: The Shimlapuri
police on Monday booked a
man and his parents after
the pregnancy of his
19-year-old wife was terminated without her consent.
The victim was three
months pregnant. She
alleged that her husband
and in-laws forced her to
consume some tablets
which resulted in abortion.
The accused have been
identified as Bablu, 22, his
mother Ganeshi and father
Raju, all residents of Barota
Road area.
The woman, Pooja, stated
that she had married Bablu
two years ago. She said following strained relations
with her husband, she went

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A Jagraon man has

been booked for allegedly raping
and threatening his former girlfriend by recording her obscene
videos, police said on Monday.
The victim, who is seven
months pregnant, has been
deserted by her husband after he
received her lewd videos and pictures, police added.
As per the 33-year-old victim,
the accused kept on sexually
assaulting her even after her
marriage and when she raised
objections, he intimidated her.
The Tibba police have booked
the accused, who has been identified as Sukhwinder Singh of New
Dashmesh Nagar of Jagraon. He
is yet to be arrested.
The victim said she had known
the accused long before she got
married on August 19, 2018. She
said Sukhwinder raped her even
after her marriage and threatened her to keep quiet else he
would post her obscene pictures
and videos on social networking
sites.
An FIR under IPC sections 376

(rape), 294 (obscene acts and
songs) and 506 (criminal intimidation) has been registered
against the accused.
TEEN HELD FOR
MOLESTING SISTER
A 17-year-old boy was arrested
for allegedly molesting his
younger sister in her sleep, police

back to her parents’ house.
“After intervention of relatives, I returned about five
months ago,” she added.
The woman alleged that
when her husband and
in-laws came to know that
she was pregnant, they
started mounting pressure
on her to abort the child as
Bablu wanted to marry
some other woman after
divorcing her.
Investigating officer ASI
Jarnail Singh said that an
FIR under IPC sections 313
(causing miscarriage without woman’s consent) and
120-B (criminal conspiracy)
has been registered against
the accused, who are yet to
HTC
be arrested.

said on Monday.
When she raised objection, the
accused thrashed her, they
added.
ASI Bhajan Singh said an FIR
under IPC sections 354-A and 323
besides section 8 of the Pocso Act
has been registered against the
accused, who has been sent to
juvenile home.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Division Number
6 police have booked a Kot Mangal Singh resident and his parents for thrashing his wife in full
public view on Sunday.
The entire act was captured
in the CCTVs installed on the
street, videos of which have
gone viral.
Victim Navpreet Kaur, 25,
said her husband Daljit Singh
had dragged her out of her
house and thrashed her. She
alleged that her in-laws were
instigating her husband to beat
her up.
Head constable Balwinder
Singh, who is investigating the
case, said a first information
report (FIR) under sections 341,
323, 506 and 34 of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) has been registered against Navpreet’s husband and his parents, who are
yet to be arrested.
However, her father-in-law
Kulwinder Singh claimed that
Navpreet had an eye on their
property.
He said, “Contrary to the
reports, on Sunday, my son,
who is in merchant navy, was
assaulted by Navpreet, who
later destroyed the surveillance
cameras installed at the scene in
a bid to conceal her act.”
Kulwinder claimed that they
had met assistant commissioner
of police (Industrial Area-B)
Sandeep Vadhera on Monday
and sought investigation in the
case.

Labourer dies at
paramour’s house

Murder at PAU: Case solved as
two relatives land in police net

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A 31-year-old man,
who had gone to meet of his paramour at her house in Machhiwara, along with a 17-year-old
boy on Sunday night, died under
mysterious circumstances,
police said on Monday.
The deceased has been identified as Mangat Ram of Shatapgarh village in Machhiwara. He
worked as a labourer at a factory
in Kohara.
Machhiwara station house
officer (SHO) Inspector Ramaninderjit Singh said the boy told
them that Mangat was drunk
when he went to the woman’s
house.
He said they had parked their

motorcycle on roadside and gone
inside, the SHO added. “After
some time, condition of Mangat
started deteriorating and I
rushed him to a hospital, where
doctors declared him brought
dead,” the boy told the police.
The SHO said Mangat’s body
bore no injury marks. The police
have handed over the body to the
family after conducting a postmortem at a government hospital.
His viscera has been sent for
chemical examination to ascertain the exact cause of death.
Mangat was married for the
past five years and had no child.
The police have started inquest
proceedings under section 174 of
the CrPC following the statement of his family members.

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Police claimed to have
solved the murder case of
26-year-old labourer Santosh
Kumar, who was found dead on
PAU campus on April 5, with
the arrest of his two relatives on
Monday.
Police said the accused, Babu
Lal, 42, Sanjay Ahirwar, 27,
killed Santosh over monetary
issues.
The accused are sons-in-law
of Achhe Lal, maternal uncle of
the victim, who is the complainant in this case. Santosh, along
with his wife and mother, had
been living with him on PAU
campus.
DCP (investigation) Gagana-

THE VICTIM, A 26-YEAROLD LABOURER, WAS
FOUND MURDERED
ON APRIL 5; HIS FAMILY
HAD THEN SUSPECTED
IT TO BE A HANDIWORK
OF ROBBERS
jit Singh said Santosh was found
murdered on April 5. “The
family had initially suspected it
to be a handiwork of some
robbers. However, as our
investigation progressed, we
started zeroing on Babu Lal and
Sanjay and on Monday, they
were arrested,” he added.
“The accused told us that
they had an old rivalry with

Santosh over monetary issues.
On April 5, when Santosh left
his house to go to a market, they
followed him. They later caught
hold of Santosh and had an
argument with him. In the
meantime, Santosh flashed a
knife, which he used to carry,
but the accused overpowered
him and stabbed him to death
with his own knife,” the DCP
said. After killing him, the
accused took his mobile phone
and came back home.
“Babu Lal and Sanjay did not
come for the last rites of the
victim, which raised the police’s
suspicion on them,” the DCP
added. The mobile phone of
Santosh and weapon used in the
crime are yet to be recovered, he
said.

ASI CAUGHT
ACCEPTING
₹4,500 BRIBE

NIRF report: PAU
slips to 75th spot
in overall category

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The vigilance bureau
on Monday caught an assistant
sub-inspector (ASI) accepting a
bribe of ₹4,500, which he had
reportedly demanded from the
complainant in connection to
filing of the chargesheet in a
two-year-old assault case.
ASI Gurmeet Singh was
deputed at Jeevan Nagar police
post. SSP (vigilance) Paramjit
Singh Virk said, “One Jimmy
Paul of Sector 32 had
approached us to complain
against the ASI. He said the ASI
had lodged an FIR against some
persons accused of assault and
other crimes. The police had
arrested the accused, who were
later released on bail. However,
no chargesheet was filed in the
court.”
“The complainant told us that
when he contacted the ASI and
requested him for file the chargesheet, the latter demanded
₹5,000 from him. The deal was
later settled at ₹4,500,” he added.
A case under section 7 of the
Prevention of Corruption Act
has been registered against ASI
Gurmeet Singh.
In a similar case on January
29, the vigilance bureau had
arrested an ASI for accepting
bribe of ₹20,000 from a hosiery
unit owner. ASI Mahinder
Singh was deputed at the economic offences wing of the Ludhiana police.

n

n

A commission agent sitting idle due to the strike of vendors in Ludhiana on Monday.

GURPREET SINGH/HT

City vegetable vendors
launch indefinite strike
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

deepa.sharma@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The members of Rehri

Fadi Welfare Association on
Bahadur Ke Road went on an
indefinite strike on Monday
against the ‘fleecing’ by the contractor for allowing installation
of vends at the city’s main vegetable market on Jalandhar Bypass.
This led to sharp rise in vegetable prices and inconvenience to
many.
The vendors started their agitation at 9am and raised slogans
against the contractor. The protesters have also accused the
Punjab Mandi Board of acting in
collusion with the contractor and
demanded the latter’s contract be
terminated.
Association president Ramesh
Kumar said, “As per the rules,
₹100 can be charged from each
vendor for providing 48-sq-ft
space. But the contractor is overcharging and there is no check on
him by the Mandi Board. The contractor also charges ₹50 extra per
vendor as cleanliness tax.”
The association has also submitted a memorandum to deputy
commissioner Pradeep Agrawal
who has asked additional DCP
Gurpreet Singh Sikand to
inquire. Meanwhile, contractor
Ravinder Kumar has denied all
the allegations and said, “I am

›

Due to the strike,
there was no fresh
vegetable available in the
mandi. I had to suffer
losses as against the daily
sale of ₹3,000, I managed
to earn just ₹600 today.
RAM KUMAR, vegetable hawker

VEGGIE PRICES SOAR
Due to the strike, prices
of vegetables are soaring
high in the city.
VEGETABLES APR 7

Tomatoes
Lemon
Cauliflower
Brinjal
Pumpkin

~30
~100
~30
~20
~30

APR 8

~50
~120
~40
~40
~40

charging the vendors according
to the rules.”
Congress MLA Sanjay Talwar
also met the protesters and
assured them that the contractor
would comply with the rules.
Ludhiana Market Committee
secretary Amandeep Sandhu
said, “We have demarcated the
area and contractor has been

›

I went to the market
in morning, but could
not find the vegetables
of my choice. I had to
buy stale tomatoes due
to the non-availability
of fresh ones.
GEETA SHUKLA, customer

asked to follow the rules. There is
no proof that the contractor had
been overcharging. However, if
we receive any such complaint
again, required action will be
taken against the contractor.”
District mandi officer Jasvir
Kaur said, “We have issued warning to the contractor and in case
of violation of norms, we will
write to the head office. Fortunately, the vendors have agreed
to go ahead with the demarcation
process to resolve this issue.”
VEGETABLE MARKET
PLUNGES INTO LOSS
The Monday strike affected the
vegetable supply to areas in and
around the Ludhiana city. Surinder Kumar, a commission agent,
said, “The vegetable market that
does a daily business of ₹8-10
crore suffered huge losses
today.”

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Punjab Agricul-

n

The factory damaged in fire on Chandigarh Road in Ludhiana Monday.

HT PHOTO

Fire breaks out in knitting unit,
machinery worth ₹25L gutted
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A major fire broke out

at a knitting factory on the
Chandigarh Road near Fortis
Hospital here on Monday morning wherein machinery worth
₹25 lakh was gutted.
However, no casualty was
reported.
As soon as the blaze was
reported, at least 20 fire tenders
were rushed to the spot, which
took around three hours to
douse the fire.
Factory owner Sajan Kumar

NO CASUALTY
REPORTED; 20
TENDERS DOUSED
THE FLAMES IN THREE
HOURS WITH THE HELP
OF A CRPF TEAM
said there were three workers
inside the factory when the fire
broke out around 9.30am.
“The workers alerted me and
I immediately called up the fire
station. I asked my employees to
rush out of the factory immedi-

ately. There were fire extinguishers in the unit, but due to
panic, no one used them,” he
said.
A team of Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) deployed at
a check point on the Chandigarh
Road near the factory also
reached the spot and helped in
controlling the fire.
One of the workers said there
was a power cut in the morning.
“Around 9.30am, when supply
was restored, there was a spark
that resulted in the fire which
later engulfed the entire unit,”
he added.

tural University (PAU) secured
the 75th spot in the overall ranking of institutions as per the
National Institutional Ranking
Framework (NIRF), which were
declared by the ministry of
human resource and development on Monday.
The agri varsity slipped by 15
ranks as compared to its last
year’s 60th spot.
In the category of universities
as well, PAU dropped to 51st rank
from the previous 38.
These rankings are made on
the basis of teaching, learning
and resources, research and professional practices, outreach and
inclusivity, graduation outcomes
and perception.
PAU vice-chancellor, Padma
Shri awardee Dr BS Dhillon, said
it was difficult for an agricultural
varsity to meet the standards of
technical universities and compete with institutes offering
courses in various fields. “However, I will study the results and
analyse the parameters. I will
also check how many new universities have figured on the list,”
he added.
In medical category, Dayanand Medical College has
secured 28th rank this year. In
2018, the college stood at 14th spot.
Meanwhile, Christian Medical
College has bagged all-India 18th
rank.
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Hero Santosh Trophy: Meghalaya lose Budding engineers
come up with ideas
to Delhi after missing penalty shot
to make life easy
FOOTBALL FEVER Meghalaya missed out on a penalty shot in the 68th minute of the second match,
the first half ended in favour of Delhi team 1-0; first match between Services, Goa ended in tie 1-1

Prabhjot Singh Sehgal

HT Correspondent

LUDHIANA: With an aim to enhance

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: In 73rd National Foot-

ball Championship ‘Hero Santosh Trophy’ that kicked off at
Guru Nanak Stadium on Monday, Meghalaya lost to Delhi in
the second match after missing
out on a penalty shot in the 68th
minute.
Boys of Delhi and Meghalaya
had a neck-to-neck fight in the
opening ceremony of the annual
championship that will conclude
on April 21.
In the 18th minute of the
match, Ayush Adhikari of Delhi
managed to score a goal, taking a
lead over the opponent team.
Boys of the Meghalaya team tried
to equalise the score but a strong
defend by Delhi stopped them
from opening their account. The
first half ended in favour of Delhi
which led by 1-0.
In the second half, Meghalaya
tried to overpower Delhi but
missed several attempts. They
bagged a penalty shot in 68th minute but failed to hit the ball in the
net, missing the golden opportunity. After seven extra minutes of
the 90-minute match, Delhi grabbed the victory. Earlier in the
day, the first match of the league
played between Services and Goa
ended in a tie 1-1. Both the teams
were not able to score a goal in the
first half.

n

Players in action during a football match between Delhi (in violet) and Meghalaya (in green) at the Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on
GURPREET SINGH/HT PHOTO
Monday.

n
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the creativity of budding engineers, Guru Nanak Dev Engineering College in collaboration
with GS Radiators Limited organised a three-day Jugaad mela
that will conclude on Wednesday.
Students made models to solve
daily life problems of people in a
cost- effective way.
Twenty participants exhibited
their models on Monday and the
remaining will put up their models on Tuesday.
To solve the problem of mobile
charging, Gagandeep and Amandeep, 3rd year mechanical engineering students, came up with a
solution by introducing a model
that charges mobile with heat of
candle. The duo said, “Rural
areas face shortage of electricity.
To solve that problem we have
made a model which charges
mobile phone with the heat of
candle. We have used only heat
sinks, Peltier module and step-up
buck converter to make this.”
“Heat sinks absorb heat of candle and transfer it to the Peltier
Module which converts energy
into electricity. Step-up buck convertor boosts the voltage for fast
charging. One can also use heat of
bikes or lamps instead of the heat
from candles,” said Gagandeep
Singh.
Lauding the efforts of students
and GS Radiators Limited, principal Sehijpal Singh said, “Students

64th National School Games: Bihar drub J&K in hockey
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The boys of Bihar

n

Players in action during a match between Bihar and J&K during the 64th National School Games at PAU
in Ludhiana on Monday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT PHOTO

DMCH students
win health quiz
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Three students of

MBBS 2016 batch won World
Health Day Quiz organised by
the department of community
medicine, Dayanand Medical
College and Hospital (DMCH),
under the aegis of Indian
Association of Preventive and
Social Medicine (IAPSM) on
Monday.
The quiz comprised of five
rounds and the trio, Chirag
Gupta, Ankur Singla and
Utkarsh Arora, was felicitated
by the DMCH principal.
The quiz based on the theme
‘Universal Health Coverage:
Everyone, Everywhere’, had
been conducted across the country in more than 350 medical colleges on the same day with the
same set of questionnaires and
uniform guidelines.
The department head, Dr
Anurag Chaudhary, said that
universal health coverage
means all people and communities can use the comprehensive
bouquet of quality health services they need so that it does not
expose the user to financial
hardships.

overpowered Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) team to take away the
victory by 1-0 in a hockey match
during 64th National School
Games at Prithipal Singh
Hockey Stadium, Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) on
Monday.
With proper coordination
between the players, Bihar
began their attack from the first
minute of the game and maintained pressure on the opponent
till the final whistle.
But missing the aim, Bihar
couldn’t score points while on
the other side, J&K boys lacked
coordination as some of them
tried to play single-handedly.
The first half ended in a tie as
both the teams failed to open
their accounts but in the second
half, Mohammad Danish from
Bihar took the penalty corner

GIRLS AND BOYS OF
PUNJAB WIN OVER CBSE
WSO BY 16-0 AND 9-0,
RESPECTIVELY
and successfully hit the ball in
the net after Nishat Masjud
dragged it to him in the 40th
minute.
Gagandeep from J&K was
solely trying to put pressure on
Bihar by his repeated attempts
but he missed the net.
While his team players
blamed Gagan for showing single-man show, he expressed his
dissatisfaction on the field after
his teammates were not able to
carry the passes.
21 MATCHES PLAYED
As many as 21 matches were
played at four venues during the
day. In other matches, girls and
boys of Punjab won over CBSE
WSO by 16-0 and 9-0, respec-

PARTICIPANTS MADE
MODELS TO SOLVE
DAILY LIFE PROBLEMS
OF PEOPLE IN A
COST- EFFECTIVE WAY
have shown great interest in the
mela. They have showcased their
creativity and talent. It will help
students to learn presentation
skills.”
Students also made models of
humidity censor, ultrasonic censor, IOT bluetooth control notice
board and robotic bluetooth car
which can be controlled using
mobile phones.
Akshay, a 2nd year mechanical engineering student, made a
shoe rack by using waste pipes.
“These events give us exposure
and confidence. Students are
learning a lot from such events,”
said Akshay.
GS Radiators Limited managing director Ranjot Singh said,
“We took this initiative with aim
of providing the youth with a platform wherein they can exhibit
their models. These events give
space for flourishing indigenous
thoughts.”
Atish Kumar, 2nd year student
of electrical engineering made a
humidity censor which can measure the moisture content of substances like soil.
The device can be used for agricultural purposes and at the construction sites, said Atish.

KAMAL VATTA TO
HEAD PAU DEPT
OF ECONOMICS,
SOCIOLOGY
LUDHIANA: Kamal Vatta has been

appointed as head of the department of economics and sociology,
Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU), Ludhiana.
Prior to his joining, Vatta
served as the director of Centers
for International Projects Trust
(CIPT), New Delhi, an affiliate of
Columbia Water Center, USA, for
more than five years.
A gold medallist in PhD (agriculture economics) from PAU, he
topped advanced diploma in agricultural research for development from International Center
for Development Oriented
Research in Agriculture, The
Netherlands, in 2002.
Vatta also underwent
advanced training in quantitative economics at Columbia University, New York, USA, and has
worked extensively on natural
resource management, especially groundwater, agricultural
policy, integrated rural development and non-farm sector in
India. He has more than 100 publiHTC
cations.

n

Kamal Vatta

HT PHOTO

INDEMNITY BOND ISSUE

tively; boys of CISCE won over
Uttarakhand by 5-3; girls of
Chhattisgarh won over Madhya
Pradesh (MP) by 2-0; Telangana
girls won over IPSE by 3-2; boys
of Delhi defeated IPSE by 2-0; the
match between girls of Kerala
and Delhi ended in a tie 1-1; Telangana boys beat Kerala by 3-2;
and boys of Rajasthan won over
DAV by 15-0.
Among other matches of
girls, Haryana beat Gujarat by
9-0, Tamil Nadu beat Uttar
Pradesh by 2-0, Uttarakhand
lost to Karnataka by 0-4, Rajasthan defeated Vidya Bharti by
22-1 and Odisha won over Puducherry by 4-0.
Among boys, Haryana won
over Tamil Nadu by 4-0, Odisha
beat Madhya Pradesh by 8-2,
Chhattisgarh lost to
Puducherry by 0-2, Uttar
Pradesh beat Maharashtra by
6-0, Karnataka beat KVS by 4-0
and Gujarat defeated Vidya
Bharti by 7-0.

Parents body files
plaint against school
Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: The Chandigarh Parents’ Association (CPA) has filed
a complaint against Mount Carmel School, Sector 47, for asking
parents to fill an indemnity bond
at the time of admission of their
child.
The CPA filed the complaint
with the district education officer
(DEO) and the Chandigarh Commission for Protection of Child
Rights (CCPCR) on
Sunday, demanding immediate
intervention, suggesting that
such undertaking takes
away the right of parents to
report the wrongdoings of the
schools.
The undertaking required
from parents at Mount Carmel

School reads, “The school does
not approve the practice of the
parents/students indulging in
any anti-school activity or
involving any third party or
giving information to Press/TV
etc., in the matters concerning
the school and students.
In case the parent/student indulges in such acts, the school shall
be at liberty to take appropriate
action, which may include striking off the name of the student
from the school rolls. In the event
of breach of either, the school
management is at liberty to
suspend/cancel the admission
of my child as the case
may be.”
DEO Anujit Kaur said,
“Schools cannot make parents fill
such bonds. I will look into the
matter.”

educationnotes
KHALSA COLLEGE
HOLDS LECTURE
ON LIFE SKILLS
LUDHIANA : The Career Guidance and
Counselling Cell of Khalsa College for
Women, Sidhwan Khurd, organised a
lecture on ‘Your Decision Your Life’
on Monday. The resource persons
were principal Amandeep Kaur and
Gurwinder Singh from GHG Harparkash College of Education for
Women, Sidhwan Khurd. The
students were apprised of the
career opportunities available in
the education sector.

Kamla Lohtia SD College
student bags varsity position
LUDHIANA : Shivangi Soin, a student
of Kamla Lohtia SD College secured
eighth position in the Panjab
University’s MCom third semester
final examination. She scored 81.67%
marks. Principal Bimlesh Kumar
Gupta congratulated the position
holder and encouraged them to aim
higher.

CT University
inaugurates bakery
LUDHIANA : CT University inaugurated Aryana Bakery on Monday.
Students can showcase their baking
skills in the bakery that will also be
open for visitors. The bakery was

inaugurated by chancellor Charanjit
Singh Channi, managing director
Manbir Singh, vice-chairman
Harpreet Singh, vice-chancellor
Harsh Sadawarti and other officials
of the university. Students will
prepare items like hot and cold
coffee, tea, mocktails, sandwiches,
puffs, desserts and light snacks.

weight category. He thanked the
principal, his teachers and coach for
their support. Principal Jyoti
Sachdev Pujara congratulated the
winner and his mentor for their
commendable performance.

Cricket match organised
at Ryan International
LUDHIANA : An inter house cricket
match was organised for the
students of class 6-10 at Ryan
International School, Dugri. The
match was organised under the
guidance of chairman AF Pinto. The
semifinals were played in two
rounds. Newton house won the
competition. Headmistress Shilpi
Gurtu congratulated the winning
team.

Havan ceremony held
at Shri Ram Global
LUDHIANA : A Havan ceremony was
held at Shri Ram Global School to
mark the beginning of a new
academic session on Monday. 11
priests sang the holy hymns at the
ceremony which was attended by
teachers, students and parents. The
management of the school is
starting its main school up to class 12
in South City. The school has started
class LKG and UKG at its mall road
premises. The school hopes to be
shifted to the new location by the
end of year 2020.

Extension lecture on career
opportunities at SDP college
LUDHIANA : The department of
sociology of SDP College for Women
organised an extension lecture on
‘Career Opportunities in Sociology’
on Monday. Ludhiana Public Utilities
Regulatory Commission researcher
and investigator Raman Vohra was
the resource person. Vohra apprised
the students of the opportunities in
the field of sociology. Manju
Bhashinee, officiating principal,
thanked the resource person
appreciated the efforts of the
department of sociology.

Green Land Convent student
shines in karate c’ship
LUDHIANA : A student of Green Land
Convent School, Sourav Deep Singh
Walia, bagged third position in the
National Karate Championship
organised by International Sports
Council Inc. (Canada) at Lovely
Professional University, Phagwara.He stood third in the 55 kg

n

Winners of an inter-house cricket match organised for the students of Classes 6-10 at Ryan International School, Dugri, in Ludhiana on
Monday.
HT PHOTO

THE QUIZ WAS BASED
ON THE THEME
‘UNIVERSAL HEALTH
COVERAGE: EVERYONE,
EVERYWHERE’

n

Hotel management students of CT University during the
inauguration of a bakery in Ludhiana on Monday.

n

HT PHOTO

Students and faculty members during a havan ceremony to mark the commencement of the new
academic session at Shri Ram Global School in Ludhiana on Monday.

n

HT PHOTO

A student of Green Land Convent School after bagging the third
position in a karate championship, in Ludhiana on Monday. HT PHOTO
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Fire brigade facing heat due to
staff crunch, lack of equipment
NO LESSONS LEARNT Despite tall claims by local bodies minister Navjot Sidhu after plastic factory
fire tragedy in November 2017, no infrastructural upgrading has been done and no vacancies filled
Harsimran Singh Batra
n

OUT OF TOTAL 147
SANCTIONED POSTS,
108 ARE LYING VACANT.
THE DEPT, HOWEVER,
NEEDS 519 POSTS,
INCLUDING FIREMEN,
LEADING MEN, SUB FIRE
OFFICERS AS PER
REQUIREMENT OF CITY

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : With the onset of summer season, during which a maximum number fire incidents are
witnessed, the fire brigade is
finding it difficult to make ends
meet as the department is facing
a shortage of water pipes, which
are the main requirement for a
fire brigade.
Staff crunch, lack of safety
masks and fire safety suits are
among the other major problems
being faced by the brigade.
Despite tall claims made by
local bodies minister Navjot
Singh Sidhu after the plastic factory fire tragedy in November
2017, in which 16 people, including nine firefighters, were killed,
no infrastructural upgrading
has been witnessed and also no
vacancies have been filled.
The absence of a hydraulic
ladder and the dilapidated condition of tenders are also the
major concern of the department, but the municipal corporation (MC) and the local bodies
department have not paid attention to these problems as well.
The department, having
responsibility of dealing with
incidents of fire in the industrial
hub, needs at least 374 firemen as
per fire safety norms. However,
there are only 86 sanctioned
posts and out of these only 21 are
filled.
Out of a total of 147 sanctioned
posts, 108 are lying vacant. The
department, however, needs 519
posts, including firemen, leading
men, sub fire officers etc as per
the requirement of the city with
thousands of commercial and
industrial units.
As many as 50 leading firemen
are needed in the department,

n

The absence of a hydraulic ladder and the dilapidated condition of fire tenders are also a major concern
GURPREET SINGH/HT
of the fire safety department.

but there are only 18 sanctioned
posts, out of which 11 are vacant.
Against the requirement of 20
posts of sub fire officers (SFOs)
there are only 15 sanctioned
posts and 11 are lying vacant.
Only one post of fire station
officer (FSO) is occupied, while
three are lying vacant at a time
when the city requires at least
six FSOs.
As many as 16 posts of drivers
are vacant against the sanctioned 19 posts. The department,
however, needs 68 permanent
drivers.
All the three posts of clerks
are vacant while one post of peon
is filled.
For providing some relief

from the staff crunch, the department has deployed 40 firemen
and 12 drivers on contractual
basis. But, as per sources in the
fire safety department, contractual employees are not properly
trained.
As per information, the
department has 24 vehicles, out
of which seven, including two
motorcycles, have developed
snags and are out of use. An official said three vehicles are
beyond repair. The other vehicles will also be become nonfunctional, if not repaired in
time.
Another official, also requesting anonymity, said that the
basic need of the fire brigade is

water pipes and there is no use of
providing any other equipment
if there are no pipes.
The pipes are old and many of
them have been cut short by the
firemen for repairing them.
The department has to attach
many of the pipes to douse the
flames in internal parts of the
city, where fire tenders cannot
reach due to congestion. Water
leaks out of many pipes, but no
official is paying heed to the
problem.
The department is also short
of fire tenders and there are no
small fire tenders at present with
the department due to which the
department faces problems,
especially while dousing flames

in congested areas of the old city.
There are also not enough
hydrant/refilling points in the
old city areas. The authorities
claim that the new directorate
has been established for the fire
brigade, but they have seen no
change at the ground level and
the fire brigade is still struggling
to make ends meet, he added.
A firemen said that after the
plastic factory fire tragedy, the
authorities assured that a
hydraulic ladder would be
provided to the fire brigade, so
that firefighters do not have to
enter the building for dousing
flames. But, nothing has been
done so far.
The safety masks, provided by
the deputy commissioner's office
years ago, also leak and are a
threat to the lives of the firefighters who cover their faces with
wet clothes while they go for
dousing flames.
Additional divisional fire officer (ADFO) Bhupinder Singh
said that the present infrastructure is fine.
As far as infrastructural
upgrading is concerned, the matter is being taken up with the
state authorities and still he
would not be able to comment on
the same.

ludhiana
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Five city rly officials to be
honoured for excellence
Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Five officials of the
railway station here have been
selected for the General Manager award (GM award).
The Northern Railway Headquarter Office, New Delhi,
released a list of 204 individual
awardees, working at the headquarter office and in five divisions of Ambala, Delhi, Ferozepur, Lucknow and Moradabad.
The selected officials will be
honoured during the 64th Railway Week-2019 in New Delhi on
April 10. The award carries a
prize of ₹5,000. The individuals
are selected on the basis of their
contribution and past performance. Of the 204 selected individuals, 23 are deputed in the Ferozepur division and of these 23,
five are working at the railway
station here.
The selected officers have
been identified as Sunil Kumar,
senior section engineer
(SSE)-works; Manoj Kumar,
chief health inspector; Rajinder
Singh, train ticket inspector
(TTI); Kuldip Rai, divisional
mechanical engineer (DME) at
the Diesel Shed ; and Raimon
Kujur, SSE (signal).
Sunil Kumar said that he
joined the Railways in 1986-87 at
Hazrat Nizamuddin as an
inspector of works (grade 3).
later he was posted at Sri
Muktsar Sahib and he bagged
the chief administration officer
award in 1994, he said. “I came to
Ludhiana in 2010 as section
engineer. I served on this post
for seven years and in 2017, after
bagging the Principal Chief
Engineer award, I was promoted as senior section engineer in 2018,” he said.
He said the construction of a
community centre in the railway quarters, overhead tanks
and the maintaining the model
running room are some of his
tasks that made him win the
GM’s award.
Manoj Kumar said that he

n

n

Sunil Kumar

Manoj Kumar

joined as health inspector in
2015 and, after one-and-a-half
years, he was promoted as chief
health inspector. He said he
served in Ludhiana for four
years and contributed in organising the rodent control programme and cleanliness drives
to keep the station neat and
clean.
Rajinder Singh, who joined as
diesel cleaner at the diesel shed
in 1999, was promoted as ticket
checker in 2001 on the basis of
his achievements in sports.
Singh said so far he has won
Divisional Railway Manager’s
award four times (two on the
basis of sports and two for my
service record). In 2011, he was
promoted as ticket inspector. “I
am happy that my seniors are
satisfied with my working and
recognised my service,” he said.
Kuldeep Rai has been in the
service since 1980. He joined as
junior engineer at Ferozepur
and, in 2009, he was promoted as
assistant divisional mechanical
engineer. He came to Ludhiana
in 2011 as ADME and in 2015 was

n

Kuldeep Rai

n

Raimon Kajur

n

Rajinder Singh

promoted as DME. “I have won
many awards at the divisional
level. And, now i have been
selected for the GM award,” he
said.
Raimon Kujur said that he
has been selected for the award
for setting up an electronic
interlocking system.
He added that he joined as
section engineer in 2005 at Ferozepur and, in 2006, he was was
given the charge of SSE (signal).
He was deputed in Ludhiana in
2008 and in 2014, he was honoured with the signal and telecom award.

Newborn boy found Workshops on stroke, neurology Ailing woman commits suicide
abandoned in plot mark final day of world congress
LUDHIANA: Depressed over her ill-

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : A newborn baby boy,
appearing to be one-day old, was
found abandoned in a vacant plot
in the Meharban area here on
Sunday. A passerby heard the
cries of the child and informed
the police.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Satnam Singh, investigating the
case, said that after a local
informed the police about the
baby, the police took the baby to
the civil hospital. His condition
was stated stable.
The Meharban police have registered a case under sections 317
(exposure and abandonment of
child under twelve years, by parent or person having care of it) of
the IPC against unidentified

accused. He added that it is suspected that some unmarried
woman might have abandoned
the baby. The police will check
the record of hospitals, nursing
homes and midwives to get the
record of pregnant women, who
underwent delivery in the past
two or three days.
Dinesh Kumar, state coordinator of the Bachpan Bachao Andolan (NGO), said that it is also possible that the mother of the baby
gave birth to the baby with the
help of a midwife. Several people
have approached the police and
civil hospital doctors for adopting
the newborn.
On July 16, 2018, a newborn
baby girl was also found abandoned in a garbage dump at New
Subhash Nagar of the Basti Jodhewal area.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Workshops on stroke
and neurology, nephrology, a
master quiz and many other academic activities marked the final
day of the 5-day Junior World
Congress (JWC) on non-communicable diseases at the Christian
Medical College and Hospital
(CMCH) here on Monday.
The stroke and neurology
workshop, Cephalique, was conducted by Dr Peter Sandercock
from the University of Edinburgh, London, and Dr Jeyaraj
D Pandian, vice-president of
World Stroke Organisation, professor of the department of neurology and principal, CMCH.
Dr Sandercock covered clinical signs and symptoms of

NEPHROLOGY
WORKSHOP AIMED AT
PROVIDING BUDDING
DOCTORS A HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCE OF
HEMODIALYSIS AND
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
stroke. Dr Pandian discussed the
basic clinical approach to neurological examination.
Stroke thrombolysis was elaborated by Dr Mahesh Kate, Dr
Rajeswar and Dr Anirudh Kulkarni. Dr Ivy Sebastian explained
about various epilepsies and
seizures. Dr Vineeth Jaison
stressed the importance of
knowing about neuromuscular

diseases. The workshop focused
on teaching students the basics
of EEG, nerve conduction studies and a hands-on training on
simulator thrombolysis.
Director of NT Renal Services,
Australia, Dr Sajiv Cherian, conducted a nephrology workshop
aimed at providing budding doctors a hands-on experience of
hemodialysis and peritoneal
dialysis. A demonstration on
renal biopsy was also shown to
the students.

ness, a 40-year-old woman allegedly ended her life by hanging
herself from a ceiling fan at her
house in Manjit Nagar here on
Monday afternoon. She has been
identified as Pooja, mother of
two children. Narinder Singh,
husband of the woman, told the

police that Pooja had undergone
a gall bladder surgery three
years ago and later, she suffered
from stomach infection and
other health problems. He said
she started remaining mentally
upset due to her bad health.
He added that on Monday he
went to the school of his younger

son, while his elder son was at
work. When he came back, he
saw the lifeless body of his wife
hanging from a fan. ASI Chand
Ahir, in-charge, Bus stand
police post, said no suicide
note was recovered. Inquest proceedings under section 174 of
HTC
the CrPC.

MASTER QUIZ
A master quiz and many other
academic activities were also
conducted throughout the day.
Addressing the students, Dr Pandian said that NCDs are preventable with awareness and early
intervention.

‘Research in oncology focuses on early detection’
HT Correspondent
n

n

Delegates at the National Oncology Conclave at DMCH in Ludhiana on Monday.

HT PHOTO

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Research in the field of
oncology is currently focused on
prevention, early detection and
discovery of newer therapies.
This was stated by regional
director (north) of the American
Oncology Institute Dr Shibaji
Chattopadhyaya during the twoday National Oncology Conclave
which concluded at the Dayanand Medical College and Hospital (DMCH) here on Monday.
Dr Chattopadhyaya also said,
“Conclaves like this help us
bridge the knowledge gap that
exists among clinicians in India.
It is a great privilege for oncolo-

gists from different places to be
associated with National Oncology Conclave, an initiative of
American Oncology Institute. I
hope this initiative would help to
improve cancer management in
Ludhiana.”
During the conclave, experts
deliberated on recent updates in
cervical cancer, role of interventional radiology in oncology and
role of chemotherapy in CA cervix with an objective of improving quality of cancer care in Ludhiana region. The conclave comprised panel discussions,
interactive sessions and debates,
with a view to bring international standards of cancer care
to the people of Punjab.

Contaminated water
supply: Giaspura
residents hold protest
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Despite repeated
requests to the municipal corporation (MC) authorities to remedy the situation, residents of
Aatma Singh Nagar, Giaspura,
have been facing the problem of
contaminated water supply and
open sewers.
The disappointed residents
staged a protest at the Eastman
Chowk, ward number 30 here on
Monday and raised slogans
against the corporation and the
officials concerned.
Protesters accused the civic
body authorities of ignoring
flooded roads due to choked sewers in the area.

The residents also claimed the
sewage water is flowing into
their homes due to the non-functional sewer system.
Residents said that the corporation has failed to repair the
overflowing sewers and even
after repeated complaints contaminated water is still being
supplied.
The protesters ended the protest after Jaspal Singh, councillor of ward 30, reached the spot
and assured the residents that
their problems would be
resolved at the earliest possible.
Jaspal also assured that the
sewerage system of this area is
likely to be made functional by
Tuesday with work already
being under process.
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CHANDIGARH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TAKES NEW WINGS

Round-the-clock flights, big birds in sight
TAKING OFF ON APRIL 10 From
just 3 domestic flights in 1970 to
24-hour landing facilities for
wide-bodied aircraft, these
milestones have not been easy to
achieve for Chandigarh Airport

facetoface
SUNEEL DUTT, CEO,
CHANDIGARH
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

International
airlines have
yet to revert

Hillary Victor
n

hillaryvictor@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Chandigarh International Air-

port today is on the cusp of a major transition, opening up for bigger aircraft and
launching round-the-clock operations
from April 10. From just three domestic
flights in 1970 by Indian Airlines to being
readied for a Boeing 787-800 (Dreamliner), the airport will finally be able to
fulfil the demands of the people from the
region to connect the dots to major international destinations.
Yes, there have been controversies,
with ugly spats between Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh over the naming of
the airport and the Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) rapping airport authorities for not starting international flights.
LOOKING BACK
Foundations for the airport were laid
when the Indian Air Force (IAF) base
was set up here in 1961 as a major air
logistics node for Indian troops
deployed in Jammu and Kashmir. The
civil enclave was opened in the mid1960s adjacent to the base with Indian
Airlines starting its first flight to Delhi
in 1967 followed by flights to Kullu and
Srinagar. Jet Airways became the first
private airline to start operations in
1999, with more private airlines (currently six) following suit. While the Airports Authority of India controls the
functioning of the new civil terminal in
partnership with Punjab and Haryana,
runway operations and air traffic control are managed by the Chandigarh Air
Force Station. Timings of the commercial passenger flights are also controlled by IAF.
INTERNATIONAL STATUS
IN SEPTEMBER 2015
Prime minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the International Airport on September 11, 2015, which is now handling
both domestic and international flights,
though it’s connected right now to only
Dubai and Sharjah in the Middle East.n
The other 38 flights are connected to
major cities including Delhi, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Leh, Srinagar,
Jaipur,PuneandKullu,ChennaiandGoa.

What is your growth projection
for the next one year?
At present we have 22 lakh
domestic passengers and after
round-the-clock operations we
expect an increase of 30%,
which means, it will go to
around 28 lakh.
n

GOING PLACES: Chandigarh International Airport’s CAT-III ILS system that permits operations even when visibility is as low as 100 metres will be ready by
December 2019.

PULLED UP BY COURTS
A petition filed in 2015 by the Mohali
Industrial Association at the Punjab and
Haryana HC led to the first international
flight out from Chandigarh, following
which in, 2016, Dubai and Sharjah were
connected to the city.
With Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh claiming rights to name the airport,
there was furious debate over the naming of the airport, with one party suggesting it be named after Shaheed-E-Azam
Sardar Bhagat Singh and the other proposing Rock Garden creator Nek
Chand’s name.
WHAT WILL CHANGE
Chandigarh Airport will open from
April 10 for category 4E aircraft which
are wide-bodied and include Boeing 777,
B747-400, Airbus 330, and Boeing 787-800
(Dreamliner).
WHO WILL BENEFIT THE MOST?
The hospitality industry will get a boost
and tour operators a level playing field as
they connect to various countries
and cities. Businessmen can leave for
important meetings; conventions and
conferences and come back to the city
within a day.

Footfall and facilities
From just 1.5 lakh passengers in 2006-2007, Chandigarh Airport now deals with a load of 22 lakh (domestic)
passengers, which will increase the moment wide-bodied aircraft are accommodated here.
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ZIRAKPUR :Around 250 flat buyers
atChinarHomes,aprivatehousing project in Zirakpur, have
been left in the lurch as two of its
three promoters have been
declared proclaimed offenders
while the third has also gone
incommunicado.
BCL Homes Limited had
launched the project at Kishanpura village in Zirakpur in 2010
withthepromisetohandoverthe
possessioninJuly2013.Thecompany was to construct 368 flats,
comprising three blocks and 14
towers.Allflatsweresoldforpricesrangingbetween₹30lakhand
₹55 lakh. Most of the allottees
even paid up to 90% of the cost.
Howevertheproject,whichisnot
even registered under the Real

BCL HOMES LAUNCHED
THE PROJECT, CHINAR
HOMES, IN 2010.
POSSESSION WAS
PROMISED BY JULY 2013,
BUT ONLY 70% WORK
IS COMPLETE SO FAR
Estate (Regulation and Development)Act,2016, isnowherecompletion, with only 70% works
done,evenafternineyears.Most
of the buyers have approached
consumer and civil courts for
refund.Evenasmanycaseshave
been decided in the buyers’
favour, they have not received
any amount. On March 20, the
Punjab state consumer commissiondeclaredBaldevChandBan-

n

yuvraj.kaushal@htlive.com

PANCHKULA: “The inherent bash-

sal, one of the directors of BCL
Homes Limited, a proclaimed
offender (PO). While Tejinder
Kumar Bansal, alias Gopal Bansal,was declared a PO by a ChandigarhdistrictcourtinJuly2018,
thethirddirector,RajeevKumar,
is also not traceable.
BUYERS’ HARD-EARNED
MONEY GETS STUCK
Vidhu Sharma, 45, who is now
settledintheUS,said:“Ipaid90%
of the amount, which is ₹43 lakh,
for a three bedroom flat in 2011. I
amstillrepayingtheloan.Despite
approachingthecompanydirectors for possession, nothing has
been done.”Anoop Jethwani, 52,
anotherallottee,saidheisforced
toliveinarentedaccommodation
for₹18,500permonthinSector20,
Panchkula, because of the delay
in possession.

fulness of the females and the
tendency to conceal outrage of
sexual aggression are factors
whichthecourtsshouldnotoverlook,” observed Panchkula additional district and sessions judge
NarenderSura,whilesentencing
twobrothersto20yearsinjailfor
raping their 19-year-old cousin
evenasthevictimandhermother
turned hostile.
The two are also accused of
raping the victim’s younger sister, who was 14-year-old at the
time of the incident in 2017. The
judgment inthat caseisexpected
on Monday.
While the court had held the
accused, aged 21 and 23, guilty on
April 1, the quantum of sentence
was announced on Saturday.
They have been convicted under
Sections376D(gangrape)and506
(criminal intimidation) of the

whatcourtsaid

›

The inherent
bashfulness of the
females and the
tendency to conceal
outrage of sexual
aggression are factors
which the courts should
not overlook.

IndianPenalCode(IPC).Thetwo
have also been imposed a fine of
₹50,000 each.“The courts shoulder a great responsibility while
trying an accused on charge of
rape. The courts are required to
deal with such cases (with)
utmost sensitivity and are not
requiredtogetswayedbycontradictions and insignificant discrepancies in the statements of

Capacity

1,600
passengers

HT Correspondent
n

›

The courts are
required to deal with
such cases with utmost
sensitivity and are not
required to get swayed
by discrepancies in
statements of
witnesses.
witnesses, which are not of fatal
nature,tothrowoutanotherwise
reliable prosecution case,” the
judgment reads.
ALL ABOUT THE CASE
Thevictimsandtheaccused,sons
of their maternal uncle, live in
shanties near Sector 21, Panchkula.
In her complaint, the 19-year-

Parking

READY FOR THE BIG BIRDS

500
cars

Chandigarh International Airport will from
April 10 be ready to accommodate category 4E
(wide bodied) aircraft, including Boeing 777,
B747-400, Airbus 330, and Boeing 787-800
(Dreamliner)
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Lifts

6

14

CCTV
cameras

186

When are flights expected to
Europe and USA ?
Since we will now have roundthe-clock operations from April
10, we have written to airlines
for international flights. They
will revert after studying the
feasibility and traffic. Currently, no airlines have applied
(for long-haul flights).

Any challenges ahead?
Time is a great challenge as
both new domestic and
international need time to study
the routes and traffic. We have
written to all the airlines to
come forward and are hoping
that more domestic flights will
be added by the next six months.

New facilities coming
up at the airport?

State of
the art
intelligent
addressable system

›

Upgrade of the runway and
increase in its size 10,400 feet
from 9000 feet and strength of 75
pavement classification
number (PCN) to 75
and above, resulting in operation
of wide-bodied
aircraft.

Late night flights tend to
steal room nights from
hotels, late evening arrivals
have scope for room nights

SANJEEV VASHISHT, former president,
Mohali Industry Association

17-YR-OLD GIRL
ATTEMPTS SUICIDE
AS SHE GETS
COMPARTMENT

FULLY LOADED

76,634
1.48 lakh
1.26 lakh

›

MANMOHAN SINGH, former Chairman
CII, Chandigarh council

Punish SAD and BJP for neglecting
Patiala district: Preneet Kaur to voters
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A 17-year-old girl

attempted suicide by hanging
herself from a ceiling fan at her
house in the Sector-25 colony on
Sunday.
The victim, who is a Bachelor
of Arts (BA) first-year student at
the Post Graduate Government
College for Girls, Sector 42, took
theextremestepreportedlyafter
getting a compartment in some
subjects, police said.
The victim’s father, who is an
auto-rickshawdriver,toldpolice
she was stressed for the past two
days. He said he was at the interstate bus terminal in Sector 17
when he received a call from her
at around 3.15pm. He immediately reached home and found
her hanging from a fan in her
room on top floor, he told police.

Two brothers awarded 20 years
in jail for raping 19-year-old cousin
Yuvraj Kaushal

2016-17
2017-18
2018-19

I request the authorities
to initiate international
flights from our city and link
to major Indian cities.

CAT-3 FACILITY BY
DECEMBER THIS YEAR
The airport at present has facility of Category-II (CAT-II) instrument landing
system (ILS) which enables pilots to land
with the help of instruments if the runway is not visible.

250 families left in lurch
as builders declared PO
n

INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC

1.5 lakh
2.2 lakh
3.6 lakh
4.5 lakh
6.4 lakh
8 lakh
8.81 lakh
10.5 lakh
12 lakh
15 lakh
18 lakh
21 lakh
22 lakh

whattheysay

ZIRAKPUR HOUSING PROJECT

Hillary Victor

SANJEEV SHARMA/HT

old victim had alleged that the
duotookherminorsisterandher
intheirshantyandrapedthetwo
takingturnsandeventhreatened
to kill their family if they complainedtoanyone.Acasewasregistered at the women police station on July 17, 2017. A separate
FIRwasregisteredundertheProtection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act for the
14-year-old’s rape.
Even as the victim deposed in
courtthata“wrongact”wascommitted upon her, she failed to
remember the date. She further
deposed that she did not know
who had committed the crime.
On seeing the accused in the
courtroom,sheclaimedshecould
not tell as to whether they were
the two who had committed the
rape.Thereon, she was declared
hostile on the prosecution’s
request.The girl’s mother had
alsoturnedhostile,deposingthat
her daughters had not told her
anything about the incident.

PATIALA: After the Congress party
announcedhercandidaturefrom
Patiala, former Union minister
and Punjab chief minister CaptainAmarinderSingh’swifePreneet Kaur held a series of rallies
in the constituency on Sunday
and urged the party workers to
garner public support.
Making optimum use of the
weekend, Preneet addressed
three rallies — one at
Patran with MLA Nirmal Singh
Shutrana, at Patiala rural with
statehealthandfamily planning
minister Brahm Mohindra,
and concluded the day by
addressing a rally at Nabha
with cabinet minister Sadhu
Singh Dharamsot.
At Patiala rural, Preneet
slammed the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) and Bharatiya

n

Former Union minister Preneet Kaur and state health minister
Brahm Mohindra during a rally in Patiala on Sunday.
HT PHOTO

Janata Party (BJP). She raised
the issue of Patiala ‘being
neglected’undertheformerSAD-

BJP regime.
“Before casting their votes,
people should keep in mind the

fact that instead of undertaking
any development projects in the
RoyalCity,theSAD-BJPgovernment sold properties of
Patiala and shifted funds to
Bathinda. It’s time to punish the
SAD-BJP leaders for neglecting
Patiala district’s development,”
she said.
She said that after the formation of Congress government,
chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh has sanctioned multiple development projects, worth
around ₹1,000 crore.
While addressing the rally in
Patiala, Mohindra urged people
to“avoidanypoliticalmisadventure and experimentation.”
“Lasttime,youdidexperimentation and elected Aam Aadmi
Partycandidate,buttheAAPMP
failed to perform. AAP is now
dividedintothreepartsandevery
MLAandMPofthepartyisfighting for his political space.

PGI faculty raise
accommodation
issues at first
general body meet

2 years on, UT police await
Centre’s nod for stricter law

CHANDIGARH :The Postgraduate

CHANDIGARH:For almost two years

Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER) faculty
body raised several issues in its
first general body meeting on
Sunday.
The faculty pressed for
accommodation, office space,
HAG scale, rotational headship
apart from raising the concern
of only 72 houses under construction as compared to the
projected demand of 500 houses
in the next five years.
The Postgraduate Institute of
Medical Education and
Research faculty association
president professor JS Thakur
said it was decided that the institute should provide a road map
for the speedy construction of
the flats for faculty.
The poor condition of the
teachers’ flats in Sector-12 and
the security concerns were also
highlighted.
HTC

now, the Union government has
been sitting on Chandigarh
Police’s request for stricter punishment for snatching on the
lines of Punjab and Haryana.
The proposal to increase the
sentence from three years to 10
years and make snatching a nonbailable offence needs an amendment to the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) provisions to become a
reality.
Senior police officials said the
department had sent its proposal
to the ministry of home affairs
(MHA) in July 2017.
The matter was discussed at
length in the Punjab and Haryana high court during the hearing on a petition on the increasing number of snatching cases
last year. Due to the sudden
spurt in the number of cases, the
high court on March 21, 2018, had
even summoned UT senior

Shub Karman Dhaliwal
n

shubkarman.dhaliwal@htlive.com

SPURT IN CRIME
April 5: Two men in a sedan
snatch a woman’s mobile
phone outside her house in
Sector 37
April 4: Activa-borne men
snatched a woman’s handbag
in Sector 39
April 2: A 42-year-old woman
lost an earring to a snatcher
at a park in Sector 7
March 30: Bike-borne men
flee with a woman’s handbag
near Terraced Garden in
Sector 33
March 29: A man snatched a
mobile phone near the Laxmi
Narayan temple in Sector 44

superintendent of police Nilambari Vijay Jagdale.
Thereon, the department
pushedfor the amendment again
andtheMHAsoughtacopyofthe
official gazette notification of the

related Haryana legislation
of 2015 and the proposed notification. Nothing moved on thereafter.
“Whatever was required from
our end, we have sent to the
MHA. But so far, the amendment
hasn’t been made and the matter
is still pending, even after bringing the matter to their notice,”
said Jagdale.
THE LAW
Last year, 186 cases of snatching
were reported in the city. In the
first three months this year,
around 30 cases have occurred.
In Chandigarh, snatchers are
booked under Sections 379 (theft)
and 356 (use of criminal force to
commit theft). Under these sections, the punishment ranges
from a fine to a maximum of
three years in prison. However,
in Haryana, Section 379A is used.
It carries rigorous imprisonment of at least five years, which
may be extended up to 10 years
along with ₹25,000
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Nawazuddin
Siddiqui feels real
content-driven
cinema is not fully
appreciated in India
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL/AFP

Ayushmann
Khurrana’s
upcoming film
(inset) was
shot in Mathura

Bhumi
Pednekar
starred in
Sonchiriya
(below), set in
the Chambal

PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Ek aadh
picture flop
ho gayi,
doesn’t mean
star system
has changed

Taapsee Pannu’s
Manmarziyaan (inset)
was set in Amritsar

THEIR HEARTISIN
THE HEARTLAND

The new crop of Bollywood
actors is choosing films set
against desi backdrops

Kartik Aaryan
and Kriti
Sanon were
seen in Luka
Chuppi, set
in Gwalior

Juhi Chakraborty

igh on glamour, overthe-top costumes and
shot in exotic foreign
locales — this pretty
much sums up the idea of a
commercial Bollywood
potboiler. However, a bunch
of actors such as Bhumi
Pednekar, Taapsee Pannu,
Kriti Sanon, Ayushmann
Khurrana and Kartik
Aaryan, are pretty
content picking heartland
stories in desi backdrops.
Bhumi, who has shot in
places like Haridwar
(Uttarakhand) for Dum
Laga Ke Haisha (2015),
Nandgaon (Uttar Pradesh)
for Toilet: Ek Prem Katha
(2017) and the Chambal for
Sonchiriya, can be safely
called the poster girl of
heartland films. “I’d never
been to a village before I
became an actor. It’s all
about a lot of observing
and understanding,”
says Bhumi whose
upcoming film, Saand
Ki Aankh, has a rural
setting. Interestingly,
the film also stars

H

PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Rishabh Suri
awazuddin Siddiqui is
undoubtedly one of the
best actors among
Bollywood’s current crop and
he makes it a point to balance
both hardcore masala films
and those minus all glamour.
Asked if money has become
a priority for him now, owing
to his success and the fact that
some stars demand huge
paychecks, even shares of a
film’s profit, Nawazuddin
says, “Har actor ki apni
strategy hoti hai. There’s
nothing wrong in asking for
profits. They have it (the
collections) that’s why they
ask for it. For me, both things
are important. The role is
good, and if the film is
commercial, then the money
angle too should be like that.
Money ka itna important role
nahi hai, but profession hai,

N

paisa chahiye hota hai (Money
doesn’t have such an
important role, but it’s a
profession, money is needed).”
Nawazuddin’s rising
popularity can be gauged by
the fact that recently, a fan
pulled him back by the neck,
all for a selfie, in Kanpur! The
actor, last seen in Thackeray
(2018), says, “I got injured, got
a hand fracture and a muscle
pull. But theek hai, kya karein,
uska apna tareeka tha (it’s ok,
what do we do, it’s their way).
Unka pyaar hai. (It’s their
love).”
However, the audience’s
love for stars in general didn’t
translate into box office
collections in the recent past.
Ask him his take on recent
films starring superstars not
doing well and whether it
means the star system doesn’t
work, he’s quick to clarify, “Ek
aadh picture flop ho gayi, usse

thodi na change ho jaata hai!
(One or two films flopped, it
doesn’t change anything).
Bade stars bade stars hote
hain. (Big stars are big stars).
Small budget films become a
hit, but even they have
Bollywood masala in them. We
even compromise on contentdriven films. We add five
songs, comedy… Tummbad,
Manto (both 2018), these are
the hardcore films. Actual
content-driven films don’t
work. When they work, a
change will come.”
Nawazuddin feels the real
content-driven cinema wins
more recognition abroad.
“Films that mostly go for these
[foreign] festivals, they are the
actual hardcore contentdriven films, and they get
appreciation. Uss cinema ki
audience [India] mein abhi
kam hai!” he adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Jacqueline
Fernandez

Sara Ali
Khan

STOP PRESS
KAREENA IN ANGREZI
MEDIUM, CONFIRMS
RADHIKA MADAN
t seems Kareena Kapoor
Khan is part of the muchtalked about Angrezi
Medium, paired opposite
Irrfan. The film is being
helmed by Homi Adajania.
Actor Radhika Madan, who,
according to reports, will
play Irrfan’s daughter in the
film, shared a photo of the
clapperboard and wrote, “As
excited as the man behind!
So so so grateful for this
new journey. @irrfan
@homster @maddockfilms
#kareenakapoorkhan
#dineshvijan”. “If things go
according to plan, Kareena
is expected to start
shooting for the film in July
in London,” says a source,
adding Angrezi Medium not
a sequel to Hindi Medium
(2017), but a franchise.

I

Katrina
Kaif

Shreya Mukherjee

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Sanchita Kalra
eon hues, animal prints,
flared bottoms—looks like
the fashion industry is
taking some major inspiration
from retro trends. And the one
celeb fashion choice from the
’90s that keeps popping up
every now and then is the
‘denim on denim’ look. A denim
jacket with denim jeans is
referred to as the Canadian
tuxedo, a term coined in the
1950s when American singer-

N

Good ol’ denim on
denim gets a twist
actor Bing Crosby was denied
entry to a hotel in Vancouver,
Canada, due to his head-to-toe
denim look. Later, denim label
Levi’s then sent him a
specially-crafted denim tuxedo.
Cut to 2019, celebrities are
opting for the all-denim look
with a twist. Actors like
Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Shruti
Hassan and Jacqueline
Fernandez have been spotted in
denim jumpsuits, denim dress
with denim jackets and the like,

while Karan Johar and Varun
Dhawan were seen in denim
jackets and jeans.
Designer Narendra Kumar
says, “Denim is the trend of the
’90s, but today it’s more playful
— there’s mesh, patchwork,
motifs, cutouts being used to
add the contemporary feel.”
Designer Rina Dhaka says,
“Every year with the onset of
summer it becomes a hot
favourite in the wardrobe. The
change I see is in silhouettes.
Now denims are about easy fits,

high waists, lots of pockets —
basically about comfortable
style, because in the heat you
can’t be wearing thick skinny
jeans.” She suggests chambray
fabric as a great substitute. “It
looks like denim, but has a
softer touch and feel. You can
go all big, boxy and baggy so
that you’re at ease,” she adds.
Designer Pranav Mishra of
Huemn, which showcased
denim looks at fashion weeks
earlier, says, “Denim is a fabric
that has various silhouettes,
you can play around with it...
just so many shapes and free
movement in dressing now.”
Kumar gives a few styling
tips: “Play with contrasting
hues. For instance, wear a red
shoe with a denim jumpsuit,
put pop colour on, or go for
prints like animal... add a dash
of pop by a pattern or a colour.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
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readers.

Taapsee, who has played her
share of non-urban characters
in films such as Soorma and
Manmarziyaan (both 2018).
For Kriti, a Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) was quite a break from
her otherwise glam image. She
later opted for another
heartland story, Luka Chuppi,
shot in Gwalior (Madhya
Pradesh). “There are flavours
in different parts of our
country. Choti choti harkatein
jo small town mein hoti hain,
woh bahut pyaari hoti hain —
chup chupke chhat pe milna,
haath pakadna aur fir dekhna
ki koi dekh to nahi raha — all
these innocent moments you
don’t see in big cities. Those
moments look adorable on
screen,” Kriti says.
Clearly there is acceptance
from the audience too. Trade
analyst Joginder Tuteja feels
the craze for exotic locales is
over as people are now more
exposed to foreign content than
before thanks to the web.
“There is no need to tell stories
from the outside world when
there is so much within India
that needs to be told,” he says.
Ayushmann is another actor
who has never shied away from

experimenting with rural
settings, be it in Dum Laga Ke
Haisha and Bareilly Ki Barfi or
his upcoming film Dream Girl,
for which he recently shot in
Mathura (Uttar Pradesh).
Kartik recently took the
plunge into small-town stories
with Luka Chuppi. “It was a
different world. My character
Guddu is a normal guy —
honest and vulnerable. I’ve
played street-smart characters
but it was so nice to play a role
which does not have any overthe-top heroism,” says Kartik,
who would “love to explore this
more”.
Producer Bhushan Kumar
feels the audience is more
attracted to “relatable and
believable” content. “People
don’t just go to watch movies
for entertainment, they also
want to relate to the story and
characters. A lot of business is
coming from these mass
pockets. So, it helps when they
see characters and settings
similar to them,” he says.
Agrees Kriti: “Characters in
these places are very relatable
and you know the audience will
feel an instant connect.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

I improvise birthday celebrations
according to where I am: Swara
Sneha Mahadevan
wara Bhasker turns 31
today and though the
actor isn’t working this
year, she is celebrating her
birthday by doing something
‘unusual’. The actor will be in
Bihar to campaign for a friend
for the upcoming elections.
“This year, I’m spending my
birthday in an extremely
unusual manner. I’m
campaigning in Begusarai,
Bihar, for my friend, ex-JNU
students union president
Kanhaiya Kumar, who is
standing as a candidate in the
Lok Sabha elections this year.
Ideally, I would like to spend
the day at home with my
family and close
friends. I love hosting
house parties so I like
to end the night with a
party,” she says.
The Veere Di
Wedding (2018) actor

S

Ideally, I would
like to spend
the day at
home with my
family and
close friends. I
love hosting
house parties
so I like to end
the night with
a party.
SWARA
BHASKER, ACTOR

reveals that she is always
looking for excuses to get
together and celebrate with
her friends, so birthdays
aren’t any different. She says,
“I love celebrations of all
kinds. I feel at the end of our
lives, as time keeps passing by,

Swara
Bhasker

all we have left is memories,
and celebration is a way of
creating memories. I don’t
have a regulated 9-5 kind of
work schedule, so sometimes
I’m shooting or working on
my birthday. I improvise my
birthday celebration
according to where I am. I’m
blessed to have friends and
family who make the day
special no matter where I
am,” she says.
Swara reminisces about
spending time with her
maternal grandmother on her
birthdays. “Every birthday
from my childhood is
memorable because my nani
would bake an amazing
cake for me each year. She
passed away a few years
ago so these are precious
memories I cherish,”
she recalls. On set, her
most memorable
birthday was in 2012.
“On the sets of
Machhli Jal Ki Rani
Hai, the producers
made sure that I had a
very special day. I cut
some eight cakes that
day and we had a
rocking party that
night.”
For the year ahead,
even though she
doesn’t believe in
resolutions, Swara wants to
fix her sleep schedule. “I
am never able to keep
either birthday or New
Year resolutions but my
resolution always is very
simple — to be able to
sleep and wake up at a
human hour, because
currently my sleep cycle
resembles that of an owl,”
she quips.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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htcity TIME OUT
Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

TUESDAY,
APRIL 9,
2019

DAILY HOROSCOPE

You will achieve something that you had
previously given up on. Focus is likely to
return at work. Financial issues will be
settled without sustaining loss.
Someone who had been rude to you in
the past is likely to make amends. Your
extrovert nature is likely to attract a
ARIES
mate
soon.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Grey
You may get involved in something and waste
your time. Those in uniformed services are
likely to get a posting of choice. An
understanding lover will help some of
you to get rid of your baggage of guilt.
An opportunity to add to your existing
income may slip with a snap. Physical
training needs to be taken up.

Good news on the family front may delight you
no end. Taking help from someone more
experienced will not be a bad idea at
work. Job hunters are likely to find things
moving to their liking. Give due
importance to your relationship. Invest
now rather than wait endlessly for a
TAURUS
better
opportunity.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Saffron
Financial worries are set to disappear as money
flows in from unexpected sources. Your
efforts on the academic front are likely to
be lauded by all. Someone you are
interested in on the romantic front may
reciprocate the signal back. Postponing
a travel plan will be a step in right
VIRGO
direction.
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender

SAGITTARIUS

You are likely to remain in a confused state on
the financial front. Sweet gestures of your
lover will draw you more closer to them.
Rising expenses can become a source of
worry. A medical condition that has been
troubling you is likely to improve. This is
the day to get even with someone, but
do so with finesse!

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Kristen Stewart: The American actor, who is
known for her films such as Panic Room, The
Twilight Saga, Snow White and the Huntsman,
turns 29 today.

A problem may take a nasty turn and create an
unsavoury situation at work. Your attempts
to multiply your assets are likely to
succeed. Someone’s guidance will be
instrumental in kicking off a bad
habit. Despite your confidence, you will
need to supervise someone on the social
front.
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Violet

A difficult task entrusted to you on the work
front is likely to be completed to the
satisfaction. Tackle a competitive
situation on the academic front with
your presence of mind. Let romance stay
at the back burner. Bad planning can be
detrimental to your financial health. Pay
attention to your health.
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

This is an ideal time to go in for a property deal,
as further delay may up the prices. Your gift
of the gab is likely to swing a job in your
favour. Time to consolidate your financial
position is here, as you are in for a raise
or an increment. Some of you are likely
to dictate your own terms on the
CAPRICORN
romantic front.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

SUDOKU
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AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Sometimes you astound others by your
foresight. This is not without basis as you
will be able to foresee something
important much before it affects the life
of someone close. Financially, you will be
much better as you shift to the saving
mode. Help someone close going
through a bad patch.
Lucky Number: 6 Colour: Dark Green

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Keeping tabs on someone will be in your
interest. Your ideas are likely to soon take
shape on the work front. Tips will come in
handy while playing the stocks.
Someone is likely to reciprocate for the
help rendered to them. Exchanging
sweet
nothings with lover is likely to
CANCER
happen.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Aqua Green
You may need to approach someone to get your
job done, so don’t feel reluctant. Rising
expenses will be countered by cutting
inessential costs. You need to give
priority to work matters. The fitness
freaks may be challenged with a new
physical activity, but you will have the
SCORPIO
energy to complete it.
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may get pleasantly surprised by a
subordinate’s dedication in handling an
important task. Driving off to a picnic with
family or friends is possible. Profits
accrue for professionals, as new clientele
is found. Starting a new exercise
regimen is indicated and promises to get
PISCES
you back into shape.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Dark Grey

SHOW BUZZ
FREEZE FRAME

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3050

PHOTO: TWITTER/IRRFANK

DID YOU KNOW?
Actor Preity G Zinta got her first TV
commercial break for Perk in 1996 after
she accidently met the director at a
friend’s birthday party.

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

C M E EE
DAR I C
O UY HMT
A I K N GW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Emcee, acrid, mouthy, waking
ANSWER: Whenever people agree with me I always feel I must
be wrong - Oscar Wilde

SONY PIX
1204 Piranha 3D
1326 Apocalypto
1455 Hellboy II: The Golden
Army
1830 San Andreas
2056 Rambo: First Blood
Part II
2300 Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2
WB
1257 Unforgettable
1435 Arthur
1623 Heart Of Dragon
1758 The Hunter’s Prayer
1920 After The Sunset
2100 RocknRolla
2250 The Forest
&PICTURES
1120 Happy Phirr Bhag
Jayegi
1415 Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya
1728 The Monkey King
2000 I
2339 Bad Boys II
ZEE CINEMA
1249 Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana
1540 Navsari Ka Rahsya
1817 Paltan
2100 The Real Tevar
2358 Courier Boy Kalyan

SOLUTION SUDOKU

MOVIES ON TV
STAR MOVIES
1144 Cars 3
1337 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1412 Titanic
2050 Predator
2259 Kingsman: The Secret
Service

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Whenever people _____ ____ __ I always feel I
must be wrong
- Oscar Wilde (5,4,2)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘MARRIAGEFORFEMALE
ACTORS NOT TABOO NOW’
Manisha Koirala feels times have
changed for female actors
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Manisha Koirala
burst onto the scene
with Subhash Ghai’s
Saudagar (1991) and has
continued to give good
performances one after the
other, over the years. Looking
back, Manisha feels that the
industry has changed in many
ways.
“A lot of change has taken
place. Now, there is a lot more
professionalism when it
comes to work being done on
time and all. I feel that the
quality of cinema is also
getting better and this current
generation of actors is so
talented… I am not saying
things weren’t good earlier,
but they are much better now.
Though people have less time
these days but in a way that
means they have more work,”
says Manisha, who is in talks
for her next Hindi film that
she shares might go on floors
this year.
The Dil Se.. (1998) and Lajja
(2001) actor wowed audiences
last year with her
performances in Sanju and
the web anthology Lust
Stories. She feels things are
now looking up for female
actors.
“These days, actresses do
not shy away from talking
about their personal life. Back
then they could not do that,
and if there were revealed

A

that they were married then
they would not get good work.
But these days, there
is no longer any taboo,” says
the 48-year-old.
However, the actor adds
that the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot more
pressure of expectations. “It
has become more PR-driven.
There is a constant pressure
of being in the news, to look
perfect in everything that one
does. There is no room for
mistake. It is something that
leads to affecting people
mentally,” shares Manisha,
who is a cancer survivor and
has penned the story of her
battle with the disease in her
book Healed: How Cancer
Gave Me a New Life, which
came out in December 2018.
n

Beginning again
Irrfan is back on the sets after treatment in London for
neoendocrine tumour. The actor, who is filming the sequel to
his hit 2017 film Hindi Medium, tweeted this photo, writing,
“GMB serving since 1900s. It’s going to be fun to tell another
story #AngreziMedium. Coming soon, with Mr
Champakji...Aa Raha Hu phir entertain Karne Sabko
#ItsTimeToKnowChampakJi #AngreziMedium”.

QUOTE HANGER
I KNOW BOTH
EXTREMES OF
LIFE. I KNOW
HOW IT FEELS
TO LIVE IN A
CHAWL, TO THE
TIME WHERE I
HAVE THREE
TOILETS FOR
ONE PERSON.

OPENING UP TO
DIFFERENT KINDS
OF MUSIC MADE
ME BETTER.
THE MOST
EMPOWERING
THING FOR AN
ARTIST IS THE
CHANCE TO DO
SOMETHING NEW.

JACKIESHROFF,
ACTOR

NEETI MOHAN,
SINGER

HAVE YOU HEARD?

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

shreya,mukherjee@htlive.com

the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot
more pressure of
expectations. It has
become more
PR-driven. There is a
constant pressure of
being in the news, to
look perfect.

Dangerous ishq?
A police complaint has been lodged against a fan of actor
Varun Dhawan after she threatened to kill his girlfriend,
fashion designer Natasha Dalal. According to a Mid-Day
report, after waiting to meet Varun for hours at his
residence, the fan turned violent and started yelling that she
will ‘kill Natasha’.

MANISHA KOIRALA ACTOR
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BEINGBULLIED
FUELLEDMY
AMBITION:
NAOMIE

PHOTO: JEANBAPTISTE
LACROIX/AFP

ctor Naomie Harris
has revealed she got
bullied in school
because she was an
‘‘oddball” but it pushed her
to make it big as an actor.
The Moonlight (2016) star
said bullying gave her a
chance to escape into an
imaginary world which
polished her as a performer.
“I think there was a lot of
jealousy towards me. I have
always been an oddball. I
didn’t have many friends,
and the class bully turned
everyone against me, so I
retreated into a world of my
own imagination,” Harris
told The Times.
“In hindsight that was a
blessing, because acting is
all about escaping to an
imaginary world,” the actor
said.
“What I heard so much
when I was growing up was,

A

O

Actor Violla Davis played the role of Amanda Waller (inset) in Suicide
Squad (20
016)
PHOTO: GEOFF ROBINS/AFP

Better Call Saul
Season 5 will not
return until 2020

In hindsight that
[getting bullied] was
a blessing, because
acting is all about
escaping to an
imaginary world.

NICOLE WILDER/AMC

SHUTTERSTOCK

oel Kinnaman doesn’t
agree with the “call-out”
culture. The SwedishAmerican actor says there is
no value in digging up an old
tweet or bad joke made by
someone years ago.
Filmmaker James Gunn,
actor Kevin Hart, Green Book
writer Nick Vallelonga,
singer Blake Shelton and
comedian Trevor Noah —
past tweets have lately come
back to haunt quite a few
names in a time when
inclusivity and gender
equality are burning issues.
“There is a negative side of
this movement and it is

J

We have to love one
another, we have to be
patient, kind...
because that is the
way we all get back to
a better world.
ZACHARY LEVI ACTOR

something that I really
dislike. That is the call-out
culture where people are
offended by things,”
Kinnaman says.
“What is really important
is that people go to the bottom
of the intent of what is being
said and not dig up an old
tweet (in which) someone has
said (something) or someone
had written a bad joke ten
years ago. I don’t think there
is value in that,” adds the
Easy Money (2010) and The
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo
(2011) actor, who is currently
seen in the web show Hanna.

IANS

Jimmy Morgan McGill, six
years before the events of
Breaking Bad. It shows his
transformation into criminalfor-hire Saul Goodman.
Talking about his role in an
interview, Odenkirk, who
essays the role of McGill, said,
“I see a guy who lazily took
part in con jobs and using
others, [and] then made a
concerted effort to do right,
[but] then — out of frustration
and a broken heart — slipped
down further... than he had
ever gone before.”
“He is now
compartmentalising his
sorrow and aiming, with
confidence and conscious
effort, to be the best, most
selfish, mercenary lawyer he
can be. But hopefully, there
is still a beating heart
underneath it all, and
perhaps it will come out
again,” Odenkirk added.

IANS

BETTER CALL SAUL
FOLLOWS THE STORY
OF CON MAN TURNED
SMALL-TIME LAWYER
JAMES JIMMY
MORGAN MCGILL

Ali Fazal draws his
fitness inspiration
from Mark Wahlbergg

‘Being a star kid
gave me access to
Bollywood’

Juhi Chakraborty

Sangeeta Yadav

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

The actor added that it was
important to be able to “stop
dehumanising each other,
stop dehumanising
ourselves”. “We have to love
one another, we have to be
patient, kind, understanding
and forgiving, because that is
the way we all get back to a
better world,” he said,
revealing he underwent
therapy to fight off anxiety
and depression.
“I think mental health is
the most important thing we
should all be talking about,
legitimately,” he added.
PTI

Joel slams digging up
old tweets and jokes

Actor Joel
Kinnaman has
slammed the
‘call-out’
culture PHOTO:

he fifth season of actor
Bob Odenkirk’s Better
Call Saul is not expected
to premiere until next year.
In an interview with
Vulture, Sarah Barnett,
president, Entertainment
Networks, said the news was
dropped on AMC’s most
recent earnings call, reports
ew.com.
“Decisions like these are
driven by talent needs, which
we would not override if it
would result in a worse
show,” she said.
Better Call Saul, which
launched in early 2015,
unveiled Season two almost
exactly a year later; Season
three came 14 months later,
while Season four arrived 16
months after that.
Barnett also indicated in
the interview that the show’s
writers “have a very
particular, very clear sense of
the arc of their show”, and
that “we’re certainly getting
closer” to the end of the series.
Entertainment Weekly has
confirmed that the earnings
call mentioned a debut date of
early 2020. Better Call Saul cocreator and executive
producer Vince Gilligan is
also busy these days with
Breaking Bad movie.
Better Call Saul follows the
story of con man turned
small-time lawyer James

T

Actor Bob Odenkirk
plays the lead in
Better Call Saul,
which launched in
early 2015 PHOTO:

NAOMIE HARRIS
ACTOR

Actor Zachary Levi recently starred in Shazam!

S

villains are recruited by the
government to carry out secret
missions, too dirty for the likes
of Superman and Batman.
Batman IANS

‘You’ll never make it, you’re
black, you’re a woman, it’s
really hard out there,
there’s so much racism in
the industry, how are you
going to overcome it?’ I just
heard the word ‘no’. But
being bullied fuelled my
ambition and gave me an
immense desire to prove
something,” she added. PTI

‘We need to stop
dehumanising each
other and ourselves’

hazam! star Zachary Levi
has opened up about his
battle with anxiety and
depression, saying it was a
really dark phase in his life.
The 38-year-old actor said
during his youth, the mental
illness reached a point where
he even contemplated suicide
as an option.
“I got to a place in my life
where I legitimately didn’t
want to live anymore. I was in
such darkness. It’s
generational, I fully believe.
My mum, [who] was a
beautiful, vibrant, intelligent,
incredible woman, was also
very, very tortured and
psychologically abused her
whole life, and I and my
sisters got the brunt of that,”
Levi said during an
appearance on The View.
“My mum didn’t know she
was doing that to us, most
people don’t; in fact, I would
argue that the people who are
doing bad in the world
genuinely don’t really know
how bad they’re doing,” he
said.

Viola Davis
joins Gunn’s
reboot of
Suicide Squad
scar-winning actor Viola
Davis will return as
Amanda Waller, a
government official who givess
out the squad’s orders, in
James Gunn’s The Suicide
Squad. According to TheWrap
p,
an individual with some
knowledge of the project has
confirmed the news of Davis
joining the team.
e
The sequel to 2016’s Suicide
Squad will hit the screens on
August 6, 2021. Peter Safran
and Charles Roven are
producing the project.
Guardians of the Galaxy
(2014) director Gunn was
brought on board to helm the
project. He will have a
completely new take on the
property, in which DC super-

The actor talks about how
being isolated in school proved
to be a blessing for her

03

hen it comes to
physical
transformation for
roles, Ali Fazal has been on
top of the game. And his
beefed-up look for his role of a
gangster in his latest web
series is proof of it. And after
the massive success of the
series, Ali took it upon
himself to undergo another
major fitness transformation,
inspired by Hollywood star
Mark Wahlberg.
“If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social media,
one would know how diligent
he’s about his fitness and
about his crazy workouts at
4am. It brings a discipline in
life and really helps you be
charged up through the day,”
shares Ali.
This aspect of Mark’s
fitness mantra has become a
crucial foundation for Ali and
his new fitness goals. The
actor, regardless of his work
and travels, now manages to
be up at odd hours to cope up
with this fitness inspiration
with the aid of his new
trainer.

W

“Starting so early in
n
the morning helps you
ur
body train better and get
g
into a lifestyle which is
b
actually ideal. I have been
doing this for a while and it
really works. Initially it’s
tough but it helps if you stick
to it,” he adds.
The actor has a custommade 12-week fitness routine
to muscle up. He has been
training for a few weeks now
and he has already started to
see and feel a drastic result
from this challenge that he
has taken up.
n

S

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social
media, one would
know how diligent he’s
about his fitness and
about his crazy
workouts at 4am.
ALI FAZAL ACTOR

tar kids do have an upper
hand over other actors
from a non-film
background. For Luv S Sinha,
son of actor-turned-politician
Shatrughan Sinha, being an
insider gave him a chance to
visit the sets from an early age.
With it came the realisation
that the glamourous world of
Bollywood was very different
from what it is actually
perceived to be.
“Being a star kid, it gave me
access to the exclusive world
of Bollywood which, from
outside, looked so glamourous
but from inside it is so
different. Pahlaj Nihalani, who
is like a family member, and
papa, have worked in a lot of
films together. Visiting his sets
and also seeing David Dhawan
in his initial days as the
director played a major role in
shaping my career. I
remember sitting around and
papa and Amitji (Bachchan)
discussing the script and
watching them later on the big
screen was a delightful
experience,” Luv says.
The 35-year-old actor, who

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
LUVSINHA

Ali Fazal says working out early in the morning like Hollywood actor
Mark Wahlberg (inset) helps stay charged throughout the day
PHOTO: PRABHAS ROY/HT

has worked in films like
Sadiyaan (2010) and Paltan
(2018), further adds that it was
a fascinating experience to
closely watch the journey of
actors from being a struggler
to a superstar.
“Spending time with
Govinda bhaiya while we were
growing up and seeing him
transform into a superstar was
a fun-filled experience. He
would always be very nice to
us, crack jokes and share a
friendly bond with all the kids.
Hanging out with Sanjay
bhaiya (Dutt) and talking
about acting was fun but
seeing him what he had to go
through was difficult for all of
us as a family,” Luv says.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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‘Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds’
SERIOUSLY CYRUS
CYRUS BROACHA
I love a girl who is also my best
friend. She was in a
relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings and
four days ago, she proposed to
me and I said, yes. But now,
she’s not able to share
anything like a friend with me.
And she wants us to remain
just friends. I am shattered.
Please help.
— VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the
stuff that comes out of a bull
when he needs to evacuate
his stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a fouryear-old. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to
make the world a better
place by feeding the poor,
and helping the
underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to the
gully boys playing cricket.
Now, she backtracks and
wants to go back to “just
friends”? Ridiculous. Bullpoo, loads and loads of bullpoo. Inform her about your
disappointment, and remind
her that all ‘this’ was her
idea in the first place. No

point just feeling
resentment, take the
er….bull…. by the horns. Do
not mince your words,
please.

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in
a relationship with a girl for the
last one year. She had
confessed that she was
interested in someone else and
we broke up. Now, she is with
that someone and I can’t see
them together. What should I
do to move on? — AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another.
With very little space to
stand between the doors.
The robber opens one door
and is then caught in
between the first and the
second door. He then
becomes a poor sandwich.
AA, your girl has left you,
(Door 1), and moved to (Door
2), the next guy. She’s stuck
between two doors but is
facing the new door. This
means you need to open
your door so that there is
more space for everyone.
And so that, a new girl walks

PHOTO: ISTOCK; FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSE ONLY

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.
into your door sooner or
later like facing an exam.
You just have to cop it on a
chin. Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds. She’s
closed her door. So please
keep your door open, but
wear a sweater in the case of
a strong breeze.

I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for
the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents are not
approving of our relationship,
whereas, his parents are totally
with us. How do you think
should I convince my parents?
They are generally not this
narrow-minded. Please help.
— AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you
get 10 good oranges out of a
total 12, then that’s a good
haul. Of course, our problem
was that our fruit wala was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four
mosambis, and one chikoo,
in our hands of a dozen
oranges, on an average
basis, every week. You’ve
got each other that’s 50%,
his parents 25% i.e. total of
75%. For your parents, think
of a pride of lions hunting.
They separate the weak
wilder bees, wait for it to die
of boredom and then feast.
See, which of your parents is
less extreme, and work on
only that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you
get one to crossover, most
likely the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. (Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound
good).
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THE GHOSTBUSTERS
Do you fear being ghosted by your partner? Here
are signs you should look out for to know if an exit
strategy is in the making
Collin Rodrigues
f your partner or even a
friend has cut off all
contacts with you without
any warning, it’s most
likely that you have been
ghosted. It’s important to note
that your partner may have
given a lot of signs about
ghosting you, which you
failed to recognise. Here, with
the help of experts, we try to
find out signs that you may be
ghosted. But before you read
through, Aman Bhonsle,
psychosocial analyst and
relationship counsellor, has a
warning. He says, “If you’ve
seen these signs in your
partner for a week, you may
be not ghosted. But if you are
sensing a pattern over a few
months, the chances of you
getting ghosted are more.”

IF YOUR PARTNER
SUDDENLY BECOMES
INEXPLICABLY NICE
OR WANTS TO
CONSTANTLY PLEASE
YOU, AND THAT IS
INCONSISTENT WITH
HIS/HER BEHAVIOUR,
YOU MAY BE ABOUT
TO BE GHOSTED.

I

POSTPONING
CONVERSATIONS
If your partner has been
absent for a prolonged period
and the conversations are not
happening, it’s a wake up call.
Bhonsle says, “You want to
chat with your partner, and,
the other person says, ‘I am
busy’ or ‘I have to be
somewhere else right now,’ or
just differ conversations to a
later date. This is a sign that a
ghosting protocol is about to
come into effect. This
signifies there is an emotional
distance and unwillingness to
participate in a
conversation.”

MONOSYLLABIC
ANSWERS
Have the replies to your

questions been brief? Chats
on things that you liked
talking about for long don’t
generate much response? Dr
Kedar Tilwe, psychiatrist and
sexologist, Hiranandani
Hospital, explains, “If
conversations which went on
for hours suddenly move to
one-word answers on a
regular basis; it is a sign.”

BLOCKING YOU ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
If you find it difficult to see
what your partner is doing on
social media and their
privacy settings have
changed on multiple
websites, it indicates that
your scrutiny of your
partner’s life on the internet
is no longer acceptable to
him/her. Bhonsle says, “This
means, your partner is
altering the parameters
by which you can see
what’s happening in
his/her life. Social
media is an

Look for subtle
signs and see if
he/she has
blocked you on
social media

indicator but people are
usually very sly about it.
They won’t block you from
every place at the same
time. They will do something
subtle like turn off their ‘last
seen’ notifications on
WhatsApp.”

YOUR OPINION
DOESN’T MATTER
In such instances, suddenly
the opinion of a third party,
with regards to the two of
you, becomes more
important. So, if you’ll have
a squabble or disagreement
or someone wants to buy
something expensive or go
away for while, your opinion
is no longer being sought out.
Bhonsle says, “You realise
your opinion doesn’t hold the
prime value that it used to
and that someone else might
be taking up a significant
role. This indicates there is an
exit strategy in the works.”

LONGER PAUSES
If you see that your partner
has been showing less
interest in conversations, it
may be a cause for worry.

Tilwe says, “Find out if the
pauses in the interaction have
become longer.
Conversations may continue
but the reply may take
forever, often making you
lose the thread of the thought
which started the chat in the
first place.”

is an integral part of all
relationships but, not
here. Tilwe says, “There
may be reluctance to
work on the road blocks in
your relationship. Any
understanding that you
have agreed upon is
brought into question
and seemingly re-examined.”

FAKE EMOTIONS

LACK OF
COMPROMISE

If your partner suddenly
becomes inexplicably nice or
wants to constantly please
you, and that is inconsistent
with his/her behaviour, you
may be about to be ghosted.
Bhonsle says, “Your partner
will try to compensate for the
gap between the both of you,
which has been growing. It
means he/she wants to please
you and in return, you stop
expecting more, so that he/
she is free to do other things
rather than be around
you.”

CREATING
ROADBLOCKS
Problem solving

The foundation of most
relationships is based on
compromises. Somewhere
down the line, partners
have to find a middle
ground to certain issues.
Tanushree Bhargava,
clinical psychologist, says,
“A person who is about
to ghost you may not be
willing to understand
your side of the story for
their own reasons. He/she
may believe they are right
and that you should accept
their point of view. They
would refuse to find a
common ground.”
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com
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Here’stohealthyfasting Sexual satisfaction among older

people about more than just health

Buckwheat flour
(kuttu ka atta) is a
great source of
protein
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
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Nutritionists tell you how to fast the right way so that you do not feel
fatigued and drowsy in the hot summer days
Prerna Gauba Sibbal
avratri is a nine-night
Hindu festival, dedicated
to Goddess Durga. It is
observed twice a year, one
being now, in the month of
April. Though our temples are
all decked up and we observe
fasts due to spiritual reasons, it
is also scientifically believed to
be a fast observed to give rest to
the gut. Apart from the
religious significance, experts
believe it is good to fast during
this week to let the liver rest
and rejuvenate. However, it is
important to do it right.
Nutritionists Anjali Hooda
and Kavita Devgan tell us how
one should fast right this
season:
n Avoid typical snack items
such as fried food and diet
namkeens or chips, because
they are packed and have

N

high-calorie contents and
high sodium.
n Go for anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt, potato
and fruits, as these don’t
disturb one’s basal metabolic
rate (BMR). You can’t have
processed food during
Navratri, which is a great
thing. Vegetables such as
bottle gourd, squash,
zucchini, and pumpkin are
great to fill your stomach.
You can also have fox nuts
(makhanas) or banana chaat.
n Buckwheat flour (kuttu ka
atta) is a great source of
protein and should be taken
once a day. In summer, one
can mix buckwheat with
other grains (gluten-free)
such as water chestnut flour
(singhare ka atta). You can
make chapatis by mixing
these flours with potato.
n One should not stress the

liver and let it rest. Hence,
starch and sugar intake
should be minimal.
n To hydrate, have lassi,
buttermilk, coconut water or
herbal teas.
n Kombucha drink is cooling
and hydrating. It is a
fermented drink that has
good bacteria, which makes it

perfect for the gut.
Alternatively, you can have
kanji.
n When peckish in between
meals, have nuts such as
almonds and walnuts, or
seeds such as pumpkin,
sunflower, as they are high in
iron and magnesium.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com

Anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt
don’t disturb the BMR
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ccording to a recent
study, when it comes to
sexual satisfaction
among older people,
communication, being in a
happy relationship and health
are important factors. Sexual
expression is increasingly
recognised as a significant
character throughout the life
course, in maintaining
relationships, promoting selfesteem and contributing to
health and well-being.
Although healthcare
professionals are being urged
to be more proactive in
helping older patients achieve
a satisfying sex life, there is a
distinct lack of evidence to
help guide practitioners.
The study looks at how
health, lifestyle and
relationship factors can affect
sexual activity and
satisfaction in later life, and
examine how people respond
and deal with the
consequences. As part of the
study, out of nearly 3,500
people aged between 55 to 74,
the survey found that one in
four men and one in six
women reported having a
health problem that affected

A

We identified that not
many people who
reported experiencing
problems or lack of
satisfaction sought
help. Although this
could be an individual
choice or because of
a perceived lack of
support.
BOB ERENS, LEAD
AUTHOR

their sex life.
Follow up interviews with a
sample of participants
revealed that older people
found it difficult to separate
the effects of declining health
from those of increasing age.
Ill health impacted sexual
activity in many ways but
most crucially it influenced
whether individuals had a
partner with whom to have
sex. Some older people were

more accepting of not having
a sex life than others.
For those in a relationship,
sexual satisfaction was
strongly associated with both
the quality of communication
with their partner and
contentment with their
relationship. The impact of
health issues was not always
negative — some men and
women found themselves
having to experiment with
new ways of being sexually
active and as a result, their
sex lives improved.
“Health can affect an
individual’s sex life in various
ways, from having or finding
a partner, to physical and
psychological limitations
on sexual expression,”
said Bob Erens, lead
author of the study
published in the Journal of
PLOS One.
“We identified that not
many people who reported
experiencing problems or
lack of satisfaction sought
help. Although this could be
an individual choice or
because of a perceived lack of
support, it is vital that
individuals feel able to make

enquiries with healthcare
professionals,” Erens
explained.
Although some individuals
the research team spoke to
were not affected by not being
sexually active, it seemed to
be important that health
professionals make sensitive
inquiries for patients who
might want help, which can
lead to significant
improvements in their wellbeing and quality of life.
“We’re seeing numerous,
interconnected factors
influencing sexual activity in
older people. Not being in
good health can influence
mood, mobility and whether a
person has a partner, which
in turn impacts sexual
activity. Medication taken for
health conditions often
compounds the problem. The
study findings suggest that
pharmacological approaches,
like Viagra, do not always
help to resolve sexual
difficulties, which need to be
seen in the wider context of
older people’s lives,” said
Kirstin Mitchel, co-author of
the study.

ANI
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Nawazuddin
Siddiqui feels real
content-driven
cinema is not fully
appreciated in India
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL/AFP

Ayushmann
Khurrana’s
upcoming film
(inset) was
shot in Mathura

Bhumi
Pednekar
starred in
Sonchiriya
(below), set in
the Chambal

PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Ek aadh
picture flop
ho gayi,
doesn’t mean
star system
has changed

Taapsee Pannu’s
Manmarziyaan (inset)
was set in Amritsar

THEIR HEARTISIN
THE HEARTLAND

The new crop of Bollywood
actors is choosing films set
against desi backdrops

Kartik Aaryan
and Kriti
Sanon were
seen in Luka
Chuppi, set
in Gwalior

Juhi Chakraborty

igh on glamour, overthe-top costumes and
shot in exotic foreign
locales — this pretty
much sums up the idea of a
commercial Bollywood
potboiler. However, a bunch
of actors such as Bhumi
Pednekar, Taapsee Pannu,
Kriti Sanon, Ayushmann
Khurrana and Kartik
Aaryan, are pretty
content picking heartland
stories in desi backdrops.
Bhumi, who has shot in
places like Haridwar
(Uttarakhand) for Dum
Laga Ke Haisha (2015),
Nandgaon (Uttar Pradesh)
for Toilet: Ek Prem Katha
(2017) and the Chambal for
Sonchiriya, can be safely
called the poster girl of
heartland films. “I’d never
been to a village before I
became an actor. It’s all
about a lot of observing
and understanding,”
says Bhumi whose
upcoming film, Saand
Ki Aankh, has a rural
setting. Interestingly,
the film also stars

H
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Rishabh Suri
awazuddin Siddiqui is
undoubtedly one of the
best actors among
Bollywood’s current crop and
he makes it a point to balance
both hardcore masala films
and those minus all glamour.
Asked if money has become
a priority for him now, owing
to his success and the fact that
some stars demand huge
paychecks, even shares of a
film’s profit, Nawazuddin
says, “Har actor ki apni
strategy hoti hai. There’s
nothing wrong in asking for
profits. They have it (the
collections) that’s why they
ask for it. For me, both things
are important. The role is
good, and if the film is
commercial, then the money
angle too should be like that.
Money ka itna important role
nahi hai, but profession hai,

N

paisa chahiye hota hai (Money
doesn’t have such an
important role, but it’s a
profession, money is needed).”
Nawazuddin’s rising
popularity can be gauged by
the fact that recently, a fan
pulled him back by the neck,
all for a selfie, in Kanpur! The
actor, last seen in Thackeray
(2018), says, “I got injured, got
a hand fracture and a muscle
pull. But theek hai, kya karein,
uska apna tareeka tha (it’s ok,
what do we do, it’s their way).
Unka pyaar hai. (It’s their
love).”
However, the audience’s
love for stars in general didn’t
translate into box office
collections in the recent past.
Ask him his take on recent
films starring superstars not
doing well and whether it
means the star system doesn’t
work, he’s quick to clarify, “Ek
aadh picture flop ho gayi, usse

thodi na change ho jaata hai!
(One or two films flopped, it
doesn’t change anything).
Bade stars bade stars hote
hain. (Big stars are big stars).
Small budget films become a
hit, but even they have
Bollywood masala in them. We
even compromise on contentdriven films. We add five
songs, comedy… Tummbad,
Manto (both 2018), these are
the hardcore films. Actual
content-driven films don’t
work. When they work, a
change will come.”
Nawazuddin feels the real
content-driven cinema wins
more recognition abroad.
“Films that mostly go for these
[foreign] festivals, they are the
actual hardcore contentdriven films, and they get
appreciation. Uss cinema ki
audience [India] mein abhi
kam hai!” he adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Jacqueline
Fernandez

Sara Ali
Khan

STOP PRESS
KAREENA IN ANGREZI
MEDIUM, CONFIRMS
RADHIKA MADAN
t seems Kareena Kapoor
Khan is part of the muchtalked about Angrezi
Medium, paired opposite
Irrfan. The film is being
helmed by Homi Adajania.
Actor Radhika Madan, who,
according to reports, will
play Irrfan’s daughter in the
film, shared a photo of the
clapperboard and wrote, “As
excited as the man behind!
So so so grateful for this
new journey. @irrfan
@homster @maddockfilms
#kareenakapoorkhan
#dineshvijan”. “If things go
according to plan, Kareena
is expected to start
shooting for the film in July
in London,” says a source,
adding Angrezi Medium not
a sequel to Hindi Medium
(2017), but a franchise.

I

Katrina
Kaif

Shreya Mukherjee

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Sanchita Kalra
eon hues, animal prints,
flared bottoms—looks like
the fashion industry is
taking some major inspiration
from retro trends. And the one
celeb fashion choice from the
’90s that keeps popping up
every now and then is the
‘denim on denim’ look. A denim
jacket with denim jeans is
referred to as the Canadian
tuxedo, a term coined in the
1950s when American singer-

N

Good ol’ denim on
denim gets a twist
actor Bing Crosby was denied
entry to a hotel in Vancouver,
Canada, due to his head-to-toe
denim look. Later, denim label
Levi’s then sent him a
specially-crafted denim tuxedo.
Cut to 2019, celebrities are
opting for the all-denim look
with a twist. Actors like
Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Shruti
Hassan and Jacqueline
Fernandez have been spotted in
denim jumpsuits, denim dress
with denim jackets and the like,

while Karan Johar and Varun
Dhawan were seen in denim
jackets and jeans.
Designer Narendra Kumar
says, “Denim is the trend of the
’90s, but today it’s more playful
— there’s mesh, patchwork,
motifs, cutouts being used to
add the contemporary feel.”
Designer Rina Dhaka says,
“Every year with the onset of
summer it becomes a hot
favourite in the wardrobe. The
change I see is in silhouettes.
Now denims are about easy fits,

high waists, lots of pockets —
basically about comfortable
style, because in the heat you
can’t be wearing thick skinny
jeans.” She suggests chambray
fabric as a great substitute. “It
looks like denim, but has a
softer touch and feel. You can
go all big, boxy and baggy so
that you’re at ease,” she adds.
Designer Pranav Mishra of
Huemn, which showcased
denim looks at fashion weeks
earlier, says, “Denim is a fabric
that has various silhouettes,
you can play around with it...
just so many shapes and free
movement in dressing now.”
Kumar gives a few styling
tips: “Play with contrasting
hues. For instance, wear a red
shoe with a denim jumpsuit,
put pop colour on, or go for
prints like animal... add a dash
of pop by a pattern or a colour.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com
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Taapsee, who has played her
share of non-urban characters
in films such as Soorma and
Manmarziyaan (both 2018).
For Kriti, a Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) was quite a break from
her otherwise glam image. She
later opted for another
heartland story, Luka Chuppi,
shot in Gwalior (Madhya
Pradesh). “There are flavours
in different parts of our
country. Choti choti harkatein
jo small town mein hoti hain,
woh bahut pyaari hoti hain —
chup chupke chhat pe milna,
haath pakadna aur fir dekhna
ki koi dekh to nahi raha — all
these innocent moments you
don’t see in big cities. Those
moments look adorable on
screen,” Kriti says.
Clearly there is acceptance
from the audience too. Trade
analyst Joginder Tuteja feels
the craze for exotic locales is
over as people are now more
exposed to foreign content than
before thanks to the web.
“There is no need to tell stories
from the outside world when
there is so much within India
that needs to be told,” he says.
Ayushmann is another actor
who has never shied away from

experimenting with rural
settings, be it in Dum Laga Ke
Haisha and Bareilly Ki Barfi or
his upcoming film Dream Girl,
for which he recently shot in
Mathura (Uttar Pradesh).
Kartik recently took the
plunge into small-town stories
with Luka Chuppi. “It was a
different world. My character
Guddu is a normal guy —
honest and vulnerable. I’ve
played street-smart characters
but it was so nice to play a role
which does not have any overthe-top heroism,” says Kartik,
who would “love to explore this
more”.
Producer Bhushan Kumar
feels the audience is more
attracted to “relatable and
believable” content. “People
don’t just go to watch movies
for entertainment, they also
want to relate to the story and
characters. A lot of business is
coming from these mass
pockets. So, it helps when they
see characters and settings
similar to them,” he says.
Agrees Kriti: “Characters in
these places are very relatable
and you know the audience will
feel an instant connect.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

I improvise birthday celebrations
according to where I am: Swara
Sneha Mahadevan
wara Bhasker turns 31
today and though the
actor isn’t working this
year, she is celebrating her
birthday by doing something
‘unusual’. The actor will be in
Bihar to campaign for a friend
for the upcoming elections.
“This year, I’m spending my
birthday in an extremely
unusual manner. I’m
campaigning in Begusarai,
Bihar, for my friend, ex-JNU
students union president
Kanhaiya Kumar, who is
standing as a candidate in the
Lok Sabha elections this year.
Ideally, I would like to spend
the day at home with my
family and close
friends. I love hosting
house parties so I like
to end the night with a
party,” she says.
The Veere Di
Wedding (2018) actor

S

Ideally, I would
like to spend
the day at
home with my
family and
close friends. I
love hosting
house parties
so I like to end
the night with
a party.
SWARA
BHASKER, ACTOR

reveals that she is always
looking for excuses to get
together and celebrate with
her friends, so birthdays
aren’t any different. She says,
“I love celebrations of all
kinds. I feel at the end of our
lives, as time keeps passing by,

Swara
Bhasker

all we have left is memories,
and celebration is a way of
creating memories. I don’t
have a regulated 9-5 kind of
work schedule, so sometimes
I’m shooting or working on
my birthday. I improvise my
birthday celebration
according to where I am. I’m
blessed to have friends and
family who make the day
special no matter where I
am,” she says.
Swara reminisces about
spending time with her
maternal grandmother on her
birthdays. “Every birthday
from my childhood is
memorable because my nani
would bake an amazing
cake for me each year. She
passed away a few years
ago so these are precious
memories I cherish,”
she recalls. On set, her
most memorable
birthday was in 2012.
“On the sets of
Machhli Jal Ki Rani
Hai, the producers
made sure that I had a
very special day. I cut
some eight cakes that
day and we had a
rocking party that
night.”
For the year ahead,
even though she
doesn’t believe in
resolutions, Swara wants to
fix her sleep schedule. “I
am never able to keep
either birthday or New
Year resolutions but my
resolution always is very
simple — to be able to
sleep and wake up at a
human hour, because
currently my sleep cycle
resembles that of an owl,”
she quips.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

You will achieve something that you had
previously given up on. Focus is likely to
return at work. Financial issues will be
settled without sustaining loss.
Someone who had been rude to you in
the past is likely to make amends. Your
extrovert nature is likely to attract a
ARIES
mate
soon.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Grey
You may get involved in something and waste
your time. Those in uniformed services are
likely to get a posting of choice. An
understanding lover will help some of
you to get rid of your baggage of guilt.
An opportunity to add to your existing
income may slip with a snap. Physical
training needs to be taken up.

Good news on the family front may delight you
no end. Taking help from someone more
experienced will not be a bad idea at
work. Job hunters are likely to find things
moving to their liking. Give due
importance to your relationship. Invest
now rather than wait endlessly for a
TAURUS
better
opportunity.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Saffron
Financial worries are set to disappear as money
flows in from unexpected sources. Your
efforts on the academic front are likely to
be lauded by all. Someone you are
interested in on the romantic front may
reciprocate the signal back. Postponing
a travel plan will be a step in right
VIRGO
direction.
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender

SAGITTARIUS

You are likely to remain in a confused state on
the financial front. Sweet gestures of your
lover will draw you more closer to them.
Rising expenses can become a source of
worry. A medical condition that has been
troubling you is likely to improve. This is
the day to get even with someone, but
do so with finesse!

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Kristen Stewart: The American actor, who is
known for her films such as Panic Room, The
Twilight Saga, Snow White and the Huntsman,
turns 29 today.

A problem may take a nasty turn and create an
unsavoury situation at work. Your attempts
to multiply your assets are likely to
succeed. Someone’s guidance will be
instrumental in kicking off a bad
habit. Despite your confidence, you will
need to supervise someone on the social
front.
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Violet

A difficult task entrusted to you on the work
front is likely to be completed to the
satisfaction. Tackle a competitive
situation on the academic front with
your presence of mind. Let romance stay
at the back burner. Bad planning can be
detrimental to your financial health. Pay
attention to your health.
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

This is an ideal time to go in for a property deal,
as further delay may up the prices. Your gift
of the gab is likely to swing a job in your
favour. Time to consolidate your financial
position is here, as you are in for a raise
or an increment. Some of you are likely
to dictate your own terms on the
CAPRICORN
romantic front.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

SUDOKU
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AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Sometimes you astound others by your
foresight. This is not without basis as you
will be able to foresee something
important much before it affects the life
of someone close. Financially, you will be
much better as you shift to the saving
mode. Help someone close going
through a bad patch.
Lucky Number: 6 Colour: Dark Green

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Keeping tabs on someone will be in your
interest. Your ideas are likely to soon take
shape on the work front. Tips will come in
handy while playing the stocks.
Someone is likely to reciprocate for the
help rendered to them. Exchanging
sweet
nothings with lover is likely to
CANCER
happen.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Aqua Green
You may need to approach someone to get your
job done, so don’t feel reluctant. Rising
expenses will be countered by cutting
inessential costs. You need to give
priority to work matters. The fitness
freaks may be challenged with a new
physical activity, but you will have the
SCORPIO
energy to complete it.
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may get pleasantly surprised by a
subordinate’s dedication in handling an
important task. Driving off to a picnic with
family or friends is possible. Profits
accrue for professionals, as new clientele
is found. Starting a new exercise
regimen is indicated and promises to get
PISCES
you back into shape.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Dark Grey

SHOW BUZZ
FREEZE FRAME

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3050

PHOTO: TWITTER/IRRFANK

DID YOU KNOW?
Actor Preity G Zinta got her first TV
commercial break for Perk in 1996 after
she accidently met the director at a
friend’s birthday party.

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

C M E EE
DAR I C
O UY HMT
A I K N GW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Emcee, acrid, mouthy, waking
ANSWER: Whenever people agree with me I always feel I must
be wrong - Oscar Wilde

SONY PIX
1204 Piranha 3D
1326 Apocalypto
1455 Hellboy II: The Golden
Army
1830 San Andreas
2056 Rambo: First Blood
Part II
2300 Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2
WB
1257 Unforgettable
1435 Arthur
1623 Heart Of Dragon
1758 The Hunter’s Prayer
1920 After The Sunset
2100 RocknRolla
2250 The Forest
&PICTURES
1120 Happy Phirr Bhag
Jayegi
1415 Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya
1728 The Monkey King
2000 I
2339 Bad Boys II
ZEE CINEMA
1249 Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana
1540 Navsari Ka Rahsya
1817 Paltan
2100 The Real Tevar
2358 Courier Boy Kalyan

SOLUTION SUDOKU

MOVIES ON TV
STAR MOVIES
1144 Cars 3
1337 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1412 Titanic
2050 Predator
2259 Kingsman: The Secret
Service

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Whenever people _____ ____ __ I always feel I
must be wrong
- Oscar Wilde (5,4,2)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘MARRIAGEFORFEMALE
ACTORS NOT TABOO NOW’
Manisha Koirala feels times have
changed for female actors
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Manisha Koirala
burst onto the scene
with Subhash Ghai’s
Saudagar (1991) and has
continued to give good
performances one after the
other, over the years. Looking
back, Manisha feels that the
industry has changed in many
ways.
“A lot of change has taken
place. Now, there is a lot more
professionalism when it
comes to work being done on
time and all. I feel that the
quality of cinema is also
getting better and this current
generation of actors is so
talented… I am not saying
things weren’t good earlier,
but they are much better now.
Though people have less time
these days but in a way that
means they have more work,”
says Manisha, who is in talks
for her next Hindi film that
she shares might go on floors
this year.
The Dil Se.. (1998) and Lajja
(2001) actor wowed audiences
last year with her
performances in Sanju and
the web anthology Lust
Stories. She feels things are
now looking up for female
actors.
“These days, actresses do
not shy away from talking
about their personal life. Back
then they could not do that,
and if there were revealed

A

that they were married then
they would not get good work.
But these days, there
is no longer any taboo,” says
the 48-year-old.
However, the actor adds
that the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot more
pressure of expectations. “It
has become more PR-driven.
There is a constant pressure
of being in the news, to look
perfect in everything that one
does. There is no room for
mistake. It is something that
leads to affecting people
mentally,” shares Manisha,
who is a cancer survivor and
has penned the story of her
battle with the disease in her
book Healed: How Cancer
Gave Me a New Life, which
came out in December 2018.
n

Beginning again
Irrfan is back on the sets after treatment in London for
neoendocrine tumour. The actor, who is filming the sequel to
his hit 2017 film Hindi Medium, tweeted this photo, writing,
“GMB serving since 1900s. It’s going to be fun to tell another
story #AngreziMedium. Coming soon, with Mr
Champakji...Aa Raha Hu phir entertain Karne Sabko
#ItsTimeToKnowChampakJi #AngreziMedium”.

QUOTE HANGER
I KNOW BOTH
EXTREMES OF
LIFE. I KNOW
HOW IT FEELS
TO LIVE IN A
CHAWL, TO THE
TIME WHERE I
HAVE THREE
TOILETS FOR
ONE PERSON.

OPENING UP TO
DIFFERENT KINDS
OF MUSIC MADE
ME BETTER.
THE MOST
EMPOWERING
THING FOR AN
ARTIST IS THE
CHANCE TO DO
SOMETHING NEW.

JACKIESHROFF,
ACTOR

NEETI MOHAN,
SINGER

HAVE YOU HEARD?

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

shreya,mukherjee@htlive.com

the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot
more pressure of
expectations. It has
become more
PR-driven. There is a
constant pressure of
being in the news, to
look perfect.

Dangerous ishq?
A police complaint has been lodged against a fan of actor
Varun Dhawan after she threatened to kill his girlfriend,
fashion designer Natasha Dalal. According to a Mid-Day
report, after waiting to meet Varun for hours at his
residence, the fan turned violent and started yelling that she
will ‘kill Natasha’.

MANISHA KOIRALA ACTOR
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BEINGBULLIED
FUELLEDMY
AMBITION:
NAOMIE

PHOTO: JEANBAPTISTE
LACROIX/AFP

ctor Naomie Harris
has revealed she got
bullied in school
because she was an
‘‘oddball” but it pushed her
to make it big as an actor.
The Moonlight (2016) star
said bullying gave her a
chance to escape into an
imaginary world which
polished her as a performer.
“I think there was a lot of
jealousy towards me. I have
always been an oddball. I
didn’t have many friends,
and the class bully turned
everyone against me, so I
retreated into a world of my
own imagination,” Harris
told The Times.
“In hindsight that was a
blessing, because acting is
all about escaping to an
imaginary world,” the actor
said.
“What I heard so much
when I was growing up was,

A
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Actor Violla Davis played the role of Amanda Waller (inset) in Suicide
Squad (20
016)
PHOTO: GEOFF ROBINS/AFP

Better Call Saul
Season 5 will not
return until 2020

In hindsight that
[getting bullied] was
a blessing, because
acting is all about
escaping to an
imaginary world.

NICOLE WILDER/AMC

SHUTTERSTOCK

oel Kinnaman doesn’t
agree with the “call-out”
culture. The SwedishAmerican actor says there is
no value in digging up an old
tweet or bad joke made by
someone years ago.
Filmmaker James Gunn,
actor Kevin Hart, Green Book
writer Nick Vallelonga,
singer Blake Shelton and
comedian Trevor Noah —
past tweets have lately come
back to haunt quite a few
names in a time when
inclusivity and gender
equality are burning issues.
“There is a negative side of
this movement and it is

J

We have to love one
another, we have to be
patient, kind...
because that is the
way we all get back to
a better world.
ZACHARY LEVI ACTOR

something that I really
dislike. That is the call-out
culture where people are
offended by things,”
Kinnaman says.
“What is really important
is that people go to the bottom
of the intent of what is being
said and not dig up an old
tweet (in which) someone has
said (something) or someone
had written a bad joke ten
years ago. I don’t think there
is value in that,” adds the
Easy Money (2010) and The
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo
(2011) actor, who is currently
seen in the web show Hanna.

IANS

Jimmy Morgan McGill, six
years before the events of
Breaking Bad. It shows his
transformation into criminalfor-hire Saul Goodman.
Talking about his role in an
interview, Odenkirk, who
essays the role of McGill, said,
“I see a guy who lazily took
part in con jobs and using
others, [and] then made a
concerted effort to do right,
[but] then — out of frustration
and a broken heart — slipped
down further... than he had
ever gone before.”
“He is now
compartmentalising his
sorrow and aiming, with
confidence and conscious
effort, to be the best, most
selfish, mercenary lawyer he
can be. But hopefully, there
is still a beating heart
underneath it all, and
perhaps it will come out
again,” Odenkirk added.

IANS

BETTER CALL SAUL
FOLLOWS THE STORY
OF CON MAN TURNED
SMALL-TIME LAWYER
JAMES JIMMY
MORGAN MCGILL

Ali Fazal draws his
fitness inspiration
from Mark Wahlbergg

‘Being a star kid
gave me access to
Bollywood’

Juhi Chakraborty

Sangeeta Yadav

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

The actor added that it was
important to be able to “stop
dehumanising each other,
stop dehumanising
ourselves”. “We have to love
one another, we have to be
patient, kind, understanding
and forgiving, because that is
the way we all get back to a
better world,” he said,
revealing he underwent
therapy to fight off anxiety
and depression.
“I think mental health is
the most important thing we
should all be talking about,
legitimately,” he added.
PTI

Joel slams digging up
old tweets and jokes

Actor Joel
Kinnaman has
slammed the
‘call-out’
culture PHOTO:

he fifth season of actor
Bob Odenkirk’s Better
Call Saul is not expected
to premiere until next year.
In an interview with
Vulture, Sarah Barnett,
president, Entertainment
Networks, said the news was
dropped on AMC’s most
recent earnings call, reports
ew.com.
“Decisions like these are
driven by talent needs, which
we would not override if it
would result in a worse
show,” she said.
Better Call Saul, which
launched in early 2015,
unveiled Season two almost
exactly a year later; Season
three came 14 months later,
while Season four arrived 16
months after that.
Barnett also indicated in
the interview that the show’s
writers “have a very
particular, very clear sense of
the arc of their show”, and
that “we’re certainly getting
closer” to the end of the series.
Entertainment Weekly has
confirmed that the earnings
call mentioned a debut date of
early 2020. Better Call Saul cocreator and executive
producer Vince Gilligan is
also busy these days with
Breaking Bad movie.
Better Call Saul follows the
story of con man turned
small-time lawyer James

T

Actor Bob Odenkirk
plays the lead in
Better Call Saul,
which launched in
early 2015 PHOTO:

NAOMIE HARRIS
ACTOR

Actor Zachary Levi recently starred in Shazam!

S

villains are recruited by the
government to carry out secret
missions, too dirty for the likes
of Superman and Batman.
Batman IANS

‘You’ll never make it, you’re
black, you’re a woman, it’s
really hard out there,
there’s so much racism in
the industry, how are you
going to overcome it?’ I just
heard the word ‘no’. But
being bullied fuelled my
ambition and gave me an
immense desire to prove
something,” she added. PTI

‘We need to stop
dehumanising each
other and ourselves’

hazam! star Zachary Levi
has opened up about his
battle with anxiety and
depression, saying it was a
really dark phase in his life.
The 38-year-old actor said
during his youth, the mental
illness reached a point where
he even contemplated suicide
as an option.
“I got to a place in my life
where I legitimately didn’t
want to live anymore. I was in
such darkness. It’s
generational, I fully believe.
My mum, [who] was a
beautiful, vibrant, intelligent,
incredible woman, was also
very, very tortured and
psychologically abused her
whole life, and I and my
sisters got the brunt of that,”
Levi said during an
appearance on The View.
“My mum didn’t know she
was doing that to us, most
people don’t; in fact, I would
argue that the people who are
doing bad in the world
genuinely don’t really know
how bad they’re doing,” he
said.

Viola Davis
joins Gunn’s
reboot of
Suicide Squad
scar-winning actor Viola
Davis will return as
Amanda Waller, a
government official who givess
out the squad’s orders, in
James Gunn’s The Suicide
Squad. According to TheWrap
p,
an individual with some
knowledge of the project has
confirmed the news of Davis
joining the team.
e
The sequel to 2016’s Suicide
Squad will hit the screens on
August 6, 2021. Peter Safran
and Charles Roven are
producing the project.
Guardians of the Galaxy
(2014) director Gunn was
brought on board to helm the
project. He will have a
completely new take on the
property, in which DC super-

The actor talks about how
being isolated in school proved
to be a blessing for her

03

hen it comes to
physical
transformation for
roles, Ali Fazal has been on
top of the game. And his
beefed-up look for his role of a
gangster in his latest web
series is proof of it. And after
the massive success of the
series, Ali took it upon
himself to undergo another
major fitness transformation,
inspired by Hollywood star
Mark Wahlberg.
“If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social media,
one would know how diligent
he’s about his fitness and
about his crazy workouts at
4am. It brings a discipline in
life and really helps you be
charged up through the day,”
shares Ali.
This aspect of Mark’s
fitness mantra has become a
crucial foundation for Ali and
his new fitness goals. The
actor, regardless of his work
and travels, now manages to
be up at odd hours to cope up
with this fitness inspiration
with the aid of his new
trainer.

W

“Starting so early in
n
the morning helps you
ur
body train better and get
g
into a lifestyle which is
b
actually ideal. I have been
doing this for a while and it
really works. Initially it’s
tough but it helps if you stick
to it,” he adds.
The actor has a custommade 12-week fitness routine
to muscle up. He has been
training for a few weeks now
and he has already started to
see and feel a drastic result
from this challenge that he
has taken up.
n

S

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social
media, one would
know how diligent he’s
about his fitness and
about his crazy
workouts at 4am.
ALI FAZAL ACTOR

tar kids do have an upper
hand over other actors
from a non-film
background. For Luv S Sinha,
son of actor-turned-politician
Shatrughan Sinha, being an
insider gave him a chance to
visit the sets from an early age.
With it came the realisation
that the glamourous world of
Bollywood was very different
from what it is actually
perceived to be.
“Being a star kid, it gave me
access to the exclusive world
of Bollywood which, from
outside, looked so glamourous
but from inside it is so
different. Pahlaj Nihalani, who
is like a family member, and
papa, have worked in a lot of
films together. Visiting his sets
and also seeing David Dhawan
in his initial days as the
director played a major role in
shaping my career. I
remember sitting around and
papa and Amitji (Bachchan)
discussing the script and
watching them later on the big
screen was a delightful
experience,” Luv says.
The 35-year-old actor, who

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
LUVSINHA

Ali Fazal says working out early in the morning like Hollywood actor
Mark Wahlberg (inset) helps stay charged throughout the day
PHOTO: PRABHAS ROY/HT

has worked in films like
Sadiyaan (2010) and Paltan
(2018), further adds that it was
a fascinating experience to
closely watch the journey of
actors from being a struggler
to a superstar.
“Spending time with
Govinda bhaiya while we were
growing up and seeing him
transform into a superstar was
a fun-filled experience. He
would always be very nice to
us, crack jokes and share a
friendly bond with all the kids.
Hanging out with Sanjay
bhaiya (Dutt) and talking
about acting was fun but
seeing him what he had to go
through was difficult for all of
us as a family,” Luv says.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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‘Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds’
SERIOUSLY CYRUS
CYRUS BROACHA
I love a girl who is also my best
friend. She was in a
relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings and
four days ago, she proposed to
me and I said, yes. But now,
she’s not able to share
anything like a friend with me.
And she wants us to remain
just friends. I am shattered.
Please help.
— VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the
stuff that comes out of a bull
when he needs to evacuate
his stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a fouryear-old. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to
make the world a better
place by feeding the poor,
and helping the
underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to the
gully boys playing cricket.
Now, she backtracks and
wants to go back to “just
friends”? Ridiculous. Bullpoo, loads and loads of bullpoo. Inform her about your
disappointment, and remind
her that all ‘this’ was her
idea in the first place. No

point just feeling
resentment, take the
er….bull…. by the horns. Do
not mince your words,
please.

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in
a relationship with a girl for the
last one year. She had
confessed that she was
interested in someone else and
we broke up. Now, she is with
that someone and I can’t see
them together. What should I
do to move on? — AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another.
With very little space to
stand between the doors.
The robber opens one door
and is then caught in
between the first and the
second door. He then
becomes a poor sandwich.
AA, your girl has left you,
(Door 1), and moved to (Door
2), the next guy. She’s stuck
between two doors but is
facing the new door. This
means you need to open
your door so that there is
more space for everyone.
And so that, a new girl walks

PHOTO: ISTOCK; FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSE ONLY

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.
into your door sooner or
later like facing an exam.
You just have to cop it on a
chin. Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds. She’s
closed her door. So please
keep your door open, but
wear a sweater in the case of
a strong breeze.

I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for
the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents are not
approving of our relationship,
whereas, his parents are totally
with us. How do you think
should I convince my parents?
They are generally not this
narrow-minded. Please help.
— AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you
get 10 good oranges out of a
total 12, then that’s a good
haul. Of course, our problem
was that our fruit wala was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four
mosambis, and one chikoo,
in our hands of a dozen
oranges, on an average
basis, every week. You’ve
got each other that’s 50%,
his parents 25% i.e. total of
75%. For your parents, think
of a pride of lions hunting.
They separate the weak
wilder bees, wait for it to die
of boredom and then feast.
See, which of your parents is
less extreme, and work on
only that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you
get one to crossover, most
likely the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. (Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound
good).
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THE GHOSTBUSTERS
Do you fear being ghosted by your partner? Here
are signs you should look out for to know if an exit
strategy is in the making
Collin Rodrigues
f your partner or even a
friend has cut off all
contacts with you without
any warning, it’s most
likely that you have been
ghosted. It’s important to note
that your partner may have
given a lot of signs about
ghosting you, which you
failed to recognise. Here, with
the help of experts, we try to
find out signs that you may be
ghosted. But before you read
through, Aman Bhonsle,
psychosocial analyst and
relationship counsellor, has a
warning. He says, “If you’ve
seen these signs in your
partner for a week, you may
be not ghosted. But if you are
sensing a pattern over a few
months, the chances of you
getting ghosted are more.”

IF YOUR PARTNER
SUDDENLY BECOMES
INEXPLICABLY NICE
OR WANTS TO
CONSTANTLY PLEASE
YOU, AND THAT IS
INCONSISTENT WITH
HIS/HER BEHAVIOUR,
YOU MAY BE ABOUT
TO BE GHOSTED.

I

POSTPONING
CONVERSATIONS
If your partner has been
absent for a prolonged period
and the conversations are not
happening, it’s a wake up call.
Bhonsle says, “You want to
chat with your partner, and,
the other person says, ‘I am
busy’ or ‘I have to be
somewhere else right now,’ or
just differ conversations to a
later date. This is a sign that a
ghosting protocol is about to
come into effect. This
signifies there is an emotional
distance and unwillingness to
participate in a
conversation.”

MONOSYLLABIC
ANSWERS
Have the replies to your

questions been brief? Chats
on things that you liked
talking about for long don’t
generate much response? Dr
Kedar Tilwe, psychiatrist and
sexologist, Hiranandani
Hospital, explains, “If
conversations which went on
for hours suddenly move to
one-word answers on a
regular basis; it is a sign.”

BLOCKING YOU ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
If you find it difficult to see
what your partner is doing on
social media and their
privacy settings have
changed on multiple
websites, it indicates that
your scrutiny of your
partner’s life on the internet
is no longer acceptable to
him/her. Bhonsle says, “This
means, your partner is
altering the parameters
by which you can see
what’s happening in
his/her life. Social
media is an

Look for subtle
signs and see if
he/she has
blocked you on
social media

indicator but people are
usually very sly about it.
They won’t block you from
every place at the same
time. They will do something
subtle like turn off their ‘last
seen’ notifications on
WhatsApp.”

YOUR OPINION
DOESN’T MATTER
In such instances, suddenly
the opinion of a third party,
with regards to the two of
you, becomes more
important. So, if you’ll have
a squabble or disagreement
or someone wants to buy
something expensive or go
away for while, your opinion
is no longer being sought out.
Bhonsle says, “You realise
your opinion doesn’t hold the
prime value that it used to
and that someone else might
be taking up a significant
role. This indicates there is an
exit strategy in the works.”

LONGER PAUSES
If you see that your partner
has been showing less
interest in conversations, it
may be a cause for worry.

Tilwe says, “Find out if the
pauses in the interaction have
become longer.
Conversations may continue
but the reply may take
forever, often making you
lose the thread of the thought
which started the chat in the
first place.”

is an integral part of all
relationships but, not
here. Tilwe says, “There
may be reluctance to
work on the road blocks in
your relationship. Any
understanding that you
have agreed upon is
brought into question
and seemingly re-examined.”

FAKE EMOTIONS

LACK OF
COMPROMISE

If your partner suddenly
becomes inexplicably nice or
wants to constantly please
you, and that is inconsistent
with his/her behaviour, you
may be about to be ghosted.
Bhonsle says, “Your partner
will try to compensate for the
gap between the both of you,
which has been growing. It
means he/she wants to please
you and in return, you stop
expecting more, so that he/
she is free to do other things
rather than be around
you.”

CREATING
ROADBLOCKS
Problem solving

The foundation of most
relationships is based on
compromises. Somewhere
down the line, partners
have to find a middle
ground to certain issues.
Tanushree Bhargava,
clinical psychologist, says,
“A person who is about
to ghost you may not be
willing to understand
your side of the story for
their own reasons. He/she
may believe they are right
and that you should accept
their point of view. They
would refuse to find a
common ground.”
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com
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Here’stohealthyfasting Sexual satisfaction among older

people about more than just health

Buckwheat flour
(kuttu ka atta) is a
great source of
protein
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
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Nutritionists tell you how to fast the right way so that you do not feel
fatigued and drowsy in the hot summer days
Prerna Gauba Sibbal
avratri is a nine-night
Hindu festival, dedicated
to Goddess Durga. It is
observed twice a year, one
being now, in the month of
April. Though our temples are
all decked up and we observe
fasts due to spiritual reasons, it
is also scientifically believed to
be a fast observed to give rest to
the gut. Apart from the
religious significance, experts
believe it is good to fast during
this week to let the liver rest
and rejuvenate. However, it is
important to do it right.
Nutritionists Anjali Hooda
and Kavita Devgan tell us how
one should fast right this
season:
n Avoid typical snack items
such as fried food and diet
namkeens or chips, because
they are packed and have

N

high-calorie contents and
high sodium.
n Go for anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt, potato
and fruits, as these don’t
disturb one’s basal metabolic
rate (BMR). You can’t have
processed food during
Navratri, which is a great
thing. Vegetables such as
bottle gourd, squash,
zucchini, and pumpkin are
great to fill your stomach.
You can also have fox nuts
(makhanas) or banana chaat.
n Buckwheat flour (kuttu ka
atta) is a great source of
protein and should be taken
once a day. In summer, one
can mix buckwheat with
other grains (gluten-free)
such as water chestnut flour
(singhare ka atta). You can
make chapatis by mixing
these flours with potato.
n One should not stress the

liver and let it rest. Hence,
starch and sugar intake
should be minimal.
n To hydrate, have lassi,
buttermilk, coconut water or
herbal teas.
n Kombucha drink is cooling
and hydrating. It is a
fermented drink that has
good bacteria, which makes it

perfect for the gut.
Alternatively, you can have
kanji.
n When peckish in between
meals, have nuts such as
almonds and walnuts, or
seeds such as pumpkin,
sunflower, as they are high in
iron and magnesium.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com

Anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt
don’t disturb the BMR
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ccording to a recent
study, when it comes to
sexual satisfaction
among older people,
communication, being in a
happy relationship and health
are important factors. Sexual
expression is increasingly
recognised as a significant
character throughout the life
course, in maintaining
relationships, promoting selfesteem and contributing to
health and well-being.
Although healthcare
professionals are being urged
to be more proactive in
helping older patients achieve
a satisfying sex life, there is a
distinct lack of evidence to
help guide practitioners.
The study looks at how
health, lifestyle and
relationship factors can affect
sexual activity and
satisfaction in later life, and
examine how people respond
and deal with the
consequences. As part of the
study, out of nearly 3,500
people aged between 55 to 74,
the survey found that one in
four men and one in six
women reported having a
health problem that affected

A

We identified that not
many people who
reported experiencing
problems or lack of
satisfaction sought
help. Although this
could be an individual
choice or because of
a perceived lack of
support.
BOB ERENS, LEAD
AUTHOR

their sex life.
Follow up interviews with a
sample of participants
revealed that older people
found it difficult to separate
the effects of declining health
from those of increasing age.
Ill health impacted sexual
activity in many ways but
most crucially it influenced
whether individuals had a
partner with whom to have
sex. Some older people were

more accepting of not having
a sex life than others.
For those in a relationship,
sexual satisfaction was
strongly associated with both
the quality of communication
with their partner and
contentment with their
relationship. The impact of
health issues was not always
negative — some men and
women found themselves
having to experiment with
new ways of being sexually
active and as a result, their
sex lives improved.
“Health can affect an
individual’s sex life in various
ways, from having or finding
a partner, to physical and
psychological limitations
on sexual expression,”
said Bob Erens, lead
author of the study
published in the Journal of
PLOS One.
“We identified that not
many people who reported
experiencing problems or
lack of satisfaction sought
help. Although this could be
an individual choice or
because of a perceived lack of
support, it is vital that
individuals feel able to make

enquiries with healthcare
professionals,” Erens
explained.
Although some individuals
the research team spoke to
were not affected by not being
sexually active, it seemed to
be important that health
professionals make sensitive
inquiries for patients who
might want help, which can
lead to significant
improvements in their wellbeing and quality of life.
“We’re seeing numerous,
interconnected factors
influencing sexual activity in
older people. Not being in
good health can influence
mood, mobility and whether a
person has a partner, which
in turn impacts sexual
activity. Medication taken for
health conditions often
compounds the problem. The
study findings suggest that
pharmacological approaches,
like Viagra, do not always
help to resolve sexual
difficulties, which need to be
seen in the wider context of
older people’s lives,” said
Kirstin Mitchel, co-author of
the study.

ANI
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Nawazuddin
Siddiqui feels real
content-driven
cinema is not fully
appreciated in India
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL/AFP

Ayushmann
Khurrana’s
upcoming film
(inset) was
shot in Mathura

Bhumi
Pednekar
starred in
Sonchiriya
(below), set in
the Chambal

PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Ek aadh
picture flop
ho gayi,
doesn’t mean
star system
has changed

Taapsee Pannu’s
Manmarziyaan (inset)
was set in Amritsar

THEIR HEARTISIN
THE HEARTLAND

The new crop of Bollywood
actors is choosing films set
against desi backdrops

Kartik Aaryan
and Kriti
Sanon were
seen in Luka
Chuppi, set
in Gwalior

Juhi Chakraborty

igh on glamour, overthe-top costumes and
shot in exotic foreign
locales — this pretty
much sums up the idea of a
commercial Bollywood
potboiler. However, a bunch
of actors such as Bhumi
Pednekar, Taapsee Pannu,
Kriti Sanon, Ayushmann
Khurrana and Kartik
Aaryan, are pretty
content picking heartland
stories in desi backdrops.
Bhumi, who has shot in
places like Haridwar
(Uttarakhand) for Dum
Laga Ke Haisha (2015),
Nandgaon (Uttar Pradesh)
for Toilet: Ek Prem Katha
(2017) and the Chambal for
Sonchiriya, can be safely
called the poster girl of
heartland films. “I’d never
been to a village before I
became an actor. It’s all
about a lot of observing
and understanding,”
says Bhumi whose
upcoming film, Saand
Ki Aankh, has a rural
setting. Interestingly,
the film also stars

H

PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Rishabh Suri
awazuddin Siddiqui is
undoubtedly one of the
best actors among
Bollywood’s current crop and
he makes it a point to balance
both hardcore masala films
and those minus all glamour.
Asked if money has become
a priority for him now, owing
to his success and the fact that
some stars demand huge
paychecks, even shares of a
film’s profit, Nawazuddin
says, “Har actor ki apni
strategy hoti hai. There’s
nothing wrong in asking for
profits. They have it (the
collections) that’s why they
ask for it. For me, both things
are important. The role is
good, and if the film is
commercial, then the money
angle too should be like that.
Money ka itna important role
nahi hai, but profession hai,

N

paisa chahiye hota hai (Money
doesn’t have such an
important role, but it’s a
profession, money is needed).”
Nawazuddin’s rising
popularity can be gauged by
the fact that recently, a fan
pulled him back by the neck,
all for a selfie, in Kanpur! The
actor, last seen in Thackeray
(2018), says, “I got injured, got
a hand fracture and a muscle
pull. But theek hai, kya karein,
uska apna tareeka tha (it’s ok,
what do we do, it’s their way).
Unka pyaar hai. (It’s their
love).”
However, the audience’s
love for stars in general didn’t
translate into box office
collections in the recent past.
Ask him his take on recent
films starring superstars not
doing well and whether it
means the star system doesn’t
work, he’s quick to clarify, “Ek
aadh picture flop ho gayi, usse

thodi na change ho jaata hai!
(One or two films flopped, it
doesn’t change anything).
Bade stars bade stars hote
hain. (Big stars are big stars).
Small budget films become a
hit, but even they have
Bollywood masala in them. We
even compromise on contentdriven films. We add five
songs, comedy… Tummbad,
Manto (both 2018), these are
the hardcore films. Actual
content-driven films don’t
work. When they work, a
change will come.”
Nawazuddin feels the real
content-driven cinema wins
more recognition abroad.
“Films that mostly go for these
[foreign] festivals, they are the
actual hardcore contentdriven films, and they get
appreciation. Uss cinema ki
audience [India] mein abhi
kam hai!” he adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Jacqueline
Fernandez

Sara Ali
Khan

STOP PRESS
KAREENA IN ANGREZI
MEDIUM, CONFIRMS
RADHIKA MADAN
t seems Kareena Kapoor
Khan is part of the muchtalked about Angrezi
Medium, paired opposite
Irrfan. The film is being
helmed by Homi Adajania.
Actor Radhika Madan, who,
according to reports, will
play Irrfan’s daughter in the
film, shared a photo of the
clapperboard and wrote, “As
excited as the man behind!
So so so grateful for this
new journey. @irrfan
@homster @maddockfilms
#kareenakapoorkhan
#dineshvijan”. “If things go
according to plan, Kareena
is expected to start
shooting for the film in July
in London,” says a source,
adding Angrezi Medium not
a sequel to Hindi Medium
(2017), but a franchise.

I

Katrina
Kaif

Shreya Mukherjee

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Sanchita Kalra
eon hues, animal prints,
flared bottoms—looks like
the fashion industry is
taking some major inspiration
from retro trends. And the one
celeb fashion choice from the
’90s that keeps popping up
every now and then is the
‘denim on denim’ look. A denim
jacket with denim jeans is
referred to as the Canadian
tuxedo, a term coined in the
1950s when American singer-

N

Good ol’ denim on
denim gets a twist
actor Bing Crosby was denied
entry to a hotel in Vancouver,
Canada, due to his head-to-toe
denim look. Later, denim label
Levi’s then sent him a
specially-crafted denim tuxedo.
Cut to 2019, celebrities are
opting for the all-denim look
with a twist. Actors like
Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Shruti
Hassan and Jacqueline
Fernandez have been spotted in
denim jumpsuits, denim dress
with denim jackets and the like,

while Karan Johar and Varun
Dhawan were seen in denim
jackets and jeans.
Designer Narendra Kumar
says, “Denim is the trend of the
’90s, but today it’s more playful
— there’s mesh, patchwork,
motifs, cutouts being used to
add the contemporary feel.”
Designer Rina Dhaka says,
“Every year with the onset of
summer it becomes a hot
favourite in the wardrobe. The
change I see is in silhouettes.
Now denims are about easy fits,

high waists, lots of pockets —
basically about comfortable
style, because in the heat you
can’t be wearing thick skinny
jeans.” She suggests chambray
fabric as a great substitute. “It
looks like denim, but has a
softer touch and feel. You can
go all big, boxy and baggy so
that you’re at ease,” she adds.
Designer Pranav Mishra of
Huemn, which showcased
denim looks at fashion weeks
earlier, says, “Denim is a fabric
that has various silhouettes,
you can play around with it...
just so many shapes and free
movement in dressing now.”
Kumar gives a few styling
tips: “Play with contrasting
hues. For instance, wear a red
shoe with a denim jumpsuit,
put pop colour on, or go for
prints like animal... add a dash
of pop by a pattern or a colour.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Taapsee, who has played her
share of non-urban characters
in films such as Soorma and
Manmarziyaan (both 2018).
For Kriti, a Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) was quite a break from
her otherwise glam image. She
later opted for another
heartland story, Luka Chuppi,
shot in Gwalior (Madhya
Pradesh). “There are flavours
in different parts of our
country. Choti choti harkatein
jo small town mein hoti hain,
woh bahut pyaari hoti hain —
chup chupke chhat pe milna,
haath pakadna aur fir dekhna
ki koi dekh to nahi raha — all
these innocent moments you
don’t see in big cities. Those
moments look adorable on
screen,” Kriti says.
Clearly there is acceptance
from the audience too. Trade
analyst Joginder Tuteja feels
the craze for exotic locales is
over as people are now more
exposed to foreign content than
before thanks to the web.
“There is no need to tell stories
from the outside world when
there is so much within India
that needs to be told,” he says.
Ayushmann is another actor
who has never shied away from

experimenting with rural
settings, be it in Dum Laga Ke
Haisha and Bareilly Ki Barfi or
his upcoming film Dream Girl,
for which he recently shot in
Mathura (Uttar Pradesh).
Kartik recently took the
plunge into small-town stories
with Luka Chuppi. “It was a
different world. My character
Guddu is a normal guy —
honest and vulnerable. I’ve
played street-smart characters
but it was so nice to play a role
which does not have any overthe-top heroism,” says Kartik,
who would “love to explore this
more”.
Producer Bhushan Kumar
feels the audience is more
attracted to “relatable and
believable” content. “People
don’t just go to watch movies
for entertainment, they also
want to relate to the story and
characters. A lot of business is
coming from these mass
pockets. So, it helps when they
see characters and settings
similar to them,” he says.
Agrees Kriti: “Characters in
these places are very relatable
and you know the audience will
feel an instant connect.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

I improvise birthday celebrations
according to where I am: Swara
Sneha Mahadevan
wara Bhasker turns 31
today and though the
actor isn’t working this
year, she is celebrating her
birthday by doing something
‘unusual’. The actor will be in
Bihar to campaign for a friend
for the upcoming elections.
“This year, I’m spending my
birthday in an extremely
unusual manner. I’m
campaigning in Begusarai,
Bihar, for my friend, ex-JNU
students union president
Kanhaiya Kumar, who is
standing as a candidate in the
Lok Sabha elections this year.
Ideally, I would like to spend
the day at home with my
family and close
friends. I love hosting
house parties so I like
to end the night with a
party,” she says.
The Veere Di
Wedding (2018) actor

S

Ideally, I would
like to spend
the day at
home with my
family and
close friends. I
love hosting
house parties
so I like to end
the night with
a party.
SWARA
BHASKER, ACTOR

reveals that she is always
looking for excuses to get
together and celebrate with
her friends, so birthdays
aren’t any different. She says,
“I love celebrations of all
kinds. I feel at the end of our
lives, as time keeps passing by,

Swara
Bhasker

all we have left is memories,
and celebration is a way of
creating memories. I don’t
have a regulated 9-5 kind of
work schedule, so sometimes
I’m shooting or working on
my birthday. I improvise my
birthday celebration
according to where I am. I’m
blessed to have friends and
family who make the day
special no matter where I
am,” she says.
Swara reminisces about
spending time with her
maternal grandmother on her
birthdays. “Every birthday
from my childhood is
memorable because my nani
would bake an amazing
cake for me each year. She
passed away a few years
ago so these are precious
memories I cherish,”
she recalls. On set, her
most memorable
birthday was in 2012.
“On the sets of
Machhli Jal Ki Rani
Hai, the producers
made sure that I had a
very special day. I cut
some eight cakes that
day and we had a
rocking party that
night.”
For the year ahead,
even though she
doesn’t believe in
resolutions, Swara wants to
fix her sleep schedule. “I
am never able to keep
either birthday or New
Year resolutions but my
resolution always is very
simple — to be able to
sleep and wake up at a
human hour, because
currently my sleep cycle
resembles that of an owl,”
she quips.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

You will achieve something that you had
previously given up on. Focus is likely to
return at work. Financial issues will be
settled without sustaining loss.
Someone who had been rude to you in
the past is likely to make amends. Your
extrovert nature is likely to attract a
ARIES
mate
soon.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Grey
You may get involved in something and waste
your time. Those in uniformed services are
likely to get a posting of choice. An
understanding lover will help some of
you to get rid of your baggage of guilt.
An opportunity to add to your existing
income may slip with a snap. Physical
training needs to be taken up.

Good news on the family front may delight you
no end. Taking help from someone more
experienced will not be a bad idea at
work. Job hunters are likely to find things
moving to their liking. Give due
importance to your relationship. Invest
now rather than wait endlessly for a
TAURUS
better
opportunity.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Saffron
Financial worries are set to disappear as money
flows in from unexpected sources. Your
efforts on the academic front are likely to
be lauded by all. Someone you are
interested in on the romantic front may
reciprocate the signal back. Postponing
a travel plan will be a step in right
VIRGO
direction.
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender

SAGITTARIUS

You are likely to remain in a confused state on
the financial front. Sweet gestures of your
lover will draw you more closer to them.
Rising expenses can become a source of
worry. A medical condition that has been
troubling you is likely to improve. This is
the day to get even with someone, but
do so with finesse!

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Kristen Stewart: The American actor, who is
known for her films such as Panic Room, The
Twilight Saga, Snow White and the Huntsman,
turns 29 today.

A problem may take a nasty turn and create an
unsavoury situation at work. Your attempts
to multiply your assets are likely to
succeed. Someone’s guidance will be
instrumental in kicking off a bad
habit. Despite your confidence, you will
need to supervise someone on the social
front.
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Violet

A difficult task entrusted to you on the work
front is likely to be completed to the
satisfaction. Tackle a competitive
situation on the academic front with
your presence of mind. Let romance stay
at the back burner. Bad planning can be
detrimental to your financial health. Pay
attention to your health.
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

This is an ideal time to go in for a property deal,
as further delay may up the prices. Your gift
of the gab is likely to swing a job in your
favour. Time to consolidate your financial
position is here, as you are in for a raise
or an increment. Some of you are likely
to dictate your own terms on the
CAPRICORN
romantic front.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

SUDOKU
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AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Sometimes you astound others by your
foresight. This is not without basis as you
will be able to foresee something
important much before it affects the life
of someone close. Financially, you will be
much better as you shift to the saving
mode. Help someone close going
through a bad patch.
Lucky Number: 6 Colour: Dark Green

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Keeping tabs on someone will be in your
interest. Your ideas are likely to soon take
shape on the work front. Tips will come in
handy while playing the stocks.
Someone is likely to reciprocate for the
help rendered to them. Exchanging
sweet
nothings with lover is likely to
CANCER
happen.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Aqua Green
You may need to approach someone to get your
job done, so don’t feel reluctant. Rising
expenses will be countered by cutting
inessential costs. You need to give
priority to work matters. The fitness
freaks may be challenged with a new
physical activity, but you will have the
SCORPIO
energy to complete it.
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may get pleasantly surprised by a
subordinate’s dedication in handling an
important task. Driving off to a picnic with
family or friends is possible. Profits
accrue for professionals, as new clientele
is found. Starting a new exercise
regimen is indicated and promises to get
PISCES
you back into shape.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Dark Grey

SHOW BUZZ
FREEZE FRAME

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3050

PHOTO: TWITTER/IRRFANK

DID YOU KNOW?
Actor Preity G Zinta got her first TV
commercial break for Perk in 1996 after
she accidently met the director at a
friend’s birthday party.

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

C M E EE
DAR I C
O UY HMT
A I K N GW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Emcee, acrid, mouthy, waking
ANSWER: Whenever people agree with me I always feel I must
be wrong - Oscar Wilde

SONY PIX
1204 Piranha 3D
1326 Apocalypto
1455 Hellboy II: The Golden
Army
1830 San Andreas
2056 Rambo: First Blood
Part II
2300 Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2
WB
1257 Unforgettable
1435 Arthur
1623 Heart Of Dragon
1758 The Hunter’s Prayer
1920 After The Sunset
2100 RocknRolla
2250 The Forest
&PICTURES
1120 Happy Phirr Bhag
Jayegi
1415 Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya
1728 The Monkey King
2000 I
2339 Bad Boys II
ZEE CINEMA
1249 Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana
1540 Navsari Ka Rahsya
1817 Paltan
2100 The Real Tevar
2358 Courier Boy Kalyan

SOLUTION SUDOKU

MOVIES ON TV
STAR MOVIES
1144 Cars 3
1337 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1412 Titanic
2050 Predator
2259 Kingsman: The Secret
Service

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Whenever people _____ ____ __ I always feel I
must be wrong
- Oscar Wilde (5,4,2)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘MARRIAGEFORFEMALE
ACTORS NOT TABOO NOW’
Manisha Koirala feels times have
changed for female actors
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Manisha Koirala
burst onto the scene
with Subhash Ghai’s
Saudagar (1991) and has
continued to give good
performances one after the
other, over the years. Looking
back, Manisha feels that the
industry has changed in many
ways.
“A lot of change has taken
place. Now, there is a lot more
professionalism when it
comes to work being done on
time and all. I feel that the
quality of cinema is also
getting better and this current
generation of actors is so
talented… I am not saying
things weren’t good earlier,
but they are much better now.
Though people have less time
these days but in a way that
means they have more work,”
says Manisha, who is in talks
for her next Hindi film that
she shares might go on floors
this year.
The Dil Se.. (1998) and Lajja
(2001) actor wowed audiences
last year with her
performances in Sanju and
the web anthology Lust
Stories. She feels things are
now looking up for female
actors.
“These days, actresses do
not shy away from talking
about their personal life. Back
then they could not do that,
and if there were revealed

A

that they were married then
they would not get good work.
But these days, there
is no longer any taboo,” says
the 48-year-old.
However, the actor adds
that the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot more
pressure of expectations. “It
has become more PR-driven.
There is a constant pressure
of being in the news, to look
perfect in everything that one
does. There is no room for
mistake. It is something that
leads to affecting people
mentally,” shares Manisha,
who is a cancer survivor and
has penned the story of her
battle with the disease in her
book Healed: How Cancer
Gave Me a New Life, which
came out in December 2018.
n

Beginning again
Irrfan is back on the sets after treatment in London for
neoendocrine tumour. The actor, who is filming the sequel to
his hit 2017 film Hindi Medium, tweeted this photo, writing,
“GMB serving since 1900s. It’s going to be fun to tell another
story #AngreziMedium. Coming soon, with Mr
Champakji...Aa Raha Hu phir entertain Karne Sabko
#ItsTimeToKnowChampakJi #AngreziMedium”.

QUOTE HANGER
I KNOW BOTH
EXTREMES OF
LIFE. I KNOW
HOW IT FEELS
TO LIVE IN A
CHAWL, TO THE
TIME WHERE I
HAVE THREE
TOILETS FOR
ONE PERSON.

OPENING UP TO
DIFFERENT KINDS
OF MUSIC MADE
ME BETTER.
THE MOST
EMPOWERING
THING FOR AN
ARTIST IS THE
CHANCE TO DO
SOMETHING NEW.

JACKIESHROFF,
ACTOR

NEETI MOHAN,
SINGER

HAVE YOU HEARD?

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

shreya,mukherjee@htlive.com

the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot
more pressure of
expectations. It has
become more
PR-driven. There is a
constant pressure of
being in the news, to
look perfect.

Dangerous ishq?
A police complaint has been lodged against a fan of actor
Varun Dhawan after she threatened to kill his girlfriend,
fashion designer Natasha Dalal. According to a Mid-Day
report, after waiting to meet Varun for hours at his
residence, the fan turned violent and started yelling that she
will ‘kill Natasha’.

MANISHA KOIRALA ACTOR
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BEINGBULLIED
FUELLEDMY
AMBITION:
NAOMIE

PHOTO: JEANBAPTISTE
LACROIX/AFP

ctor Naomie Harris
has revealed she got
bullied in school
because she was an
‘‘oddball” but it pushed her
to make it big as an actor.
The Moonlight (2016) star
said bullying gave her a
chance to escape into an
imaginary world which
polished her as a performer.
“I think there was a lot of
jealousy towards me. I have
always been an oddball. I
didn’t have many friends,
and the class bully turned
everyone against me, so I
retreated into a world of my
own imagination,” Harris
told The Times.
“In hindsight that was a
blessing, because acting is
all about escaping to an
imaginary world,” the actor
said.
“What I heard so much
when I was growing up was,

A

O

Actor Violla Davis played the role of Amanda Waller (inset) in Suicide
Squad (20
016)
PHOTO: GEOFF ROBINS/AFP

Better Call Saul
Season 5 will not
return until 2020

In hindsight that
[getting bullied] was
a blessing, because
acting is all about
escaping to an
imaginary world.

NICOLE WILDER/AMC

SHUTTERSTOCK

oel Kinnaman doesn’t
agree with the “call-out”
culture. The SwedishAmerican actor says there is
no value in digging up an old
tweet or bad joke made by
someone years ago.
Filmmaker James Gunn,
actor Kevin Hart, Green Book
writer Nick Vallelonga,
singer Blake Shelton and
comedian Trevor Noah —
past tweets have lately come
back to haunt quite a few
names in a time when
inclusivity and gender
equality are burning issues.
“There is a negative side of
this movement and it is

J

We have to love one
another, we have to be
patient, kind...
because that is the
way we all get back to
a better world.
ZACHARY LEVI ACTOR

something that I really
dislike. That is the call-out
culture where people are
offended by things,”
Kinnaman says.
“What is really important
is that people go to the bottom
of the intent of what is being
said and not dig up an old
tweet (in which) someone has
said (something) or someone
had written a bad joke ten
years ago. I don’t think there
is value in that,” adds the
Easy Money (2010) and The
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo
(2011) actor, who is currently
seen in the web show Hanna.

IANS

Jimmy Morgan McGill, six
years before the events of
Breaking Bad. It shows his
transformation into criminalfor-hire Saul Goodman.
Talking about his role in an
interview, Odenkirk, who
essays the role of McGill, said,
“I see a guy who lazily took
part in con jobs and using
others, [and] then made a
concerted effort to do right,
[but] then — out of frustration
and a broken heart — slipped
down further... than he had
ever gone before.”
“He is now
compartmentalising his
sorrow and aiming, with
confidence and conscious
effort, to be the best, most
selfish, mercenary lawyer he
can be. But hopefully, there
is still a beating heart
underneath it all, and
perhaps it will come out
again,” Odenkirk added.

IANS

BETTER CALL SAUL
FOLLOWS THE STORY
OF CON MAN TURNED
SMALL-TIME LAWYER
JAMES JIMMY
MORGAN MCGILL

Ali Fazal draws his
fitness inspiration
from Mark Wahlbergg

‘Being a star kid
gave me access to
Bollywood’

Juhi Chakraborty

Sangeeta Yadav

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

The actor added that it was
important to be able to “stop
dehumanising each other,
stop dehumanising
ourselves”. “We have to love
one another, we have to be
patient, kind, understanding
and forgiving, because that is
the way we all get back to a
better world,” he said,
revealing he underwent
therapy to fight off anxiety
and depression.
“I think mental health is
the most important thing we
should all be talking about,
legitimately,” he added.
PTI

Joel slams digging up
old tweets and jokes

Actor Joel
Kinnaman has
slammed the
‘call-out’
culture PHOTO:

he fifth season of actor
Bob Odenkirk’s Better
Call Saul is not expected
to premiere until next year.
In an interview with
Vulture, Sarah Barnett,
president, Entertainment
Networks, said the news was
dropped on AMC’s most
recent earnings call, reports
ew.com.
“Decisions like these are
driven by talent needs, which
we would not override if it
would result in a worse
show,” she said.
Better Call Saul, which
launched in early 2015,
unveiled Season two almost
exactly a year later; Season
three came 14 months later,
while Season four arrived 16
months after that.
Barnett also indicated in
the interview that the show’s
writers “have a very
particular, very clear sense of
the arc of their show”, and
that “we’re certainly getting
closer” to the end of the series.
Entertainment Weekly has
confirmed that the earnings
call mentioned a debut date of
early 2020. Better Call Saul cocreator and executive
producer Vince Gilligan is
also busy these days with
Breaking Bad movie.
Better Call Saul follows the
story of con man turned
small-time lawyer James

T

Actor Bob Odenkirk
plays the lead in
Better Call Saul,
which launched in
early 2015 PHOTO:

NAOMIE HARRIS
ACTOR

Actor Zachary Levi recently starred in Shazam!

S

villains are recruited by the
government to carry out secret
missions, too dirty for the likes
of Superman and Batman.
Batman IANS

‘You’ll never make it, you’re
black, you’re a woman, it’s
really hard out there,
there’s so much racism in
the industry, how are you
going to overcome it?’ I just
heard the word ‘no’. But
being bullied fuelled my
ambition and gave me an
immense desire to prove
something,” she added. PTI

‘We need to stop
dehumanising each
other and ourselves’

hazam! star Zachary Levi
has opened up about his
battle with anxiety and
depression, saying it was a
really dark phase in his life.
The 38-year-old actor said
during his youth, the mental
illness reached a point where
he even contemplated suicide
as an option.
“I got to a place in my life
where I legitimately didn’t
want to live anymore. I was in
such darkness. It’s
generational, I fully believe.
My mum, [who] was a
beautiful, vibrant, intelligent,
incredible woman, was also
very, very tortured and
psychologically abused her
whole life, and I and my
sisters got the brunt of that,”
Levi said during an
appearance on The View.
“My mum didn’t know she
was doing that to us, most
people don’t; in fact, I would
argue that the people who are
doing bad in the world
genuinely don’t really know
how bad they’re doing,” he
said.

Viola Davis
joins Gunn’s
reboot of
Suicide Squad
scar-winning actor Viola
Davis will return as
Amanda Waller, a
government official who givess
out the squad’s orders, in
James Gunn’s The Suicide
Squad. According to TheWrap
p,
an individual with some
knowledge of the project has
confirmed the news of Davis
joining the team.
e
The sequel to 2016’s Suicide
Squad will hit the screens on
August 6, 2021. Peter Safran
and Charles Roven are
producing the project.
Guardians of the Galaxy
(2014) director Gunn was
brought on board to helm the
project. He will have a
completely new take on the
property, in which DC super-

The actor talks about how
being isolated in school proved
to be a blessing for her

03

hen it comes to
physical
transformation for
roles, Ali Fazal has been on
top of the game. And his
beefed-up look for his role of a
gangster in his latest web
series is proof of it. And after
the massive success of the
series, Ali took it upon
himself to undergo another
major fitness transformation,
inspired by Hollywood star
Mark Wahlberg.
“If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social media,
one would know how diligent
he’s about his fitness and
about his crazy workouts at
4am. It brings a discipline in
life and really helps you be
charged up through the day,”
shares Ali.
This aspect of Mark’s
fitness mantra has become a
crucial foundation for Ali and
his new fitness goals. The
actor, regardless of his work
and travels, now manages to
be up at odd hours to cope up
with this fitness inspiration
with the aid of his new
trainer.

W

“Starting so early in
n
the morning helps you
ur
body train better and get
g
into a lifestyle which is
b
actually ideal. I have been
doing this for a while and it
really works. Initially it’s
tough but it helps if you stick
to it,” he adds.
The actor has a custommade 12-week fitness routine
to muscle up. He has been
training for a few weeks now
and he has already started to
see and feel a drastic result
from this challenge that he
has taken up.
n

S

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social
media, one would
know how diligent he’s
about his fitness and
about his crazy
workouts at 4am.
ALI FAZAL ACTOR

tar kids do have an upper
hand over other actors
from a non-film
background. For Luv S Sinha,
son of actor-turned-politician
Shatrughan Sinha, being an
insider gave him a chance to
visit the sets from an early age.
With it came the realisation
that the glamourous world of
Bollywood was very different
from what it is actually
perceived to be.
“Being a star kid, it gave me
access to the exclusive world
of Bollywood which, from
outside, looked so glamourous
but from inside it is so
different. Pahlaj Nihalani, who
is like a family member, and
papa, have worked in a lot of
films together. Visiting his sets
and also seeing David Dhawan
in his initial days as the
director played a major role in
shaping my career. I
remember sitting around and
papa and Amitji (Bachchan)
discussing the script and
watching them later on the big
screen was a delightful
experience,” Luv says.
The 35-year-old actor, who

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
LUVSINHA

Ali Fazal says working out early in the morning like Hollywood actor
Mark Wahlberg (inset) helps stay charged throughout the day
PHOTO: PRABHAS ROY/HT

has worked in films like
Sadiyaan (2010) and Paltan
(2018), further adds that it was
a fascinating experience to
closely watch the journey of
actors from being a struggler
to a superstar.
“Spending time with
Govinda bhaiya while we were
growing up and seeing him
transform into a superstar was
a fun-filled experience. He
would always be very nice to
us, crack jokes and share a
friendly bond with all the kids.
Hanging out with Sanjay
bhaiya (Dutt) and talking
about acting was fun but
seeing him what he had to go
through was difficult for all of
us as a family,” Luv says.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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‘Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds’
SERIOUSLY CYRUS
CYRUS BROACHA
I love a girl who is also my best
friend. She was in a
relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings and
four days ago, she proposed to
me and I said, yes. But now,
she’s not able to share
anything like a friend with me.
And she wants us to remain
just friends. I am shattered.
Please help.
— VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the
stuff that comes out of a bull
when he needs to evacuate
his stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a fouryear-old. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to
make the world a better
place by feeding the poor,
and helping the
underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to the
gully boys playing cricket.
Now, she backtracks and
wants to go back to “just
friends”? Ridiculous. Bullpoo, loads and loads of bullpoo. Inform her about your
disappointment, and remind
her that all ‘this’ was her
idea in the first place. No

point just feeling
resentment, take the
er….bull…. by the horns. Do
not mince your words,
please.

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in
a relationship with a girl for the
last one year. She had
confessed that she was
interested in someone else and
we broke up. Now, she is with
that someone and I can’t see
them together. What should I
do to move on? — AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another.
With very little space to
stand between the doors.
The robber opens one door
and is then caught in
between the first and the
second door. He then
becomes a poor sandwich.
AA, your girl has left you,
(Door 1), and moved to (Door
2), the next guy. She’s stuck
between two doors but is
facing the new door. This
means you need to open
your door so that there is
more space for everyone.
And so that, a new girl walks

PHOTO: ISTOCK; FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSE ONLY

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.
into your door sooner or
later like facing an exam.
You just have to cop it on a
chin. Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds. She’s
closed her door. So please
keep your door open, but
wear a sweater in the case of
a strong breeze.

I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for
the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents are not
approving of our relationship,
whereas, his parents are totally
with us. How do you think
should I convince my parents?
They are generally not this
narrow-minded. Please help.
— AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you
get 10 good oranges out of a
total 12, then that’s a good
haul. Of course, our problem
was that our fruit wala was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four
mosambis, and one chikoo,
in our hands of a dozen
oranges, on an average
basis, every week. You’ve
got each other that’s 50%,
his parents 25% i.e. total of
75%. For your parents, think
of a pride of lions hunting.
They separate the weak
wilder bees, wait for it to die
of boredom and then feast.
See, which of your parents is
less extreme, and work on
only that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you
get one to crossover, most
likely the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. (Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound
good).
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THE GHOSTBUSTERS
Do you fear being ghosted by your partner? Here
are signs you should look out for to know if an exit
strategy is in the making
Collin Rodrigues
f your partner or even a
friend has cut off all
contacts with you without
any warning, it’s most
likely that you have been
ghosted. It’s important to note
that your partner may have
given a lot of signs about
ghosting you, which you
failed to recognise. Here, with
the help of experts, we try to
find out signs that you may be
ghosted. But before you read
through, Aman Bhonsle,
psychosocial analyst and
relationship counsellor, has a
warning. He says, “If you’ve
seen these signs in your
partner for a week, you may
be not ghosted. But if you are
sensing a pattern over a few
months, the chances of you
getting ghosted are more.”

IF YOUR PARTNER
SUDDENLY BECOMES
INEXPLICABLY NICE
OR WANTS TO
CONSTANTLY PLEASE
YOU, AND THAT IS
INCONSISTENT WITH
HIS/HER BEHAVIOUR,
YOU MAY BE ABOUT
TO BE GHOSTED.

I

POSTPONING
CONVERSATIONS
If your partner has been
absent for a prolonged period
and the conversations are not
happening, it’s a wake up call.
Bhonsle says, “You want to
chat with your partner, and,
the other person says, ‘I am
busy’ or ‘I have to be
somewhere else right now,’ or
just differ conversations to a
later date. This is a sign that a
ghosting protocol is about to
come into effect. This
signifies there is an emotional
distance and unwillingness to
participate in a
conversation.”

MONOSYLLABIC
ANSWERS
Have the replies to your

questions been brief? Chats
on things that you liked
talking about for long don’t
generate much response? Dr
Kedar Tilwe, psychiatrist and
sexologist, Hiranandani
Hospital, explains, “If
conversations which went on
for hours suddenly move to
one-word answers on a
regular basis; it is a sign.”

BLOCKING YOU ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
If you find it difficult to see
what your partner is doing on
social media and their
privacy settings have
changed on multiple
websites, it indicates that
your scrutiny of your
partner’s life on the internet
is no longer acceptable to
him/her. Bhonsle says, “This
means, your partner is
altering the parameters
by which you can see
what’s happening in
his/her life. Social
media is an

Look for subtle
signs and see if
he/she has
blocked you on
social media

indicator but people are
usually very sly about it.
They won’t block you from
every place at the same
time. They will do something
subtle like turn off their ‘last
seen’ notifications on
WhatsApp.”

YOUR OPINION
DOESN’T MATTER
In such instances, suddenly
the opinion of a third party,
with regards to the two of
you, becomes more
important. So, if you’ll have
a squabble or disagreement
or someone wants to buy
something expensive or go
away for while, your opinion
is no longer being sought out.
Bhonsle says, “You realise
your opinion doesn’t hold the
prime value that it used to
and that someone else might
be taking up a significant
role. This indicates there is an
exit strategy in the works.”

LONGER PAUSES
If you see that your partner
has been showing less
interest in conversations, it
may be a cause for worry.

Tilwe says, “Find out if the
pauses in the interaction have
become longer.
Conversations may continue
but the reply may take
forever, often making you
lose the thread of the thought
which started the chat in the
first place.”

is an integral part of all
relationships but, not
here. Tilwe says, “There
may be reluctance to
work on the road blocks in
your relationship. Any
understanding that you
have agreed upon is
brought into question
and seemingly re-examined.”

FAKE EMOTIONS

LACK OF
COMPROMISE

If your partner suddenly
becomes inexplicably nice or
wants to constantly please
you, and that is inconsistent
with his/her behaviour, you
may be about to be ghosted.
Bhonsle says, “Your partner
will try to compensate for the
gap between the both of you,
which has been growing. It
means he/she wants to please
you and in return, you stop
expecting more, so that he/
she is free to do other things
rather than be around
you.”

CREATING
ROADBLOCKS
Problem solving

The foundation of most
relationships is based on
compromises. Somewhere
down the line, partners
have to find a middle
ground to certain issues.
Tanushree Bhargava,
clinical psychologist, says,
“A person who is about
to ghost you may not be
willing to understand
your side of the story for
their own reasons. He/she
may believe they are right
and that you should accept
their point of view. They
would refuse to find a
common ground.”
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com
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Here’stohealthyfasting Sexual satisfaction among older

people about more than just health

Buckwheat flour
(kuttu ka atta) is a
great source of
protein
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
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Nutritionists tell you how to fast the right way so that you do not feel
fatigued and drowsy in the hot summer days
Prerna Gauba Sibbal
avratri is a nine-night
Hindu festival, dedicated
to Goddess Durga. It is
observed twice a year, one
being now, in the month of
April. Though our temples are
all decked up and we observe
fasts due to spiritual reasons, it
is also scientifically believed to
be a fast observed to give rest to
the gut. Apart from the
religious significance, experts
believe it is good to fast during
this week to let the liver rest
and rejuvenate. However, it is
important to do it right.
Nutritionists Anjali Hooda
and Kavita Devgan tell us how
one should fast right this
season:
n Avoid typical snack items
such as fried food and diet
namkeens or chips, because
they are packed and have

N

high-calorie contents and
high sodium.
n Go for anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt, potato
and fruits, as these don’t
disturb one’s basal metabolic
rate (BMR). You can’t have
processed food during
Navratri, which is a great
thing. Vegetables such as
bottle gourd, squash,
zucchini, and pumpkin are
great to fill your stomach.
You can also have fox nuts
(makhanas) or banana chaat.
n Buckwheat flour (kuttu ka
atta) is a great source of
protein and should be taken
once a day. In summer, one
can mix buckwheat with
other grains (gluten-free)
such as water chestnut flour
(singhare ka atta). You can
make chapatis by mixing
these flours with potato.
n One should not stress the

liver and let it rest. Hence,
starch and sugar intake
should be minimal.
n To hydrate, have lassi,
buttermilk, coconut water or
herbal teas.
n Kombucha drink is cooling
and hydrating. It is a
fermented drink that has
good bacteria, which makes it

perfect for the gut.
Alternatively, you can have
kanji.
n When peckish in between
meals, have nuts such as
almonds and walnuts, or
seeds such as pumpkin,
sunflower, as they are high in
iron and magnesium.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com

Anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt
don’t disturb the BMR
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ccording to a recent
study, when it comes to
sexual satisfaction
among older people,
communication, being in a
happy relationship and health
are important factors. Sexual
expression is increasingly
recognised as a significant
character throughout the life
course, in maintaining
relationships, promoting selfesteem and contributing to
health and well-being.
Although healthcare
professionals are being urged
to be more proactive in
helping older patients achieve
a satisfying sex life, there is a
distinct lack of evidence to
help guide practitioners.
The study looks at how
health, lifestyle and
relationship factors can affect
sexual activity and
satisfaction in later life, and
examine how people respond
and deal with the
consequences. As part of the
study, out of nearly 3,500
people aged between 55 to 74,
the survey found that one in
four men and one in six
women reported having a
health problem that affected

A

We identified that not
many people who
reported experiencing
problems or lack of
satisfaction sought
help. Although this
could be an individual
choice or because of
a perceived lack of
support.
BOB ERENS, LEAD
AUTHOR

their sex life.
Follow up interviews with a
sample of participants
revealed that older people
found it difficult to separate
the effects of declining health
from those of increasing age.
Ill health impacted sexual
activity in many ways but
most crucially it influenced
whether individuals had a
partner with whom to have
sex. Some older people were

more accepting of not having
a sex life than others.
For those in a relationship,
sexual satisfaction was
strongly associated with both
the quality of communication
with their partner and
contentment with their
relationship. The impact of
health issues was not always
negative — some men and
women found themselves
having to experiment with
new ways of being sexually
active and as a result, their
sex lives improved.
“Health can affect an
individual’s sex life in various
ways, from having or finding
a partner, to physical and
psychological limitations
on sexual expression,”
said Bob Erens, lead
author of the study
published in the Journal of
PLOS One.
“We identified that not
many people who reported
experiencing problems or
lack of satisfaction sought
help. Although this could be
an individual choice or
because of a perceived lack of
support, it is vital that
individuals feel able to make

enquiries with healthcare
professionals,” Erens
explained.
Although some individuals
the research team spoke to
were not affected by not being
sexually active, it seemed to
be important that health
professionals make sensitive
inquiries for patients who
might want help, which can
lead to significant
improvements in their wellbeing and quality of life.
“We’re seeing numerous,
interconnected factors
influencing sexual activity in
older people. Not being in
good health can influence
mood, mobility and whether a
person has a partner, which
in turn impacts sexual
activity. Medication taken for
health conditions often
compounds the problem. The
study findings suggest that
pharmacological approaches,
like Viagra, do not always
help to resolve sexual
difficulties, which need to be
seen in the wider context of
older people’s lives,” said
Kirstin Mitchel, co-author of
the study.

ANI
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Nawazuddin
Siddiqui feels real
content-driven
cinema is not fully
appreciated in India
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL/AFP

Ayushmann
Khurrana’s
upcoming film
(inset) was
shot in Mathura

Bhumi
Pednekar
starred in
Sonchiriya
(below), set in
the Chambal

PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Ek aadh
picture flop
ho gayi,
doesn’t mean
star system
has changed

Taapsee Pannu’s
Manmarziyaan (inset)
was set in Amritsar

THEIR HEARTISIN
THE HEARTLAND

The new crop of Bollywood
actors is choosing films set
against desi backdrops

Kartik Aaryan
and Kriti
Sanon were
seen in Luka
Chuppi, set
in Gwalior

Juhi Chakraborty

igh on glamour, overthe-top costumes and
shot in exotic foreign
locales — this pretty
much sums up the idea of a
commercial Bollywood
potboiler. However, a bunch
of actors such as Bhumi
Pednekar, Taapsee Pannu,
Kriti Sanon, Ayushmann
Khurrana and Kartik
Aaryan, are pretty
content picking heartland
stories in desi backdrops.
Bhumi, who has shot in
places like Haridwar
(Uttarakhand) for Dum
Laga Ke Haisha (2015),
Nandgaon (Uttar Pradesh)
for Toilet: Ek Prem Katha
(2017) and the Chambal for
Sonchiriya, can be safely
called the poster girl of
heartland films. “I’d never
been to a village before I
became an actor. It’s all
about a lot of observing
and understanding,”
says Bhumi whose
upcoming film, Saand
Ki Aankh, has a rural
setting. Interestingly,
the film also stars

H

PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Rishabh Suri
awazuddin Siddiqui is
undoubtedly one of the
best actors among
Bollywood’s current crop and
he makes it a point to balance
both hardcore masala films
and those minus all glamour.
Asked if money has become
a priority for him now, owing
to his success and the fact that
some stars demand huge
paychecks, even shares of a
film’s profit, Nawazuddin
says, “Har actor ki apni
strategy hoti hai. There’s
nothing wrong in asking for
profits. They have it (the
collections) that’s why they
ask for it. For me, both things
are important. The role is
good, and if the film is
commercial, then the money
angle too should be like that.
Money ka itna important role
nahi hai, but profession hai,

N

paisa chahiye hota hai (Money
doesn’t have such an
important role, but it’s a
profession, money is needed).”
Nawazuddin’s rising
popularity can be gauged by
the fact that recently, a fan
pulled him back by the neck,
all for a selfie, in Kanpur! The
actor, last seen in Thackeray
(2018), says, “I got injured, got
a hand fracture and a muscle
pull. But theek hai, kya karein,
uska apna tareeka tha (it’s ok,
what do we do, it’s their way).
Unka pyaar hai. (It’s their
love).”
However, the audience’s
love for stars in general didn’t
translate into box office
collections in the recent past.
Ask him his take on recent
films starring superstars not
doing well and whether it
means the star system doesn’t
work, he’s quick to clarify, “Ek
aadh picture flop ho gayi, usse

thodi na change ho jaata hai!
(One or two films flopped, it
doesn’t change anything).
Bade stars bade stars hote
hain. (Big stars are big stars).
Small budget films become a
hit, but even they have
Bollywood masala in them. We
even compromise on contentdriven films. We add five
songs, comedy… Tummbad,
Manto (both 2018), these are
the hardcore films. Actual
content-driven films don’t
work. When they work, a
change will come.”
Nawazuddin feels the real
content-driven cinema wins
more recognition abroad.
“Films that mostly go for these
[foreign] festivals, they are the
actual hardcore contentdriven films, and they get
appreciation. Uss cinema ki
audience [India] mein abhi
kam hai!” he adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Jacqueline
Fernandez

Sara Ali
Khan

STOP PRESS
KAREENA IN ANGREZI
MEDIUM, CONFIRMS
RADHIKA MADAN
t seems Kareena Kapoor
Khan is part of the muchtalked about Angrezi
Medium, paired opposite
Irrfan. The film is being
helmed by Homi Adajania.
Actor Radhika Madan, who,
according to reports, will
play Irrfan’s daughter in the
film, shared a photo of the
clapperboard and wrote, “As
excited as the man behind!
So so so grateful for this
new journey. @irrfan
@homster @maddockfilms
#kareenakapoorkhan
#dineshvijan”. “If things go
according to plan, Kareena
is expected to start
shooting for the film in July
in London,” says a source,
adding Angrezi Medium not
a sequel to Hindi Medium
(2017), but a franchise.

I

Katrina
Kaif

Shreya Mukherjee

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Sanchita Kalra
eon hues, animal prints,
flared bottoms—looks like
the fashion industry is
taking some major inspiration
from retro trends. And the one
celeb fashion choice from the
’90s that keeps popping up
every now and then is the
‘denim on denim’ look. A denim
jacket with denim jeans is
referred to as the Canadian
tuxedo, a term coined in the
1950s when American singer-

N

Good ol’ denim on
denim gets a twist
actor Bing Crosby was denied
entry to a hotel in Vancouver,
Canada, due to his head-to-toe
denim look. Later, denim label
Levi’s then sent him a
specially-crafted denim tuxedo.
Cut to 2019, celebrities are
opting for the all-denim look
with a twist. Actors like
Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Shruti
Hassan and Jacqueline
Fernandez have been spotted in
denim jumpsuits, denim dress
with denim jackets and the like,

while Karan Johar and Varun
Dhawan were seen in denim
jackets and jeans.
Designer Narendra Kumar
says, “Denim is the trend of the
’90s, but today it’s more playful
— there’s mesh, patchwork,
motifs, cutouts being used to
add the contemporary feel.”
Designer Rina Dhaka says,
“Every year with the onset of
summer it becomes a hot
favourite in the wardrobe. The
change I see is in silhouettes.
Now denims are about easy fits,

high waists, lots of pockets —
basically about comfortable
style, because in the heat you
can’t be wearing thick skinny
jeans.” She suggests chambray
fabric as a great substitute. “It
looks like denim, but has a
softer touch and feel. You can
go all big, boxy and baggy so
that you’re at ease,” she adds.
Designer Pranav Mishra of
Huemn, which showcased
denim looks at fashion weeks
earlier, says, “Denim is a fabric
that has various silhouettes,
you can play around with it...
just so many shapes and free
movement in dressing now.”
Kumar gives a few styling
tips: “Play with contrasting
hues. For instance, wear a red
shoe with a denim jumpsuit,
put pop colour on, or go for
prints like animal... add a dash
of pop by a pattern or a colour.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Taapsee, who has played her
share of non-urban characters
in films such as Soorma and
Manmarziyaan (both 2018).
For Kriti, a Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) was quite a break from
her otherwise glam image. She
later opted for another
heartland story, Luka Chuppi,
shot in Gwalior (Madhya
Pradesh). “There are flavours
in different parts of our
country. Choti choti harkatein
jo small town mein hoti hain,
woh bahut pyaari hoti hain —
chup chupke chhat pe milna,
haath pakadna aur fir dekhna
ki koi dekh to nahi raha — all
these innocent moments you
don’t see in big cities. Those
moments look adorable on
screen,” Kriti says.
Clearly there is acceptance
from the audience too. Trade
analyst Joginder Tuteja feels
the craze for exotic locales is
over as people are now more
exposed to foreign content than
before thanks to the web.
“There is no need to tell stories
from the outside world when
there is so much within India
that needs to be told,” he says.
Ayushmann is another actor
who has never shied away from

experimenting with rural
settings, be it in Dum Laga Ke
Haisha and Bareilly Ki Barfi or
his upcoming film Dream Girl,
for which he recently shot in
Mathura (Uttar Pradesh).
Kartik recently took the
plunge into small-town stories
with Luka Chuppi. “It was a
different world. My character
Guddu is a normal guy —
honest and vulnerable. I’ve
played street-smart characters
but it was so nice to play a role
which does not have any overthe-top heroism,” says Kartik,
who would “love to explore this
more”.
Producer Bhushan Kumar
feels the audience is more
attracted to “relatable and
believable” content. “People
don’t just go to watch movies
for entertainment, they also
want to relate to the story and
characters. A lot of business is
coming from these mass
pockets. So, it helps when they
see characters and settings
similar to them,” he says.
Agrees Kriti: “Characters in
these places are very relatable
and you know the audience will
feel an instant connect.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

I improvise birthday celebrations
according to where I am: Swara
Sneha Mahadevan
wara Bhasker turns 31
today and though the
actor isn’t working this
year, she is celebrating her
birthday by doing something
‘unusual’. The actor will be in
Bihar to campaign for a friend
for the upcoming elections.
“This year, I’m spending my
birthday in an extremely
unusual manner. I’m
campaigning in Begusarai,
Bihar, for my friend, ex-JNU
students union president
Kanhaiya Kumar, who is
standing as a candidate in the
Lok Sabha elections this year.
Ideally, I would like to spend
the day at home with my
family and close
friends. I love hosting
house parties so I like
to end the night with a
party,” she says.
The Veere Di
Wedding (2018) actor
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Ideally, I would
like to spend
the day at
home with my
family and
close friends. I
love hosting
house parties
so I like to end
the night with
a party.
SWARA
BHASKER, ACTOR

reveals that she is always
looking for excuses to get
together and celebrate with
her friends, so birthdays
aren’t any different. She says,
“I love celebrations of all
kinds. I feel at the end of our
lives, as time keeps passing by,

Swara
Bhasker

all we have left is memories,
and celebration is a way of
creating memories. I don’t
have a regulated 9-5 kind of
work schedule, so sometimes
I’m shooting or working on
my birthday. I improvise my
birthday celebration
according to where I am. I’m
blessed to have friends and
family who make the day
special no matter where I
am,” she says.
Swara reminisces about
spending time with her
maternal grandmother on her
birthdays. “Every birthday
from my childhood is
memorable because my nani
would bake an amazing
cake for me each year. She
passed away a few years
ago so these are precious
memories I cherish,”
she recalls. On set, her
most memorable
birthday was in 2012.
“On the sets of
Machhli Jal Ki Rani
Hai, the producers
made sure that I had a
very special day. I cut
some eight cakes that
day and we had a
rocking party that
night.”
For the year ahead,
even though she
doesn’t believe in
resolutions, Swara wants to
fix her sleep schedule. “I
am never able to keep
either birthday or New
Year resolutions but my
resolution always is very
simple — to be able to
sleep and wake up at a
human hour, because
currently my sleep cycle
resembles that of an owl,”
she quips.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

You will achieve something that you had
previously given up on. Focus is likely to
return at work. Financial issues will be
settled without sustaining loss.
Someone who had been rude to you in
the past is likely to make amends. Your
extrovert nature is likely to attract a
ARIES
mate
soon.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Grey
You may get involved in something and waste
your time. Those in uniformed services are
likely to get a posting of choice. An
understanding lover will help some of
you to get rid of your baggage of guilt.
An opportunity to add to your existing
income may slip with a snap. Physical
training needs to be taken up.

Good news on the family front may delight you
no end. Taking help from someone more
experienced will not be a bad idea at
work. Job hunters are likely to find things
moving to their liking. Give due
importance to your relationship. Invest
now rather than wait endlessly for a
TAURUS
better
opportunity.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Saffron
Financial worries are set to disappear as money
flows in from unexpected sources. Your
efforts on the academic front are likely to
be lauded by all. Someone you are
interested in on the romantic front may
reciprocate the signal back. Postponing
a travel plan will be a step in right
VIRGO
direction.
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender

SAGITTARIUS

You are likely to remain in a confused state on
the financial front. Sweet gestures of your
lover will draw you more closer to them.
Rising expenses can become a source of
worry. A medical condition that has been
troubling you is likely to improve. This is
the day to get even with someone, but
do so with finesse!

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Kristen Stewart: The American actor, who is
known for her films such as Panic Room, The
Twilight Saga, Snow White and the Huntsman,
turns 29 today.

A problem may take a nasty turn and create an
unsavoury situation at work. Your attempts
to multiply your assets are likely to
succeed. Someone’s guidance will be
instrumental in kicking off a bad
habit. Despite your confidence, you will
need to supervise someone on the social
front.
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Violet

A difficult task entrusted to you on the work
front is likely to be completed to the
satisfaction. Tackle a competitive
situation on the academic front with
your presence of mind. Let romance stay
at the back burner. Bad planning can be
detrimental to your financial health. Pay
attention to your health.
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

This is an ideal time to go in for a property deal,
as further delay may up the prices. Your gift
of the gab is likely to swing a job in your
favour. Time to consolidate your financial
position is here, as you are in for a raise
or an increment. Some of you are likely
to dictate your own terms on the
CAPRICORN
romantic front.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

SUDOKU
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AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Sometimes you astound others by your
foresight. This is not without basis as you
will be able to foresee something
important much before it affects the life
of someone close. Financially, you will be
much better as you shift to the saving
mode. Help someone close going
through a bad patch.
Lucky Number: 6 Colour: Dark Green

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Keeping tabs on someone will be in your
interest. Your ideas are likely to soon take
shape on the work front. Tips will come in
handy while playing the stocks.
Someone is likely to reciprocate for the
help rendered to them. Exchanging
sweet
nothings with lover is likely to
CANCER
happen.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Aqua Green
You may need to approach someone to get your
job done, so don’t feel reluctant. Rising
expenses will be countered by cutting
inessential costs. You need to give
priority to work matters. The fitness
freaks may be challenged with a new
physical activity, but you will have the
SCORPIO
energy to complete it.
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may get pleasantly surprised by a
subordinate’s dedication in handling an
important task. Driving off to a picnic with
family or friends is possible. Profits
accrue for professionals, as new clientele
is found. Starting a new exercise
regimen is indicated and promises to get
PISCES
you back into shape.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Dark Grey

SHOW BUZZ
FREEZE FRAME

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3050

PHOTO: TWITTER/IRRFANK

DID YOU KNOW?
Actor Preity G Zinta got her first TV
commercial break for Perk in 1996 after
she accidently met the director at a
friend’s birthday party.

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

C M E EE
DAR I C
O UY HMT
A I K N GW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Emcee, acrid, mouthy, waking
ANSWER: Whenever people agree with me I always feel I must
be wrong - Oscar Wilde

SONY PIX
1204 Piranha 3D
1326 Apocalypto
1455 Hellboy II: The Golden
Army
1830 San Andreas
2056 Rambo: First Blood
Part II
2300 Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2
WB
1257 Unforgettable
1435 Arthur
1623 Heart Of Dragon
1758 The Hunter’s Prayer
1920 After The Sunset
2100 RocknRolla
2250 The Forest
&PICTURES
1120 Happy Phirr Bhag
Jayegi
1415 Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya
1728 The Monkey King
2000 I
2339 Bad Boys II
ZEE CINEMA
1249 Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana
1540 Navsari Ka Rahsya
1817 Paltan
2100 The Real Tevar
2358 Courier Boy Kalyan

SOLUTION SUDOKU

MOVIES ON TV
STAR MOVIES
1144 Cars 3
1337 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1412 Titanic
2050 Predator
2259 Kingsman: The Secret
Service

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Whenever people _____ ____ __ I always feel I
must be wrong
- Oscar Wilde (5,4,2)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘MARRIAGEFORFEMALE
ACTORS NOT TABOO NOW’
Manisha Koirala feels times have
changed for female actors
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Manisha Koirala
burst onto the scene
with Subhash Ghai’s
Saudagar (1991) and has
continued to give good
performances one after the
other, over the years. Looking
back, Manisha feels that the
industry has changed in many
ways.
“A lot of change has taken
place. Now, there is a lot more
professionalism when it
comes to work being done on
time and all. I feel that the
quality of cinema is also
getting better and this current
generation of actors is so
talented… I am not saying
things weren’t good earlier,
but they are much better now.
Though people have less time
these days but in a way that
means they have more work,”
says Manisha, who is in talks
for her next Hindi film that
she shares might go on floors
this year.
The Dil Se.. (1998) and Lajja
(2001) actor wowed audiences
last year with her
performances in Sanju and
the web anthology Lust
Stories. She feels things are
now looking up for female
actors.
“These days, actresses do
not shy away from talking
about their personal life. Back
then they could not do that,
and if there were revealed

A

that they were married then
they would not get good work.
But these days, there
is no longer any taboo,” says
the 48-year-old.
However, the actor adds
that the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot more
pressure of expectations. “It
has become more PR-driven.
There is a constant pressure
of being in the news, to look
perfect in everything that one
does. There is no room for
mistake. It is something that
leads to affecting people
mentally,” shares Manisha,
who is a cancer survivor and
has penned the story of her
battle with the disease in her
book Healed: How Cancer
Gave Me a New Life, which
came out in December 2018.
n

Beginning again
Irrfan is back on the sets after treatment in London for
neoendocrine tumour. The actor, who is filming the sequel to
his hit 2017 film Hindi Medium, tweeted this photo, writing,
“GMB serving since 1900s. It’s going to be fun to tell another
story #AngreziMedium. Coming soon, with Mr
Champakji...Aa Raha Hu phir entertain Karne Sabko
#ItsTimeToKnowChampakJi #AngreziMedium”.

QUOTE HANGER
I KNOW BOTH
EXTREMES OF
LIFE. I KNOW
HOW IT FEELS
TO LIVE IN A
CHAWL, TO THE
TIME WHERE I
HAVE THREE
TOILETS FOR
ONE PERSON.

OPENING UP TO
DIFFERENT KINDS
OF MUSIC MADE
ME BETTER.
THE MOST
EMPOWERING
THING FOR AN
ARTIST IS THE
CHANCE TO DO
SOMETHING NEW.

JACKIESHROFF,
ACTOR

NEETI MOHAN,
SINGER

HAVE YOU HEARD?

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

shreya,mukherjee@htlive.com

the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot
more pressure of
expectations. It has
become more
PR-driven. There is a
constant pressure of
being in the news, to
look perfect.

Dangerous ishq?
A police complaint has been lodged against a fan of actor
Varun Dhawan after she threatened to kill his girlfriend,
fashion designer Natasha Dalal. According to a Mid-Day
report, after waiting to meet Varun for hours at his
residence, the fan turned violent and started yelling that she
will ‘kill Natasha’.

MANISHA KOIRALA ACTOR
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BEINGBULLIED
FUELLEDMY
AMBITION:
NAOMIE

PHOTO: JEANBAPTISTE
LACROIX/AFP

ctor Naomie Harris
has revealed she got
bullied in school
because she was an
‘‘oddball” but it pushed her
to make it big as an actor.
The Moonlight (2016) star
said bullying gave her a
chance to escape into an
imaginary world which
polished her as a performer.
“I think there was a lot of
jealousy towards me. I have
always been an oddball. I
didn’t have many friends,
and the class bully turned
everyone against me, so I
retreated into a world of my
own imagination,” Harris
told The Times.
“In hindsight that was a
blessing, because acting is
all about escaping to an
imaginary world,” the actor
said.
“What I heard so much
when I was growing up was,

A
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Actor Violla Davis played the role of Amanda Waller (inset) in Suicide
Squad (20
016)
PHOTO: GEOFF ROBINS/AFP

Better Call Saul
Season 5 will not
return until 2020

In hindsight that
[getting bullied] was
a blessing, because
acting is all about
escaping to an
imaginary world.

NICOLE WILDER/AMC

SHUTTERSTOCK

oel Kinnaman doesn’t
agree with the “call-out”
culture. The SwedishAmerican actor says there is
no value in digging up an old
tweet or bad joke made by
someone years ago.
Filmmaker James Gunn,
actor Kevin Hart, Green Book
writer Nick Vallelonga,
singer Blake Shelton and
comedian Trevor Noah —
past tweets have lately come
back to haunt quite a few
names in a time when
inclusivity and gender
equality are burning issues.
“There is a negative side of
this movement and it is

J

We have to love one
another, we have to be
patient, kind...
because that is the
way we all get back to
a better world.
ZACHARY LEVI ACTOR

something that I really
dislike. That is the call-out
culture where people are
offended by things,”
Kinnaman says.
“What is really important
is that people go to the bottom
of the intent of what is being
said and not dig up an old
tweet (in which) someone has
said (something) or someone
had written a bad joke ten
years ago. I don’t think there
is value in that,” adds the
Easy Money (2010) and The
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo
(2011) actor, who is currently
seen in the web show Hanna.

IANS

Jimmy Morgan McGill, six
years before the events of
Breaking Bad. It shows his
transformation into criminalfor-hire Saul Goodman.
Talking about his role in an
interview, Odenkirk, who
essays the role of McGill, said,
“I see a guy who lazily took
part in con jobs and using
others, [and] then made a
concerted effort to do right,
[but] then — out of frustration
and a broken heart — slipped
down further... than he had
ever gone before.”
“He is now
compartmentalising his
sorrow and aiming, with
confidence and conscious
effort, to be the best, most
selfish, mercenary lawyer he
can be. But hopefully, there
is still a beating heart
underneath it all, and
perhaps it will come out
again,” Odenkirk added.

IANS

BETTER CALL SAUL
FOLLOWS THE STORY
OF CON MAN TURNED
SMALL-TIME LAWYER
JAMES JIMMY
MORGAN MCGILL

Ali Fazal draws his
fitness inspiration
from Mark Wahlbergg

‘Being a star kid
gave me access to
Bollywood’

Juhi Chakraborty

Sangeeta Yadav

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

The actor added that it was
important to be able to “stop
dehumanising each other,
stop dehumanising
ourselves”. “We have to love
one another, we have to be
patient, kind, understanding
and forgiving, because that is
the way we all get back to a
better world,” he said,
revealing he underwent
therapy to fight off anxiety
and depression.
“I think mental health is
the most important thing we
should all be talking about,
legitimately,” he added.
PTI

Joel slams digging up
old tweets and jokes

Actor Joel
Kinnaman has
slammed the
‘call-out’
culture PHOTO:

he fifth season of actor
Bob Odenkirk’s Better
Call Saul is not expected
to premiere until next year.
In an interview with
Vulture, Sarah Barnett,
president, Entertainment
Networks, said the news was
dropped on AMC’s most
recent earnings call, reports
ew.com.
“Decisions like these are
driven by talent needs, which
we would not override if it
would result in a worse
show,” she said.
Better Call Saul, which
launched in early 2015,
unveiled Season two almost
exactly a year later; Season
three came 14 months later,
while Season four arrived 16
months after that.
Barnett also indicated in
the interview that the show’s
writers “have a very
particular, very clear sense of
the arc of their show”, and
that “we’re certainly getting
closer” to the end of the series.
Entertainment Weekly has
confirmed that the earnings
call mentioned a debut date of
early 2020. Better Call Saul cocreator and executive
producer Vince Gilligan is
also busy these days with
Breaking Bad movie.
Better Call Saul follows the
story of con man turned
small-time lawyer James

T

Actor Bob Odenkirk
plays the lead in
Better Call Saul,
which launched in
early 2015 PHOTO:

NAOMIE HARRIS
ACTOR

Actor Zachary Levi recently starred in Shazam!

S

villains are recruited by the
government to carry out secret
missions, too dirty for the likes
of Superman and Batman.
Batman IANS

‘You’ll never make it, you’re
black, you’re a woman, it’s
really hard out there,
there’s so much racism in
the industry, how are you
going to overcome it?’ I just
heard the word ‘no’. But
being bullied fuelled my
ambition and gave me an
immense desire to prove
something,” she added. PTI

‘We need to stop
dehumanising each
other and ourselves’

hazam! star Zachary Levi
has opened up about his
battle with anxiety and
depression, saying it was a
really dark phase in his life.
The 38-year-old actor said
during his youth, the mental
illness reached a point where
he even contemplated suicide
as an option.
“I got to a place in my life
where I legitimately didn’t
want to live anymore. I was in
such darkness. It’s
generational, I fully believe.
My mum, [who] was a
beautiful, vibrant, intelligent,
incredible woman, was also
very, very tortured and
psychologically abused her
whole life, and I and my
sisters got the brunt of that,”
Levi said during an
appearance on The View.
“My mum didn’t know she
was doing that to us, most
people don’t; in fact, I would
argue that the people who are
doing bad in the world
genuinely don’t really know
how bad they’re doing,” he
said.

Viola Davis
joins Gunn’s
reboot of
Suicide Squad
scar-winning actor Viola
Davis will return as
Amanda Waller, a
government official who givess
out the squad’s orders, in
James Gunn’s The Suicide
Squad. According to TheWrap
p,
an individual with some
knowledge of the project has
confirmed the news of Davis
joining the team.
e
The sequel to 2016’s Suicide
Squad will hit the screens on
August 6, 2021. Peter Safran
and Charles Roven are
producing the project.
Guardians of the Galaxy
(2014) director Gunn was
brought on board to helm the
project. He will have a
completely new take on the
property, in which DC super-

The actor talks about how
being isolated in school proved
to be a blessing for her
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hen it comes to
physical
transformation for
roles, Ali Fazal has been on
top of the game. And his
beefed-up look for his role of a
gangster in his latest web
series is proof of it. And after
the massive success of the
series, Ali took it upon
himself to undergo another
major fitness transformation,
inspired by Hollywood star
Mark Wahlberg.
“If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social media,
one would know how diligent
he’s about his fitness and
about his crazy workouts at
4am. It brings a discipline in
life and really helps you be
charged up through the day,”
shares Ali.
This aspect of Mark’s
fitness mantra has become a
crucial foundation for Ali and
his new fitness goals. The
actor, regardless of his work
and travels, now manages to
be up at odd hours to cope up
with this fitness inspiration
with the aid of his new
trainer.

W

“Starting so early in
n
the morning helps you
ur
body train better and get
g
into a lifestyle which is
b
actually ideal. I have been
doing this for a while and it
really works. Initially it’s
tough but it helps if you stick
to it,” he adds.
The actor has a custommade 12-week fitness routine
to muscle up. He has been
training for a few weeks now
and he has already started to
see and feel a drastic result
from this challenge that he
has taken up.
n

S

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

If anyone follows Mark
Wahlberg on social
media, one would
know how diligent he’s
about his fitness and
about his crazy
workouts at 4am.
ALI FAZAL ACTOR

tar kids do have an upper
hand over other actors
from a non-film
background. For Luv S Sinha,
son of actor-turned-politician
Shatrughan Sinha, being an
insider gave him a chance to
visit the sets from an early age.
With it came the realisation
that the glamourous world of
Bollywood was very different
from what it is actually
perceived to be.
“Being a star kid, it gave me
access to the exclusive world
of Bollywood which, from
outside, looked so glamourous
but from inside it is so
different. Pahlaj Nihalani, who
is like a family member, and
papa, have worked in a lot of
films together. Visiting his sets
and also seeing David Dhawan
in his initial days as the
director played a major role in
shaping my career. I
remember sitting around and
papa and Amitji (Bachchan)
discussing the script and
watching them later on the big
screen was a delightful
experience,” Luv says.
The 35-year-old actor, who

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
LUVSINHA

Ali Fazal says working out early in the morning like Hollywood actor
Mark Wahlberg (inset) helps stay charged throughout the day
PHOTO: PRABHAS ROY/HT

has worked in films like
Sadiyaan (2010) and Paltan
(2018), further adds that it was
a fascinating experience to
closely watch the journey of
actors from being a struggler
to a superstar.
“Spending time with
Govinda bhaiya while we were
growing up and seeing him
transform into a superstar was
a fun-filled experience. He
would always be very nice to
us, crack jokes and share a
friendly bond with all the kids.
Hanging out with Sanjay
bhaiya (Dutt) and talking
about acting was fun but
seeing him what he had to go
through was difficult for all of
us as a family,” Luv says.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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‘Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds’
SERIOUSLY CYRUS
CYRUS BROACHA
I love a girl who is also my best
friend. She was in a
relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings and
four days ago, she proposed to
me and I said, yes. But now,
she’s not able to share
anything like a friend with me.
And she wants us to remain
just friends. I am shattered.
Please help.
— VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the
stuff that comes out of a bull
when he needs to evacuate
his stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a fouryear-old. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to
make the world a better
place by feeding the poor,
and helping the
underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to the
gully boys playing cricket.
Now, she backtracks and
wants to go back to “just
friends”? Ridiculous. Bullpoo, loads and loads of bullpoo. Inform her about your
disappointment, and remind
her that all ‘this’ was her
idea in the first place. No

point just feeling
resentment, take the
er….bull…. by the horns. Do
not mince your words,
please.

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in
a relationship with a girl for the
last one year. She had
confessed that she was
interested in someone else and
we broke up. Now, she is with
that someone and I can’t see
them together. What should I
do to move on? — AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another.
With very little space to
stand between the doors.
The robber opens one door
and is then caught in
between the first and the
second door. He then
becomes a poor sandwich.
AA, your girl has left you,
(Door 1), and moved to (Door
2), the next guy. She’s stuck
between two doors but is
facing the new door. This
means you need to open
your door so that there is
more space for everyone.
And so that, a new girl walks

PHOTO: ISTOCK; FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSE ONLY

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.
into your door sooner or
later like facing an exam.
You just have to cop it on a
chin. Face the fact, and heal
from your wounds. She’s
closed her door. So please
keep your door open, but
wear a sweater in the case of
a strong breeze.

I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for
the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents are not
approving of our relationship,
whereas, his parents are totally
with us. How do you think
should I convince my parents?
They are generally not this
narrow-minded. Please help.
— AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you
get 10 good oranges out of a
total 12, then that’s a good
haul. Of course, our problem
was that our fruit wala was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four
mosambis, and one chikoo,
in our hands of a dozen
oranges, on an average
basis, every week. You’ve
got each other that’s 50%,
his parents 25% i.e. total of
75%. For your parents, think
of a pride of lions hunting.
They separate the weak
wilder bees, wait for it to die
of boredom and then feast.
See, which of your parents is
less extreme, and work on
only that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you
get one to crossover, most
likely the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. (Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound
good).

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
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THE GHOSTBUSTERS
Do you fear being ghosted by your partner? Here
are signs you should look out for to know if an exit
strategy is in the making
Collin Rodrigues
f your partner or even a
friend has cut off all
contacts with you without
any warning, it’s most
likely that you have been
ghosted. It’s important to note
that your partner may have
given a lot of signs about
ghosting you, which you
failed to recognise. Here, with
the help of experts, we try to
find out signs that you may be
ghosted. But before you read
through, Aman Bhonsle,
psychosocial analyst and
relationship counsellor, has a
warning. He says, “If you’ve
seen these signs in your
partner for a week, you may
be not ghosted. But if you are
sensing a pattern over a few
months, the chances of you
getting ghosted are more.”

IF YOUR PARTNER
SUDDENLY BECOMES
INEXPLICABLY NICE
OR WANTS TO
CONSTANTLY PLEASE
YOU, AND THAT IS
INCONSISTENT WITH
HIS/HER BEHAVIOUR,
YOU MAY BE ABOUT
TO BE GHOSTED.

I

POSTPONING
CONVERSATIONS
If your partner has been
absent for a prolonged period
and the conversations are not
happening, it’s a wake up call.
Bhonsle says, “You want to
chat with your partner, and,
the other person says, ‘I am
busy’ or ‘I have to be
somewhere else right now,’ or
just differ conversations to a
later date. This is a sign that a
ghosting protocol is about to
come into effect. This
signifies there is an emotional
distance and unwillingness to
participate in a
conversation.”

MONOSYLLABIC
ANSWERS
Have the replies to your

questions been brief? Chats
on things that you liked
talking about for long don’t
generate much response? Dr
Kedar Tilwe, psychiatrist and
sexologist, Hiranandani
Hospital, explains, “If
conversations which went on
for hours suddenly move to
one-word answers on a
regular basis; it is a sign.”

BLOCKING YOU ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
If you find it difficult to see
what your partner is doing on
social media and their
privacy settings have
changed on multiple
websites, it indicates that
your scrutiny of your
partner’s life on the internet
is no longer acceptable to
him/her. Bhonsle says, “This
means, your partner is
altering the parameters
by which you can see
what’s happening in
his/her life. Social
media is an

Look for subtle
signs and see if
he/she has
blocked you on
social media

indicator but people are
usually very sly about it.
They won’t block you from
every place at the same
time. They will do something
subtle like turn off their ‘last
seen’ notifications on
WhatsApp.”

YOUR OPINION
DOESN’T MATTER
In such instances, suddenly
the opinion of a third party,
with regards to the two of
you, becomes more
important. So, if you’ll have
a squabble or disagreement
or someone wants to buy
something expensive or go
away for while, your opinion
is no longer being sought out.
Bhonsle says, “You realise
your opinion doesn’t hold the
prime value that it used to
and that someone else might
be taking up a significant
role. This indicates there is an
exit strategy in the works.”

LONGER PAUSES
If you see that your partner
has been showing less
interest in conversations, it
may be a cause for worry.

Tilwe says, “Find out if the
pauses in the interaction have
become longer.
Conversations may continue
but the reply may take
forever, often making you
lose the thread of the thought
which started the chat in the
first place.”

is an integral part of all
relationships but, not
here. Tilwe says, “There
may be reluctance to
work on the road blocks in
your relationship. Any
understanding that you
have agreed upon is
brought into question
and seemingly re-examined.”

FAKE EMOTIONS

LACK OF
COMPROMISE

If your partner suddenly
becomes inexplicably nice or
wants to constantly please
you, and that is inconsistent
with his/her behaviour, you
may be about to be ghosted.
Bhonsle says, “Your partner
will try to compensate for the
gap between the both of you,
which has been growing. It
means he/she wants to please
you and in return, you stop
expecting more, so that he/
she is free to do other things
rather than be around
you.”

CREATING
ROADBLOCKS
Problem solving

The foundation of most
relationships is based on
compromises. Somewhere
down the line, partners
have to find a middle
ground to certain issues.
Tanushree Bhargava,
clinical psychologist, says,
“A person who is about
to ghost you may not be
willing to understand
your side of the story for
their own reasons. He/she
may believe they are right
and that you should accept
their point of view. They
would refuse to find a
common ground.”
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com
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Here’stohealthyfasting Sexual satisfaction among older

people about more than just health

Buckwheat flour
(kuttu ka atta) is a
great source of
protein
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
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Nutritionists tell you how to fast the right way so that you do not feel
fatigued and drowsy in the hot summer days
Prerna Gauba Sibbal
avratri is a nine-night
Hindu festival, dedicated
to Goddess Durga. It is
observed twice a year, one
being now, in the month of
April. Though our temples are
all decked up and we observe
fasts due to spiritual reasons, it
is also scientifically believed to
be a fast observed to give rest to
the gut. Apart from the
religious significance, experts
believe it is good to fast during
this week to let the liver rest
and rejuvenate. However, it is
important to do it right.
Nutritionists Anjali Hooda
and Kavita Devgan tell us how
one should fast right this
season:
n Avoid typical snack items
such as fried food and diet
namkeens or chips, because
they are packed and have

N

high-calorie contents and
high sodium.
n Go for anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt, potato
and fruits, as these don’t
disturb one’s basal metabolic
rate (BMR). You can’t have
processed food during
Navratri, which is a great
thing. Vegetables such as
bottle gourd, squash,
zucchini, and pumpkin are
great to fill your stomach.
You can also have fox nuts
(makhanas) or banana chaat.
n Buckwheat flour (kuttu ka
atta) is a great source of
protein and should be taken
once a day. In summer, one
can mix buckwheat with
other grains (gluten-free)
such as water chestnut flour
(singhare ka atta). You can
make chapatis by mixing
these flours with potato.
n One should not stress the

liver and let it rest. Hence,
starch and sugar intake
should be minimal.
n To hydrate, have lassi,
buttermilk, coconut water or
herbal teas.
n Kombucha drink is cooling
and hydrating. It is a
fermented drink that has
good bacteria, which makes it

perfect for the gut.
Alternatively, you can have
kanji.
n When peckish in between
meals, have nuts such as
almonds and walnuts, or
seeds such as pumpkin,
sunflower, as they are high in
iron and magnesium.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com

Anti-inflammatory
foods such as yogurt
don’t disturb the BMR
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ccording to a recent
study, when it comes to
sexual satisfaction
among older people,
communication, being in a
happy relationship and health
are important factors. Sexual
expression is increasingly
recognised as a significant
character throughout the life
course, in maintaining
relationships, promoting selfesteem and contributing to
health and well-being.
Although healthcare
professionals are being urged
to be more proactive in
helping older patients achieve
a satisfying sex life, there is a
distinct lack of evidence to
help guide practitioners.
The study looks at how
health, lifestyle and
relationship factors can affect
sexual activity and
satisfaction in later life, and
examine how people respond
and deal with the
consequences. As part of the
study, out of nearly 3,500
people aged between 55 to 74,
the survey found that one in
four men and one in six
women reported having a
health problem that affected

A

We identified that not
many people who
reported experiencing
problems or lack of
satisfaction sought
help. Although this
could be an individual
choice or because of
a perceived lack of
support.
BOB ERENS, LEAD
AUTHOR

their sex life.
Follow up interviews with a
sample of participants
revealed that older people
found it difficult to separate
the effects of declining health
from those of increasing age.
Ill health impacted sexual
activity in many ways but
most crucially it influenced
whether individuals had a
partner with whom to have
sex. Some older people were

more accepting of not having
a sex life than others.
For those in a relationship,
sexual satisfaction was
strongly associated with both
the quality of communication
with their partner and
contentment with their
relationship. The impact of
health issues was not always
negative — some men and
women found themselves
having to experiment with
new ways of being sexually
active and as a result, their
sex lives improved.
“Health can affect an
individual’s sex life in various
ways, from having or finding
a partner, to physical and
psychological limitations
on sexual expression,”
said Bob Erens, lead
author of the study
published in the Journal of
PLOS One.
“We identified that not
many people who reported
experiencing problems or
lack of satisfaction sought
help. Although this could be
an individual choice or
because of a perceived lack of
support, it is vital that
individuals feel able to make

enquiries with healthcare
professionals,” Erens
explained.
Although some individuals
the research team spoke to
were not affected by not being
sexually active, it seemed to
be important that health
professionals make sensitive
inquiries for patients who
might want help, which can
lead to significant
improvements in their wellbeing and quality of life.
“We’re seeing numerous,
interconnected factors
influencing sexual activity in
older people. Not being in
good health can influence
mood, mobility and whether a
person has a partner, which
in turn impacts sexual
activity. Medication taken for
health conditions often
compounds the problem. The
study findings suggest that
pharmacological approaches,
like Viagra, do not always
help to resolve sexual
difficulties, which need to be
seen in the wider context of
older people’s lives,” said
Kirstin Mitchel, co-author of
the study.

ANI
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shortstories
DEMAND FOR
LEGALISING POPPY
HUSK FARMING
SANGRUR: Farmers and youths
have submitted a memorandum to
deputy commissioner office on
Monday, demanding legalisation
of poppy husk farming in the state.
The representatives of Punjab
Talmel Committee said traditional
crops consume more water as
compared to poppy husk. “Youngsters are using medical drugs
which are dangerous for their
health and society. If government
wants to save youth and farmers,
the farming of poppy husk should
be legalised,” Jagmeet Singh Jagga
HTC
said in a press statement.

Thieves decamp with
₹80,000, accessories
CHANDIGARH: In separate burglary cases, unidentified thieves
struck across the city, decamped
with cash and valuables, said police
on Sunday. In the first case,
complainant Vinay Kumar, who
runs his office in Sector 8C, alleged
that thieves took away ₹65,000
from his office on the intervening
night of April 5-6. In another case,
Sector 20A resident Lakhwinder
Singh told the police that on
Saturday when he reached office,
he found that the front glass and
the grille were broken and, the
››P2
room ransacked.

Barnala teen held for
harassing girl
CHANDIGARH : A 19-year-old youth
was arrested for sexually harassing
a girl at a park in Sector 15 on
Sunday. The accused, Kapil Arora,
belongs to Barnala. The victim,
who is 22-year-old and a student
of Sri Guru Gobind Singh College
for Women, Sector 26, stated that
she had gone to the park for a walk
when the incident took place. ››P2

Congress leaders Dr Gandhi campaigns on a rickshaw
feeling suffocated in
their party: Majithia
HT Correspondent
n

NABHA: Member of Parliament Dr

FULL FRONTAL ATTACK Alleges the party is selling
tickets to undeserving candidates, leading to resentment
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

AMLOH(FATEHGARHSAHIB):The Con-

gress leaders are feeling suffocated and they are on the brink of
leaving the party as the Congress
has allegedly sold the tickets to
undeserving candidates, former
minister and SAD core committee member Bikram Singh
Majithia said on Monday.
Addressing a rally organised
by Youth Akali Dal leader Raju
Khanna in support of SAD nominee Darbara Singh Guru from
Fatehgarh Sahib, Majithia said
the Congress has sold tickets for
the Lok Sabha seats for ensuring
polls to the highest bidders resulting in a lot of resentment among
the loyal Congress families.
Many senior leaders of the party
have already aired their resentment against the functioning of
Punjab chief minister Captain
Amarinder Singh, he said.
Referring to the statements of
three-times MP Santosh Chaudhary and Mohinder Singh Kaypee, Majithia said they have
rightly exposed that now only the
royal families or money bags are

n

SAD leader Bikram Singh Majithia with Youth Akali Dal leader Raju
HT PHOTO
Khanna during a rally in Fatehgarh Sahib on Monday.

being preferred in place of loyal
party workers.
Majithia said Congress did the
same thing during the panchayat,
block samiti and zila parishad
elections when the party bosses
literally auctioned the posts
resulting in total alienation of the
party’s cadre.
Chaudhary was denied ticket
this time as she lost by razor-thin
margin in last elections while
Kaypee too was ignored while
favouring tainted Santokh Singh,
he said.
The sitting Rajya Sabha mem-

bers and former Punjab Congress
presidents Shamsher Singh
Dullo and Partap Bajwa have
announced that the present Congress government has duped people and are progressively getting
disenchanted from the party.
Hitting at other rivals, the SAD
leader said that AAP, Punjab
Democratic Alliance (PDA) or
SAD (Taksali) are just spoilers to
help their financer Congress. The
AAP seems totally decimated in
Punjab while PDA is yet to find its
mooring, it is totally directionless, he said.

Artistes stage play dedicated to
freedom fighter Ram Prasad Bismil
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : The North Zone Cul-

n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

Artistes during the play 'Yeh Maati Hai Balidaan Ki 'at Kalidasa Auditorium on Monday

BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT

tural Centre (NZCC) staged
a play “Ye Maati Hai Balidaan
Ki”, dedicated to the Indian
freedom struggle martyr
Ram Prasad Bismil here on
Monday, which was the 15th
day of Patiala Natya Mahotsav
being held at Kalidasa
Auditorium. The play is
scripted and directed by Girish
Chandra.
It brought to the fore many
untouched aspects of the life of
Ram Prasad Bismil.
The narrator Girish Sharma,
narrated the story in a way
which did complete justice to
the act.
He mentions, while narrating
the story, that Bismil was sentenced to death, twice.

Dharamvira Gandhi, who has
formed his outfit Nawan Punjab
Party, started his campaign for
the ensuing Lok Sabha elections
on a rickshaw in the markets of
Nabha. He went from shop to
shop, met traders and appealed
them to vote for him.
He claimed that people have
not forgotten the ‘misrule’ of
SAD-BJP in the state and
Captain Amarinder Singh has
garnered disappointment in
public by ‘supporting’ Badal
family in sacrilege, police
firing and shielding their corruption.
“While unable to fulfil their
poll promises also about employment, loan waivers, control on
drug mafia etc., state Congress
government has earned huge
anti-incumbency in half of its

MINOR BOY
ARRESTED
FOR RAPING
TWO-YEAR-OLD
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA MP SAYS THAT
PEOPLE HAVE NOT
FORGOTTEN THE
MISRULE OF
SAD-BJP IN THE STATE

term only,” Dr Gandhi said.
“It’s due to the same anti-incumbency that Preneet
Kaur travels in bullet proof car
and keeps the public at bay,” he
said.
Apart from his supporters,
local workers of the CPI walked
in support of Dr Gandhi during
the campaign. While claiming
the ‘honest’ distribution of Members of Parliament Local Area
Development Scheme (MPLAD)
fund, Dr Gandhi expressed confidence that people will notice and
support his honesty, hard work
and voice which he raised on
public issues in the Parliament.

n

MP Dharamvira Gandhi campaigning on a rickshaw in the markets
of Nabha on Monday.
HT PHOTO

SGPC member
Nasupur rejoins
Shiromani Akali Dal
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: A 14-year-old minor boy

PATIALA: The Shiromani Gurd-

was arrested for allegedly
raping a two-year-old girl on
the outskirts of the Patiala
city.
The victim’s mother said in
her complaint that on Saturday
night, their neighbour took the
girl to his residence on the pretext of playing.
She alleged that she found the
boy sexually assaulting her
daughter when she went to
bring her back from his home,
police said.
She approached the police on
Sunday morning, following
which, the victim was taken to
Rajindra Hospital, Patiala, for
medical observation, SHO Jaswinder Singh said.
“We have arrested the
accused and sent him to juvenile
home since he is a minor. The
victim is in a state of shock,
but her medical condition is
stated to be normal,” the SHO
said.
Police have registered a
case against the accused
under Section 376 (rape) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
Section 4 (punishment for penetrative sexual assault) of the
Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences (POCSO)
Act.
Police said both the victim
and accused persons’ family
work as migrant labourers and
were staying together for past
one year.

wara Parbandhak Committee
member Kuldeep Singh Nasupur
with senior colleagues joined
the Shiromani Akali Dal on Monday.
SAD president Sukhbir Singh
Badal and Surjit Singh Rakhra
inducted Jathedar Nasupur.
Nasupur had joined to Congress including his colleagues as
protest of the sacrilege incidents
and chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh had inducted him
in the party.
“The home coming of Jatehdar Nasupur will boost the party
campaign in Patiala and not only
in Samana. He holds considerable clout in Patran, Sanaur and
other constituencies,” Sukhbir
Badal said.
Former CM Parkash Singh
Badal also met Nasupur and
hailed that his rejoining. Sukhbir Badal said, “Jathedar Nasupur is a member of our
family. He will get his old place

and same honour in the party
again.”
‘CAPTAIN DID NOT KEEP
HIS PROMISES’
Nasupur said the Congress has
failed to fulfil a single promise
made in manifesto.
He said that CM Captain Amarinder Singh didn’t keep his
promises, which was made to
him and his supporters, thus he
left the party.
He said that no person can
meet Captain Amarinder Singh
as he is inaccessible. Congress
workers are feeling dejected,
thus he had again opted to rejoin
the SAD, he said.
Party candidate Surjit Singh
Rakhra said Nasupur had left
Congress as he was feeling suffocated. He said that he is grassroots worker, who holds good
rapport among the Panthic voters. His re-entry into party will
boost the party prospectus, he
said.
Senior Congress leader Gurdial Singh Randhawa has also
joined the Akali Dal.

PSPCL official held
for taking bribe
MOHALI :

Punjab vigilance
bureau on Monday arrested a
sub-divisional officer (SDO) of
the Punjab State Power Corporation Limited (PSPCL) for taking ₹8,000 bribe for transferring
the power connection of a
tubewell of a resident of Jamitgarh village in Fatehgarh Sahib.
The accused, Sarwan Singh,
SDO of Badali Ala Singh sub-division in Fatehgarh Sahib, was
arrested on the complaint of
Inderjit Singh, who said his
father had expired in 2010 and
his grandfather in 2015. Inderjit
claimed that the power connection of the tubewell in his grandfather’s name was to be transferred in his name, for which the
SDO had demanded ₹10,000, and
the deal was struck at ₹8,000.
Vigilance sleuths raided at
the SDO’s office and caught him
red-handed with the bribe
money.
HTC

SDO HAD SOUGHT
MONEY TO TRANSFER
POWER CONNECTION
OF A TUBEWELL IN
THE NAME OF
FATEHGARH SAHIB MAN

Education dept plans Man rapes former girlfriend,
sends lewd videos to her husband
to start evening
colleges in UT
WOMAN FORCED TO ABORT
HT Correspondent
n

Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : The UT education
department has been contemplating over the idea of starting evening colleges for students, using
the existing infrastructure available, in the city. The UT has five
government colleges and seven
aided colleges where the evening
classes can be conducted.
The move is to accommodate
an increasing number of students
in Chandigarh, most of which are
from neighbouring states of Haryana, Panjab and Himachal Pradesh. For the academic session
2018-2019, around 64.51 % students in BCom, 83.09 % in BBA
and 51.50 % in BCA were denied
admission due to non-availability
of seats.
An official of Post Graduate
Government College, Sector 11,
on the condition of anonymity,
said the idea was viable as it
would help in accommodating
students using the existing infrastructure. “College campuses are
usually empty by 4 in evening. In
metro cities like Bombay and
Delhi, colleges run two to three
shifts in a day. The education
department can begin the pilot
program in at least one college to
test the idea, ” said the official.
Requesting anonymity, a
teacher of Post Graduate Govern-

ment College for Girls, Sector-11,
said infrastructure and human
resources were the two primary
requirements to begin any new
college.”The colleges around
Chandigarh have quality infrastructure to start the project.
However, the only problem faced
by the department is generation
of new posts. It is a difficult task
and requires approval from the
UPSC and MHRD,” said the
teacher.
NOT FEASIBLE FROM THE
2019-2020 SESSION
A department official said, “The
education department will have
to apply for the affiliation from
Panjab University for the opening of the evening colleges. However, the date of affiliation for
2019-2020 sessions is now over.”
BL Sharma, education secretary, said the idea of running the
evening classes in colleges to
accommodate more aspirants
can be considered by the administration. But it will necessitate the
creation of posts, for which
approval of PU, MHRD and the
ministry of finance under Government of India, is important, he
said. He further said the entire
process will take a long time.
If the evening colleges are
floated in the city, it will further
increase the gross enrolment
ratio (GER) of the UT, he said.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A Jagraon man has

been booked for allegedly raping
and threatening his former girlfriend by recording her obscene
videos, police said on Monday.
The victim, who is seven
months pregnant, has been
deserted by her husband after he
received her lewd videos and pictures, police added.
As per the 33-year-old victim,
the accused kept on sexually
assaulting her even after
her marriage and when she
raised objections, he intimidated
her.
The Tibba police have booked
the accused, who has been identified as Sukhwinder Singh of New
Dashmesh Nagar of Jagraon. He
is yet to be arrested.
The victim said she had known
the accused long before she got
married on August 19, 2018. She
said Sukhwinder raped her even
after her marriage and threatened her to keep quiet else he
would post her obscene pictures
and videos on social networking
sites.
An FIR under IPC sections 376
(rape), 294 (obscene acts and
songs) and 506 (criminal intimidation) has been registered
against the accused.
TEEN HELD FOR
MOLESTING SISTER
A 17-year-old boy was arrested

CHILD, IN-LAWS BOOKED

police on Monday booked a
man and his parents after
the pregnancy of his
19-year-old wife was terminated without her consent.
The victim was three
months pregnant. She
alleged that her husband
and in-laws forced her to
consume some tablets
which resulted in abortion.
The accused have been
identified as Bablu, 22, his
mother Ganeshi and father
Raju, all residents of Barota
Road area.
The woman, Pooja, stated
that she had married Bablu
two years ago. She said following strained relations
with her husband, she went

back to her parents’ house.
“After intervention of relatives, I returned about five
months ago,” she added.
The woman alleged that
when her husband and
in-laws came to know that
she was pregnant, they
started mounting pressure
on her to abort the child as
Bablu wanted to marry
some other woman after
divorcing her.
Investigating officer ASI
Jarnail Singh said that an
FIR under IPC sections 313
(causing miscarriage without woman’s consent) and
120-B (criminal conspiracy)
has been registered against
the accused, who are yet to
be arrested.
HTC

for allegedly molesting his
younger sister in her sleep, police
said on Monday.
When she raised objection, the
accused thrashed her, they
added.
ASI Bhajan Singh said an FIR
under IPC sections 354-A and 323
besides section 8 of the Protection
of Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act has been registered
against the accused, who has
been sent to juvenile home.

THE 33-YEAR-OLD
VICTIM, WHO
IS SEVEN MONTHS
PREGNANT, HAS
BEEN DESERTED BY
HER HUSBAND AFTER
HE RECEIVED HER
LEWD VIDEOS AND
PICTURES, POLICE SAY

LUDHIANA: The Shimlapuri
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CHANDIGARH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TAKES NEW WINGS

Round-the-clock flights, big birds in sight
TAKING OFF ON APRIL 10 From
just 3 domestic flights in 1970 to
24-hour landing facilities for
wide-bodied aircraft, these
milestones have not been easy to
achieve for Chandigarh Airport

facetoface
SUNEEL DUTT, CEO,
CHANDIGARH
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

International
airlines have
yet to revert

Hillary Victor
n

hillaryvictor@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Chandigarh International Air-

port today is on the cusp of a major transition, opening up for bigger aircraft and
launching round-the-clock operations
from April 10. From just three domestic
flights in 1970 by Indian Airlines to being
readied for a Boeing 787-800 (Dreamliner), the airport will finally be able to
fulfil the demands of the people from the
region to connect the dots to major international destinations.
Yes, there have been controversies,
with ugly spats between Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh over the naming of
the airport and the Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) rapping airport authorities for not starting international flights.
LOOKING BACK
Foundations for the airport were laid
when the Indian Air Force (IAF) base
was set up here in 1961 as a major air
logistics node for Indian troops
deployed in Jammu and Kashmir. The
civil enclave was opened in the mid1960s adjacent to the base with Indian
Airlines starting its first flight to Delhi
in 1967 followed by flights to Kullu and
Srinagar. Jet Airways became the first
private airline to start operations in
1999, with more private airlines (currently six) following suit. While the Airports Authority of India controls the
functioning of the new civil terminal in
partnership with Punjab and Haryana,
runway operations and air traffic control are managed by the Chandigarh Air
Force Station. Timings of the commercial passenger flights are also controlled by IAF.
INTERNATIONAL STATUS
IN SEPTEMBER 2015
Prime minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the International Airport on September 11, 2015, which is now handling
both domestic and international flights,
though it’s connected right now to only
Dubai and Sharjah in the Middle East.n
The other 38 flights are connected to
major cities including Delhi, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Leh, Srinagar,
Jaipur,PuneandKullu,ChennaiandGoa.

What is your growth projection
for the next one year?
At present we have 22 lakh
domestic passengers and after
round-the-clock operations we
expect an increase of 30%,
which means, it will go to
around 28 lakh.
n

GOING PLACES: Chandigarh International Airport’s CAT-III ILS system that permits operations even when visibility is as low as 100 metres will be ready by
December 2019.

PULLED UP BY COURTS
A petition filed in 2015 by the Mohali
Industrial Association at the Punjab and
Haryana HC led to the first international
flight out from Chandigarh, following
which in, 2016, Dubai and Sharjah were
connected to the city.
With Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh claiming rights to name the airport,
there was furious debate over the naming of the airport, with one party suggesting it be named after Shaheed-E-Azam
Sardar Bhagat Singh and the other proposing Rock Garden creator Nek
Chand’s name.
WHAT WILL CHANGE
Chandigarh Airport will open from
April 10 for category 4E aircraft which
are wide-bodied and include Boeing 777,
B747-400, Airbus 330, and Boeing 787-800
(Dreamliner).
WHO WILL BENEFIT THE MOST?
The hospitality industry will get a boost
and tour operators a level playing field as
they connect to various countries
and cities. Businessmen can leave for
important meetings; conventions and
conferences and come back to the city
within a day.

SANJEEV SHARMA/HT

Footfall and facilities
From just 1.5 lakh passengers in 2006-2007, Chandigarh Airport now deals with a load of 22 lakh (domestic)
passengers, which will increase the moment wide-bodied aircraft are accommodated here.
DOMESTIC TRAFFIC
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19

INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC

1.5 lakh
2.2 lakh
3.6 lakh
4.5 lakh
6.4 lakh
8 lakh
8.81 lakh
10.5 lakh
12 lakh
15 lakh
18 lakh
21 lakh
22 lakh

2016-17
2017-18
2018-19

Capacity

1,600
passengers
Parking

READY FOR THE BIG BIRDS

500
cars

Chandigarh International Airport will from
April 10 be ready to accommodate category 4E
(wide bodied) aircraft, including Boeing 777,
B747-400, Airbus 330, and Boeing 787-800
(Dreamliner)

whattheysay

CAT-3 FACILITY BY
DECEMBER THIS YEAR
The airport at present has facility of Category-II (CAT-II) instrument landing
system (ILS) which enables pilots to land
with the help of instruments if the runway is not visible.

FULLY LOADED

76,634
1.48 lakh
1.26 lakh

›

Escalators

Lifts

6

14

CCTV
cameras

186

State of
the art
intelligent
addressable system

›

I request the authorities
to initiate international
flights from our city and link
to major Indian cities.

When are flights expected to
Europe and USA ?
Since we will now have roundthe-clock operations from April
10, we have written to airlines
for international flights. They
will revert after studying the
feasibility and traffic. Currently, no airlines have applied
(for long-haul flights).

Any challenges ahead?
Time is a great challenge as
both new domestic and
international need time to study
the routes and traffic. We have
written to all the airlines to
come forward and are hoping
that more domestic flights will
be added by the next six months.

New facilities coming
up at the airport?
Upgrade of the runway and
increase in its size 10,400 feet
from 9000 feet and strength of 75
pavement classification
number (PCN) to 75
and above, resulting in operation
of wide-bodied
aircraft.

Late night flights tend to
steal room nights from
hotels, late evening arrivals
have scope for room nights

SANJEEV VASHISHT, former president,
Mohali Industry Association

MANMOHAN SINGH, former Chairman
CII, Chandigarh council

Thieves decamp with ₹80,000, accessories ‘Justifications of British
JA L L I A N WA L A BA G H M A S S AC R E

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Inseparateburglary

cases,unidentifiedthievesstruck
across the city, decamped with
cashandvaluables,saidpoliceon
Sunday.
In the first case, complainant
Vinay Kumar, who runs his
office in Sector 8C, alleged that
thieves took away ₹65,000 from
hisofficeontheinterveningnight
of April 5-6.
In another case, Sector 20A
resident Lakhwinder Singh told
thepolicethatonSaturdaywhen
he reached office, he found that
thefrontglassandthegrillewere
brokenand,theroomransacked.
Lakhwinder alleged that unidentified person stole a DVR
along with hard disc,
threemobilephones,laptopchargers and mobile chargers each,
seven CCTV cameras, wifi adap-

IN ONE CASE, VICTIM
SAYS THIEVES STOLE A
DVR ALONG WITH HARD
DISC, THREE MOBILE
PHONES, LAPTOP
CHARGERS AND MOBILE
CHARGERS, SEVEN CCTV
CAMERAS, WIFI
ADAPTOR AND ₹15,000

tor and ₹15,000 from his office, at
Phase1,IndustrialArea,Chandigarh on the intervening night of
April 5-6.
Police said that a case
has been registered under
Sections 380 (theft in dwelling
house) and 467( lurking house
trespass) of the Indian
Penal Code(IPC) against
unidentified person, who are
absconding.

AMBALA MAN SERVED SPIKED DRINK, LOOTED
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA: Two unidentified

persons have been booked
for looting and physically
hurting a man, said police on
Sunday. The duo looted
Deepak Kumar ,a resident of
Dina Ki Mandi, Ambala Cantonment of ₹35,000, documents, mobile phone, said
police.
In his complaint, Deepak
said that on April 4, at
around 10.30am he left from
house to deposit insurance
instalments and purchase
electronic items from Rai
Market. “At around 11.15am,
I reached near Andhra Bank

in Rai Market area, when a
youth asked me the route to
the bus stand. While I was
guiding him, another youth
came from rear and sprayed
some unidentified liquid
substance on me, following
which I felt dizzy.”
“I told the person that I am
feeling unwell and he
brought me a cold drink
from a nearby shop. After
having it, I lost conscious,”
Deepak told the police. The
passersby rushed Deepak to
Ambala Cantonment civil
hospital for treatment, said
police. On Deepak's complaint, Ambala Cantonment
police registered a case
against unidentified persons

64th National School Games kick off
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The 64th National

SchoolGameskickedoffatdifferentvenuesinthecityonSunday.
The games will conclude on
April 12.
The National School Games
wasinauguratedby deputycommissioner Pradeep Kumar
Agrawal.
He was welcomed by the district education officer, secondary, Swaranjit Kaur.
The hockey matches of
under-19 boys/girls were played
at Punjab Agricultural University Hockey Astroturf, Guru
Nanak Public School in Sarabha
Nagar and Government College
for Boys. A total of 13 matches
were played at these venues.
In a one-sided match, Punjab
team (girls under 19) overpoweredtheiropponents(Maharashtra) since the beginning of the
match and won by 11-0.
In another match held
between players of two
teams- Punjab vs Chandigarh
(under 19boys),the Punjab team
won the match with a margin of
7-3. Uttrakhand vs Jammu and
Kashmirteamsplayedthematch
in which team J&K won the

under Sections 328 (causing
hurt by means of poison, etc,
with intent to commit
offence) and 379 (punishment for theft) of the IPC.
Ambala Cantonment station
house officer (SHO), inspector, Suresh Kumar said,
“The victim regained consciousness on Saturday, following which we registered
a case against the unidentified accused.”
“As per initial investigation, two people are involved
in the crime. The CCTV footages from the nearby areas is
being scanned and the
accused persons will be
arrested at the earliest,”
said the SHO.

Barnala teen held
for harassing girl
in Chandigarh
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :A 19-year-old youth

n

Players in action during a hockey match between J&K and Uttarakhand at the PAU hockey astroturf in
Ludhiana on Sunday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

match by 0-9.
The match was played at
Hockey Astroturf, Panjab Agricultural University.
At Panjab Agricultural University ground, three matches
wereheldbetweengirls teamsin
under 19 category.
The matches were held
betweenKeralavsBiharinwhich
Kerala won by 3-2.

Another match was held
between Delhi vs NVS and team
Delhi won the match by 8-0.
The match between the girl
teams of Telangana vs Andhra
Pradesh was held at PAU in
which team Andhra Pradesh
defeated the opponent team by
1-6.
Thedistricteducationdepartment, Ludhiana, hosted the

games, which were organised
under the aegis of School Games
Federation of India.
The matches of sqay martial
art for under-17 boys/girls
and mini golf for under-14, 17,
19 boys/girls will be held
atGovernmentSmartSeniorSecondary School, Panjab
Agricultural University from
Monday.

was arrested for sexually harassing a girl at a park in Sector 15
on Sunday. The accused, Kapil
Arora, belongs to Barnala. The
victim, who is 22-year-old and a
student of Sri Guru Gobind
Singh College for Women, Sector
26, stated in her complaint that
she along with her friends had
gone to the park around 4:45am
for a walk when the incident took
place. She alleged the accused,
who was walking behind them,
tried to forcibly hold her hand
and molest her. Kapil told police
that he and his friends were out
looking for food late night and
they left him in the park in an
inebriated state. A case has been
registered against him under
Sections 354 (assault and criminal force to woman with intent to
outrage her modesty) and 354D
(any person who follows a
woman and contacts, or
attempts to contact such woman,
to foster personal interaction
despite a clear no) of the IPC.

officials’ unjustifiable’
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The justifications

given by the British officials on
JallianwalaBaghmassacrewere
unjustifiable on both moral and
intellectual levels, panellist said
during the seminar organised
aheadoftheJallianwalaCentenary.
The history department of
PanjabUniversityhadorganised
two-dayseminar‘Remembering
Jallianwala Bagh Massacre of
1919’ on Saturday.University
vice-chancellor Raj Kumar
chaired the valedictory session.
Professor Rajiv Lochan
emphasised on the evil that was

›

The entire British
administrative
superstructure and the
ideology which ran it is to
be held responsible.
ANJU SURI, chairperson of
history department at PU

inherentandmanifestinthemassacre.Historydepartmentchairperson Anju Suri said the reaction of the British was revealing
in twin aspects of the MontaguChelmsford reforms and official
British response.
“ThejustificationsbytheBrit-

PGI faculty raise
accommodation
issues at meet
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :The Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER) faculty
body raised several issues in its
first general body meeting on
Sunday.
The faculty pressed for
accommodation, office space,
HAG scale, rotational headship
apart from raising the concern
of only 72 houses under construction as compared to the
projected demand of 500 houses
in the next five years. Faculty
association president at
PGIMER professor JS Thakur
said it was decided that the institute should provide a road map
for the speedy construction of
the flats for faculty. The poor
condition of the teachers’ flats
in Sector-12 and the security
concerns were also highlighted.
The concern regarding the faculty houses to the non-medical
faculty was raised and it was

THE FACULTY PRESSED
FOR ACCOMMODATION,
OFFICE SPACE, HAG
SCALE, ROTATIONAL
HEADSHIP
discussed that these houses
should be vacated after following the due process.
It also mentioned that the
institute should take urgent
measures to construct office
space for the young faculty so
that they can discharge their
duties. It was decided that the
HAG scale should be provided to
40% of eligible professors without any discrimination by direct
recruitment and promotion
through APS. The anomalies in
the pay scale of the assistant
professors who have joined the
institute after 2016 and medical
versus non-medical faculty in
terms of basic pay should also be
addressed.

ish historians and officials are
unjustifiable on both moral and
intellectual levels. The entire
British administrative superstructureandtheideologywhich
ranitistobeheldresponsibleand
especially General Dyer himself,” she said.
ProfessorSSSohalandprofessorGCChauhanchairedthefirst
session. Dean college development council Sanjay Kaushik
anddeanstudents’welfare EmanualNaharweretheguestofhonour.Anothersessionwaschaired
by North Zone organising secretaryofVidyaBhartiVijayNadda.
ProfessorJaspalKaur,professor
Reicha Tanwar and director of
Haryana academy of history.

GIRL ATTEMPTS
SUICIDE AFTER
COMPARTMENT
IN EXAMS

CHANDIGARH : A 17-year-old girl

attempted suicide by hanging
herself from a ceiling fan at her
house in the Sector-25 colony on
Sunday.
The victim, who is a Bachelor
of Arts (BA) first-year student at
the Post Graduate Government
College for Girls, Sector 42, took
the extreme step reportedly after
getting a compartment in some
subjects, police said.
The victim’s father, who is an
auto-rickshaw driver, told police
she was stressed for the past two
days. He said he was at the interstate bus terminal in Sector 17
when he received a call from her
at around 3.15pm. When he
reached home, he found her
hanging from a fan in her room
on top floor. The victim was
rushed to the Government Multi
Specialty Hospital (GMSH), Sector 16, from there she was
referred to Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER).
The girl is undergoing treatment at the hospital.
HTC
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Nawazuddin
Siddiqui feels real
content-driven
cinema is not fully
appreciated in India
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL/AFP

Ayushmann
Khurrana’s
upcoming film
(inset) was
shot in Mathura

Bhumi
Pednekar
starred in
Sonchiriya
(below), set in
the Chambal

PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Ek aadh
picture flop
ho gayi,
doesn’t mean
star system
has changed

Taapsee Pannu’s
Manmarziyaan (inset)
was set in Amritsar

THEIR HEARTISIN
THE HEARTLAND

The new crop of Bollywood
actors is choosing films set
against desi backdrops

Kartik Aaryan
and Kriti
Sanon were
seen in Luka
Chuppi, set
in Gwalior

Juhi Chakraborty

igh on glamour, overthe-top costumes and
shot in exotic foreign
locales — this pretty
much sums up the idea of a
commercial Bollywood
potboiler. However, a bunch
of actors such as Bhumi
Pednekar, Taapsee Pannu,
Kriti Sanon, Ayushmann
Khurrana and Kartik
Aaryan, are pretty
content picking heartland
stories in desi backdrops.
Bhumi, who has shot in
places like Haridwar
(Uttarakhand) for Dum
Laga Ke Haisha (2015),
Nandgaon (Uttar Pradesh)
for Toilet: Ek Prem Katha
(2017) and the Chambal for
Sonchiriya, can be safely
called the poster girl of
heartland films. “I’d never
been to a village before I
became an actor. It’s all
about a lot of observing
and understanding,”
says Bhumi whose
upcoming film, Saand
Ki Aankh, has a rural
setting. Interestingly,
the film also stars

H

PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Rishabh Suri
awazuddin Siddiqui is
undoubtedly one of the
best actors among
Bollywood’s current crop and
he makes it a point to balance
both hardcore masala films
and those minus all glamour.
Asked if money has become
a priority for him now, owing
to his success and the fact that
some stars demand huge
paychecks, even shares of a
film’s profit, Nawazuddin
says, “Har actor ki apni
strategy hoti hai. There’s
nothing wrong in asking for
profits. They have it (the
collections) that’s why they
ask for it. For me, both things
are important. The role is
good, and if the film is
commercial, then the money
angle too should be like that.
Money ka itna important role
nahi hai, but profession hai,

N

paisa chahiye hota hai (Money
doesn’t have such an
important role, but it’s a
profession, money is needed).”
Nawazuddin’s rising
popularity can be gauged by
the fact that recently, a fan
pulled him back by the neck,
all for a selfie, in Kanpur! The
actor, last seen in Thackeray
(2018), says, “I got injured, got
a hand fracture and a muscle
pull. But theek hai, kya karein,
uska apna tareeka tha (it’s ok,
what do we do, it’s their way).
Unka pyaar hai. (It’s their
love).”
However, the audience’s
love for stars in general didn’t
translate into box office
collections in the recent past.
Ask him his take on recent
films starring superstars not
doing well and whether it
means the star system doesn’t
work, he’s quick to clarify, “Ek
aadh picture flop ho gayi, usse

thodi na change ho jaata hai!
(One or two films flopped, it
doesn’t change anything).
Bade stars bade stars hote
hain. (Big stars are big stars).
Small budget films become a
hit, but even they have
Bollywood masala in them. We
even compromise on contentdriven films. We add five
songs, comedy… Tummbad,
Manto (both 2018), these are
the hardcore films. Actual
content-driven films don’t
work. When they work, a
change will come.”
Nawazuddin feels the real
content-driven cinema wins
more recognition abroad.
“Films that mostly go for these
[foreign] festivals, they are the
actual hardcore contentdriven films, and they get
appreciation. Uss cinema ki
audience [India] mein abhi
kam hai!” he adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Jacqueline
Fernandez

Sara Ali
Khan

STOP PRESS
KAREENA IN ANGREZI
MEDIUM, CONFIRMS
RADHIKA MADAN
t seems Kareena Kapoor
Khan is part of the muchtalked about Angrezi
Medium, paired opposite
Irrfan. The film is being
helmed by Homi Adajania.
Actor Radhika Madan, who,
according to reports, will
play Irrfan’s daughter in the
film, shared a photo of the
clapperboard and wrote, “As
excited as the man behind!
So so so grateful for this
new journey. @irrfan
@homster @maddockfilms
#kareenakapoorkhan
#dineshvijan”. “If things go
according to plan, Kareena
is expected to start
shooting for the film in July
in London,” says a source,
adding Angrezi Medium not
a sequel to Hindi Medium
(2017), but a franchise.

I

Katrina
Kaif

Shreya Mukherjee

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI
AND YOGEN SHAH

Sanchita Kalra
eon hues, animal prints,
flared bottoms—looks like
the fashion industry is
taking some major inspiration
from retro trends. And the one
celeb fashion choice from the
’90s that keeps popping up
every now and then is the
‘denim on denim’ look. A denim
jacket with denim jeans is
referred to as the Canadian
tuxedo, a term coined in the
1950s when American singer-

N

Good ol’ denim on
denim gets a twist
actor Bing Crosby was denied
entry to a hotel in Vancouver,
Canada, due to his head-to-toe
denim look. Later, denim label
Levi’s then sent him a
specially-crafted denim tuxedo.
Cut to 2019, celebrities are
opting for the all-denim look
with a twist. Actors like
Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Shruti
Hassan and Jacqueline
Fernandez have been spotted in
denim jumpsuits, denim dress
with denim jackets and the like,

while Karan Johar and Varun
Dhawan were seen in denim
jackets and jeans.
Designer Narendra Kumar
says, “Denim is the trend of the
’90s, but today it’s more playful
— there’s mesh, patchwork,
motifs, cutouts being used to
add the contemporary feel.”
Designer Rina Dhaka says,
“Every year with the onset of
summer it becomes a hot
favourite in the wardrobe. The
change I see is in silhouettes.
Now denims are about easy fits,

high waists, lots of pockets —
basically about comfortable
style, because in the heat you
can’t be wearing thick skinny
jeans.” She suggests chambray
fabric as a great substitute. “It
looks like denim, but has a
softer touch and feel. You can
go all big, boxy and baggy so
that you’re at ease,” she adds.
Designer Pranav Mishra of
Huemn, which showcased
denim looks at fashion weeks
earlier, says, “Denim is a fabric
that has various silhouettes,
you can play around with it...
just so many shapes and free
movement in dressing now.”
Kumar gives a few styling
tips: “Play with contrasting
hues. For instance, wear a red
shoe with a denim jumpsuit,
put pop colour on, or go for
prints like animal... add a dash
of pop by a pattern or a colour.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com
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Taapsee, who has played her
share of non-urban characters
in films such as Soorma and
Manmarziyaan (both 2018).
For Kriti, a Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) was quite a break from
her otherwise glam image. She
later opted for another
heartland story, Luka Chuppi,
shot in Gwalior (Madhya
Pradesh). “There are flavours
in different parts of our
country. Choti choti harkatein
jo small town mein hoti hain,
woh bahut pyaari hoti hain —
chup chupke chhat pe milna,
haath pakadna aur fir dekhna
ki koi dekh to nahi raha — all
these innocent moments you
don’t see in big cities. Those
moments look adorable on
screen,” Kriti says.
Clearly there is acceptance
from the audience too. Trade
analyst Joginder Tuteja feels
the craze for exotic locales is
over as people are now more
exposed to foreign content than
before thanks to the web.
“There is no need to tell stories
from the outside world when
there is so much within India
that needs to be told,” he says.
Ayushmann is another actor
who has never shied away from

experimenting with rural
settings, be it in Dum Laga Ke
Haisha and Bareilly Ki Barfi or
his upcoming film Dream Girl,
for which he recently shot in
Mathura (Uttar Pradesh).
Kartik recently took the
plunge into small-town stories
with Luka Chuppi. “It was a
different world. My character
Guddu is a normal guy —
honest and vulnerable. I’ve
played street-smart characters
but it was so nice to play a role
which does not have any overthe-top heroism,” says Kartik,
who would “love to explore this
more”.
Producer Bhushan Kumar
feels the audience is more
attracted to “relatable and
believable” content. “People
don’t just go to watch movies
for entertainment, they also
want to relate to the story and
characters. A lot of business is
coming from these mass
pockets. So, it helps when they
see characters and settings
similar to them,” he says.
Agrees Kriti: “Characters in
these places are very relatable
and you know the audience will
feel an instant connect.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

I improvise birthday celebrations
according to where I am: Swara
Sneha Mahadevan
wara Bhasker turns 31
today and though the
actor isn’t working this
year, she is celebrating her
birthday by doing something
‘unusual’. The actor will be in
Bihar to campaign for a friend
for the upcoming elections.
“This year, I’m spending my
birthday in an extremely
unusual manner. I’m
campaigning in Begusarai,
Bihar, for my friend, ex-JNU
students union president
Kanhaiya Kumar, who is
standing as a candidate in the
Lok Sabha elections this year.
Ideally, I would like to spend
the day at home with my
family and close
friends. I love hosting
house parties so I like
to end the night with a
party,” she says.
The Veere Di
Wedding (2018) actor
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Ideally, I would
like to spend
the day at
home with my
family and
close friends. I
love hosting
house parties
so I like to end
the night with
a party.
SWARA
BHASKER, ACTOR

reveals that she is always
looking for excuses to get
together and celebrate with
her friends, so birthdays
aren’t any different. She says,
“I love celebrations of all
kinds. I feel at the end of our
lives, as time keeps passing by,

Swara
Bhasker

all we have left is memories,
and celebration is a way of
creating memories. I don’t
have a regulated 9-5 kind of
work schedule, so sometimes
I’m shooting or working on
my birthday. I improvise my
birthday celebration
according to where I am. I’m
blessed to have friends and
family who make the day
special no matter where I
am,” she says.
Swara reminisces about
spending time with her
maternal grandmother on her
birthdays. “Every birthday
from my childhood is
memorable because my nani
would bake an amazing
cake for me each year. She
passed away a few years
ago so these are precious
memories I cherish,”
she recalls. On set, her
most memorable
birthday was in 2012.
“On the sets of
Machhli Jal Ki Rani
Hai, the producers
made sure that I had a
very special day. I cut
some eight cakes that
day and we had a
rocking party that
night.”
For the year ahead,
even though she
doesn’t believe in
resolutions, Swara wants to
fix her sleep schedule. “I
am never able to keep
either birthday or New
Year resolutions but my
resolution always is very
simple — to be able to
sleep and wake up at a
human hour, because
currently my sleep cycle
resembles that of an owl,”
she quips.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

You will achieve something that you had
previously given up on. Focus is likely to
return at work. Financial issues will be
settled without sustaining loss.
Someone who had been rude to you in
the past is likely to make amends. Your
extrovert nature is likely to attract a
ARIES
mate
soon.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Grey
You may get involved in something and waste
your time. Those in uniformed services are
likely to get a posting of choice. An
understanding lover will help some of
you to get rid of your baggage of guilt.
An opportunity to add to your existing
income may slip with a snap. Physical
training needs to be taken up.

Good news on the family front may delight you
no end. Taking help from someone more
experienced will not be a bad idea at
work. Job hunters are likely to find things
moving to their liking. Give due
importance to your relationship. Invest
now rather than wait endlessly for a
TAURUS
better
opportunity.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Saffron
Financial worries are set to disappear as money
flows in from unexpected sources. Your
efforts on the academic front are likely to
be lauded by all. Someone you are
interested in on the romantic front may
reciprocate the signal back. Postponing
a travel plan will be a step in right
VIRGO
direction.
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender

SAGITTARIUS

You are likely to remain in a confused state on
the financial front. Sweet gestures of your
lover will draw you more closer to them.
Rising expenses can become a source of
worry. A medical condition that has been
troubling you is likely to improve. This is
the day to get even with someone, but
do so with finesse!

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Kristen Stewart: The American actor, who is
known for her films such as Panic Room, The
Twilight Saga, Snow White and the Huntsman,
turns 29 today.

A problem may take a nasty turn and create an
unsavoury situation at work. Your attempts
to multiply your assets are likely to
succeed. Someone’s guidance will be
instrumental in kicking off a bad
habit. Despite your confidence, you will
need to supervise someone on the social
front.
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Violet

A difficult task entrusted to you on the work
front is likely to be completed to the
satisfaction. Tackle a competitive
situation on the academic front with
your presence of mind. Let romance stay
at the back burner. Bad planning can be
detrimental to your financial health. Pay
attention to your health.
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

This is an ideal time to go in for a property deal,
as further delay may up the prices. Your gift
of the gab is likely to swing a job in your
favour. Time to consolidate your financial
position is here, as you are in for a raise
or an increment. Some of you are likely
to dictate your own terms on the
CAPRICORN
romantic front.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

SUDOKU
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AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Sometimes you astound others by your
foresight. This is not without basis as you
will be able to foresee something
important much before it affects the life
of someone close. Financially, you will be
much better as you shift to the saving
mode. Help someone close going
through a bad patch.
Lucky Number: 6 Colour: Dark Green

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Keeping tabs on someone will be in your
interest. Your ideas are likely to soon take
shape on the work front. Tips will come in
handy while playing the stocks.
Someone is likely to reciprocate for the
help rendered to them. Exchanging
sweet
nothings with lover is likely to
CANCER
happen.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Aqua Green
You may need to approach someone to get your
job done, so don’t feel reluctant. Rising
expenses will be countered by cutting
inessential costs. You need to give
priority to work matters. The fitness
freaks may be challenged with a new
physical activity, but you will have the
SCORPIO
energy to complete it.
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may get pleasantly surprised by a
subordinate’s dedication in handling an
important task. Driving off to a picnic with
family or friends is possible. Profits
accrue for professionals, as new clientele
is found. Starting a new exercise
regimen is indicated and promises to get
PISCES
you back into shape.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Dark Grey

SHOW BUZZ
FREEZE FRAME

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3050

PHOTO: TWITTER/IRRFANK

DID YOU KNOW?
Actor Preity G Zinta got her first TV
commercial break for Perk in 1996 after
she accidently met the director at a
friend’s birthday party.

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

C M E EE
DAR I C
O UY HMT
A I K N GW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Emcee, acrid, mouthy, waking
ANSWER: Whenever people agree with me I always feel I must
be wrong - Oscar Wilde

SONY PIX
1204 Piranha 3D
1326 Apocalypto
1455 Hellboy II: The Golden
Army
1830 San Andreas
2056 Rambo: First Blood
Part II
2300 Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2
WB
1257 Unforgettable
1435 Arthur
1623 Heart Of Dragon
1758 The Hunter’s Prayer
1920 After The Sunset
2100 RocknRolla
2250 The Forest
&PICTURES
1120 Happy Phirr Bhag
Jayegi
1415 Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya
1728 The Monkey King
2000 I
2339 Bad Boys II
ZEE CINEMA
1249 Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana
1540 Navsari Ka Rahsya
1817 Paltan
2100 The Real Tevar
2358 Courier Boy Kalyan

SOLUTION SUDOKU

MOVIES ON TV
STAR MOVIES
1144 Cars 3
1337 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1412 Titanic
2050 Predator
2259 Kingsman: The Secret
Service

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Whenever people _____ ____ __ I always feel I
must be wrong
- Oscar Wilde (5,4,2)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Beginning again
Irrfan is back on the sets after treatment in London for
neoendocrine tumour. The actor, who is filming the sequel to
his hit 2017 film Hindi Medium, tweeted this photo, writing,
“GMB serving since 1900s. It’s going to be fun to tell another
story #AngreziMedium. Coming soon, with Mr
Champakji...Aa Raha Hu phir entertain Karne Sabko
#ItsTimeToKnowChampakJi #AngreziMedium”.

‘MARRIAGEFORFEMALE ‘Beingbullied
ACTORS NOT TABOO NOW’ fuelledmy
Manisha Koirala feels times have
changed for female actors
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Manisha Koirala
burst onto the scene
with Subhash Ghai’s
Saudagar (1991) and has
continued to give good
performances one after the
other, over the years. Looking
back, Manisha feels that the
industry has changed in many
ways.
“A lot of change has taken
place. Now, there is a lot more
professionalism when it
comes to work being done on
time and all. I feel that the
quality of cinema is also
getting better and this current
generation of actors is so
talented… I am not saying
things weren’t good earlier,
but they are much better now.
Though people have less time
these days but in a way that
means they have more work,”
says Manisha, who is in talks
for her next Hindi film that
she shares might go on floors
this year.
The Dil Se.. (1998) and Lajja
(2001) actor wowed audiences
last year with her
performances in Sanju and
the web anthology Lust
Stories. She feels things are
now looking up for female
actors.
“These days, actresses do
not shy away from talking
about their personal life. Back
then they could not do that,
and if there were revealed

A

that they were married then
they would not get good work.
But these days, there
is no longer any taboo,” says
the 48-year-old.
However, the actor adds
that the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot more
pressure of expectations. “It
has become more PR-driven.
There is a constant pressure
of being in the news, to look
perfect in everything that one
does. There is no room for
mistake. It is something that
leads to affecting people
mentally,” shares Manisha,
who is a cancer survivor and
has penned the story of her
battle with the disease in her
book Healed: How Cancer
Gave Me a New Life, which
came out in December 2018.
n

shreya,mukherjee@htlive.com

the industry, right now,
is dealing with a lot
more pressure of
expectations. It has
become more
PR-driven. There is a
constant pressure of
being in the news, to
look perfect.
MANISHA KOIRALA ACTOR
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ambition’
A
ctor Naomie Harris has
revealed she got bullied
in school because she
was an ‘‘oddball” but it
pushed her to make it big as an
actor. The Moonlight (2016)
star said bullying gave her a
chance to escape into an
imaginary world which
polished her as a performer. “I
think there was a lot of jealousy
towards me. I have always been
an oddball. I didn’t have many
friends, and the class bully
turned everyone against me, so
I retreated into a world of my
own imagination,” Harris told
The Times. “In hindsight that
was a blessing, because acting
is all about escaping to an
imaginary world,” the actor
said. “What I heard so much
when I was growing up was,
‘You’ll never make it, you’re
black, you’re a woman, it’s
really hard out there, there’s so
much racism in the industry,
how are you going to overcome
it?’ I just heard the word ‘no’.
But being bullied fuelled my
ambition and gave me an
immense desire to prove
something,” she added.
PTI

In hindsight that [getting bullied] was a blessing, because
acting is all about escaping to an imaginary world.
NAOMIE HARRIS
ACTOR
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